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Series Foreword

The MIT Press series on Economic Learning and Social Evolution
reﬂects the continuing interest in the dynamics of human interaction.
This issue has provided a broad community of economists, psychologists, biologists, anthropologists, mathematicians, philosophers, and
others with such a strong sense of common purpose that traditional interdisciplinary boundaries have melted away. We reject the outmoded
notion that what happens away from equilibrium can safely be
ignored, but think it no longer adequate to speak in vague terms of
bounded rationality and spontaneous order. We believe the time has
come to put some beef on the table.
The books in the series so far are:
Evolutionary Games and Equilibrium Selection, by Larry Samuelson
(1997). Traditional economic models have only one equilibrium and
therefore fail to come to grips with social norms whose function is to
select an equilibrium when there are multiple alternatives. This book
studies how such norms may evolve.

0

The Theory of Learning in Games, by Drew Fudenberg and David
Levine (1998). John Von Neumann introduced ‘‘ﬁctitious play’’ as a
way of ﬁnding equilibria in zero-sum games. In this book, the idea is
reinterpreted as a learning procedure and developed for use in general
games.

0

Just Playing, by Ken Binmore (1998). This book applies evolutionary
game theory to moral philosophy. How and why do we make fairness
judgments?

0

Social Dynamics, edited by Steve Durlauf and Peyton Young (2001).
The essays in this collection provide an overview of the ﬁeld of social
dynamics, in which some of the creators of the ﬁeld discuss a variety

0
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of approaches, including theoretical model-building, empirical studies,
statistical analyses, and philosophical reﬂections.
Evolutionary Dynamics and Extensive Form Games, by Ross Cressman
(2003). How is evolution affected by the timing structure of games?
Does it generate backward induction? The answers show that orthodox thinking needs much revision in some contexts.

0

Authors who share the ethos represented by these books, or who
wish to extend it in empirical, experimental, or other directions, are
cordially invited to submit outlines of their proposed books for consideration. Within our terms of reference, we hope that a thousand
ﬂowers will bloom.
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Preface

The behavioral sciences have traditionally offered two contrasting explanations of cooperation. One, favored by sociologists and anthropologists, considers the willingness to subordinate self-interest to the
needs of the social group to be part of human nature. Another, favored
by economists and biologists, treats cooperation as the result of the
interaction of selﬁsh agents maximizing their long-term individual material interests. Moral Sentiments and Material Interests argues that a signiﬁcant fraction of people ﬁt neither of these stereotypes. Rather, they
are conditional cooperators and altruistic punishers. We show that a high
level of cooperation can be attained when social groups have a sufﬁcient fraction of such types, which we call strong reciprocators, and we
draw implications of this phenomenon for political philosophy and social policy.
The research presented in this book was conceived in 1997, inspired
by early empirical results of Ernst Fehr and his coworkers at the University of Zürich and the analytical models of cultural evolution pioneered by Robert Boyd and Peter Richerson. Behavioral scientists from
several disciplines met at the University of Massachusetts in October
1998 to explore preliminary hypotheses. We then commissioned a series of papers from a number of authors and met again at the Santa Fe
Institute in March 2001 to review and coordinate our results, which,
suitably revised and updated, together with some newly commissioned
papers, are presented in the chapters below.
This research is distinctive not only in its conclusions but in its methodology as well. First, we rely on data gathered in controlled laboratory and ﬁeld environments to make assertions concerning human
motivation. Second, we ignore the disciplinary boundaries that have
thwarted attempts to develop generally valid analytical models of human behavior and combine insights from economics, anthropology,
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Preface

evolutionary and human biology, social psychology, and sociology.
We bind these disciplines analytically by relying on a common lexicon
of game theory and a consistent behavioral methodology.
We would like to thank those who participated in our research
conferences but are not represented in this book. These include Leda
Cosmides, Joshua Epstein, Steve Frank, Joel Guttman, Kevin McCabe,
Arthur Robson, Robert Solow, Vernon Smith, and John Tooby. We
beneﬁtted from the generous ﬁnancial support and moral encouragement of the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation, which
allowed us to form the Network on the Nature and Origins of Norms
and Preferences, to run experiments, and to collect and analyze data
from several countries across ﬁve continents. We extend special thanks
to Ken Binmore, who contributed to our ﬁrst meeting and encouraged
us to place this volume in his MIT Press series, Economic Learning and
Social Evolution, and to Elizabeth Murry, senior editor at The MIT
Press, who brought this publication to its fruition. We extend a special
expression of gratitude to Adele Simmons who, as president of the
MacArthur Foundation, championed the idea of an interdisciplinary
research project on human behavior and worked indefatigably to turn
it into a reality.
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1

Moral Sentiments and
Material Interests: Origins,
Evidence, and
Consequences
Herbert Gintis, Samuel
Bowles, Robert Boyd, and
Ernst Fehr

1.1

Introduction

Adam Smith’s The Wealth of Nations advocates market competition as
the key to prosperity. Among its virtues, he pointed out, is that competition works its wonders even if buyers and sellers are entirely selfinterested, and indeed sometimes works better if they are. ‘‘It is not
from the benevolence of the butcher, the brewer, or the baker that we
expect our dinner,’’ wrote Smith, ‘‘but from their regard to their own
interest’’ (19). Smith is accordingly often portrayed as a proponent of
Homo economicus—that selﬁsh, materialistic creature that has traditionally inhabited the economic textbooks. This view overlooks Smith’s
second—and equally important—contribution, The Theory of Moral
Sentiments, in which Smith promotes a far more complex picture of the
human character.
‘‘How selﬁsh soever man may be supposed,’’ Smith writes in The
Theory of Moral Sentiments, ‘‘there are evidently some principles in his
nature, which interest him in the fortunes of others, and render their
happiness necessary to him, though he derives nothing from it, except
the pleasure of seeing it.’’ His book is a thorough scrutiny of human behavior with the goal of establishing that ‘‘sympathy’’ is a central emotion motivating our behavior towards others.
The ideas presented in this book are part of a continuous line of
intellectual inheritance from Adam Smith and his friend and mentor
David Hume, through Thomas Malthus, Charles Darwin, and Emile
Durkheim, and more recently the biologists William Hamilton and
Robert Trivers. But Smith’s legacy also led in another direction,
through David Ricardo, Francis Edgeworth, and Leon Walras, to contemporary neoclassical economics, that recognizes only self-interested
behavior.
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The twentieth century was an era in which economists and policy
makers in the market economies paid heed only to the second Adam
Smith, seeing social policy as the goal of improving social welfare
by devising material incentives that induce agents who care only for
their own personal welfare to contribute to the public good. In this
paradigm, ethics plays no role in motivating human behavior. Albert
Hirschman (1985, 10) underscores the weakness of this approach in
dealing with crime and corruption:
Economists often propose to deal with unethical or antisocial behavior by raising the cost of that behavior rather than proclaiming standards and imposing
prohibitions and sanctions. . . . [Yet, a] principal purpose of publicly proclaimed
laws and regulations is to stigmatize antisocial behavior and thereby to inﬂuence citizens’ values and behavior codes.

Hirschman argues against a venerable tradition in political philosophy. In 1754, ﬁve years before the appearance of Smith’s Theory of
Moral Sentiments, David Hume advised ‘‘that, in contriving any system
of government . . . every man ought to be supposed to be a knave and
to have no other end, in all his actions, than his private interest’’ (1898
[1754]). However, if individuals are sometimes given to the honorable
sentiments about which Smith wrote, prudence recommends an alternative dictum: Effective policies are those that support socially valued outcomes not only by harnessing selﬁsh motives to socially valued ends, but also
by evoking, cultivating, and empowering public-spirited motives. The research in this book supports this alternative dictum.
We have learned several things in carrying out the research described in this book. First, interdisciplinary research currently yields
results that advance traditional intradisciplinary research goals. While
the twentieth century was an era of increased disciplinary specialization, the twenty-ﬁrst may well turn out to be an era of transdisciplinary synthesis. Its motto might be: When different disciplines focus on the
same object of knowledge, their models must be mutually reinforcing and
consistent where they overlap. Second, by combining economic theory
(game theory in particular) with the experimental techniques of social
psychology, economics, and other behavioral sciences, we can empirically test sophisticated models of human behavior in novel ways.
The data derived from this uniﬁcation of disciplinary methods allows
us to deduce explicit principles of human behavior that cannot be
unambiguously derived using more traditional sources of empirical
data.
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The power of this experimental approach is obvious: It allows deliberate experimental variation of parameters thought to affect behavior
while holding other parameters constant. Using such techniques, experimental economists have been able to estimate the effects of prices
and costs on altruistic behaviors, giving precise empirical content to a
common intuition that the greater the cost of generosity to the giver
and the less the beneﬁt to the recipient, the less generous is the typical experimental subject (Andreoni and Miller 2002).1 The resulting
‘‘supply function of generosity,’’ and other estimates made possible
by experiments, are important in underlining the point that otherregarding behaviors do not contradict the fundamental ideas of rationality. They also are valuable in providing interdisciplinary bridges
allowing the analytical power of economic and biological models,
where other-regarding behavior is a commonly used method, to be
enriched by the empirical knowledge of the other social sciences,
where it is not.
Because we make such extensive use of laboratory experiments in
this book, a few caveats about the experimental method are in order.
The most obvious shortcoming is that subjects may behave differently
in laboratory and in ‘‘real world’’ settings (Loewenstein 1999). Welldesigned experiments in physics, chemistry, or agronomy can exploit
the fact that the behavior of entities under study—atoms, agents, soils,
and the like—behave similarly whether inside or outside of a laboratory setting. (Murray Gell-Mann once quipped that physics would
be a lot harder if particles could think). When subjects can think, socalled ‘‘experimenter effects’’ are common. The experimental situation,
whether in the laboratory or in the ﬁeld, is a highly unusual setting
that is likely to affect behavioral responses. There is some evidence
that experimental behaviors are indeed matched by behaviors in nonexperimental settings (Henrich et al. 2001) and are far better predictors
of behaviors such as trust than are widely used survey instruments
(Glaeser et al. 2000). However, we do not yet have enough data on
the behavioral validity of experiments to allay these concerns about
experimenter effects with conﬁdence. Thus, while extraordinarily valuable, the experimental approach is not a substitute for more conventional empirical methods, whether statistical, historical, ethnographic,
or other. Rather, well-designed experiments may complement these
methods. An example, combining behavioral experiments in the ﬁeld,
ethnographic accounts, and cross-cultural statistical hypotheses testing
is Henrich et al. 2003.
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This volume is part of a general movement toward transdisciplinary
research based on the analysis of controlled experimental studies of
human behavior, undertaken both in the laboratory and in the ﬁeld—
factories, schools, retirement homes, urban and rural communities, in
advanced and in simple societies. Anthropologists have begun to use
experimental games as a powerful data instrument in conceptualizing
the speciﬁcity of various cultures and understanding social variability
across cultures (Henrich et al. 2003). Social psychologists are increasingly implementing game-theoretic methods to frame and test hypotheses concerning social interaction, which has improved the quality and
interpretability of their experimental data (Hertwig and Ortmann
2001). Political scientists have found similar techniques useful in modeling voter behavior (Frohlich and Oppenheimer 1990; Monroe 1991).
Sociologists are ﬁnding that analytically modeling the social interactions they describe facilitates their acceptance by scholars in other behavioral sciences (Coleman 1990; Hechter and Kanazawa 1997).
But the disciplines that stand to gain the most from the type of research presented in this volume are economics and human biology. As
we have seen, economic theory has traditionally posited that the basic
structure of a market economy can be derived from principles that
are obvious from casual examination. An example of one of these assumptions is that individuals are self-regarding.2 Two implications of
the standard model of self-regarding preferences are in strong conﬂict
with both daily observed preferences and the laboratory and ﬁeld experiments discussed later in this chapter. The ﬁrst is the implication
that agents care only about the outcome of an economic interaction and
not about the process through which this outcome is attained (e.g., bargaining, coercion, chance, voluntary transfer). The second is the implication that agents care only about what they personally gain and lose
through an interaction and not what other agents gain or lose (or the
nature of these other agents’ intentions). Until recently, with these
assumptions in place, economic theory proceeded like mathematics
rather than natural science; theorem after theorem concerning individual human behavior was proven, while empirical validation of such
behavior was rarely deemed relevant and infrequently provided. Indeed, generations of economists learned that the accuracy of its predictions, not the plausibility of its axioms, justiﬁes the neoclassical model
of Homo economicus (Friedman 1953). Friedman’s general position is
doubtless defensible, since all tractable models simplify reality. However, we now know that predictions based on the model of the self-
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regarding actor often do not hold up under empirical scrutiny, rendering the model inapplicable in many contexts.
A similar situation has existed in human biology. Biologists have
been lulled into complacency by the simplicity and apparent explanatory power of two theories: inclusive ﬁtness and reciprocal altruism
(Hamilton 1964; Williams 1966; Trivers 1971). Hamilton showed that
we do not need amorphous notions of species-level altruism to explain
cooperation between related individuals. If a behavior that costs an individual c produces a beneﬁt b for another individual with degree of
biological relatedness r (e.g., r ¼ 0:5 for parent-child or brother, and
r ¼ 0:25 for grandparent-grandchild), then the behavior will spread if
r > c=b. Hamilton’s notion of inclusive ﬁtness has been central to the
modern, and highly successful, approach to explaining animal behavior (Alcock 1993). Trivers followed Hamilton in showing that even a
selﬁsh individual will come to the aid of an unrelated other, provided
there is a sufﬁciently high probability the aid will be repaid in the
future. He also was prescient in stressing the ﬁtness-enhancing effects
of such seemingly ‘‘irrational’’ emotions and behaviors as guilt, gratitude, moralistic aggression, and reparative altruism. Trivers’ reciprocal
altruism, which mirrors the economic analysis of exchange between
self-interested agents in the absence of costless third-party enforcement
(Axelrod and Hamilton 1981), has enjoyed only limited application to
nonhuman species (Stephens, McLinn, and Stevens 2002), but became
the basis for biological models of human behavior (Dawkins 1976;
Wilson 1975).
These theories convinced a generation of researchers that, except for
sacriﬁce on behalf of kin, what appears to be altruism (personal sacriﬁce on behalf of others) is really just long-run material self-interest.
Ironically, human biology has settled in the same place as economic
theory, although the disciplines began from very different starting
points, and used contrasting logic. Richard Dawkins, for instance,
struck a responsive chord among economists when, in The Selﬁsh Gene
(1989[1976], v.), he conﬁdently asserted ‘‘We are survival machines—
robot vehicles blindly programmed to preserve the selﬁsh molecules
known as genes. . . . This gene selﬁshness will usually give rise to selfishness in individual behavior.’’ Reﬂecting the intellectual mood of the
times, in his The Biology of Moral Systems, R. D. Alexander asserted,
‘‘Ethics, morality, human conduct, and the human psyche are to be understood only if societies are seen as collections of individuals seeking
their own self-interest. . . .’’ (1987, 3).
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The experimental evidence supporting the ubiquity of non–selfregarding motives, however, casts doubt on both the economist’s and
the biologist’s model of the self-regarding human actor. Many of these
experiments examine a nexus of behaviors that we term strong reciprocity. Strong reciprocity is a predisposition to cooperate with others, and to
punish (at personal cost, if necessary) those who violate the norms of cooperation, even when it is implausible to expect that these costs will be recovered at
a later date.3 Standard behavioral models of altruism in biology, political science, and economics (Trivers 1971; Taylor 1976; Axelrod and
Hamilton 1981; Fudenberg and Maskin 1986) rely on repeated interactions that allow for the establishment of individual reputations and the
punishment of norm violators. Strong reciprocity, on the other hand,
remains effective even in non-repeated and anonymous situations.4
Strong reciprocity contributes not only to the analytical modeling of
human behavior but also to the larger task of creating a cogent political
philosophy for the twenty-ﬁrst century. While the writings of the great
political philosophers of the past are usually both penetrating and
nuanced on the subject of human behavior, they have come to be interpreted simply as having either assumed that human beings are essentially self-regarding (e.g., Thomas Hobbes and John Locke) or, at least
under the right social order, entirely altruistic (e.g., Jean Jacques Rousseau, Karl Marx). In fact, people are often neither self-regarding nor altruistic. Strong reciprocators are conditional cooperators (who behave
altruistically as long as others are doing so as well) and altruistic punishers (who apply sanctions to those who behave unfairly according to
the prevalent norms of cooperation).
Evolutionary theory suggests that if a mutant gene promotes selfsacriﬁce on behalf of others—when those helped are unrelated and
therefore do not carry the mutant gene and when selection operates
only on genes or individuals but not on higher order groups—that the
mutant should die out. Moreover, in a population of individuals who
sacriﬁce for others, if a mutant arises that does not so sacriﬁce, that
mutant will spread to ﬁxation at the expense of its altruistic counterparts. Any model that suggests otherwise must involve selection on a
level above that of the individual. Working with such models is natural in several social science disciplines but has been generally avoided
by a generation of biologists weaned on the classic critiques of group
selection by Williams (1966), Dawkins (1976), Maynard Smith (1976),
Crow and Kimura (1970), and others, together with the plausible alternatives offered by Hamilton (1964) and Trivers (1971).
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But the evidence supporting strong reciprocity calls into question the
ubiquity of these alternatives. Moreover, criticisms of group selection
are much less compelling when applied to humans than to other animals. The criticisms are considerably weakened when (a) Altruistic
punishment is the trait involved and the cost of punishment is relatively low, as is the case for Homo sapiens; and/or (b) Either pure cultural selection or gene-culture coevolution are at issue. Gene-culture
coevolution (Lumsden and Wilson 1981; Durham 1991; Feldman and
Zhivotovsky 1992; Gintis 2003a) occurs when cultural changes render
certain genetic adaptations ﬁtness-enhancing. For instance, increased
communication in hominid groups increased the ﬁtness value of controlled sound production, which favored the emergence of the modern
human larynx and epiglottis. These physiological attributes permitted
the ﬂexible control of air ﬂow and sound production, which in turn
increased the value of language development. Similarly, culturally
evolved norms can affect ﬁtness if norm violators are punished by
strong reciprocators. For instance, antisocial men are ostracized in
small-scale societies, and women who violate social norms are unlikely
to ﬁnd or keep husbands.
In the case of cultural evolution, the cost of altruistic punishment is
considerably less than the cost of unconditional altruism, as depicted
in the classical critiques (see chapter 7). In the case of gene-culture
coevolution, there may be either no within-group ﬁtness cost to the
altruistic trait (although there is a cost to each individual who displays this trait) or cultural uniformity may so dramatically reduce
within-group behavioral variance that the classical group selection
mechanism—exempliﬁed, for instance, by Price’s equation (Price 1970,
1972)—works strongly in favor of selecting the altruistic trait.5
Among these models of multilevel selection for altruism is pure genetic group selection (Sober and Wilson 1998), according to which the
ﬁtness costs of reciprocators is offset by the tendency for groups with
a high fraction of reciprocators to outgrow groups with few reciprocators.6 Other models involve cultural group selection (Gintis 2000; Henrich and Boyd 2001), according to which groups that transmit a culture
of reciprocity outcompete societies that do not. Such a process is as
modeled by Boyd, Gintis, Bowles, and Richerson in chapter 7 of this
volume, as well as in Boyd et al. 2003. As the literature on the coevolution of genes and culture shows (Feldman, Cavalli-Sforza, and Peck
1985; Bowles, Choi, and Hopfensitz 2003; Gintis 2003a, 2003b), these
two alternatives can both be present and mutually reinforcing. These
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explanations have in common the idea that altruism increases the ﬁtness of members of groups that practice it by enhancing the degree of
cooperation among members, allowing these groups to outcompete
other groups that lack this behavioral trait. They differ in that some
require strong group-level selection (in which the within-group ﬁtness
disadvantage of altruists is offset by the augmented average ﬁtness of
members of groups with a large fraction of altruists) whereas others require only weak group-level selection (in which the within-group ﬁtness disadvantage of altruists is offset by some social mechanism that
generates a high rate of production of altruists within the group itself).
Weak group selection models such as Gintis (2003a, 2003b) and chapter 4, where supra-individual selection operates only as an equilibrium selection device, avoid the classic problems often associated with
strong group selection models (Maynard Smith 1976; Williams 1966;
Boorman and Levitt 1980).
This chapter presents an overview of Moral Sentiments and Material
Interests. While the various chapters of this volume are addressed
to readers independent of their particular disciplinary expertise, this
chapter makes a special effort to be broadly accessible. We ﬁrst summarize several types of empirical evidence supporting strong reciprocity as a schema for explaining important cases of altruism in humans.
This material is presented in more detail by Ernst Fehr and Urs Fischbacher in chapter 5. In chapter 6, Armin Falk and Urs Fischbacher
show explicitly how strong reciprocity can explain behavior in a variety of experimental settings. Although most of the evidence we report
is based on behavioral experiments, the same behaviors are regularly
observed in everyday life, for example in cooperation in the protection
of local environmental public goods (as described by Elinor Ostrom
in chapter 9), in wage setting by ﬁrms (as described by Truman Bewley
in chapter 11), in political attitudes and voter behavior (as described
by Fong, Bowles, and Gintis in chapter 10), and in tax compliance
(Andreoni, Erard, and Feinstein 1998).
‘‘The Origins of Reciprocity’’ later in this chapter reviews a variety of
models that suggest why, under conditions plausibly characteristic of
the early stages of human evolution, a small fraction of strong reciprocators could invade a population of self-regarding types, and a stable
equilibrium with a positive fraction of strong reciprocators and a high
level of cooperation could result.
While many chapters of this book are based on some variant of
the notion of strong reciprocity, Joan Silk’s overview of cooperation in
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primate species (chapter 2) makes it clear that there are important
behavioral forms of cooperation that do not require this level of sophistication. Primates form alliances, share food, care for one another’s
infants, and give alarm calls—all of which most likely can be explained
in terms of long-term self-interest and kin altruism. Such forms of cooperation are no less important in human society, of course, and strong
reciprocity can be seen as a generalization of the mechanisms of kin
altruism to nonrelatives. In chapter 3, Hillard Kaplan and Michael
Gurven argue that human cooperation is an extension of the complex
intrafamilial and interfamilial food sharing that is widespread in contemporary hunter-gatherer societies. Such sharing remains important
even in modern market societies.
Moreover, in chapter 4, Eric Alden Smith and Rebecca Bliege Bird
propose that many of the phenomena attributed to strong reciprocity
can be explained in a costly signaling framework. Within this framework, individuals vary in some socially important quality, and higherquality individuals pay lower marginal signaling costs and thus have a
higher optimal level of signaling intensity, given that other members of
their social group respond to such signals in mutually beneﬁcial ways.
Smith and Bliege Bird summarize an n-player game-theoretical signaling model developed by Gintis, Smith, and Bowles (2001) and discuss
how it might be applied to phenomena such as provisioning feasts, collective military action, or punishing norm violators. There are several
reasons why such signals might sometimes take the form of groupbeneﬁcial actions. Providing group beneﬁts might be a more efﬁcient
form of broadcasting the signal than collectively neutral or harmful
actions. Signal receivers might receive more private beneﬁts from allying with those who signal in group-beneﬁcial ways. Furthermore, once
groups in a population vary in the degree to which signaling games
produce group-beneﬁcial outcomes, cultural (or even genetic) group
selection might favor those signaling equilibria that make higher contributions to mean ﬁtness.
We close this chapter by describing some applications of this material to social policy.
1.2

The Ultimatum Game

In the ultimatum game, under conditions of anonymity, two players
are shown a sum of money (say $10). One of the players, called the proposer, is instructed to offer any number of dollars, from $1 to $10, to the
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second player, who is called the responder. The proposer can make only
one offer. The responder, again under conditions of anonymity, can
either accept or reject this offer. If the responder accepts the offer, the
money is shared accordingly. If the responder rejects the offer, both
players receive nothing.
Since the game is played only once and the players do not know
each other’s identity, a self-regarding responder will accept any positive amount of money. Knowing this, a self-regarding proposer will
offer the minimum possible amount ($1), which will be accepted. However, when the ultimatum game is actually played, only a minority of
agents behave in a self-regarding manner. In fact, as many replications of
this experiment have documented, under varying conditions and with
varying amounts of money, proposers routinely offer respondents very
substantial amounts (ﬁfty percent of the total generally being the
modal offer), and respondents frequently reject offers below thirty percent (Camerer and Thaler 1995; Güth and Tietz 1990; Roth et al. 1991).
The ultimatum game has been played around the world, but mostly
with university students. We ﬁnd a great deal of individual variability.
For instance, in all of the studies cited in the previous paragraph, a
signiﬁcant fraction of subjects (about a quarter, typically) behave in a
self-regarding manner. Among student subjects, however, average performance is strikingly uniform from country to country.
Behavior in the ultimatum game thus conforms to the strong reciprocity model: ‘‘fair’’ behavior in the ultimatum game for college
students is a ﬁfty-ﬁfty split. Responders reject offers less than forty percent as a form of altruistic punishment of the norm-violating proposer.
Proposers offer ﬁfty percent because they are altruistic cooperators, or
forty percent because they fear rejection. To support this interpretation,
we note that if the offer in an ultimatum game is generated by a computer rather than a human proposer (and if respondents know this),
low offers are very rarely rejected (Blount 1995). This suggests that
players are motivated by reciprocity, reacting to a violation of behavioral norms (Greenberg and Frisch 1972).
Moreover, in a variant of the game in which a responder rejection
leads to the responder receiving nothing, but allowing the proposer
to keep the share he suggested for himself, respondents never reject
offers, and proposers make considerably smaller (but still positive)
offers. As a ﬁnal indication that strong reciprocity motives are operative in this game, after the game is over, when asked why they offer
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more than the lowest possible amount, proposers commonly say that
they are afraid that respondents will consider low offers unfair and reject them. When respondents reject offers, they usually claim they want
to punish unfair behavior.
1.3

Strong Reciprocity in the Labor Market

In Fehr, Gächter, and Kirchsteiger 1997, the experimenters divided a
group of 141 subjects (college students who had agreed to participate
in order to earn money) into a set of ‘‘employers’’ and a larger set of
‘‘employees.’’ The rules of the game are as follows: If an employer hires
an employee who provides effort e and receives wage w, his proﬁt is
100e  w. The wage must be between 1 and 100, and the effort between
0.1 and 1. The payoff to the employee is then u ¼ w  cðeÞ, where cðeÞ
is the ‘‘cost of effort’’ function, which is increasing and convex (the
marginal cost of effort rises with effort). All payoffs involve real money
that the subjects are paid at the end of the experimental session.
The sequence of actions is as follows. The employer ﬁrst offers a
‘‘contract’’ specifying a wage w and a desired amount of effort e  . A
contract is made with the ﬁrst employee who agrees to these terms.
An employer can make a contract ðw; e  Þ with at most one employee.
The employee who agrees to these terms receives the wage w and supplies an effort level e, which need not equal the contracted effort, e  . In
effect, there is no penalty if the employee does not keep his or her
promise, so the employee can choose any effort level, e between .1
and 1 with impunity. Although subjects may play this game several
times with different partners, each employer-employee interaction is a
one-shot (non-repeated) event. Moreover, the identity of the interacting partners is never revealed.
If employees are self-regarding, they will choose the zero-cost effort
level, e ¼ 0:1, no matter what wage is offered them. Knowing this,
employers will never pay more than the minimum necessary to get the
employee to accept a contract, which is 1. The employee will accept
this offer, and will set e ¼ 0:1. Since cð0:1Þ ¼ 0, the employee’s payoff
is u ¼ 1. The employer’s payoff is ð0:1  100Þ  1 ¼ 9.
In fact, however, a majority of agents failed to behave in a selfregarding manner in this experiment.7 The average net payoff to
employees was u ¼ 35, and the more generous the employer’s wage
offer to the employee, the higher the effort the employee provided.
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Figure 1.1
Relation of contracted and delivered effort to worker payoff (141 subjects). From Fehr,
Gächter, and Kirchsteiger (1997).

In effect, employers presumed the strong reciprocity predispositions
of the employees, making quite generous wage offers and receiving
higher effort, as a means of increasing both their own and the employee’s payoff, as depicted in ﬁgure 1.1. Similar results have been
observed in Fehr, Kirchsteiger, and Riedl (1993, 1998).
Figure 1.1 also shows that although there is a considerable level of
cooperation, there is still a signiﬁcant gap between the amount of effort
agreed upon and the amount actually delivered. This is because, ﬁrst,
only ﬁfty to sixty percent of the subjects are reciprocators, and second,
only twenty-six percent of the reciprocators delivered the level of effort
they promised! We conclude that strong reciprocators are inclined to
compromise their morality to some extent.
This evidence is compatible with the notion that the employers are
purely self-regarding, since their beneﬁcent behavior vis-à-vis their
employees was effective in increasing employer proﬁts. To see if employers are also strong reciprocators, the authors extended the game
following the ﬁrst round of experiments by allowing the employers to
respond reciprocally to the actual effort choices of their workers. At a
cost of 1, an employer could increase or decrease his employee’s payoff
by 2.5. If employers were self-regarding, they would of course do neither, since they would not interact with the same worker a second
time. However, sixty-eight percent of the time employers punished
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employees that did not fulﬁll their contracts, and seventy percent of
the time employers rewarded employees who overfulﬁlled their contracts. Indeed, employers rewarded forty-one percent of employees
who exactly fulﬁlled their contracts. Moreover, employees expected this
behavior on the part of their employers, as shown by the fact that their
effort levels increased signiﬁcantly when their bosses gained the power
to punish and reward them. Underfulﬁlling contracts dropped from
eighty-three to twenty-six percent of the exchanges, and overfulﬁlled
contracts rose from three to thirty-eight percent of the total. Finally,
allowing employers to reward and punish led to a forty-percent increase in the net payoffs to all subjects, even when the payoff reductions resulting from employer punishment of employees are taken into
account.
We conclude from this study that the subjects who assume the role
of employee conform to internalized standards of reciprocity, even
when they are certain there are no material repercussions from behaving in a self-regarding manner. Moreover, subjects who assume the
role of employer expect this behavior and are rewarded for acting
accordingly. Finally, employers draw upon the internalized norm of
rewarding good and punishing bad behavior when they are permitted
to punish, and employees expect this behavior and adjust their own
effort levels accordingly.
1.4

The Public Goods Game

The public goods game has been analyzed in a series of papers by the social psychologist Toshio Yamagishi (1986, 1988a, 1998b), by the political scientist Elinor Ostrom and her coworkers (Ostrom, Walker, and
Gardner 1992), and by economists Ernst Fehr and his coworkers
(Gächter and Fehr 1999; Fehr and Gächter 2000a, 2002). These researchers uniformly found that groups exhibit a much higher rate of cooperation
than can be expected assuming the standard model of the self-regarding actor,
and this is especially the case when subjects are given the option of incurring a cost to themselves in order to punish free-riders.
A typical public goods game has several rounds, say ten. The subjects are told the total number of rounds and all other aspects of the
game and are paid their winnings in real money at the end of the
session. In each round, each subject is grouped with several other
subjects—say three others—under conditions of strict anonymity.
Each subject is then given a certain number of ‘‘points,’’ say twenty,
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redeemable at the end of the experimental session for real money. Each
subject then places some fraction of his points in a ‘‘common account’’
and the remainder in the subject’s own ‘‘private account.’’
The experimenter then tells the subjects how many points were contributed to the common account and adds to the private account of
each subject some fraction of the total amount in the common account,
say forty percent. So if a subject contributes his or her whole twenty
points to the common account, each of the four group members will receive eight points at the end of the round. In effect, by putting her or
his whole endowment into the common account, a player loses twelve
points but the other three group members gain a total of twenty-four
(¼ 8  3) points. The players keep whatever is in their private accounts
at the end of each round.
A self-regarding player will contribute nothing to the common account. However, only a fraction of subjects in fact conform to the selfinterest model. Subjects begin by contributing on average about half of
their endowments to the public account. The level of contributions
decays over the course of the ten rounds, until in the ﬁnal rounds most
players are behaving in a self-regarding manner (Dawes and Thaler
1988; Ledyard 1995). In a metastudy of twelve public goods experiments, Fehr and Schmidt (1999) found that in the early rounds, average and median contribution levels ranged from forty to sixty percent
of the endowment, but in the ﬁnal period seventy-three percent of all
individuals (N ¼ 1042) contributed nothing, and many of the other
players contributed close to zero. These results are not compatible
with the selﬁsh-actor model (which predicts zero contribution in all
rounds), although they might be predicted by a reciprocal altruism
model, since the chance to reciprocate declines as the end of the experiment approaches.
However this is not in fact the explanation of the moderate but deteriorating levels of cooperation in the public goods game. The subjects’
own explanation of the decay of cooperation after the experiment is
that cooperative subjects became angry with others who contributed
less than themselves and retaliated against free-riding low contributors
in the only way available to them—by lowering their own contributions (Andreoni 1995).
Experimental evidence supports this interpretation. When subjects
are allowed to punish noncontributors, they do so at a cost to themselves (Orbell, Dawes, and Van de Kragt 1986; Sato 1987; Yamagishi
1988a, 1988b, 1992). For instance, in Ostrom, Walker, and Gardner
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(1992), subjects interacted for twenty-ﬁve periods in a public goods
game. By paying a ‘‘fee,’’ subjects could impose costs on other subjects
by ‘‘ﬁning’’ them. Since ﬁning costs the individual who uses it, and the
beneﬁts of increased compliance accrue to the group as a whole,
assuming agents are self-regarding, no player ever pays the fee, no
player is ever punished for defecting, and all players defect by contributing nothing to the common pool. However, the authors found
a signiﬁcant level of punishing behavior in this version of the public
goods game.
These experiments allowed individuals to engage in strategic behavior, since costly punishment of defectors could increase cooperation
in future periods, yielding a positive net return for the punisher. Fehr
and Gächter (2000a) set up an experimental situation in which the possibility of strategic punishment was removed. They employed three
different methods of assigning study subjects to groups of four individuals each. The groups played six- and ten-round public goods
games with costly punishment allowed at the end of each round. There
were sufﬁcient subjects to run between ten and eighteen groups simultaneously. Under the partner treatment, the four subjects remained in
the same group for all ten rounds. Under the stranger treatment, the
subjects were randomly reassigned after each round. Finally, under
the perfect stranger treatment, the subjects were randomly reassigned
and assured that they would never meet the same subject more than
once.
Fehr and Gächter (2000a) performed their experiment over ten
rounds with punishment and then over ten rounds without punishment.8 Their results are illustrated in ﬁgure 1.2. We see that when
costly punishment is permitted, cooperation does not deteriorate, and
in the partner game, despite strict anonymity, cooperation increases to
almost full cooperation, even in the ﬁnal round. When punishment is
not permitted, however, the same subjects experience the deterioration
of cooperation found in previous public goods games. The contrast in
cooperation rates between the partner and the two stranger treatments
is worth noting, because the strength of punishment is roughly the
same across all treatments. This suggests that the credibility of the punishment threat is greater in the partner treatment because the punished
subjects are certain that, once they have been punished in previous
rounds, the punishing subjects remain in their group. The impact of
strong reciprocity on cooperation is thus more strongly manifested
when the group is the more coherent and permanent.
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Figure 1.2
Average contributions over time in the partner, stranger, and perfect stranger treatments
when the punishment condition is played ﬁrst. Adapted from Fehr and Gächter 2000a.

1.5

Intentions or Outcomes?

One key fact missing from the discussion of public goods games is a
speciﬁcation of the relationship between contributing and punishing.
The strong reciprocity interpretation suggests that high contributors
will be high punishers and punishees will be below-average contributors. This prediction is borne out in Fehr and Gächter (2002), where
seventy-ﬁve percent of the punishment acts carried out by the 240 subjects were executed by above-average contributors, and the most important variable in predicting how much one player punished another
was the difference between the punisher’s contribution and the punishee’s contribution.
Another key question in interpreting public goods games is: Do
reciprocators respond to fair or unfair intentions or do they respond
to fair or unfair outcomes? The model of strong reciprocity unambiguously favors intentions over outcomes. To answer this question, Falk,
Fehr, and Fischbacher (2002) ran two versions of the ‘‘moonlighting
game’’—an intention treatment (I-treatment) where a player’s intentions could be deduced from his action, and a no-intention treatment
(NI-treatment), where a player’s intentions could not be deduced.
They provide clear and unambiguous evidence for the behavioral rele-
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vance of intentions in the domain of both negatively and positively reciprocal behavior.
The moonlighting game consists of two stages. At the beginning of
the game, both players are endowed with twelve points. At the ﬁrst
stage player A chooses an action a in f6; 5; . . . ; 5; 6g. If A chooses
a > 0, he gives player B a tokens, while if he chooses a < 0, he takes
away jaj tokens from B. In case a b 0, the experimenter triples a so that
B receives 3a. After B observes a, he can choose an action b in
f6; 5; . . . 17; 18g. If b b 0, B gives the amount b to A. If b < 0, B loses
jbj, and A loses j3bj. Since A can give and take while B can reward or
sanction, this game allows for both positively and negatively reciprocal
behavior. Each subject plays the game only once.
If the Bs are self-regarding, they will all choose b ¼ 0, neither
rewarding nor punishing their A partners, since the game is played
only once. Knowing this, if the As are self-regarding, they will all
choose a ¼ 6, which maximizes their payoff. In the I-treatment, A
players are allowed to choose a, whereas in the NI-treatment, A’s
choice is determined by a roll of a pair of dice. If the players are not
self-regarding and care only about the fairness of the outcomes and
not intentions, there will be no difference in the behavior of the B
players across the I- and the NI-treatments. Moreover, if the A players
believe their B partners care only about outcomes, their behavior will
not differ across the two treatments. If the B players care only about
the intentions of their A partners, they will never reward or punish in
the NI-treatment, but they will reward partners who choose high a > 0
and punish partners who choose a < 0.
The experimenters’ main result was that the behavior of player B
in the I-treatment is substantially different from the behavior in the
NI-treatment, indicating that the attribution of fairness intentions is
behaviorally important. Indeed, As who gave to Bs were generally
rewarded by Bs in the I-treatment much more that in the NI-treatment
(signiﬁcant at the 1 level), and As who took from Bs were generally
punished by Bs in the I-treatment much more than in the NI-treatment
(signiﬁcant at the 1 level).
Turning to individual patterns of behavior, in the I-treatment, no
agent behaved purely selﬁshly (i.e., no agent set b ¼ 0 independent of
a), whereas in the NI-treatment thirty behaved purely selﬁshly. Conversely, in the I-treatment seventy-six percent of subjects rewarded or
sanctioned their partner, whereas in the NI-treatment, only thirty-nine
percent of subjects rewarded or sanctioned. We conclude that most
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agents are motivated by the intentionality of their partners, but a signiﬁcant fraction care about the outcome, either exclusively or in addition to the intention of the partner.
1.6

Crowding Out

There are many circumstances in which people voluntarily engage in
an activity, yet when monetary incentives are added in an attempt to
increase the level of the activity, the level actually decreases. The reason for this phenomenon, which is called crowding out, is that the number of contributors responding to the monetary incentives is more than
offset by the number of discouraged voluntary contributors. This phenomenon was ﬁrst stressed by Titmuss (1970), noting that voluntary
blood donation in Britain declined sharply when a policy of paying
donors was instituted alongside the voluntary sector. More recently,
Frey (1997a, 1997b, 1997c) has applied this idea to a variety of situations. In chapter 9 of this volume, Elinor Ostrom provides an extremely
important example of crowding out. Ostrom reviews the extensive evidence that when the state regulates common property resources (such
as scare water and depletable ﬁsh stocks) by using ﬁnes and subsidies
to encourage conservation, the overuse of these resources may actually
increase. This occurs because the voluntary, community-regulated, system of restraints breaks down in the face of relatively ineffective formal
government sanctions.
In many cases, such crowding out can be explained in a parsimonious manner by strong reciprocity. Voluntary behavior is the result of
what we have called the predisposition to contribute to a cooperative endeavor, contingent upon the cooperation of others. The monetary incentive to contribute destroys the cooperative nature of the task, and the
threat of ﬁning defectors may be perceived as being an unkind or hostile action (especially if the ﬁne is imposed by agents who have an
antagonistic relationship with group members). The crowding out of
voluntary cooperation and altruistic punishment occur because the preconditions for the operation of strong reciprocity are removed when
explicit material incentives are applied to the task.
This interpretation is supported by the laboratory experiment of
Fehr and Gächter (2000b), who show that in an employer–employee
setting (see Strong Reciprocity in the Labor Market) if an employer
explicitly threatens to ﬁne a worker for malfeasance, the worker’s willingness to cooperate voluntarily is signiﬁcantly reduced. Similarly,
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Fehr and List (2002) report that chief executive ofﬁcers respond in a less
trustworthy manner if they face a ﬁne compared to situations where
they do not face a ﬁne.
As a concrete example, consider Fehr and Rockenbach’s (2002) experiment involving 238 subjects. Mutually anonymous subjects are
paired, one subject having the role of investor, the other responder. They
then play a trust game in which both subjects receive ten money units
(MUs). The investor can transfer any portion of his endowment to the
responder and must specify a desired return from the responder, which
could be any amount less than or equal to what the responder receives
as a result of tripling the investor’s transfer. The responder, knowing
both the amount sent and the amount the investor wants back, chooses
an amount to send back to the investor (not necessarily the amount
investor requested). The investor receives this amount (which is not
tripled), and the game is over.
There were two experimental conditions—a trust condition with no
additional rules and an incentive condition that adds one more rule:
the investor has the option of precommitting to impose a ﬁne of four
MUs on the responder should the latter return less than the investor’s
desired return. At the time the investor chooses the transfer and the
desired return, he also must specify whether to impose the ﬁne condition. The responder then knows the transfer, the desired return, and
whether the ﬁne condition was imposed by the investor.
Since all the interactions in this game are anonymous and there is
only one round, self-regarding respondents will return nothing in the
trust condition and at most four MUs in the incentive condition. Thus,
self-regarding investors who expect their partners to be self-regarding
will send nothing to responders in the trust condition and will not ask
for more than four MUs back in the incentive condition. Assuming a
respondent will only avoid the ﬁne if he can gain from doing so, the
investor will transfer two MUs and ask for three MUs back, the responder will get six MUs and return three MUs to the investor. It follows that if all agents are self-regarding and all know that this is the
case, investors will always choose to impose the ﬁne condition and
end up with eleven MUs, while the responders end up with thirteen
MUs.
In contrast to this hypothesis, responders actually paid back substantial amounts of money under all conditions. In addition, responders’ returns to investors were highest when the investor refrained
from imposing the ﬁne in the incentive condition and were lowest
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when the investor imposed the ﬁne condition in the incentive condition. Returns were intermediate under the trust condition where ﬁnes
could not be imposed.
The experimenters ascertained that the greater return when the ﬁne
was not imposed could not be explained either by investors in that situation transferring more to the responders or by investors requesting
more modest returns from the respondents. But if we assume that imposing the ﬁne condition is interpreted as a hostile act by the respondent, and hence not imposing this condition is interpreted as an act
of kindness and trust, then strong reciprocity supplies a plausible reason why responders increase their compliance with investors’ requests
when the investors refrain from ﬁning them.
1.7

The Origins of Strong Reciprocity

Some behavioral scientists, including many sociologists and anthropologists, are quite comfortable with the notion that altruistic motivations
are an important part of the human repertoire and explain their prevalence by cultural transmission. Support for a strong cultural element in
the expression of both altruistic cooperation and punishment can be
drawn from the wide variation in strength of both cooperation and
punishment exhibited in our small-scale societies study (Henrich et al.
[2001] and this chapter’s discussion of the ultimatum game), and our
ability to explain a signiﬁcant fraction of the variation in behavior in
terms of social variables (cooperation in production and degree of market integration). Even though altruists must bear a ﬁtness cost for their
behavior not shared by self-regarding types, in most cases this cost is
not high—shunning, gossip, and ostracism, for instance (Bowles and
Gintis 2004). Indeed, as long as the cultural system transmits altruistic
values strongly enough to offset the ﬁtness costs of altruism, society
can support motivations that are not ﬁtness-maximizing indeﬁnitely
(Boyd and Richerson 1985; Gintis 2003b). Moreover, societies with cultural systems that promote cooperation will outcompete those that
do not, and individuals tend to copy the behaviors characteristic of
successful groups. Together, these forces can explain the diffusion of
group-beneﬁcial cultural practices (Soltis, Boyd, and Richerson 1995;
Boyd and Richerson 2002).
While culture is part of the explanation, it is possible that strong reciprocity, like kin altruism and reciprocal altruism, has a signiﬁcant
genetic component. Altruistic punishment, for instance, is not cultur-
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ally transmitted in many societies where people regularly engage in it
(Brown 1991). In the Judeo-Christian tradition, for example, charity
and forgiveness (‘‘turn the other cheek’’) are valued, while seeking revenge is denigrated. Indeed, willingness to punish transgressors is not
seen as an admirable personal trait and, except in special circumstances, people are not subject to social opprobrium for failing to punish
those who hurt them.
If this is the case, the altruistic behaviors documented and modeled
in this book indicate that gene-culture coevolution has been operative
for human beings. This is indeed what we believe to be the case, and
in this section we describe some plausible coevolutionary models that
could sustain strong reciprocity. It is thus likely that strong reciprocity
is the product of gene-culture coevolution. It follows that group levelcharacteristics that enhance group selection pressures—such as relatively small group size, limited migration, or frequent intergroup
conﬂicts—coevolved with cooperative behaviors. This being the case,
we concluded that cooperation is based in part on the distinctive
capacities of humans to construct institutional environments that limit
within-group competition and reduce phenotypic variation within
groups, thus heightening the relative importance of between-group
competition and allowing individually-costly but ingroup-beneﬁcial
behaviors to coevolve within these supporting environments through
a process of interdemic group selection.
The idea that the suppression of within-group competition may be a
strong inﬂuence on evolutionary dynamics has been widely recognized
in eusocial insects and other species. Boehm (1982) and Eibl-Eibesfeldt
(1982) ﬁrst applied this reasoning to human evolution, exploring the
role of culturally transmitted practices that reduce phenotypic variation within groups. Examples of such practices are leveling institutions, such as monogamy and food sharing among nonkin (namely,
those practices which reduce within-group differences in reproductive
ﬁtness or material well-being). By reducing within-group differences
in individual success, such structures may have attenuated withingroup genetic or cultural selection operating against individuallycostly but group-beneﬁcial practices, thus giving the groups adopting
them advantages in intergroup contests. Group-level institutions are
thus constructed environments capable of imparting distinctive direction and pace to the process of biological evolution and cultural
change. Hence, the evolutionary success of social institutions that reduce phenotypic variation within groups may be explained by the
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fact that they retard selection pressures working against ingroup–
beneﬁcial individual traits and that high frequencies of bearers of these
traits reduces the likelihood of group extinctions (Bowles, Choi, and
Hopfensitz 2003).
In chapter 8, Rajiv Sethi and E. Somanathan provide an overview of
evolutionary models of reciprocity conforming to the logic described in
the previous paragraph and also present their own model of common
property resource use. In their model, there are two types of individuals: reciprocators who choose extraction levels that are consistent with
efﬁcient and fair resource use, monitor other users, and punish those
who over-extract relative to the norm; and opportunists who choose
their extraction levels optimally in response to the presence or absence
of reciprocators and do not punish. Since monitoring is costly, and
opportunists comply with the norm only when it is in their interest
to do so, reciprocators obtain lower payoffs than opportunists within
all groups, regardless of composition. However, since the presence of
reciprocators alters the behavior of opportunists in a manner that beneﬁts all group members, a population of opportunists can be unstable
under random (non-assortative) matching. More strikingly, even when
a population of opportunists is stable, Sethi and Somanathan show
that stable states in which a mix of reciprocators and opportunists is
present can exist.
In chapter 7, Robert Boyd, Herbert Gintis, Samuel Bowles, and Peter
J. Richerson explore a deep asymmetry between altruistic cooperation and altruistic punishment. They show that altruistic punishment
allows cooperation in quite large groups because the payoff disadvantage of altruistic cooperators relative to defectors is independent of the
frequency of defectors in the population, while the cost disadvantage
of those engaged in altruistic punishment declines as defectors become
rare. Thus, when altruistic punishers are common, selection pressures
operating against them are weak. The fact that punishers experience
only a small disadvantage when defectors are rare means that weak
within-group evolutionary forces, such as conformist transmission,
can stabilize punishment and allow cooperation to persist. Computer
simulations show that selection among groups leads to the evolution
of altruistic punishment when it could not maintain altruistic cooperation without such punishment.
The interested reader will ﬁnd a number of related cultural and
gene-culture coevolution models exhibiting the evolutionary stability
of altruism in general, and strong reciprocity in particular, in recent
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papers (Gintis 2000; Bowles 2001; Henrich and Boyd 2001; and Gintis
2003a).
1.8 Strong Reciprocity: Altruistic Adaptation or Self-Interested
Error?
There is an alternative to our treatment of altruistic cooperation and
punishment that is widely offered in reaction to the evidence upon
which our model of strong reciprocity is based. The following is our
understanding of this argument, presented in its most defensible light.
Until about 10,000 years ago—before the advent of sedentary
agriculture, markets, and urban living—humans were generally surrounded by kin and long-term community consociates. Humans were
thus rarely called upon to deal with strangers or interact in one-shot
situations. During the formative period in our evolutionary history,
therefore, humans developed a cognitive and emotional system that
reinforces cooperation among extended kin and others with whom
one lives in close and frequent contact, but developed little facility for
behaving differently when facing strangers in non-repeatable and/or
anonymous settings. Experimental games therefore confront subjects with settings to which they have not evolved optimal responses.
It follows that strong reciprocity is simply irrational and mistaken
behavior. This accounts for the fact that the same behavior patterns
and their emotional correlates govern subject behavior in both anonymous, one-shot encounters and when subjects’ encounters with kin
and long-term neighbors. In sum, strong reciprocity is an historically
evolved form of enlightened self- and kin-interest that falsely appears
altruistic when deployed in social situations for which it was not an
adaptation.
From an operational standpoint, it matters little which of these views
is correct, since human behavior is the same in either case. However, if
altruism is actually misapplied self-interest, we might expect altruistic
behavior to be driven out of existence by consistently self-regarding
individuals in the long run. If these arguments are correct, it would
likely lead to the collapse of the sophisticated forms of cooperation
that have arisen in civilized societies. Moreover, the alternative suggests
that agents can use their intellect to ‘‘learn’’ to behave selﬁshly when
confronted with the results of their suboptimal behavior. The evidence,
however, suggests that cooperation based on strong reciprocity can
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unravel when there is no means of punishing free-riders but that it
does not unravel simply through repetition.
What is wrong with the alternative theory? First, it is probably not
true that prehistoric humans lived in groups comprised solely of close
kin and long-term neighbors. Periodic social crises in human prehistory, occurring at roughly thirty-year intervals on average, are probable, since population contractions were common (Boone and Kessler
1999) and population crashes occurred in foraging groups at a mean
rate of perhaps once every thirty years (Keckler 1997). These and related archaeological facts suggest that foraging groups had relatively
short lifespans.
If the conditions under which humans emerged are similar to the
conditions of modern primates and/or contemporary hunter-gatherer
societies, we can reinforce our argument by noting that there is a constant ﬂow of individuals into and out of groups in such societies. Exogamy alone, according to which young males or females relocate to
other groups to seek a mate, gives rise to considerable intergroup
mixing and frequent encounters with strangers and other agents with
whom one will not likely interact in the future. Contemporary foraging
groups, who are probably not that different in migratory patterns from
their prehistoric ancestors, are remarkably outbred compared to even
the simplest farming societies, from which we can infer that dealing
with strangers in short-term relationships was a common feature of
our evolutionary history. Henry Harpending (email communication)
has found in his studies of the Bushmen in the Kalahari that there
were essentially random patterns of mating over hundreds of kilometers. See Fix (1999) for an overview and analysis of the relevant
data on this issue.
Second, if prehistoric humans rarely interacted with strangers,
then our emotional systems should not be ﬁnely tuned to degrees of
familiarity—we should treat all individuals as neighbors. But we in
fact are quite attuned to varying degrees of relatedness and propinquity. Most individuals care most about their children, next about their
close relatives, next about their close neighbors, next about their conationals, and so on, with decreasing levels of altruistic sentiment as
the bonds of association grow weaker. Even in experimental games,
repetition and absence of anonymity dramatically increase the level of
cooperation and punishment. There is thus considerable evidence that
altruistic cooperation and punishment in one-shot and anonymous settings is the product of evolution and not simply errant behavior.
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Strong Reciprocity and Cultural Evolution

Strong reciprocity is a behavioral schema that is compatible with a wide
variety of cultural norms. Strong reciprocators are predisposed to cooperate in social dilemmas, but the particular social situations that will
be recognized as appropriate for cooperation are culturally variable.
Strong reciprocators punish group members who behave selﬁshly,
but the norms of fairness and the nature of punishment are culturally
variable.
In this section, we ﬁrst present evidence that a wide variety of cultural forms are compatible with strong reciprocity. We then argue that
the strong reciprocity schema is capable of stabilizing a set of cultural
norms, whether or not these norms promote the ﬁtness of group members. Finally, we suggest that the tendency for strong reciprocity to be
attached to prosocial norms can be accounted for by intergroup competition, through which societies prevail over their competitors to the
extent that their cultural systems are ﬁtness enhancing.
1.9.1 Cultural Diversity
What are the limits of cultural variability, and how does strong reciprocity operate in distinct cultural settings? To expand the diversity
of cultural and economic circumstances of experimental subjects, we
undertook a large cross-cultural study of behavior in various games
including the ultimatum game (Henrich et al. 2001; Henrich et al.
2003). Twelve experienced ﬁeld researchers, working in twelve countries on four continents, recruited subjects from ﬁfteen small-scale societies exhibiting a wide variety of economic and cultural conditions.
These societies consisted of three foraging groups (the Hadza of East
Africa, the Au and Gnau of Papua New Guinea, and the Lamalera of
Indonesia), six slash-and-burn horticulturists and agropasturalists (the
Aché, Machiguenga, Quichua, Tsimané, and Achuar of South America,
and the Orma of East Africa), four nomadic herding groups (the Turguud, Mongols, and Kazakhs of Central Asia, and the Sangu of East Africa) and two sedentary, small-scale agricultural societies (the Mapuche
of South America and Zimbabwean farmers in Africa).
We can summarize our results as follows. First, the canonical model
of self-regarding behavior is not supported in any of the societies
studied. In the ultimatum game, for example, in all societies either responders, proposers, or both behaved in a reciprocal manner. Second,
there is considerably more behavioral variability across groups than
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had been found in previous cross-cultural research. While mean ultimatum game offers in experiments with student subjects are typically
between forty-three and forty-eight percent, the mean offers from proposers in our sample ranged from twenty-six to ﬁfty-eight percent.
While modal ultimatum game offers are consistently ﬁfty percent
among university students, sample modes with the data range in this
study ranged from ﬁfteen to ﬁfty percent. Rejections were extremely
rare, in some groups (even in the presence of very low offers), while in
others, rejection rates were substantial, including frequent rejections of
hyper-fair offers (i.e., offers above ﬁfty percent). By contrast, the Machiguenga have mean offer of twenty-six percent but no rejections. The
Aché and Tsimané distributions resemble inverted American distributions. The Orma and Huinca (non–Mapuche Chileans living among
the Mapuche) have modes near the center of the distribution, but
show secondary peaks at full cooperation.
Third, differences between societies in ‘‘market integration’’ and ‘‘cooperation in production’’ explain a substantial portion (about ﬁfty percent) of the
behavioral variation between groups. The higher the degree of market
integration and the higher the payoffs to cooperation, the greater the
level of cooperation and sharing in experimental games. The societies
were rank-ordered in ﬁve categories—market integration (how often
do people buy and sell, or work for a wage?), cooperation in production (is production collective or individual?), plus anonymity (how
prevalent are anonymous roles and transactions?), privacy (how easily
can people keep their activities secret?), and complexity (how much
centralized decision-making occurs above the level of the household?).
Using statistical regression analysis, only the ﬁrst two characteristics
were signiﬁcant, and they together accounted for about ﬁfty percent of
the variation among societies in mean ultimatum game offers. Fourth,
individual-level economic and demographic variables do not explain
behavior either within or across groups. Finally, the nature and degree
of cooperation and punishment in the experiments is generally consistent with economic patterns of everyday life in these societies.
The ﬁnal point of this experiment is in some respects the most important for future research. In a number of cases, the parallels between
experimental game play and the structure of daily life were quite striking. Nor was this relationship lost on the subjects themselves. The
Orma immediately recognized that the public goods game was similar
to the harambee, a locally-initiated contribution that households make
when a community decides to construct a road or school. They dubbed
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the experiment ‘‘the harambee game’’ and gave generously (mean ﬁftyeight percent with twenty-ﬁve percent full contributors).
Among the Au and Gnau, many proposers offered more than half
the total amount and many of these hyper-fair offers were rejected!
This reﬂects the Melanesian culture of status-seeking through gift giving. Making a large gift is a bid for social dominance in everyday life in
these societies, and rejecting the gift is a rejection of being subordinate.
Among the whale-hunting Lamalera, sixty-three percent of the proposers in the ultimatum game divided the total amount equally, and
most of those who did not offered more than ﬁfty percent (the mean
offer was ﬁfty-seven percent). In real life, a large catch—always the
product of cooperation among many individual whalers—is meticulously divided into predesignated proportions and carefully distributed among the members of the community.
Among the Aché, seventy-nine percent of proposers offered either
forty or ﬁfty percent, and sixteen percent offered more than ﬁfty percent, with no rejected offers. In daily life, the Aché regularly share
meat, which is distributed equally among all households irrespective
of which hunter made the catch.
In contrast to the Aché, the Hadza made low offers and had high rejection rates in the ultimatum game. This reﬂects the tendency of these
small-scale foragers to share meat but with a high level of conﬂict and
frequent attempts of hunters to hide their catch from the group.
Both the Machiguenga and Tsimané made low ultimatum game
offers, and there were virtually no rejections. These groups exhibit little
cooperation, exchange, or sharing beyond the family unit. Ethnographically, both groups show little fear of social sanctions and care little
about ‘‘public opinion.’’
The Mapuche’s social relations are characterized by mutual suspicion, envy, and fear of being envied. This pattern is consistent with
researchers’ interviews with the Mapuche following the ultimatum
game. Mapuche proposers rarely claimed that their offers were inﬂuenced by fairness but rather by a fear of rejection. Even proposers who
made hyper-fair offers claimed that they feared the remote possibility
of spiteful responders, who would be willing to reject even ﬁfty-ﬁfty
offers.
1.9.2 Cultural Evolution
Suppose a group, in the name of promoting group harmony, has
adopted the norm of peaceful adjudication of disputes. If the members
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are self-interested, no third party will intervene in a dispute between
two members to thwart a violent interaction and punish its perpetrators. By contrast, a group with a sufﬁcient fraction of reciprocators will
intervene, allowing the norm to persist over time, even in the face of
the indifference of the self-interested and the opposition of an appreciable fraction of troublemakers. Thus, strong reciprocity can stabilize
prosocial norms that otherwise could not be sustained in the group.
Conversely, suppose in the name of preventing invidious distinctions, a group has adopted a work norm that discourages members
from supplying effort above a certain approved level. Such a norm is,
of course, ﬁtness-reducing for the group’s members. Indeed, if members are self-interested, some will violate the norm, and no others will
intervene to protect it. The ﬁtness-reducing norm will thus disappear.
However, a small fraction of strong reciprocators who accept the norm
and who punish its violators can stabilize the norm even when many
would prefer to violate it.
Our point here is simple. For most of human history (until a few
thousand years ago), there were no schools, churches, books, laws, or
states. There was, therefore, no centralized institutional mechanism for
enforcing norms that affect the members of a group as a whole. Strong
reciprocity evolved because groups with strong reciprocators were
capable of stabilizing prosocial norms that could not be supported
using principles of long-term self-interest alone, because it is generally ﬁtness-enhancing for an individual to punish only transgressions
against the individual himself and then only if the time horizon is sufﬁciently lengthy to render a reputation for protecting one’s interests.
On the other hand, the same mechanisms that have the ability to enforce prosocial norms can almost as easily enforce ﬁtness-neutral and
antisocial norms (Edgerton 1992; Boyd and Richerson 1992; Richerson
and Boyd 2003).
In this framework, prosocial norms evolve not because they have superior ﬁtness within groups, but because groups with prosocial norms
outcompete groups that are deﬁcient in this respect. It is not surprising, for instance, that the ‘‘great religions’’ ( Judaism, Christianity, Buddhism, Islam, Hinduism, and so forth) stress prosocial norms—such as
helping one’s neighbors, giving each his due, turning the other cheek,
and the like.
There is considerable evidence for the operation of natural selection
in cultural evolution (Richerson and Boyd 2003). For instance, religious
practice differences entail fertility and survival differentials (Roof and
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McKinney 1987), and the organization of human populations into
units which engage in sustained, lethal combat with other groups leads
to the survival of groups with prosocial organizational and participatory forms. Soltis, Boyd, and Richerson (1995) reviewed the ethnography of warfare in simple societies in highland New Guinea. The
pattern of group extinction and new group formation in these cases
conforms well to a cultural evolution model. The strength of cultural
group selection in highland New Guinea was strong enough to cause
the spread of a favorable new social institution among a metapopulation in about 1,000 years. Cases of group selection by demic expansion
are quite well described, for example the spread of the southern Sudanese Nuer at the expense of the Dinka (Kelly 1985), the expansion of
the Marind-anim at the expense of their neighbors by means of large,
well-organized head-hunting raids at the expense of their neighbors,
including the capture and incorporation of women and children
(Knauft 1993), and the Hispanic conquest of Latin America (Foster
1960).
1.10

Applications to Social Policy

Economic policy has generally been based on a model of the selfregarding individual. It would be surprising if our model of strong
reciprocity did not suggest signiﬁcant revisions in standard economic
policy reasoning, and indeed it does. This section includes several
applications of the strong reciprocity model to social policy. In fact,
only a relatively weak version of strong reciprocity enters into policy
analysis. All that is required is that agents be conditional cooperators
and altruistic punishers in public and repeated situations where reputations can be established—an assumption amply justiﬁed by the behavioral evidence. Speciﬁcally, it is unimportant for these analyses
whether strong reciprocity is the product of purely cultural or geneculture coevolutionary dynamics—whether this behavior is truly altruistic or includes some difﬁcult-to-observe personal payoff (such as
costly signaling, as suggested by Smith and Bliege Bird in chapter 4),
or whether it is fundamentally adaptive or maladaptive.
Elinor Ostrom argues in chapter 9 that common pool resource
management has often failed when based on the standard model of
incentives, whereas a more balanced program of local community
management and government regulation—often the former alone—
can contribute to effective conservation and egalitarian distribution of
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common pool resources. This alternative policy framework ﬂows naturally from the strong reciprocity model and depends on the presence of
a fraction of strong reciprocators in the population for its effectiveness.
As Christina Fong, Samuel Bowles, and Herbert Gintis show in
chapter 10, approaches to egalitarian income redistribution are also
strengthened by the use of the strong reciprocity model. During the
last few decades of the twentieth century in the United States, there
emerged an unprecedented malaise concerning the system of egalitarian redistribution in public opinion. Many interpret this shift, which
has led to important changes in the social welfare system, as a resurgence of self-interest on the part of the country’s nonpoor and of racist
attitudes on the part of the majority white citizenry. Fong, Bowles, and
Gintis present a body of evidence that disputes this view and argue in
favor of model of voter behavior based on strong reciprocity.
In chapter 11, Truman Bewley uses strong reciprocity to model unemployment in the macroeconomy of the United States. Bewley tackles
one of the oldest, and most controversial, puzzles in economics: why
nominal wages rarely fall (and real wages do not fall enough) when
unemployment is high. He does so in a novel way, through interviews
with over 300 businessmen, union leaders, job recruiters, and unemployment counselors in the northeastern United States during the
early 1990s recession. Bewley concludes that employers resist pay cuts
largely because the savings from lower wages are usually outweighed
by the cost of reducing worker morale: pay cuts are seen by workers
as an unfriendly and unfair act, and employees retaliate by working
less hard and less in line with managements’ goals. Bewley thus shows
that even the most standard of economic problems, that of wage determination, cannot be understood outside the framework of an empirical
and behavioral approach to individual behavior.
Nowhere has the standard model of the self-regarding actor had
more inﬂuence than in legal theory and the politics of legislation.
Beginning with the work of economist Ronald Coase (1960) and developed by the legal scholar Richard Posner (1973), ‘‘Law and Economics’’
has become a potent analytical framework for studying the effect of
legislation on social welfare. While we do not doubt the value of this
work, its abstraction from reciprocity and other non–self-regarding
motives limits its general relevance. In chapter 12, Dan M. Kahan
addresses the relevance of reciprocity to law and public policy. He suggests that individuals will often contribute voluntarily to collective
goods so long as they believe that most others are willing to do the
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same. Promoting trust, in the form of reason to believe that fellow citizens are contributing their fair share, is thus a potential alternative to
costly incentive schemes for solving societal collective action problems.
Indeed, conspicuous penalties and subsidies, reciprocity theory implies,
might sometimes aggravate rather than ameliorate collective action
problems by giving citizens reason to doubt that other citizens are contributing voluntarily to societal collective goods. He illustrates these
conclusions by analyzing several regulatory problems—including tax
evasion, the location of toxic waste facilities, and the production of
information and technology.
In the ﬁnal chapter of this volume, Samuel Bowles and Herbert Gintis offer a larger and more synthetic vision of what a deeper appreciation of moral sentiments might imply for social structure and policy.
They argue that the moral sentiments documented and analyzed in this
book lead us to a new view of social communities and an understanding of why the two preeminently anonymous modern institutions—
the market and the state—only incompletely addresses modern social
problems.
If Bowles and Gintis are right in asserting that communities work
well relative to markets and states where the tasks are qualitative and
hard to capture in explicit contracts, and the conﬂicts of interest among
the members are limited, it seems likely that extremely unequal societies will be competitively disadvantaged in the future because their
structures of privilege and material reward limit the capacity of community governance to facilitate the qualitative interactions that underpin the modern economy. Political democracy, policies that limit the
extent of social and economic inequality, and widespread civil liberties
may thus not only be desirable in terms of political ethics, but may in
fact be necessary to harness moral sentiments to future economic and
social development around the world.
Notes
1. We say an action is altruistic when it confers beneﬁts to other members of a group at a
cost to the actor. Note that this deﬁnition says nothing about the intentions of the actor.
Note also that an action can be altruistic yet increase the subjective utility of the actor. Indeed, any voluntary, intended act of altruism will have this property.
2. Since we care about behavior rather than its subjective correlates, throughout this
chapter we use the term ‘‘self-regarding’’ rather than ‘‘self-interested.’’ For instance, if one
truly cares about others, it may be self-interested to sacriﬁce on their behalf, even though
it is manifestly non–self-regarding to do so.
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3. While the term ‘‘strong reciprocity’’ is new, the idea certainly is not, having been
studied by Homans (1958), Gouldner (1960), Moore Jr. (1978), Frank (1988), and Hirshleifer and Rasmusen (1989), among others.
4. The adaptive signiﬁcance of the human ability to detect cheaters was stressed by
Cosmides and Tooby (1992) who, in contrast with our usage, consider this capacity as individually ﬁtness-enhancing rather than altruistic. The precommitment to punish transgressors has been insightfully analyzed by Hirshleifer (1987) and Frank (1988).
5. Classical group selection involves the altruistic behavior having ﬁtness costs as compared with behavior of non-altruistic group members, but these costs being more than
offset by the higher ﬁtness of groups with many altruists, as compared with groups in
which altruism is rare or absent.
6. By multilevel selection (Keller 1999), we mean that selection operates at some level other
than that of the gene or individual. For instance, the social organization of a beehive contributes to the ﬁtness of individual bees, which leads to the growth of beehives.
7. The observed behavior was predicted by Akerlof (1982).
8. For additional experimental results and analysis, see Bowles and Gintis (2002) and
Fehr and Gächter (2002).
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The Evolution of
Cooperation in Primate
Groups
Joan B. Silk

Primates do not donate to National Public Radio or give blood, but
they do perform a variety of altruistic behaviors. That is, they act in
ways that reduce their own ﬁtness, but increase the ﬁtness of their
partners. For example, male chimpanzees form alliances and patrol
the borders of their territories, sometimes launching lethal attacks on
members of other communities (Goodall et al. 1979; Nishida, HiraiwaHasegawa, and Takahata 1985; Boesch and Boesch-Achermann 2000;
Watts and Mitani 2001); vervet monkeys give alarm calls when they
detect predators (Struhsaker 1967; Seyfarth et al. 1980); captive cebus
monkeys and chimpanzees allow others to share their food (de Waal
1997a, 1997b, 2000); macaque females defend juveniles from harassment by other group members (Chapais 1992); langurs and howlers
spend considerable amounts of time carrying other females’ infants
(Paul 1999); and monkeys in a number of species spend ten to twenty
percent of their waking hours removing dirt, debris, and ectoparasites
from the hair and skin of other group members (Dunbar 1991).
Over the last twenty-ﬁve years, primatologists have collected large
quantities of information about the distribution of these charitable
activities. Evolutionary theory predicts that altruism will occur when
beneﬁts increase the actor’s own inclusive ﬁtness (Hamilton 1964) or
when beneﬁts are exchanged by reciprocating partners (Trivers 1971;
Axelrod and Hamilton 1981). Thus, examinations of kinship and reciprocity have dominated efforts to account for the distribution of altruistic behavior among primates (Gouzoules and Gouzoules 1987;
Dugatkin 1997; Silk 1987, 2002). Data that do not conform to predictions derived from these models have been discounted, denied, or simply ignored because they do not ﬁt into our theoretical paradigms.
However, empirical and theoretical work in experimental economics
suggests that humans cooperate when standard evolutionary theory
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tells us that they should not. Efforts to develop systematic explanations
of human behavior that explain these anomalies have generated new
models of the motives that give rise to human cooperation, including
strong reciprocity (Gintis 2000, this volume).
The goal of this chapter is to review what we know about the evolutionary forces that underlie cooperation in primate groups and to evaluate the possibility that the motives that give rise to strong reciprocity
in humans also produce cooperation in primate groups. The literature
provides very strong evidence that kin selection plays a fundamental
role in the lives of nonhuman primates—shaping social organization,
dispersal strategies, dominance hierarchies, and patterning of afﬁliative interactions. There is reasonably good evidence of reciprocity and
interchange within nonhuman primate dyads, but very little systematic evidence of punishment. Experimental studies indicate that cooperation is contingent on the nature of previous interactions among
partners, but the proximate mechanisms that generate these contingencies are largely unknown.
Analyses of the evolutionary mechanisms underlying cooperation in
primates rely on assumptions about the relative magnitude and nature
of the effects of these kinds of behaviors on individual ﬁtness. In fact, it
is virtually impossible to quantify the effects of a single behavioral act
or social interaction on lifetime ﬁtness. This problem is common to almost all studies of the adaptive function of social behavior in animals.
We rely on what Grafen (1991) calls the ‘‘phenotypic gambit,’’ the assumption that the short-term beneﬁts that individuals derive from
social interactions are ultimately translated into long-term differences
in ﬁtness. Animals who are regularly supported in agonistic confrontations, protected from harassment, or allowed to share access to
desirable resources are expected to gain short-term beneﬁts that are
ultimately translated into ﬁtness gains.
2.1

The Evolution of Altruism by Kin Selection

In general, natural selection favors the evolution of behaviors that
increase an individual’s relative ﬁtness. Altruistic behaviors that reduce individual ﬁtness contradict this logic. The theory of kin selection,
developed by the late W. D. Hamilton, relies on the insight that relatives share some of their genetic material because they have a common
ancestor (Hamilton 1964). If individuals behave altruistically toward
their relatives, then they have some chance of conferring beneﬁts upon
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individuals who carry copies of their own genes. The likelihood of this
happening is based upon the genetic relationship between the actor
and the recipient. Hamilton demonstrated that altruistic behaviors will
be favored by selection when the costs of performing the behavior, c,
are less than the beneﬁts, b, discounted by the coefﬁcient of relatedness
between actor and recipient, r. The coefﬁcient of relatedness is the average probability that two individuals acquire the same allele through
descent from a common ancestor. This principle, which is generally
called Hamilton’s Rule, is stated as: rb > c.
Two basic insights can be derived from Hamilton’s Rule. First, it is
clear that when r ¼ 0, this inequality cannot be satisﬁed. This means
that unconditional altruism (via kin selection) will be restricted to kin
(r > 0). Second, costly altruism will be limited to close kin, as the conditions for Hamilton’s Rule become progressively more difﬁcult to
satisfy as costs rise. During the 1950s, the famous British evolutionary
biologist, J. B. S. Haldane, is said to have worked through these simple
calculations on the back of an envelope one evening in a pub and
announced that he would give up his life to save two brothers or eight
cousins.
Multi-level selection models (Wilson 1997) provide an alternative
mathematical representation of the processes that underlie Hamilton’s
model of kin selection. In the inclusive ﬁtness approach, ﬁtness
effects are accounted to the bodies in which the genes causing the
effects are expressed, while in the multi-level selection approach,
ﬁtness effects are partitioned into within-group and between-group
components (Reeve and Keller 1999). The two approaches are mathematically equivalent, but their heuristic value may vary in different
circumstances.
2.2

Kin Recognition

The coefﬁcient of relatedness, r, is the critical element for determining
an adaptive course of action in social interactions that are inﬂuenced
by kin selection (Hamilton 1987). In order to meet the conditions of
Hamilton’s Rule, animals must make sure that they limit altruistic
behavior toward kin (r > 0). For species in which kin are clustered in
discrete locations, such as burrows or nests, spatial location may provide sufﬁcient information for kin discrimination (Blaustein, Bekoff,
and Daniels 1987). For other animals, however, the problem is more
complicated. Hamilton (1987) predicted that the ability to identify
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kin would be most fully developed in species that live in social
groups—when there are opportunities for costly behaviors (such as
egg dumping), and when passive, context-dependent mechanisms for
distinguishing kin from nonkin are not likely to be effective.
Primates ﬁt all three of these conditions. Most primates live in large
and relatively stable social groups (Smuts et al. 1987). Even the most
solitary primates, like orangutans and galagos, have regular interactions with familiar conspeciﬁcs (Bearder 1987; Galdikas 1988), and kinship may structure their communities (Wimmer, Tautz, and Kappeler
2002; Radespiel et al. 2003). Primates engage in a variety of ﬁtnessreducing behaviors, including infanticide (van Schaik and Janson
2000); severe intragroup aggression (McGrew and McLuckie 1986);
and intense feeding competition (Dittus 1979, 1988). Most primates
live for extended periods of time in groups that include both relatives
and nonrelatives, so context-driven mechanisms for distinguishing kin
are likely to be of limited use. Thus, primates are expected to exhibit
ﬁnely developed kin recognition abilities.
A number of different perceptual mechanisms underlie kin recognition in animal species. For example, sea squirts are able to recognize
other sea squirts that carry the same allele on the hypervariable histocompatability locus (Pfennig and Sherman 1995). Some animals, including most mammals, are thought to learn who their relatives are
during the course of development, drawing cues about kinship from
patterns of association and interactions.
Close association early in life is generally thought to be the basis for
kin recognition in primate groups (Bernstein 1991; Walters 1987). Nepotistic biases in association and interaction provide accurate and useful
cues that monkeys use to identify their maternal relatives. An infant
may learn who its relatives are by observing its mother’s pattern of interaction and association with other group members. Similarly, a juvenile learns who its younger siblings are by watching its mother interact
with her newborn infants.
Early association allows for recognition of maternal kin, but not
paternal kin. Close associations between males and females are uncommon in most nonmonogamous primate species, limiting infants’ abilities to learn who their fathers are. Other proxies for paternity are
prone to error. For example, in multi-male species, male rank is often
correlated with reproductive success, but the association is far from
perfect. In some species that form one-male groups, such as patas and
blue monkeys, incursions by nonresident males may occur during the
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mating season (Cords 1987). Even in pair-bonded species, like gibbons
and callicebus monkeys, females sometimes mate with males from outside their groups (Mason 1966; Palombit 1994; Reichard 1995).
For species in which a single male monopolizes mating opportunities, age may be a good cue of paternal kinship (Altmann 1979).
Among baboons in Amboseli, Kenya, high-ranking males monopolize
access to females (Altmann et al. 1996) and agemates are therefore
likely to be paternal half-siblings. Adult females interact at higher
rates with agemates than others, generating signiﬁcant differences in
the rate of interactions between paternal half-siblings and unrelated
females (Smith, Alberts, and Altmann 2003). Similar patterns characterize female rhesus macaques on Cayo Santiago (Widdig and Nürnberg
2001). In Amboseli, male baboons also recognize their own offspring.
Adult males selectively support their own genetic offspring in agonistic encounters (Buchan et al. 2003). It is not clear what cues males use
to identify their offspring. They may rely on their previous mating history, females’ responses to males after they give birth, phenotypic cues,
or some combination of these factors.
There is also tantalizing evidence that monkeys and apes may actually be able to recognize paternal kin based on phenotypic cues alone.
In baboons and rhesus macaques, females distinguished among agemates, showing slight preferences for paternal half-siblings over nonkin (Smith, Alberts, and Altmann 2003; Widdig and Nürnberg 2001).
2.3

Social Organization Facilitates Kin Selection

The structure of social groups in many primate species facilitates the
evolution of cooperation via kin selection (Silk 2002). Virtually all monkeys and apes live in stable social groups. Primate infants are completely dependent on their mothers (and sometimes their fathers) for
support at birth, but become gradually more independent as they mature. Bonds between mothers and their offspring commonly continue
beyond weaning, which marks the end of nutritional dependence. In
some species, such as pair-bonded siamangs and owl monkeys, fathers
are active participants in offspring care. In some species, such as marmosets and tamarins, older offspring act as ‘‘helpers at the nest’’ and
their support enhances parental reproductive success (Garber 1997).
Extended family ties are presumably the product of kin selection.
Dispersal patterns play an important role in the evolution of cooperation via kin selection. In all primate species, members of one or both
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sexes disperse from their natal groups (Pusey and Packer 1987). While
natal dispersal presumably evolved to prevent inbreeding (Pusey and
Wolf 1996), the patterns of dispersal may reﬂect selective pressures that
favor kin-selected altruism (Wrangham 1980). In many primate species, members of only one sex (usually males) disperse, while members
of the other sex remain in their natal group throughout their lives
(Pusey and Packer 1987). When only one sex disperses, members of
the nondispersing (philopatric) sex live among kin of varying degrees
of relatedness. Thus, in baboon, macaque, and vervet groups, females
grow up within a complex network of maternal and paternal kin:
mother, grandmother, sisters, brothers, aunts, uncles, and cousins.
In these species, maternal kin spend much of their time in close proximity, and virtually all behaviors that are generally classiﬁed as altruistic, including grooming, food sharing, benign alloparenting, and alarm
calling show matrilineal kin biases (reviewed by Bernstein 1991; Silk
1987; Gouzoules and Gouzoules 1987; Walters 1987; Silk 2002). We do
not know whether the distribution of these behaviors ﬁts predictions
derived form Hamilton’s Rule because the costs and beneﬁts associated with these behaviors have not been measured. Nonetheless, the
matrilineal bias in social behavior seems likely to be the product of kin
selection.
More compelling evidence comes from studies of coalition formation—interactions in which one individual intervenes on behalf of another in an ongoing agonistic interaction. Monkeys who intervene
in ongoing disputes put themselves at some risk, as monkeys are
equipped with sharp teeth that they sometimes use to bite their
opponents. Primates can be wounded in these disputes, sometimes
seriously. Thus, coalitions provide ‘‘the clearest evidence of primates
engaging in behavior that beneﬁts another at some risk and/or cost to
self’’ (Bernstein 1991).
Monkeys, particularly females, often intervene in ongoing disputes
in support of their relatives. Females are signiﬁcantly more likely to
support kin than nonkin in aggressive disputes (Berman 1983a, 1983b,
1983c; Chapais 1983; Cheney 1983; Datta 1983a, 1983b; Kaplan 1977,
1978; Kurland 1977; Massey 1977; Silk 1982; Silk, Alberts, and Altmann
2004), particularly against higher ranking opponents (Chapais 1983,
Chapais, Girard, and Primi 1991; Cheney 1983; Hunte and Horrocks
1987; Kurland 1977; Netto and van Hooff 1986; Pereira 1989; Silk 1982;
Walters 1980; Watanabe 1979). Since allies run some risk of being
threatened, chased, attacked, or injured when they intervene against
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higher-ranking monkeys, females are evidently willing to take greater
risks on behalf of kin than on behalf of nonkin.
Support has both short-term and long-term consequences. In the
short term, animals that obtain support are more likely to win disputes and less likely to become involved in escalated attacks. In the
long term, support facilitates rank acquisition (see Chapais 1992 for
a detailed analysis of this process). Infants are protected by their
mothers and close female kin when they are threatened by other group
members, particularly females that are of lower rank than their own
mothers (Berman 1980; Datta 1983a; Cheney 1977; de Waal 1977; de
Waal and Luttrell 1985; Horrocks and Hunte 1983; Johnson 1987; Lee
1983a, 1983b; Lee and Oliver 1979; Paul and Kuester 1987; Pereira
1989; Walters 1980). As they grow older, young juveniles obtain support when they challenge peers whose mothers are lower-ranking than
their own mothers and when they challenge adults who are subordinate to their own mothers. Initially, juveniles can defeat older and
larger juveniles only when their own mothers are nearby (Datta 1983a,
1983b; Horrocks and Hunte 1983; Walters 1980). Eventually, immatures are able to defeat all group members who are subordinate to their
own mothers, even when their mothers are not in the vicinity. Since
juveniles are able to defeat everyone that their own mothers can defeat
(but not their mothers themselves), offspring acquire ranks just below
their mothers.
The same process, repeated over generations and across families,
generates matrilineal dominance hierarchies in which all members of
the same matriline occupy contiguous ranks. Moreover, all members
of a given matriline rank above or below all the members of other
matrilines. Matrilineal dominance hierarchies have now been documented in at least seven species of macaques, baboons, and vervet
monkeys (Chapais 1992). These dominance hierarchies are remarkably
linear and stable over time, although the mechanisms that maintain
this stability are not well understood (Silk, Alberts, and Altmann
2004). These arrangements have important ﬁtness consequences for
females: high-ranking females typically mature at earlier ages, give
birth to healthier infants, and have shorter interbirth intervals than
low-ranking females (reviewed by Silk 1987, 1993; Harcourt 1987).
Primates are discriminating nepotists. Thus, Japanese macaques and
rhesus macaques treat distant kin much like nonkin (Kapsalis and Berman 1996a; Chapais et al. 1997). It is not clear whether monkeys do not
recognize distant relatives as kin (Kapsalis and Berman 1996a) or if
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support for distant kin fails to meet the criteria for altruism speciﬁed
by Hamilton’s Rule.
Nepotism is also contingent on the circumstances. Among Japanese
macaques, younger sisters commonly rise in rank over their older sisters. This process is sometimes contentious, and younger sisters ‘‘target’’ their older sisters for rank reversals. When females intervene in
disputes involving their older sisters and subordinate nonkin, they are
as likely to intervene against their sisters as they are to support them.
In contrast, when females intervene in conﬂicts involving kin that
are not targeted for rank reversals, females are much more likely to intervene on behalf of their relatives than their opponents (Chapais,
Prud’homme, and Teijeiro 1994). Thus, females ‘‘apparently solve the
conﬂict of interest between egotism and nepotism by maximizing their
own rank among their kin on the one hand, and by maximizing the
rank of their kin in relation to non-kin on the other’’ (Chapais 1995:
129).
When females disperse and males remain in their natal group, there
are parallel opportunities for kin-selected altruism among males. Male
philopatry is associated with strong male bonds among chimpanzees
(Goodall 1986), muriquis (Strier 1992, 2000), spider monkeys (Symington 1990), Costa Rican squirrel monkeys (Boinski 1994), and in some
populations of red colobus monkeys (Struhsaker 2000; but also see
Starin 1994). For those interested in the evolutionary roots of human
behavior, male bonding in chimpanzees is of particular interest. Male
chimpanzees spend much of their time in the company of other males.
They groom one another, hunt together, share meat, and collectively
patrol the borders of their territories (Goodall 1986; Mitani, Merriwether, and Zhang 2000; Simpson 1973; Watts 2000; Wrangham and
Smuts 1980). In some populations, pairs or trios jointly control access
to receptive females and share matings (Watts 1998).
Primatologists have generally assumed that kin selection underlies
male cooperation, but afﬁliative and cooperative behavior is not linked
to matrilineal kinship in two Ugandan chimpanzee communities (Goldberg and Wrangham 1997; Mitani, Merriwether, and Zhang 2000).
However, there is a strong tendency for males to form close ties to agemates (Mitani et al. 2002). Thus, it seems possible that paternal kinship
could underlie cooperative activity among chimpanzees.
When both sexes disperse, opportunities for kin selection to operate
are more limited, but may still be important. Red howlers provide a
particularly compelling example of this phenomenon. The number
of females in red howler groups is conﬁned within narrow limits—
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groups with too few females are unable to defend their territories,
while groups with too many females face competition for food and become more attractive targets for male takeovers, which leads to infanticide (Pope 2000b).
Therefore, when groups reach the optimal size, maturing females
must disperse. Dispersal is very costly for females, particularly when
local habitats are fully saturated. Some females never succeed in establishing new groups and those that do succeed begin to reproduce later
than females who remain in their natal groups. The high costs of dispersal generate intense competition among females over recruitment
opportunities for their daughters. Adult females actively harass maturing females in an effort to force them to emigrate. Females actively intervene on behalf of their daughters in these contests (Crockett 1984;
Crockett and Pope 1993). In most cases, ‘‘only the daughters of a single
presumably dominant adult female are successful at remaining to
breed’’ (Pope 2000a).
Kin selection also shapes the life histories of male red howlers. Males
gain access to breeding females in a variety of ways. When habitats are
not crowded, they may join up with migrant females and help them establish new territories. But as habitats become more saturated, males
can only gain access to breeding females by taking over established
groups and evicting male residents. This is a risky strategy because
males are often injured in takeover attempts (Crockett and Pope 1988).
Moreover, males tend to remain in their natal groups longer, helping
their fathers resist takeover attempts. Thus, when habitats are saturated, single males are at a distinct disadvantage in obtaining access to
breeding females.
Competition among males generates powerful incentives for cooperation. Thus, single males form coalitions and cooperate in efforts to
evict male residents from bisexual groups. After they have established
residence, males collectively defend the group against incursions by
extragroup males. However, cooperation involves clear ﬁtness costs
because only one male fathers infants within the group. Not surprisingly, coalitions that are made up of related males last on average
8.2 years, while coalitions among unrelated males last only 2.3 years
(Pope 1990). Coalitions composed of kin are also less likely to experience the dominance changes that often lead to infanticide than are coalitions composed of unrelated males (Pope 1990).
In summary, there seems to be little doubt that kin selection plays
an important role in the evolution of cooperation in primate groups.
Our efforts to evaluate the extent of kin selection are limited by the
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difﬁculty of quantifying the effects of social behavior on ﬁtness and
our limited knowledge of paternal kinship.
2.4

Reciprocity in Primate Groups

Reciprocal altruism provides another vehicle for cooperation in primate groups (Axelrod and Hamilton 1981; Trivers 1971). Primates
easily meet the necessary conditions for reciprocal altruism: they recognize their partners as individuals and have frequent opportunities to
interact with group members. Moreover, they seem to be able to monitor and remember their partners’ responses and adjust their subsequent behavior accordingly.
Although primates are prime candidates for reciprocal altruism,
there is much less evidence of reciprocity than of kin selection
(Seyfarth and Cheney 1988; Noë and Hammerstein 1995). This may be
due to the fact that it is difﬁcult to detect reciprocal altruism in nature
(Seyfarth and Cheney 1988). We can tabulate the frequency and duration of services performed within dyads, but we cannot translate these
values directly into ﬁtness units and calculate the balance between
beneﬁts given and received. This is particularly complicated when
exchanges involve different currencies or when reciprocity is delayed
over time. Even if we ﬁnd tight associations between altruism given
and received among partners, it is possible that the association is causally linked to a third variable that we have not taken into account, such
as kinship (Hemelrijk and Ek 1991). In naturalistic settings, it is often
difﬁcult to determine whether the delivery of beneﬁts is contingent on
reciprocity.
Much of what primatologists have written about reciprocity involves
grooming. Grooming is an obvious candidate for reciprocal exchanges
because it is common and involves complementary roles—I’ll scratch
your back if you scratch mine. Grooming is the most common form of
social behavior among nonhuman primates, occupying up 20 percent
of every day (Dunbar 1991). The functions of grooming are not fully
understood. Grooming is thought to be beneﬁcial to the recipient because ectoparasites—such as ticks, lice, and botﬂies—are removed and
wounds are cleaned (Saunders 1988; Henzi and Barrett 1999). This suggests that grooming would be concentrated on regions of the body that
animals cannot reach themselves, and this is often the case (Pérez and
Veà 2000). However, grooming solicitations do not correspond perfectly to accessibility, and this suggests that other factors may also be
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in play. Anyone observing monkeys grooming one another would suspect that grooming is intensely pleasurable—animals who are being
groomed seem to be utterly relaxed. In fact, grooming lowers heart
rates and raises levels of beta-endorphins (Aureli and Smucny 2000).
Grooming may also have social functions (Dunbar 1988, 1991), providing a means to reinforce social bonds and cultivate valuable social
relationships.
While grooming seems to be beneﬁcial to recipients, those who
provide these services incur some costs. At the very least, the groomer
expends time and energy in servicing its partner. The groomer may
also become more vulnerable to attacks by predators or other group
members because vigilance is reduced during grooming (Cords 1995;
Maestripieri 1993).
If grooming is the product of reciprocal altruism, then grooming
(among nonkin) should be limited to reciprocating partners. Several
lines of evidence suggest that this may be the case. First grooming in
large groups is restricted to a relatively limited subset of potential partners. For example, female baboons in the Okavango Delta of Botswana
groomed on average only eight of the other eighteen adult females in
their group; and most females concentrated their grooming on an even
smaller number of females (Silk, Cheney, and Seyfarth 1999). In general, the extent of selectivity is related to the number of available partners. In small groups, females distribute their grooming evenly across
the group, but as groups grow larger, grooming is less evenly allocated
across potential partners (Silk, Cheney, and Seyfarth 1999). This may
reﬂect cognitive constraints on females’ ability to keep track of large
numbers of relationships (Henzi and Barrett 1999) or ecological constraints that limit the amount of time that females can afford to spend
grooming (Dunbar 1991; Henzi, Lycett, and Weingrill 1997).
Is grooming reciprocated? A deﬁnitive answer to this question is
surprisingly elusive. Among male chimpanzees, there are positive correlations between the amount of grooming given and received, but
grooming is not evenly balanced within most dyads (Watts 2000).
There are also cases in which grooming is evenly balanced within
the majority of dyads. Thus, adult female baboons in the Okavango
Delta tended to groom each of their partners as often as their partners
groomed them (Silk, Cheney, and Seyfarth 1999). Similarly, in whitefaced capuchins, grooming is evenly balanced within the majority of
dyads (Manson et al. 1999). In some cases, grooming roles are alternated within bouts (Barrett et al. 1999; Muroyama 1991), but others in
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which grooming tends to be reciprocated over longer time periods
(Manson et al. 2004).
There are many groups in which grooming is unbalanced within
dyads, and disparities in grooming given and received are sometimes
linked to dominance rank. In some groups, high-ranking partners receive more grooming than they give each of their partners (Chapais
1983; Fairbanks 1980; Seyfarth 1980; Silk 1982; Sambrook, Whiten, and
Strum 1995; Stammbach 1978; Watts 2000; Manson et al. 2004), in other
groups high-ranking partners give more grooming than they receive
in return (Altmann, Myles, and Combes 1998; O’Brien 1993; Di Bitetti
1997; Linn et al. 1995; Parr et al. 1997). Most primatologists assume
that these imbalances exist because grooming is exchanged for other
commodities such as coalitionary support (Seyfarth 1977), food (de
Waal 1997a), tolerance (Silk 1982; Fairbanks 1980), access to attractive
infants (Muroyama 1994; Henzi 2001), or maintaining group cohesion
(Altmann, Myles, and Combes 1998).
Seyfarth (1977) was the ﬁrst to suggest that monkeys might exchange grooming for support in agonistic interactions. His argument
was based on the notion that high-ranking animals make powerful coalition partners. He reasoned that females might groom higher-ranking
monkeys who would in return provide support for them when they
were harassed by other group members. Grooming and support are
positively correlated among vervets in Amboseli (Seyfarth 1980) and
white-faced capuchins in Costa Rica (Perry 1996). However, kinship
was not known for these two groups, and the observed correlation between grooming and support might actually arise because females
selectively support and groom close kin (Hemelrijk and Ek 1991). This
is apparently the case among rhesus macaques on Cayo Santiago
where grooming and support are correlated among related females
but not among unrelated females (Kapsalis and Berman 1996b). However, grooming and support are correlated among male bonnet macaques (Silk 1992) and male chimpanzees (Mitani, Merriwether, and
Zhang 2000) and these results are not confounded by maternal kinship.
Researchers have failed to ﬁnd consistent associations between grooming and support in several cases (Fairbanks 1980; Silk 1982; de Waal
and Luttrell 1986; Silk, Alberts, and Altmann 2004).
Although the naturalistic data provide only tepid support for Seyfarth’s model, two experimental studies demonstrate a direct link
between grooming and support in Old World monkeys. Using taperecorded vocalizations of females’ screams, which signal distress and
are often used to recruit support, Seyfarth and Cheney (1984) showed
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that free-ranging vervet females were more attentive to screams of
unrelated females if they had been groomed by the screaming female
shortly before they heard the scream than if they had not been
groomed by her. Similarly, Hemelrijk (1994) artiﬁcially induced ﬁghts
among unrelated female macaques housed temporarily in groups of
three. When ﬁghts between two females occurred, aggressors sometimes received support from the third female. Support was more likely
to be given to the aggressor if she had previously groomed the potential supporter.
Grooming may also be used to obtain other valuable beneﬁts. Female bonnet macaques are less likely to be harassed while they are
grooming higher-ranking females than when they are grooming lowerranking females (Silk 1982), and grooming may confer protection. Female monkeys may also use grooming to obtain access to infants. For
reasons that are not altogether clear, female monkeys are strongly
attracted to newborn infants (Paul 1999; Maestripieri 1994; Silk 1999).
Females gather around new mothers, attempting to smell, nuzzle,
touch, and inspect the genitals of newborn infants. Macaque and baboon mothers do not seem to welcome this interest in their infants,
even though most of the interactions seem relatively benign. In these
species, new mothers are often approached and groomed at higher
rates than they are at other times (Altmann 1980) and some researchers
suggest that females trade grooming for access to newborn infants
(Muroyama 1994; Henzi 2001).
2.5

Food Sharing

Food sharing plays a fundamental role in the organization of traditional human societies (Foley 1987). While gathered foods are generally redistributed only to family members, meat is typically shared
with all members of the group. In primates, which rely mainly on plant
foods, food sharing is generally uncommon and limited to offspring
(Foley 1987; McGrew 1992). Chimpanzees represent a major exception
to this rule—males hunt regularly and successfully, and share access to their kills (Boesch and Boesch-Achermann 2000; Goodall 1986;
Mitani and Watts 2001; Stanford et al. 1994). This has generated considerable interest in the dynamics of hunting and food sharing among
chimpanzees.
In chimpanzees, hunting is usually a collective activity. At some sites,
hunters take different roles in stalking, ambushing, and snatching prey
(Boesch 1994; Boesch and Boesch 1989; Boesch and Boesch-Achermann
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2000). At other sites, hunting involves no obvious coordination (Stanford 1996; Busse 1978; Goodall 1986; Uehara et al. 1992). Surprisingly,
there is little consensus about why male chimpanzees hunt. In some
primates, predatory activity increases when plant foods become scarce
(Dunbar 1983; Foley 1987). Chimpanzees rely heavily on ripe fruit, and
they may hunt to compensate for seasonal shortages of their preferred
foods (Teleki 1973; Takahata, Hasegawa, and Nishida 1984; Stanford
1996, 1998). In contrast, at Ngogo males hunt most when food is most
abundant (Watts and Mitani 2002).
Hunting seems to have a social component as well. Males are most
likely to hunt when they are in large groups, and hunting success generally increases with party size (Stanford 1996; Watts and Mitani 2002).
This suggests that males may hunt to obtain meat that they can trade
for sexual access to females (Stanford 1996, 1998; Stanford et al. 1994)
or they may use meat to cultivate social bonds with other males
(Nishida et al. 1992; Boesch and Boesch-Achermann 2000; Mitani and
Watts 2001).
Careful analyses of the distribution of fruit, hunting effort, and food
sharing at Ngogo, a site in the Kibale Forest of Uganda (Mitani and
Watts 2001) suggest that hunting may enhance the quality of social
bonds among males. In Ngogo, chimpanzees hunt most often when
fruit is most abundant (Watts and Mitani 2002), ruling out the possibility that males hunt to compensate for food shortages. Males did not
share selectively with sexually receptive females and receptive females
did not mate selectively with males who shared food with them, suggesting that males do not trade meat for sex at Ngogo. However, males
did share meat selectively with males who shared meat with them and
with males who regularly supported them in agonistic interactions.
Moreover, males who hunt together also tend to groom one another
selectively, support one another, and participate in border patrols together (Mitani, Merriwether, and Zhang 2000). Frequent participation
in border patrols is, in turn, linked to male mating success (Watts and
Mitani 2001). It is not clear whether the patterns detected at Ngogo
characterize chimpanzees at other sites.
In captivity, food sharing extends to provisioned plant foods. De
Waal (1997a) observed chimpanzees for several hours before and after
they were fed fresh cuttings of leaves and branches, delicacies that
the chimpanzees clearly relished. Those that possessed leaves and
branches were more likely to share their booty with animals that had
previously groomed them than with animals who had not groomed
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them in the past few hours. Moreover, if there had been no grooming
before provisioning, the possessor was more likely to respond aggressively to efforts to take food from their pile. The possessor’s largesse
was not simply a result of being groomed—the chimps limited their
generosity to the animals that had just groomed them. Furthermore,
the possessor’s attitude was not simply a reﬂection of the quality of
the relationship between the two animals—the chimps were more
likely to share with those that groomed them than those that they had
groomed themselves. However, the magnitude of the effect of prior
grooming was inﬂuenced by the nature of the relationship between
the two individuals—for pairs that rarely groomed, sharing was
strongly contingent on recent grooming, while for pairs that groomed
at higher rates, recent grooming had a smaller impact on sharing.
De Waal and his colleagues have also studied the mechanisms
underlying food sharing in captive capuchin monkeys. In one set of
experiments, a pair of familiar monkeys was held in adjacent cages
separated by wire mesh (de Waal 1997a). The holes in the mesh were
large enough to allow the monkeys to reach into the adjacent cage and
take food items. The experimental design was simple. First, one monkey was given food. Later, the other monkey was given food. All transfers of food in both phases of the experiment were monitored by the
observers.
In this experimental situation, a considerable amount of food
changed hands. Owners virtually never handed food to their partners
or pushed it through the holes in the wire mesh, but they often sat
very near the mesh partition with their food. When they did so, the
monkey in the adjacent cage was able to reach through the wire mesh
and take pieces of food, often from within the owner’s reach and in
plain sight. For some animals, the rate of transfer from the owner to its
partner in the ﬁrst phase of the experiment was positively correlated
with the rate of transfer when their roles were reversed in the second
phase of the experiment. However, there was a wide range of values
in the correlation coefﬁcients across individuals. Transfer rates were
affected by the quality of social relationships among females, as dyads
that tended to associate frequently and ﬁght infrequently had higher
transfer rates than dyads that associated less often and fought more
frequently.
De Waal (1997a) initially used the term ‘‘sharing’’ to refer to these
food transfers, but subsequently suggested that ‘‘facilitated taking’’
might be a better label for them (de Waal 2000). He points out that the
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capuchins rarely gave food to their partners directly (de Waal 1997b),
even though they did little to protect their food from theft. Thus, capuchins may be strongly motivated to be near particular partners, and
food transfers may be an inadvertent side effect of their sociability.
The fact that the quality of social bonds inﬂuences food transfer rates
suggest that the capuchins may not share in a strictly contingent manner (de Waal 1997b). De Waal (2000) conducted a second set of experiments in which two females housed in adjacent cages were given food
at the same time, but the food items differed in their desirability.
Females spent more time near the mesh partition when a monkey was
in the adjacent cage than when it was empty, but they dropped less
food near the partition when it was occupied by another monkey.
Moreover, females tended to spend less time near the partition (and
within their partner’s reach) when they had more desirable foods than
their partners. Thus, females seem to be drawn to favored companions,
but are also wary of losing desirable food items to them. Observed
rates of food transfer are the product of a compromise between these
competing motivations (de Waal 2000).
Using a different experimental paradigm, de Waal and Berger (2000)
explored capuchins willingness to participate in cooperative tasks. As
in the previous experiment, monkeys were held in adjacent cages separated by a wire mesh partition. Here, the monkeys had to pull a counterweighted bar to bring a tray holding a baited food bowl within
reach. De Waal and Berger examined the monkeys’ participation in
this task under three different conditions. In the solo condition, only
one food bowl was baited and a single monkey was able to pull the
bowl to within reach. In the cooperative condition, only one food bowl
was baited, but it required joint action by both monkeys to pull the
bowl within reach. In the mutualistic condition, both bowls were
baited and it required joint action by both monkeys to pull the bowl
within reach. Monkeys were equally successful in the solo and mutualistic conditions, pulling the food bowl forward approximately 85 percent of the time. Monkeys succeeded on the cooperative task only 40
percent of the time. However, when monkeys did succeed on the cooperative task, more food was transferred than in the successful solo
trials. Moreover, a larger fraction of food transfers were tolerated (in
sight and reach of the owner) than in solo trials.
De Waal and Berger (2000) argue that these experiments show that
‘‘capuchins cooperate even if it is obvious that only one of them, and
which one, will be rewarded,’’ and that that capuchins ‘‘exchange labor
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for payment.’’ Yet given the small size of the cages, the capuchins
marked afﬁnity for their partners, and the messiness of their eating
habits, both parties may be relatively certain that they will obtain food
if they cooperate in pulling the bowl forward. Moreover, it is not clear
that food transfers reﬂect an exchange of payment for labor. Even in
solo trials, some food is transferred and the incremental effects of cooperation on food transfers and tolerance is relatively small. In solo trials
seven to nine pieces of food are transferred on average and 58 percent
of those transfers are tolerated by the owner. In cooperative trials,
these numbers increase only slightly—nine to eleven pieces are taken
and 65 percent of these transfers are tolerated.
Primatologists have recently begun to explore the psychological predispositions that underly exchanges in primate groups. One of the key
assumptions of reciprocity is that animals must be able to evaluate
the value of the commodities or services that are being exchanged.
Brosnan and de Waal (2003) conducted an intriguing experiment to
explore how monkeys assess ‘‘value.’’ In these experiments, capuchins
were trained to exchange tokens for food rewards. When a monkey
handed a token to the experimenter, it was given a piece of food. The
experimenters then conducted a series of trials in which the subjects
observed transfers involving other individuals. In some cases, monkeys saw others receive food without any exchange of tokens, and in
some cases they saw other monkeys receive a higher quality food reward than they received themselves when they exchanged tokens for
foods. Monkeys who observed others obtain rewards without exchange or obtain higher quality rewards than they received were signiﬁcantly more likely to refuse the food rewards that they obtained
themselves—sometimes ﬂinging food back at the experimenters. Monkeys virtually never refused rewards unless they observed others who
had gotten a better deal. The authors suggest that monkeys displayed
an aversion to inequality, although this interpretation has been questioned (Henrich 2004). At the very least, the data suggest that monkeys
have some ability to evaluate the value of commodities and react negatively when they perceive that an exchange is disadvantageous to
themselves.
The psychology underlying exchange has also been explored in captive tamarins. Hauser et al. (2003) created an experimental paradigm in
which one individual could pull a tool that would provide food for its
partner but no food for itself. The researchers trained several tamarins
to be ‘‘unconditional altruists’’ who always pulled and others to be
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‘‘unconditional defectors’’ who never pulled. They paired these trained
animals with untrained animals to determine whether the untrained
tamarins would adjust their behavior in a contingent way. Tamarins
pulled more when paired with unconditional altruists than when
paired with unconditional defectors, indicating that cooperation was
contingent on the behavior of the partner. However, Stevens and
Hauser (2004) emphasize that the tamarins cooperated only half the
time and that cooperation with unconditional altruists declined over
the course of the experiments. They conclude that tamarins do not
‘‘demonstrate robust reciprocity’’ and conclude that ‘‘cognitive limitations such as temporal discounting, numerical discrimination, and
memory make reciprocity difﬁcult for animals’’ including nonhuman
primates.
2.6

Evolutionary Mechanisms Underlying Reciprocity in Primates

Balanced exchanges between partners and interchange across currencies are often interpreted as evidence that monkeys practice reciprocal
altruism. De Waal has questioned this interpretation, suggesting that
balanced exchanges might simply arise from mutual tolerance or high
rates of association between partners rather than from contingent
exchanges that require careful record keeping (de Waal and Luttrell
1988; de Waal 1997b; de Waal 2000; de Waal and Berger 2000): ‘‘If
members of a species were to direct aid preferentially to close associates, a reciprocal distribution would automatically result due to the
symmetrical nature of association’’ (de Waal 2000). De Waal calls this
‘‘symmetry-based reciprocity’’ and suggests that proximity should be
controlled in analyses of reciprocity (de Waal and Luttrell 1988).
There are both logical and empirical reasons to doubt that
symmetry-based reciprocity accounts for the distribution of altruistic
behavior in primate groups. Symmetry-based reciprocity implies that
proximity can be treated as an independent variable that is not affected
by the nature of interactions between individuals. It seems more likely
that association patterns reﬂect the nature of afﬁliative relationships
between individuals. Thus, animals preferentially associate with those
that tolerate, groom, and help them; they do not preferentially tolerate,
help, and groom those that they just happen to associate with. Second,
it seems unlikely that symmetry-based reciprocity would be stable
against invasion by cheaters. Those who accepted help from close
associates but did not return it would be at a distinct advantage. In
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fact, there is no evidence for symmetry-based reciprocity in primate
groups. Signiﬁcant correlations between beneﬁts given and received
are maintained, even when proximity is controlled statistically (de
Waal and Luttrell 1988). Moreover, several experimental studies demonstrate contingencies between beneﬁts given and subsequently
received (Seyfarth and Cheney 1984; Hemelrijk 1994; de Waal 1997a,
1997b, 2000).
De Waal’s (2000) observations of ﬂuctuations in the rate of food
transfer within dyads over the course of successive experiments led
him to suggest that reciprocity may be based on a tendency to mirror
the social predispositions of partners, responding positively to positive
social overtures and negatively to negative social overtures: ‘‘If facilitated taking is mediated by such general social predispositions, this
would mean that, rather than keeping track of exact amounts of
given and received food, the monkeys follow a simple tolerancebreeds-tolerance scheme’’ (de Waal 2000, 260). Attitudinal reciprocity
is assumed to be less cognitively demanding than ‘‘calculated reciprocity,’’ which relies on precise quantiﬁcation of beneﬁts given and
received in different currencies.
Attitudinal reciprocity is analogous to strong reciprocity because
both processes focus on the proximate motives that generate cooperation and assume that reciprocity could occur without concern for
long-term consequences. However, it is not clear how evolution could
sustain attitudinal reciprocity (or strong reciprocity) in primate groups.
It seems likely that individuals who systematically returned somewhat
less than they received would beneﬁt at the expense of their partners.
To avoid this, costs and beneﬁts must be translated into affect, a process that may hide the calculus of reciprocal altruism, but does not
eliminate it.
2.7

Punishment

Strong reciprocity relies on the tendency to punish noncooperators.
Among nonhuman primates there is considerable evidence of negative
reciprocity. Thus, animals use aggression or other forms of costly sanctions to shape the behavior of group members (Clutton-Brock and
Parker 1995a, 1995b) or to exact revenge (de Waal and Luttrell 1988;
Silk 1992). But there is very little evidence that monkeys and apes use
aggression or negative sanctions to shape the behavior of third parties
or to punish deviation from social norms.
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Several researchers have reported episodes of aggressive behavior
that could be interpreted as punishment. In the Mahale Mountains of
Tanzania, a young adult male was brutally attacked by eight members
of his own group (Nishida et al. 1995). The authors speculated that this
young male may have been victimized because he did not conform to
social rules—he did not defer to higher-ranking males and launched
unprovoked attacks on adult females. The problem with these observations (and other anecdotal observations) is that they are based on a single event. In these cases, conspicuous aggressive responses to unusual
types of behavior may be more salient than occasions in which unusual
behaviors were ignored. Without systematic analyses of the consequences of aberrant behaviors, it is difﬁcult to be certain that violations
of social norms are consistently punished.
The only systematic evidence of third party punishment comes from
an experimental study on rhesus macaques conducted by Hauser and
Marler (1993a, 1993b, Hauser 1997). Rhesus macaques give characteristic calls when they discover food items (Hauser and Marler 1993a).
Taking advantage of this situation, Hauser and Marler (1993b) conducted an experiment in which observers surreptitiously dropped
handfuls of coconut or monkey chow and waited for monkeys to ﬁnd
it. When monkeys found the food, they sometimes called and sometimes remained silent. Calling had little effect on the likelihood of being detected after ﬁnding food, but calling signiﬁcantly reduced the
likelihood of being harassed after discovery by other group members.
Monkeys who discovered food and subsequently called were less likely
to be supplanted, chased, or attacked than monkeys who remained
silent after they found food. In the published report, the authors did
not control for the relative dominance of the original possessors and
the discoverers, even though macaque females rarely initiate aggression toward more dominant animals. However, subsequent reanalyses
of the data (Hauser personal communication) indicate that noncallers
were more likely to be harassed when they were discovered by higherranking animals than callers were. Apparently, these rules apparently
apply only to females. Males virtually never call when they ﬁnd food
and are rarely punished (Hauser and Marler 1993b; Hauser 1997).
These data provide intriguing evidence that rhesus macaques punish
group members who violate social norms. However, the weight of this
conclusion is limited by the fact that these results have not been replicated, and no other observers have reported similar ﬁndings in other
groups or species.
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Prospects for Finding Strong Reciprocity in Primate Groups

For primates, cooperation is bounded by kinship and reciprocity and
involves pairs of animals who have long-term social bonds. Most
primatologists have assumed that reciprocal altruism is ultimately responsible for reciprocity within dyads, an assumption that is bolstered
by experimental evidence that cooperative behavior is contingent on
the nature of previous interactions. However, de Waal (2000) has suggested that reciprocal exchanges in capuchins may be the product of
attitudinal reciprocity—a tendency to mirror the predispositions of
their partners. If he is right, then we have reason to believe that strong
reciprocity is rooted in the behavior of nonhuman primates. However,
it is also possible that the monkey’s initial attitude toward its partner
reﬂects the quality of their social relationship, and this is based on a
long series of cooperative exchanges over time.
Good evidence of punishment would provide support for the idea
that strong reciprocity operates in primate groups. Presently, systematic evidence for punishment rests on a single experiment. These data
are quite provocative, but their signiﬁcance will not be established
until these experiments are replicated and extended to other species.
To understand the role of strong reciprocity in primate groups, we
need to know more about the proximate factors that motivate cooperative behavior. Strong reciprocity in humans seems rooted in a deep
sense of fairness and concern for justice that is extended even toward
strangers, but we have no systematic evidence that other animals have
similar sensibilities. Even those who have argued most forcefully for
the emergence of moral sentiments in monkeys and apes have drawn
their evidence from the interactions of close associates with long-term
social bonds, not interactions among strangers (de Waal 1996; Flack
and de Waal 2000).
The idea of strong reciprocity emerged from carefully designed experimental studies on humans that revealed surprisingly high levels of
altruism in one-shot interactions with strangers. It is hard to imagine
obtaining comparable data on interactions among strangers in nonhuman primates. Most primates live in stable social groups where
they restrict peaceful social interactions mainly to known group
members. Close associations with strangers are fraught with tension,
generating aggression and avoidance, not cooperation. Aversions to
strangers extend to captive settings. It might be possible to adapt
de Waal’s experimental studies of capuchins to assess cooperative
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behavior with anonymous partners, but it is not clear whether capuchins or other primates would tolerate this protocol.
In conclusion, the literature suggests that primates reserve cooperation mainly for kin and reciprocating partners, but punishment is
apparently uncommon. While we know a lot about what nonhuman
primates do, we know very little about what motivates them to do it.
The patterning of cooperative interactions among nonrelatives could
be the product of reciprocal altruism, but the same patterns could also
arise from strong reciprocity. To identify the proximate mechanisms
that generate cooperation in primate groups, we need to develop experimental procedures that allow us to assess the tendency to cooperate in one-shot interactions with strangers. The ability to interact
peacefully in one-shot interactions with strangers may prove to be one
of the most remarkable traits of our own species. We also need to
know more about other primates’ propensity to punish violations of
social norms. Work addressing these issues in nonhuman primates is
needed to assess the evolutionary roots of strong reciprocity.
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The Natural History of
Human Food Sharing and
Cooperation: A Review
and a New MultiIndividual Approach to the
Negotiation of Norms
Hillard Kaplan and Michael
Gurven

3.1

Introduction

Humans share food unlike any other organism does. Many other animals, including eusocial insects (bees, ants, termites); social carnivores
(lions, wolves, wild dogs); some species of birds (e.g., ravens) and
vampire bats actively share food. However, the patterning and complexity of food sharing among humans is truly unique. Unlike other
mammals, for which food sharing between mothers and offspring is
limited largely to lactation during infancy, human parents provision
their children until adulthood.1 Moreover, the sharing of food between
human parents and their children continues bidirectionally until death
in most traditional non-market societies. Additionally, marriage is universal among human societies, and husbands and wives regularly
share food with one another throughout their marriage. Food sharing
within human families is based upon a division of labor in subsistence
effort by age and sex, where tasks are divided and the proceeds of
work are shared. In fact, within-family transfers of food are so universal among humans that they are largely taken for granted and have
rarely been systematically studied. This gap in anthropological research is ironic, since the sexual division of labor and the concomitant
sharing of food between spouses and between parents and offspring
have ﬁgured prominently in several models of hominid evolution
(e.g., Isaac 1978; Lancaster and Lancaster 1983).
In addition to within-family food transfers, food sharing sometimes
extends beyond the nuclear family in many societies. Most recent research on food sharing has focused on food transfers among adults
living in different households. The majority of this research has been
conducted in small-scale societies, particularly hunter-gatherers and
groups that combine simple horticulture with hunting and gathering
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(forager-horticulturalists). There are two reasons for this focus. First,
interfamilial food sharing is pervasive among hunter-gatherers and
many forager-horticulturalists; they are often referred to as ‘‘egalitarian
societies.’’ Second, hominids lived as hunter-gatherers for the vast majority of their evolutionary history (which has lasted over two million
years). Agriculture originated only about 10,000 years ago and has
been practiced by the majority of the world’s population for only two
or three millennia. Since most hunter-gatherers share food on a daily
basis, studies of food transfers among foragers may provide important
insights into the evolutionary basis of human food sharing and more
generally, about the origins of human hyper-sociality.
This chapter has three principal objectives. The ﬁrst is to provide a
brief overview of existing theory and research about food sharing in
small-scale societies for nonspecialists. In the ﬁrst part of the chapter,
we outline the principal hypotheses proposed to account for variation
in food sharing and evaluate available evidence pertaining to these
hypotheses. The second objective is to present evidence regarding why
we consider it necessary to rethink existing approaches to food sharing. In this second part of the chapter, we argue that intrafamilial resource ﬂows are critical to the understanding of interfamilial sharing
and that neither the human life course nor human intelligence could
have evolved without long-term imbalances in ﬂows of food between
families. We suggest that future research on this topic should consider
small-group decision processes and the emergence of institutionalized
sharing norms. In the third part of the chapter, we review several case
studies of food sharing in different societies and across contexts within
societies as a preliminary step towards building a theory of how these
norms may correspond to local ecological conditions. The chapter concludes with a discussion of new directions for research and some major
unresolved questions that should be addressed.
3.2

Part I: Theories and Empirical Evidence

Six different theories have been proposed to explain the existence and
patterning of intragroup food sharing.
I. Reciprocal altruism
Several investigators have proposed that reciprocal altruism (Trivers
1971), where food is exchanged at one point in time for food at some
later time, may explain many or most cases of human food sharing
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(Kaplan and Hill 1985; Winterhalder 1986; Smith 1988). The pervasiveness of reciprocal food sharing among humans is commonly explained
in terms of the kinds of foods they acquire and their inherently ‘‘risky’’
nature (Kaplan and Hill 1985; Winterhalder 1986; Smith 1988). Human
hunter-gatherers tend to specialize on the largest, highest-quality, most
nutrient-dense foods available in their environments (Kaplan et al.
2000), and as a result, they experience high variance in foraging luck
due to the difﬁculty in acquiring these items. For example, individual
Ache hunters return empty-handed on 40 percent of the days they
hunt, but on some days return with several hundred thousand calories
of meat (Hill and Hawkes 1983). Hunting success is even more sporadic among large-game hunters, such as the Hadza, who only acquire
meat on about 3 percent of their hunting days (Hawkes, O’Connell,
and Blurton Jones 1991).
Since there are diminishing returns to consumption of large quantities of food (especially in environments where spoilage is a problem)
and because food portions are very valuable to hungry individuals, reciprocal sharing can signiﬁcantly reduce variation in day-to-day consumption and maximize the intertemporal utility of food. Reciprocal
altruism therefore allows people to devote time and energy to the pursuit of large, asynchronously acquired, high-quality packages. Trade is
a special form of reciprocal altruism where the return beneﬁts of giving
are in another currency, such as meat for sex, food for labor, or ﬁsh for
yams. However, when the return beneﬁt is a non-food currency, such
as increased mate access, such sharing does not serve the goal of riskreduction.
II. Cooperative acquisition and byproduct mutualism
Sharing may also enable individuals to achieve gains from cooperative
pursuits of food. The acquisition of difﬁcult-to-acquire foods, especially wild game, often requires the coordinated efforts of several individuals. However, usually only a single individual is identiﬁed as the
owner of the acquired resource, determined by cultural-speciﬁc norms
of ownership (e.g., the hunter who makes ﬁrst lethal shot, the ﬁnder,
the killer [Dowling 1968]). In many groups, sharing among task group
members occurs as an initial wave of sharing (e.g., Pygmies [Bailey
1991; Harako 1976]). Owners may reward nonowners for their current
cooperation by giving them shares of the resource, but this sharing
may also act as a means of insuring future cooperation in similar food
production activities. Thus, sharing is a form of trade-based reciprocal
altruism, where labor is rewarded with food.
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An alternative interpretation of the same phenomenon is that engaging in group production when there is sharing provides participants
with higher per capita returns than if they produced food by themselves. Thus, group production may represent a form of byproduct
mutualism (Clements and Stephens 1995; Dugatkin 1997; Alvard and
Nolin 2002). Once rigid sharing norms exist in a population, the decision to participate in, say, a group whale hunt or cooperative monkey
hunt should depend only on the higher per capita return rates relative
to those that could be gained in solitary subsistence activities (see
Alvard 2002). Thus, an advantage of strong sharing norms is that they
act to transform the payoff structure of group food production strategies from that of a Prisoner’s Dilemma to that of mutualism.
III. Tolerated theft or scrounging
Building on the same insights regarding large asynchronously acquired food packages and diminishing returns to consumption of large
food quantities, others have proposed that much apparent voluntary
sharing may actually be ‘‘theft’’ or scrounging of food from food
acquirers by individuals who have little or none (Blurton Jones 1984,
1987). This hypothesis is based upon the assumption that asymmetries
between individuals in the marginal value of additional food can lead
to contests over packages. The hungry person is more motivated to
ﬁght, while the person with more should relinquish some food because
the lost food value is not worth the ﬁght (Blurton Jones 1987; Winterhalder 1996). When power or ‘‘resource holding potential’’ is equal
among contestants, a simple prediction of tolerated scrounging is that
distributions will be highly egalitarian—such that any additional food
portions have the same marginal value for each contestant (Winterhalder 1996).
Proponents of this view have pointed out that tolerated theft in the
context of large, highly variable foods raises a secondary problem.
Why do people spend time foraging for large packages if they know
that much of what they acquire will be taken from them? Scrounging
of large packages may effectively reduce their per capita consumption
return rate below several other food production options in the environment, especially the pursuit of small packages (Hawkes 1993). To
answer this question, Hawkes (1991, 1992, 1993) proposed that the
pursuit of large packages, particularly hunted foods, is very sex-biased
and that men acquire large packages to ‘‘show off’’ and garner attention. Men focus their efforts on acquiring large packages, precisely because others will scrounge from them. As a result, these men will
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gain the attention and support of scroungers, many of whom will be
women. The payoffs to this attention presumably come in the form of
increased access to mates and an increased number of offspring.
IV. Costly signaling
Costly signaling is an extension of the show-off hypothesis that may
explain why certain individuals (usually men) pursue difﬁcult-toacquire foods that often yield suboptimal caloric return rates (Smith
and Bliege Bird 2000; Gurven, Allen-Arave et al. 2000; Bliege Bird,
Smith, and Bird 2001). The costliness of the signal insures the honesty
of the information being advertised (Zahavi and Zahavi 1997; Grafen
1990; Johnstone 1997). The signal might provide information about
phenotypic quality (such as disease-resistance) or about intentions to
cooperate in the future. Recipients of the signal confer beneﬁts on the
generous donor not as payback for food given, but because information about the donor’s phenotypic quality makes that donor a desirable partner, mate, or ally. Costly signaling differs from showing off
because it does not rely on tolerated theft to explain food transfers.
Additionally, because the honesty of the signal makes the signaler an
attractive partner, costly signaling avoids the second-order–collective
action problem of who should pay prestige back to good hunters.
V. Nepotism based on kin selection
Because biologically related individuals share genes by descent, any
behavior that sufﬁciently beneﬁts kin can be favored by natural selection. According to models developed by Hamilton (1964), natural selection will favor altruism to kin when the beneﬁts to the recipient,
discounted by Wright’s coefﬁcient of genetic relatedness between donor and recipient, outweigh the costs of giving. A simple prediction is
that, all else being equal, close kin should receive shares either more
frequently or in greater quantities than distantly related and unrelated
individuals (Feinman 1979). It has also been argued we should expect to ﬁnd greater imbalances in quantities given and received among
close kin than among nonkin or distant kin (Hames 1987; Feinman
1979), who, presumably, would only share reciprocally. However, this
might not be true if close kin are also reciprocity partners and if reciprocal altruism is an important factor inﬂuencing food transfers among
kin (Gurven, Hill et al. 2000).
VI. Trait-group selection
Selection among groups has also been proposed in order to explain cooperation and food sharing within human groups (Wilson 1998; Boyd
and Richerson in press; Boehm 1993). In group selection models, the
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relative ﬁtness of altruists is lower than that of selﬁsh individuals
within groups, but the average ﬁtness of individuals in groups containing more altruistic members is greater than those in groups containing
fewer altruists. Group selection could favor costly food sharing if the
increased absolute ﬁtness of altruists among groups in a metapopulation outweighs the decrease in relative ﬁtness within groups, where
‘‘group’’ refers to any congregation of individuals (Wilson 1990, 1998).
While the conditions favoring trait-group selection are much less stringent than those of older group selection models, its overall inﬂuence is
still limited by grouping patterns and migration, and ultimately may
be no more revealing than egoistic models (Harpending 1998; Krebs
1987). However, given the conﬂict between group and individual
interests, cultural means of encouraging individuals to share food may
increase the frequency of giving within groups (Simon 1990; Boyd and
Richerson in press), leading to socially enforced egalitarian behavior
(Boehm 1993).
3.2.1 Cross-cultural Evidence
There is a great deal of cross-cultural evidence that sharing is most
common for large packaged resources characterized by high acquisition variance, especially wild game. Widespread pooling of large
game animals is common among the Hadza (Hawkes 1993; Marlowe
n.d.), Dobe !Kung (Lee 1979; Marshall 1976), G/wi (Silberbauer 1981),
Ifaluk (Sosis, Feldstein, and Hill 1998), Ache (Kaplan and Hill 1985),
Yanomamo (Hames 1990), and Gunwinggu (Altman 1987). While such
pooling can signiﬁcantly reduce variation in daily meat consumption,
the outcome of risk reduction is consistent with all six models, even
though risk reduction is only explicitly incorporated as a goal within
the reciprocal altruism and group selection frameworks. This is because widespread sharing of relatively large sized game items, characterized by high within- and across-individual variability in acquisition,
can be explained by future reciprocation (reciprocal altruism), demands and threats of hungry individuals (tolerated theft), honest signals of phenotypic quality (costly signaling), and the Pareto-optimal
distribution solution maximizing group beneﬁt (trait-group selection).
Because the costs of sharing decrease with increased package size of
the resource (assuming diminishing returns), it is not surprising that
large package size is a signiﬁcant predictor of sharing for meat and
other food items such as fruits, cultigens, and market foods (Hames
1990; Gurven, Hill et al. 2000; Gurven, Hill, and Kaplan 2002; Kitanishi
1998).
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Thus the observation that the sharing of large packages is widespread does not help distinguish between the models discussed in
section 3.2. The empirical ﬁndings relevant to understanding which
models are most appropriate for explaining much of the variance in
sharing within and across groups are generally concerned with three
issues: contingency of giving upon receiving, producer control over
distributions, and imbalances between families in what is given and
received.
3.2.1.1 Contingency Contingency is the feature of sharing relationships that is critical for distinguishing between reciprocal altruism and
other models (Rothstein and Pierroti 1988; Hill and Kaplan 1993). General contingency requires that all giving be balanced by all receiving,
while speciﬁc contingency requires that giving to speciﬁc others be balanced by receipts from those same individuals (Hames 2000; Gurven,
Hill et al. 2000). Speciﬁc contingency is usually estimated as the correlation between the percentage or quantity of food given by A to B with
the percentage or quantity given by B to A over some appropriate sample period. Contingency can be measured within food categories (such
as meat for meat, roots for roots, and so forth) or for all food, which
includes exchange across food types. In order for reciprocal altruism to
be beneﬁcial to a donor, donors should preferentially give to those
who are likely to share with them in the future (speciﬁc contingency).
Costly signaling, on the other hand, requires that the prestige-related
beneﬁts from signaling outweigh the costs of producing food that is
widely shared (general contingency). Neither tolerated theft, kin selection, nor trait-group selection predict that food donations will be conditional upon expected return.
Speciﬁc contingency has only been measured in four groups, all of
which are in South America—the Yanomamo (Hames 2000), Hiwi
(Gurven, Hill et al. 2000), Ache (Gurven, Allen-Arave et al. 2000), and
Pilaga (Henry 1951). Correlations which describe speciﬁc contingency
for all foods are signiﬁcantly greater than zero, but not very high (between 0.2 and 0.5 [Gurven in press], see discussion of imbalances in
section 3.2.1.3), while within resource categories, contingency is often
highest for cultivated and collected foods. These results are most consistent with reciprocal altruism and least consistent with tolerated
theft, because tolerated theft predicts that there should be no relationship between giving and receiving.2 Among the Ache, however, there
is no evidence of speciﬁc contingency for wild game over the duration of single foraging trips, nor for game items brought back to the
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permanent colony. This is inconsistent with reciprocal altruism, unless
sharing among the Ache rewards group work effort (cooperative acquisition and mutualism, discussed in part III). Nevertheless, further
research is needed to determine whether these signiﬁcant positive correlations imply that the time-discounted value of food returns is sufﬁcient to offset the present costs of giving.
Anecdotal evidence that giving is balanced by future receiving and
that those who do not give do not receive is found in many traditional societies. As one Maimande explained, ‘‘If one doesn’t give, one
doesn’t get in return . . . Some people are speciﬁcally excluded from
most distributions because they never or only rarely give any of their
products to us’’ (Aspelin 1979, 317). Similar anecdotes exist among the
Agta (Peterson 1978; Bion Grifﬁn personal communication), Pintupi
(Myers 1988), Sirionó (Holmberg 1969, 45), and G/wi (Silberbauer
1981, 463). Although there is an emphasis on peoples’ expectations for
future receipt in these and other ethnographies, the extent of time
depth separating episodes of giving and receiving is often unclear.
Indeed, Sahlins’ (1972) use of the term ‘‘generalized reciprocity’’ was
meant to reﬂect short-term imbalances, especially among kin, that are
eventually balanced over the span of peoples’ lives.
General contingency or balance has been measured in ﬁve
societies—the Ache (Gurven, Hill, and Kaplan 2002), Hiwi (Gurven,
Hill et al. 2000), Meriam (Bliege Bird and Bird 1997), Pilaga (our
analysis of Henry 1951), and Yanomamo (Hames 2000). These studies
showed mixed support for general balance. While the lack of speciﬁc
balance contradicts reciprocal altruism, the presence of general balance
is consistent with indirect reciprocity (Alexander 1987; Boyd and
Richerson 1989) or costly signaling, where the return beneﬁt to the
donor is food. If the return beneﬁt is in another currency, such as
increased mating opportunities, then a lack of general balance is not inconsistent with costly signaling.
3.2.1.2 Producer Control Reciprocal altruism and kin selection require that producers maintain some control over the distribution of
foods they acquire, whereas tolerated theft assumes no producer
‘‘rights.’’ If producers have no control over the distribution of certain
items, then those food items may act as partial public goods (Dowling
1968; Hawkes 1993). Despite observations of widespread game distributions in some groups (e.g., Ache [Kaplan and Hill 1985], G/wi
[Silberbauer 1981], Hadza [Hawkes 1993], Western Desert Aborigines
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[Gould 1980]), several lines of evidence indicate that producers often
maintain signiﬁcant control over distributions in many—if not most—
cultures. First, as shown in the previous section, there is often a bias in
sharing towards those who shared with the producer. Additionally,
there are clear biases in distributions towards close kin living in other
families at the expense of distant kin and unrelated families (Gunwinggu [Altman 1987], Copper and Netsilik Eskimo [Damas 1972],
Pilaga [Henry 1951], Hiwi [Gurven, Hill et al. 2000], Kaingang [Henry
1941], Batek [Endicott 1988], Pintupi [Myers 1988], Washo [Price 1975],
Yanomamo [Hames 1990], Machiguenga [Kaplan 1994], Ache [Kaplan
and Hill 1985; Gurven, Hill, and Kaplan 2002], Ifaluk [Sosis 1997],
Basarwa [Cashdan 1985]), and to those participating in the hunting
party (Netsilik Eskimo [Damas 1972], Nyae Nyae !Kung [Marshall
1976], Ifaluk [Sosis 1997], Pintupi [Myers 1988], Washo [Price 1975],
Mbuti [Ichikawa 1983], Aka [Bahuchet 1990; Kitanishi 1998], Efe [Bailey 1991], Lamalera [Alvard 2002], Northwest Coast Indians [Gould
1980]). Among the Hiwi and Ache at the settlement, there are clear kin
biases in sharing, even when controlling for residential distance. Finally, several ethnographies are explicit about the ownership of shares
after an initial distribution, even if others still have not received any
meat (Efe [Bailey 1991, 100]; Nyae Nyae !Kung [Marshall 1976, 363]).
Second, hunters frequently consume portions of kills (e.g., internal
organs and marrow) at the kill site and usually no one begrudges
them this right (Batek [Endicott 1988]; Hadza [Marlowe n.d.]; Nyae
Nyae !Kung [Marshall 1976]; G/wi [Silberbauer 1981]). Third, producers often keep signiﬁcantly more than 1/n of the game packages
they acquire, even though others in the camp or village may not possess any meat (Gunwinggu [Altman 1987]; Yora [Hill and Kaplan
1989]; Yuqui [Stearman 1989]; Yanomamo [Hames 2000]; Hadza
[Hawkes et al. 2001]; Ache [Gurven, Allen-Arave et al. 2001]; Hiwi
[Gurven, Hill et al. 2000]). Finally, the frequent observations of incessant demands for food in many foraging societies (Peterson 1993;
Chagnon 1983) does not mean that producers are powerless to ignore
or reject requests for food made by other group members. There is evidence that nonproducers do not possess automatic claims to shares
among the Pintupi (Myers 1988), the Aka (Bahuchet 1990, 38), Agta
(Grifﬁn 1984), Pilaga (Henry 1951), and Sirionó (Holmberg 1969, 88).
3.2.1.3 Imbalances: Relative Need, Bargaining, and Signaling Several ethnographies have reported large short-term between-family
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imbalances, but long-term balance in food transfers, consistent with
generalized reciprocity (e.g., Batek [Endicott 1988, 118]; Kaingang
[Henry 1941, 101]). While short-term imbalances are relatively easy to
measure, the existence of long-term balances in terms of lifelong symbiosis is much more difﬁcult to conﬁrm. Nepotistic food sharing based
on kin selection can predict imbalances in food sharing, even though
kinship is a symmetrical relationship. Food given to dependent and
unskilled offspring and relatives can have a large beneﬁt at a relatively
small cost to a skilled producer (B > C in Hamilton’s Rule). Similarly,
the downward ﬂow of food provides useful calories to younger kin of
higher reproductive value (Rogers 1993). Over the course of an individual’s lifetime, current evidence suggests that among the Ache, Piro,
Machiguenga, and perhaps other traditional groups, children are net
costs to parents, and thus children’s debt is never repaid directly, but
is instead redirected to grandchildren (Kaplan 1994; see part II of this
chapter). We should expect to ﬁnd smaller short-term imbalances in
transfers among kin of similar age. Allen-Arave et al. (n.d.) ﬁnd that
among the Ache, imbalances over a four-month sample period are
smaller among kin of similar ages (e.g., siblings) than among kin of
disparate ages (e.g., between older parents and their adult offspring).
Apart from kinship, there is good evidence that large short-term
and long-term exchange imbalances among individuals and families
occur among foragers and forager-horticulturalists. The highest food
producers among the Ache, Efe, Pilaga, and Yuqui consistently gave
away more than they received as compared to low producers (Kaplan
and Hill 1985; Gurven, Allen-Arave et al. 2000; Bailey 1991; Henry
1941; Stearman 1989). Indeed, observations that high producing Ache
and Hadza hunters often do not receive in-kind compensation for their
generosity initially led to the proposition that reciprocal altruism was
an inadequate model of human food sharing (Hawkes 1991, 1993).
Imbalances in quantities transferred across individuals or families
can be interpreted in several ways. First, the short-term nature of most
ﬁeld studies places an arbitrary horizon on the delayed time for reciprocation, and the sampling bias associated with any brief series of
snapshots of interfamily exchange relations is likely to result in some
degree of imbalance. Hames (2000) argues that meticulous scorekeeping meant to ensure balance should be found across pairs of
distantly interacting individuals, where trust is weak (e.g., market
transactions), while imbalances might be quite common among individuals who interact over extensive periods of time.
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Second, an imbalance may be intentional if sharing is based on
the signaling of phenotypic or genotypic quality. Imbalances in turtle
meat exchanges, where hunters expend a great deal of energy to provide community feasts, are most likely due to costly signaling (Bliege
Bird and Bird 1997; Smith and Bliege Bird 2000). Similarly, an imbalance is expected if the return beneﬁts of reciprocal altruism or costly
signaling are in other currencies. High-producing Ache hunters may
give away more than they receive, but they obtain greater mating
opportunities and higher offspring survivorship (Hill and Hurtado
1996). Yuqui and Tsimane hunters sometimes trade portions of their
kills for garden products (Stearman 1989; Chicchón 1992), while Kuikuyu with unsuccessful gardens will trade labor for access to a neighbor’s manioc patches (Carneiro 1983).
As mentioned above, contingency estimates well below 1.0 suggest a
relatively high occurrence of exchange imbalances among pairs of families. It is important to mention that all measures of contingency are
based on quantities of food shared among families. Bargaining theory,
however, can lead to outcomes consistent with reciprocal altruism but
inconsistent with strong balance in food quantities (Ståhl 1972; Hill
and Kaplan 1993; Sosis, Feldstein, and Hill 1998; Gurven, Hill et al.
2000). If donors continue giving portions to others as long as the
expected future beneﬁts outweigh the current costs of giving relative
to other options, there is no reason to expect the exchange of equal
quantities over time. The extent of imbalance should be a function of
differential wealth holdings, inﬂuence, status, and need. One calculation of contingency that measured the balance in ‘‘value’’ transferred
across families—by incorporating the frequency and sizes of shares—
found a slightly higher level of balance among Hiwi and Ache foragers
(Gurven 2004).
There has been much written on the importance of ‘‘need’’ and the
direction of food ﬂows (Woodburn 1982; Barnard and Woodburn
1988; Winterhalder 1996), supporting the notion that ‘‘if there is
hunger, it is commonly shared’’ (Marshall 1976, 357) and possibly the
group selection hypothesis. Among the Ache, Maimande, G/wi, and
Hiwi, shares are often given in proportion to the number of consumers
within the recipient family (Gurven, Hill, and Kaplan 2002; Aspelin
1979; Silberbauer 1981; Gurven, Hill et al. 2000). Batek families with
high dependency tend be net consumers while those with low dependency are net producers (Cadelina 1982). There is additional evidence
that older men, with larger families, preferentially beneﬁt from sharing
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networks at the expense of younger men’s labor, especially if one considers brideservice payments (Efe [Bailey 1991], Gunwinggu [Altman
1987], Kutse [Kent 1993], Yanomamo [Ritchie 1996], and Agta [Bion
Grifﬁn 1984]). Differential need among families leads to different costs
and beneﬁts of giving across families, and should therefore inﬂuence
bargaining outcomes and observed levels of balance. We explore this
issue further in part II of this chapter.
Although certain levels of imbalance may be due to differential need,
there is much evidence to suggest that such imbalances are sometimes tolerated only within limits. Those who do not produce or share
enough are often subject to criticism, either directly or through gossip,
and social ostracism. Anecdotes of shirkers being excluded from distributions until they either boosted their production or sharing levels are
found among the Maimande (Aspelin 1979), Pilaga (Henry 1951, 199),
Gunwinggu (Altman 1987, 147), Washo (Price 1975, 16), Machiguenga
(Baksh and Johnson 1990), Agta (Grifﬁn 1984, 20), and Netsilik Eskimo
(Balikci 1970, 177). However, other ethnographies report the persistence of long-term imbalances without any obvious punishment, exclusion, or ostracism (Chácobo [Prost 1980, 52]; Kaingang [Henry 1941,
101]; Batek [Endicott 1988, 119]), although these anecdotes suggest
that such imbalances are due to a small number of low producers
within the group.
In summary, there is substantial cross-cultural evidence supporting
the view that reciprocal altruism of some sort underlies much foodsharing behavior. First, in many societies producers appear to exert
control over the distribution of resources. Second, although speciﬁc
contingency of giving upon receiving has been measured in only a few
cases, there is evidence over the short term that people form preferential food-sharing partnerships with high rates of giving and receiving
and share less with those who give less (meat sharing in the forest
among the Ache is one exception, however) (Kaplan and Hill 1985).
There are also a plethora of qualitative reports suggesting that giving
and receiving are contingent in many or most cultures and in different
contexts.
At the same time, persistent imbalances in amounts given and
received between families suggest that strict reciprocal altruism cannot
account for all food sharing between families. Some of those imbalances may be due to kin selection, costly signaling, tolerated theft,
trait-group selection or some combination of these four forces. In the
next section, we sketch the importance of food sharing in the evolution
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of human life. We show that the evolved life history of humans
required long-term imbalances in food ﬂows. We also present a new
way to understand imbalances in terms of multi-individual decision
processes and long-term mutual beneﬁt.
3.3

Part II: Human Life History and Food Sharing

3.3.1 Features of Our Human Life History
The distinctive life history of humans is related to their unique foraging niche relative to that of other mammals (and even primates). Five
distinctive features of the human life course are noteworthy.
1) an exceptionally long lifespan
2) an extended period of juvenile dependence
3) support of reproduction by older post-reproductive individuals
4) male support of reproduction through the provisioning of females
and their offspring
5) a large brain and its associated capacities for learning, cognition,
and insight
Humans have a very ﬂexible foraging strategy, consuming different
foods in different environments, and this ﬂexibility has allowed us to
survive successfully in all of the world’s terrestrial environments. In
another sense, however, the human foraging niche is very specialized. In every environment, human foragers consume the largest, most
nutrient-dense, highest-quality, and most difﬁcult-to-acquire foods, using techniques that often take years to learn (Kaplan et al. 2000, Kaplan
1997).
This foraging niche is related to human life history because high
levels of knowledge, skill, coordination, and strength are required to
exploit the suite of high-quality, difﬁcult-to-acquire resources humans
consume. The attainment of those abilities requires time, a signiﬁcant
commitment to development, and a large brain to support the learning, information processing, and planning underlying those skills. This
extended learning phase during which productivity is low can be compensated by higher productivity during the adult period and subsidized by an intergenerational ﬂow of food from old to young. Since
productivity increases with age, the time investment in skill acquisition
and knowledge leads to selection for lowered mortality rates and
greater longevity, because the returns on the investments in development occur at older ages.
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There are three foraging groups (the Ache, Hadza, and Hiwi) and
two groups of forager-horticulturalists (the Machiguenga and Piro) for
whom quantitative data are available regarding age-proﬁles of food
consumption and production. All of these groups display similar ageproﬁles of net food production. Children are largely supported by their
parents until about age eighteen (when food production approximately
equals consumption), after which productivity rises steeply through
the twenties until the mid-thirties. The more skill-intensive the task,
the greater is the delay to peak performance and the greater the increase in productivity with ‘‘on-the-job-training’’ (Bock 2002). High
productivity is maintained until the mid-sixties when the deleterious
effects of senescence become signiﬁcant. This pattern of development
and aging bears a striking resemblance to modern societies, where
wages depend on education-based capital and the ages eighteen and
sixty-ﬁve have similar signiﬁcance.
Figure 3.1 shows survival probabilities and net production by age
for wild chimpanzees, our closest living relatives, and modern human
hunter-gatherers living under conditions similar to our evolutionary
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Figure 3.1
Survival and net food production: Human foragers and chimpanzees. Adapted from
Kaplan, Lancaster, and Robson 2003.
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past (see Kaplan et al. 2000, 2001 for details on data sources). It is evident that the chimpanzee net production curve shows three distinct
phases. The ﬁrst phase, to about age ﬁve, is the period of complete to
partial dependence upon mother’s milk and of negative net production. The second phase is independent juvenile growth, lasting until
adulthood, during which net production is zero. The third phase is reproductive, during which females, but not males, produce a surplus of
calories that they allocate to nursing. Humans, in contrast, produce less
than they consume for about twenty years. Net production becomes
increasingly negative until about age fourteen and then begins to
climb. Net production in adulthood in humans is much higher than in
chimpanzees and peaks at a much older age, reﬂecting the payoff of
long dependency. More precisely, human peak net production is about
1,750 calories per day, reached at about age forty-ﬁve. Among chimpanzee females, peak net production is only about 250 calories per day
and, since fertility decreases with age, net productivity probably
decreases throughout adulthood. By age ﬁfteen, chimpanzees have
consumed 43 percent and produced 40 percent of their expected lifetime calories, respectively; in contrast, humans have consumed 22 percent and produced only 4 percent of their expected lifetime calories! In
fact, the human production proﬁle requires a long lifespan and would
not be viable with chimpanzee survival rates, since expected lifetime
net production would be negative (Kaplan et al. 2000).
These results imply a highly structured life course in which physiological and behavioral processes are coordinated. The greater proliferation of neurons in early fetal development among humans, as
compared to monkeys and apes, has cascading effects, extending other
phases of brain development and ultimately resulting in a larger, more
complex, and effective brain. From a behavioral point of view, although cognitive development is largely complete among chimpanzees
by about eight years of age, formal abstract logical reasoning does not
emerge in humans until age sixteen to eighteen. This is the age when
productivity begins to increase dramatically among human foragers.
3.3.2 The Evolutionary Role of Sharing
A central thesis of this chapter is that the human life course could not
have evolved without long-term imbalances in food transfer within
and among families. First, it is clear from the above ﬁgures that if children are eating more than they produce for some twenty years, those
deﬁcits must be subsidized. Surplus food provided by older people
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and those with few dependents can be utilized to ﬁnance this long
developmental period.
Second, those data represent average production and consumption
by age, combining data from both sexes. Men and women, however,
specialize in different forms of skill acquisition with correspondingly
different foraging niches and activity budgets and then share the fruits
of their labor. The specialization generates two forms of complementarity. Hunted foods acquired by men complement gathered foods
acquired by women, because protein, fat, and carbohydrates complement one another with respect to their nutritional functions (see Hill
1988 and Hames 1989 for a review) and because most gathered foods,
such as roots, palm ﬁber, and fruits are low in fat and protein (nuts are
an exception). The fact that male specialization in hunting produces
high delivery rates of large, shareable packages of food leads to another form of complementarity. The meat inputs of men shift the optimal mix of activities for women, increasing time spent in childcare and
decreasing time spent in food acquisition. They also shift women’s
time to foraging and productive activities that are compatible with
childcare and away from activities that are dangerous to them and
their children.
There are data on the productivity of adults for ten foraging societies
(see Kaplan et al. 2000 for details). On average, men acquired 68 percent of the calories and almost 88 percent of the protein; women
acquired the remaining 32 percent of calories and 12 percent of protein.
After subtracting their own consumption (31 percent of total calories),
women supply only 3 percent of their offspring’s caloric deﬁcit (i.e.,
children’s consumption minus their production), while men provide
the remaining 97 percent! Men not only supply all of the protein to offspring, but also the bulk of the protein consumed by women. This contrasts sharply with most mammalian species (> 97 percent), where the
female supports all of the energetic needs of the offspring until it
begins eating solid foods (Clutton-Brock 1991) and the male provides
little or no investment.
In addition to specialization among men and women, specialization in productive activities by age is equally important. Foragers and
forager-horticulturalists typically assign low skill/low strength activities (such as collecting fruits or fetching water) to children, high
strength/high skill activities (such as hunting and extractive foraging)
to prime-aged adults, and low strength/high skill activities (such as
child care and craft manufacture) to elderly people (Bock 2002; Gurven
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and Kaplan n.d.; Kramer 1998). In this way, family returns from labor
are maximized. It also appears to be the case that there is some specialization in activities within age-sex classes. Although this is less documented, anecdotal reports suggest that some men spend more time
gathering or farming and others more time hunting (Tsimane [Chicchón 1992], Yuqui [Stearman 1989]), and there is even specialization in
hunting roles and in prey types pursued.
There are also imbalances between families that support this intensive mothering characteristic of human life histories. Figure 3.2
(adapted from Lancaster et al. 2000) compares the acquisition of calories and reproductive status of baboons (Altmann 1980) with Ache foragers (Hill and Hurtado 1996). Time spent foraging during the day is
presented in relation to reproductive status for female baboons, where
foraging time includes both travel and feeding time. Baboon mothers
are hard pressed to meet the demands of lactation. When they must
produce energy beyond their own maintenance needs, their daily time
budget is stretched to the limit. They cannot afford to increase their
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Production and reproductive status. Adapted from Lancaster et al. 2000.
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travel time, which would be energetically costly, especially since they
must carry their infants. Instead they increase their feeding time by
reducing resting and socializing to about 15 percent of the day. Lactating baboons thus work harder. In fact, female baboons have higher
mortality rates when lactating than when cycling or pregnant (Altmann 1980).
In contrast, when lactating and even when they have dependent
juveniles to be fed, Ache, Efe, and Hadza women reduce their time
spent foraging for food (Hurtado et al. 1985; Ivey 2000; Hawkes,
O’Connell, and Blurton Jones 1997). It appears that human females are
able to reduce time spent in energy production when they are nursing,
even though their caloric consumption must increase to support lactation. Among the Ache, most of women’s food production is derived
from pounding the pulp of palms to produce starch. About 60 percent
of the starch that women produce on extended foraging trips is shared
outside the nuclear family (Kaplan and Hill 1985) with no bias towards
close kin. Since lactating women produce much less palm starch than
women without a baby, this pattern of sharing means that there are
net food transfers from women to other women over periods of several
months to several years.
Third, and most important for the present discussion, even with
such extensive cooperation within families, additional ﬂows of food
between families are necessary to support this life history pattern. The
fact that parental provisioning does not cease when children are
weaned means that the caloric burden on parents increases as they
produce more children. The diamonds show how the net demand on
Ache parents changes with age as they produce additional children
(viewed in terms of the man’s age). Demands peak between forty and
ﬁfty years of age and remain signiﬁcant until age sixty. Even though
food production increases with age to about age thirty-ﬁve or forty
and remains high, demands increase faster than food production. The
triangles show how net family food production (calories produced minus calories consumed by self and offspring) changes with the age of
the man.3 These data show that there must be net transfers from the
families of younger men to the families of older men! Moreover, there
is a great deal of variance among men in both family size and productivity. Family size is inherently stochastic, due to both infant and
child mortality and to individual differences in fecundity (see Hill and
Hurtado 1996). There are also large differences in hunting ability
among men. For example, there is a ﬁve-fold difference in the long
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Family demands and net family production.

term average hunting returns between the best and worst hunter in the
sample of Ache men (Hill et al. 1987). Similar discrepancies in hunting
ability across men have been found among the !Kung (Lee 1979),
Hadza (Hawkes, O’Connell, and Blurton Jones 2001), Hiwi (Gurven,
Hill et al. 2000), Gunwinggu (Altman 1987), Agta (Bion Grifﬁn 1984),
and Machiguenga (Kaplan unpublished data).4 Therefore, even among
men of the same age, there must be net transfers over the long term
from families producing a surplus to families producing a deﬁcit.
These food transfers provide great reproductive beneﬁts. The ability
to ‘‘borrow’’ and ‘‘lend’’ across the life course is necessary for subsidizing the juvenile learning period (see Kaplan and Robson 2002 and
Robson and Kaplan 2003 for theoretical models of the evolution of
such age transfers and their relationship to learning). If families had to
‘‘balance their budget’’ at every period, they would either have had to
lower their fertility or force their older children to fend for themselves.
This would most likely increase childhood and adolescent mortality
and lower rates of skills acquisition. Adolescent males could not afford
to hunt, because their returns are so low during the learning period.
Moreover, there would be no way to buffer the risks associated with
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the stochasticity of family size and child demands. If families needed
to support all of their individual food needs, regardless of whether
few or many children survived, they would be forced to lower fertility
or reduce child subsidies. Similarly, the ability of women to shift production across time without changing consumption probably increases
infant survival and decreases the length of interbirth intervals, thereby
increasing the total reproductive success of women. When the opportunity costs of food acquisition are high due to the need to care for
infants, women may produce less when they have infants and then
work harder when those opportunity costs are low (i.e., when they
have no infant to nurse and protect).
3.3.3 The Problem with Dyadic Reciprocal Altruism
It is unlikely that such a system of sharing would be stable with
strictly dyadic reciprocal altruism. Reciprocal altruism will only emerge
among self-interested actors if there is repeated interaction that rewards cooperation and punishes defection. In terms of reciprocal altruism, there is no incentive for young or older adults with small families
to support older adults with large families. Those older adults with
large families will never produce a surplus to ‘‘pay back’’ those subsidies, because they are likely to die before the young adults reach the
age in which they need assistance to support their families. While it
might be argued that there is intergenerational reciprocity where the
children of the older adults, in turn, support the families of those who
helped them, the long time periods between changes in directional
ﬂows would make such arrangements inherently risky. There is a
great deal of mobility between hunter-gatherer bands and residential
arrangements are not stable over long periods. There is no guarantee
that children who are helped when they are young will live in the
same band as those who helped them. The same argument applies to
sharing between non-nursing and nursing women. Additionally, time
discounting of beneﬁts received in the distant future (relative to the
present consumption payoffs from not sharing) also makes intergenerational reciprocity unstable (Hawkes 1992).
Similarly, reciprocal arrangements regarding the stochasticity of
family size are unlikely to emerge with dyadic relationships. If family
size variation is due primarily to random luck, it may be beneﬁcial for
two individuals to agree at the start of their reproductive careers to an
arrangement in which the individual who ends up with fewer surviving offspring agrees to support the one with more surviving offspring.
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However, once the outcome is known, there is no incentive for the one
with fewer children to provide the support, since his family will never
need the payback and there is no way to enforce the bargain.
Our thesis is that humans have found ways to take advantage of the
gains from such trades, even though these gains would not emerge
through dyadic reciprocal altruism. We propose that multi-individual
negotiations result in the emergence of social norms that are collectively enforced. We base this proposal on a result obtained by Boyd
and Richerson (1992), and treated more recently by Bowles and Gintis
(2000), in which cooperation is modeled with punishment. These four
researchers found that cooperation can be stable in large groups, if
noncooperators are punished and if those who do not punish noncooperators are also punished. In fact, they found that any social norm
could be stable as long as both those who disobey and those who fail
to punish those who disobey are punished. However, we suggest that
self-interested actors also negotiate these norms, weighing the individual costs and beneﬁts of different social norms.
3.3.4 Two Thought Experiments
Imagine the following scenario. A woman returns from collecting berries and pounding palm ﬁber with her bawling infant. A wingless
wasp stung her baby while she had put him down to pound the ﬁber,
and the baby is in great pain. She is frustrated and says to the other
women in camp, ‘‘This is crazy for me to go out and pound ﬁber when
I have such a young baby. I would gladly work twice as hard when he
is a little older if I could concentrate on watching him now.’’ A few
days later when the baby’s wound is infected and the child has a fever,
another woman, remembering a similar incident she experienced a few
years ago, says, ‘‘You know, Singing Deer is right. We should work
hard when we have no baby on the breast and allow those with a
young one to care for it well.’’ Another woman, who has not had a
child in the last ten years, says, ‘‘Why should we work to feed other
people’s babies? If you have a baby, you must feed it.’’ Other men and
women consider their own situation (as well as the situation of their
children) and present their opinions. Eventually a consensus (or at
least, an agreement) is reached, with those in the minority either agreeing to go along with the new norm or leaving to live with ‘‘less foolish’’
people. However, one woman, who is not nursing, hardly pounds ﬁber
at all. Other women begin to gossip about her, remarking upon how
lazy she is, because she has no child to care for. She notices that the
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shares she receives in food distributions start to become less generous
and begins to suspect that others are talking about her behind her
back. She leaves and pounds a large quantity of ﬁber, which she generously shares with the rest of the group. She can feel the warmth of
others return and has learned her lesson.
We consider another similar scenario. A ﬁfty-year old man turns to
another older man and exclaims, ‘‘Look at these lazy young men! They
come back to camp at midday and play around. Yet you and I have
lots of children to feed and no food to give them. What will those boys
do when they have big families to feed?’’ The other older man agrees,
adding, ‘‘How do I know if that lazy one is good enough for my
daughter? How do I know if he will get enough food to keep her children healthy? He should come to my ﬁre and bring me lots of meat—
then I will know.’’
The young men are not very enthusiastic, because they do not like
hunting all day long, but they are reluctant to anger the men whose
daughters they favor. One young man, who is a good hunter for his
age, realizes that he could take advantage of such a system and starts
to hunt longer hours, giving the older men generous shares from his
hunt. The other young men, afraid of being outdone, also begin to
hunt longer hours and share the fruits of their labor more generously.
While admittedly hackneyed, these scenarios are meant to reﬂect the
ongoing discussions and commentaries about sharing, work effort, and
laziness that are so pervasive in foraging societies. We do not mean to
suggest that all social norms are explicitly negotiated with words or
that norms solidify over a short period as a result of a few conversations. In some circumstances, lack of compliance and ‘‘voting with
one’s feet’’ are almost surely involved in those negotiations. In fact, we
know virtually nothing about how standards for appropriate behavior
emerge and change in small-scale societies without ofﬁcial means of
enforcement. It is likely that majority-rule voting arrangements are not
adhered to in a strict sense, since some individuals exercise undue
inﬂuence (e.g., kombeti among Aka, kapita among Efe [Hewlett and
Walker 1990], and chiefs among Yuqui [Stearman 1989]). Nevertheless,
we propose that such multi-individual negotiations, partly verbal and
partly nonverbal, do result in social norms and that the weight of collective opinion, based upon the individual costs and beneﬁts of norms
in given contexts, determines accepted patterns of behavior. In the next
section, we develop a preliminary framework for explaining variation
in norms regarding cooperation.
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3.4 Part III: A Preliminary Framework for Explaining Sharing
Norms
We propose that social norms of sharing reﬂect the relative strengths of
two opposing forces: gains from cooperation and possibilities for freeriding. Socioecological variation in potential beneﬁts of cooperation
and possibilities to free-ride on cooperative behavior determine cultural variability in norms of sharing and cooperative labor.
We also propose that in the course of our evolutionary history, natural selection has shaped our psychology to possess certain traits.
1) perceptual sensitivity to potential gains from cooperation
2) motivation to take advantage of those gains
3) perceptual sensitivity to opportunities for free-riding
4) motivation to avoid being a victim of free-riding
5) motivation to take advantage of opportunities for free-riding
6) perceptual sensitivity to the short- and long-term personal costs and
beneﬁts of social norms regarding cooperative behavior (from the perspectives of both the self and others)
7) motivation to negotiate social norms so that one’s own personal
beneﬁts from cooperation and free-riding are maximized
8) motivation to obey and enforce social norms so that punishment
is avoided, and those who disobey norms or fail to enforce them are
punished
Our proposal is that this psychology, the complex analytical brain,
and the extended life history coevolved in the hominid line—all because of the dietary shift towards large, high-quality food packages
and hunting. It is this feeding adaptation that generates the gains from
group cooperation. The large size of the packages and the difﬁculty of
their acquisition through hunting
a) facilitate sharing (imagine sharing blades of grass back and forth)
b) increase short-term variation in acquisition luck, since large packages are not abundant
c) require signiﬁcant learning and experience
d) increase the disparity between production and consumption at the
individual and family levels over the medium and long term
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e) increase the beneﬁts of collective action and cooperative pursuits,
especially in hunting
f ) generate economies of scale, since foods are often distributed in
larges patches distant from residential locations.
These qualities generate large gains from intertemporal substitution
in consumption and production over the short, medium, and long
term; gains from specialization by age, sex, and perhaps individual
qualities; gains from joint production and cooperative acquisition; and
gains from turn-taking in acquisition of patchily distributed foods. The
distribution and relative importance of each of those gains is likely to
vary with local ecology and the foods exploited.
Possibilities for, and gains from, free-riding act against cooperation.
Three factors are likely to inﬂuence the threat of free-riding. First, a
larger number of individuals in cooperative networks is likely to increase the threat, because the ability to detect and punish free-riders
probably diminishes with partner number. As group size increases,
the probability that more than one individual free-rides may also increase (Boyd 1988). As the number of free-riders increases, costs of
punishment increase and the incentive to cooperate decreases. Second,
the quality of information about behavior is also likely to affect opportunities for free-riding. If work effort is difﬁcult to monitor and if it is
difﬁcult to determine whether variance in productivity is due to acquisition luck or work effort, opportunities for free-riding may increase
(Cosmides and Tooby 1992). Third, gains from free-riding are also
likely to vary according to kinship relationships between participants.
As overall relatedness decreases, the differences among optimal allocations of work and distribution across individuals are likely to increase.
Those opposing forces may have led to the evolution of some general moral sentiments—supported both by the motivational psychology of individuals and common cultural norms. Variation in need and
production among individuals due to stochasticity should engender
generosity and cultural norms emphasizing the value of generosity—
perhaps mediated through costly signaling and reciprocal altruism.
Sharing sentiments and norms would favor those who were unfortunate over the short or long run and require generosity from the more
fortunate. Virtually every investigator who seeks to establish friendships with members of traditional subsistence populations, who are
much poorer, feels the pressures associated with those sentiments.
Similarly, temporary states affecting production or need—such as ill-
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ness, nursing, and high dependency ratios—would also promote generosity. As mentioned above, the rule that larger families deserve and
receive larger shares is very widespread. Conversely, variation due to
lack of effort or laziness would not generate generosity and perhaps
invoke ridicule or punishment. Indeed, laziness and stinginess are
constant themes for gossip in traditional societies. Other things being
equal, people should feel more generous towards (and trusting of)
close kin, because of the reduced scope of conﬂicting interests.
At the same time that moral systems are likely to have such general
guiding principles, there is scope for considerable variation in the
norms of cooperation and sharing, depending upon the speciﬁc constellation of gains from cooperation and possibilities for free-riding. Of
critical importance is the relationship between the size and composition of residential groups and the optimal size of cooperating units. In
general, people will tend to organize residential groups so that they
can take maximal advantage of the gains from cooperation and reduce risks of free-riding. Thus, many forager-horticultirists in South
America—such as the Machiguenga, Piro, and Tsimane—settle in
extended family units, characterized by an older couple, their adult
sons and/or daughters, and the founding couple’s grandchildren. Labor is divided by age and sex, and food is eaten communally. This system of communal production and consumption maximizes gains from
specialization and from spreading consumption and production needs
through the entire age-structure, while kinship and shared genetic
interests in the young children minimize conﬂicts of interest.
Several factors may cause residential groups to differ in size and
composition from their optimal structure for cooperation. Aggregation
of larger groups is common, because of threats of violence (e.g., Yanomamo [Chagnon 1983]), lack of resources such as water or groves of
trees (e.g., Dobe !Kung [Lee 1979]), and now schools and delivery
points of social services (e.g., Chácobo [Prost 1980]). In these cases,
restricted sharing—where some or all foods are shared with only a
subset of the residential group—is the norm.
Restricted sharing systems appear to be particularly common when
the primary gains from sharing derive from variance reduction in
consumption and when gains from cooperative pursuits are small or
restricted to only some resources or times of the year. A common principle evidenced in restricted sharing systems is that the breadth and
depth of resource sharing depends on the size of food packages available. When food packages are small, they are shared with a few special
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Aché sharing by package size.

partners, with whom reciprocal sharing is very common. As package
size increases, the size of sharing networks grows (increased breadth)
and the percentage of the food kept by the acquirer’s family is reduced
(increased depth).
Figures 3.4 and 3.5 illustrate features of this system. Figure 3.4 shows
the percentage of sharing events by resource package size, in which
speciﬁc Ache families receive shares at their permanent horticultural
settlement. For each individual, sharing partners were rank-ordered
from those who received most often to those who received least often.
The x-axis displays the rank order and the y-axis gives the average percentage of occasions in which partners of each rank received shares.
The data show that small packages are repeatedly shared with few
individuals and that the size of sharing networks expands with large
packages. Figure 3.5 (derived from data collected among the Hiwi and
adapted from Gurven, Hill et al. 2000) is a path analysis predicting the
total accumulation of food transferred between families over a sixmonth sample period, giving additional information about how partners are selected and about the size of shares given. Kinship predicts
the spatial proximity between givers and receivers, which, in turn, predicts both how much was received in the past and the amount given in
the present. In addition to kinship and proximity, the past history of
sharing also predicts the amount given, suggesting that giving is contingent upon past receipts when controlling for these other factors.
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Larger families also receive larger shares, as would be expected if need
is being taken into account. Qualitative and quantitative reports from
other societies suggest that similar patterns—kin bias, differential rules
for sharing different resources (with increased breadth and depth of
sharing with increased package size), contingency of sharing on the
basis of past receipts, and larger shares to larger families—are found
in other societies (Ifaluk [Sosis 1997], Eskimo [Damas 1972], Batak
[Cadelina 1982], Yora [Hill and Kaplan 1989]). It is not always the
case, however, that the residential group is larger than the optimal
sharing network for all resources acquired. In cases where very large
packages are sometimes acquired (e.g., giraffe among the !Kung), it is
sometimes necessary to inform members of neighboring groups about
kills because the optimal sharing group size is larger than the optimal
residential unit (Lee 1979).
Such systems tend to take advantage of the gains from cooperation
while minimizing risks of free-riding. Reducing daily variation in the
consumption of small packages requires fewer partners than in the
case of larger packages. Thus, a small circle of trusted partners, frequently kin and neighbors, is most efﬁcient. As package size increases,
the beneﬁts of a greater number of partners increase, but so too do the
costs of free-riding.
Another important principle of restricted sharing systems is that
work effort in cooperative activities is rewarded. Thus, when cooperative task groups form, food is often shared equally among the participants. When those task groups do not include members from all the
families in the residential group, a system of primary and secondary
sharing is very common. In the primary distribution, all participants in
the cooperative activity receive approximately equal shares of the total
catch (see part I of this chapter for a list of groups engaging in this
practice). In secondary distributions, each individual that received
shares redistributes his or her share to families that did not participate.
Those shares are smaller and tend to be shared according to the size of
the packages acquired in the manner discussed earlier in this section.
Figure 3.6 from the Yora illustrates this pattern (see Hill and Kaplan
1989). The ﬁrst two bars show the primary distribution to members of
the foraging party and the second two bars show the secondary distribution. This is an ‘‘incentive compatible’’ system in which work effort
is rewarded in the primary distribution and the other beneﬁts of sharing (e.g., intertemporal substitution in consumption and production)
are handled in the secondary distribution. In cases where representa-
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tives from every family in the residential group become involved in cooperative pursuits, such as the Ache when living in the forest and the
Yora on trek (the third set of bars), food tends to be eaten communally.
In addition to rewarding work effort, sharing systems also appear to
reward special capital contributed to cooperative efforts. For example,
cooperative ﬁshing and whaling among some coastal groups (e.g., Ifaluk [Sosis 1997], Lamalera [Alvard and Nolin 2002], and Makah [Singleton 1998]) requires boats and large work parties. Again, there is a
primary distribution to all those who worked and secondary distributions for further sharing. However, in this case, boat owners receive
larger or preferential shares. This suggests that not all individuals are
weighted equally in the negotiation of sharing norms. While it is possible that those without boats could form a coalition to enforce equal
sharing (since they are greater in number), it appears that those with
special capital have more to offer in the market for cooperative partners and use this leverage to their advantage. Similarly, among Mbuti
pygmies who hunt with large nets, net owners receive more food
(Turnbull 1965) and among Efe and Aka Pygmie hunters, food shares
depend upon the task performed in the cooperative hunt (Ichikawa
1983; Kitanishi 1998).
Finally, sharing systems undergoing transition also illustrate important principles in the negotiation of sharing norms. For example, the
Ache have experienced several changes in food sharing and labor organization. Their economy transformed from full reliance on hunting and
gathering in small groups to a mixed economy of foraging, farming,
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and wage labor in larger settlements after their establishment of permanent peaceful contact with the larger Paraguayan society. For the
ﬁrst ﬁve or so years following settlement, agricultural ﬁelds were
cleared and planted communally. All able-bodied men were expected
to contribute labor in large work parties. This pattern resembled the
cooperative economy of the past. However, within a few years, it became apparent that some people were often absent from work parties
and resentments began to build. Some men tired of this system and
cleared their own personal gardens. Communal ﬁelds became smaller
and a system of private ﬁelds, with fewer friends helping each other,
came to predominate. Similarly, even with hunted and gathered foods,
the system changed from communal sharing of all game to a restricted
pattern resembling the Hiwi one shown in ﬁgure 3.5. It is interesting to
note that the Ache still retain the traditional sharing pattern when trekking in the forest, even though they revert to the new pattern when
residing in the settlement. Similarly, the !Kung San appear to have
undergone major changes in their system of food distribution, since
becoming involved in a mixed economy and the larger state society.
Again, the trend seems to be from more communal distributions towards more restricted sharing, with a great deal of bickering and strife
during the transition (see Shostak 1981 and the associated N/ai ﬁlm
for qualitative accounts).
The transition to horticulture among the Ache and !Kung was very
rapid, and encouraged through missionary assistance. As mentioned
above, the establishment of private ﬁelds was quickly advocated and
voted upon in local Ache meetings. This contrasts with the pattern
in other groups such as the Hadza (Woodburn 1982) and the Batek
(Myers 1988), where initial attempts at horticulture by a minority of
the population met with abrupt failure. The ﬁrst harvests of the few
transitional farmers were exploited by incessant demands from those
who did not farm, ultimately making farming an unproductive activity
due to mutual adherence to more traditional norms of sharing.
3.5

Conclusion

We have proposed that in addition to individual reciprocal arrangements, humans appear to be able to take advantage of gains from cooperation in ways that are unexpected by pair-wise game models. We
suggested that people engage in multi-individual processes of norm
negotiation (both verbal and nonverbal) that allow gains from cooper-
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ation and minimize risks of free-riding. The framework we proposed,
however, is qualitative and far from fully speciﬁed. It clearly requires
formal models to evaluate its plausibility.
We suspect that given the absence of state controls, the systems of
exchange and cooperation found in traditional societies would not be
stable without the complex web of kinship connections characterizing
their residential groups. Those connections have two effects. First, as
discussed earlier in this chapter, they reduce conﬂicts of interest between individuals and families. In fact, the marriage alliances between
families (observed and commented on since the earliest days of anthropology) may be a way to minimize such conﬂicts of interest through
the production of descendents sharing genes from both sets of families.
Second, kinship connections lower the variance in the payoffs associated with norms of sharing and cooperation. For example, norms that
allocate larger shares to families with more children to feed may be
disadvantageous for individuals in small families, but because, members of small families are likely to have close kin (nieces, nephews,
brothers, sisters, and grandchildren) in large families, the total net
results of the norm for their genetic lineage may be positive. Since
most other species that have elaborate systems of resource sharing and
cooperation—such as social insects and group-hunting predators—
organize cooperation along kinship lines, it is likely that kinship
played an important role in the evolution of cooperation in humans.
Models of multi-individual norm negotiation with and without kinship
will be particularly useful in evaluating this intuition.
In part III of this chapter, we suggested that norms of sharing and
cooperation would reﬂect the ecology of subsistence, as well as the
associated variability in the gains from cooperation and possibilities
for free-riding. However, it is possible that similar ecologies may result in very different equilibria, depending upon historical conditions
and perhaps even essentially random perturbations. Formal models
would also be useful for evaluating this possibility. If multiple equilibria are possible, then cultural or trait group selection may determine
which equilibria come to dominate over time. Given the kinship relations organizing the formation of groups in traditional societies, cultural and genetic selection among groups and lineages may occur
simultaneously.
Finally, informal observation (and the results of behavioral genetics
studies) suggest that there may be signiﬁcant individual differences
within groups in terms of free-riding and obedience to group norms.
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The existence of varying degrees of free-riding by individual members
of social groups may be an inevitable outcome of cooperative norms
that can only be partially enforced. The optimal amount of effort allocated to police free-riding may itself be subject to negotiation, as are
allocations to law enforcement in state societies.
This chapter represents a ﬁrst step in a developing a multiindividual approach to cooperation among traditional human societies
and to the psychology that underlies it. Our hope is that this paper will
help stimulate the development of formal analyses of those processes.
Notes
1. Chimpanzee mothers do share some difﬁcult-to-acquire solid foods with weaned
offspring (Silk 1979), but chimpanzee young are largely self-sufﬁcient after they are
weaned.
2. While computer simulations reveal that signiﬁcant correlations between individuals in
amounts given and received are possible when tolerated theft is the sole cause of food
sharing, correlations greater than 0.2 were only found in groups of fewer individuals
than was common in the above groups.
3. The consumption and production of women is not included in this calculation since,
on average, women produce just enough to support their own consumption or a bit less.
4. Among the Machiguenga of Yomiwato, the best hunter produced more than half of
the meat for the whole village over a year period.
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Costly Signaling and
Cooperative Behavior
Eric A. Smith and Rebecca
Bliege Bird

There is, deep down within all of us, an instinct. It’s a kind of drum major instinct—a
desire to be ﬁrst . . . We all want to be important, to surpass others, to achieve distinction, to lead the parade . . . Don’t give it up. Keep feeling the need for being ﬁrst. But I
want you to be ﬁrst in love. I want you to be ﬁrst in moral excellence. I want you to be
ﬁrst in generosity.
(From a sermon by Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.)

4.1

Introduction

The last few decades have witnessed an increasing convergence and
interaction between economic and evolutionary approaches to human
behavior, a trend certainly exempliﬁed in the present volume. In this
chapter, we draw on a framework we will refer to as costly signaling
theory (CST) that has been elaborated more or less independently in
both economics (e.g., Veblen 1899; Spence 1973) and evolutionary biology (e.g., Zahavi 1975; Grafen 1990). In keeping with the theme of the
present volume, we explore the ways in which CST might illuminate
strong reciprocity and other forms of cooperative behavior.1 In contrast
to most of the contributors to this volume, we argue that many of the
phenomena classed as strong reciprocity (as deﬁned in chapter 1)
might be individually optimal (i.e., produce a net ﬁtness beneﬁt) and
thus not require cultural or genetic group selection, at least not for
their evolutionary origins.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 summarizes the fundamental features of costly signaling theory, and section 4.3 outlines a
game-theoretical model of cooperative behavior based on this theory.
Section 4.4 discusses the conditions under which we might expect
group-beneﬁcial signaling to be favored over neutral or ‘‘selﬁsh’’
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signaling. We then apply these arguments to a variety of contexts in
which cooperative behavior is commonly observed, and for which
standard models of conditional reciprocity seem inadequate. First, we
consider cases of unconditional generosity involving the provisioning
of collective goods, such as public feasts or ﬁghting on behalf of one’s
community. Section 4.5.5 considers the special, but crucial, case of
enforcement of group-beneﬁcial norms and punishment of those who
defect from them. We then discuss ways in which CST may illuminate
situations involving trust and commitment (section 4.6). In each of
these sections, we present a variety of ethnographic and historical
examples that illustrate the application of CST to understanding cooperative behavior. Section 4.7 offers a brief set of conclusions that both
review the material presented in this chapter and suggest the areas
where major questions remain.
4.2

Costly Signaling Theory

Costly signaling theory proposes that expensive and often seemingly
arbitrary or ‘‘wasteful’’ behavioral or morphological traits are designed
to convey honest information beneﬁting both signalers and observers
(Zahavi 1975; Grafen 1990; Johnstone 1997). These signals reveal information about underlying qualities of the signaling individuals (or
groups). By ‘‘qualities,’’ we mean characteristics of the signaler that are
of importance to observers (i.e., elements that will affect their payoffs
from social interaction with the signaler), but that are directly observable only with difﬁculty or not at all (e.g., disease resistance, competitive ability, resource endowment, dedication to an ongoing social
relationship). Readers unfamiliar with CST should note that it is relevant to a much wider range of behavioral and morphological features
than are considered here (see for example Johnstone 1995; Zahavi and
Zahavi 1997).
There are two key conditions required for evolutionary stability of
such signaling. First, both signalers and receivers must beneﬁt from
sharing information about signaler variation in the underlying quality.
The second condition is that signals impose a cost on the signaler that
is linked to the quality being advertised. This link can take one of two
forms: either lower-quality signalers pay higher marginal costs for signaling or they reap lower marginal beneﬁts. These two conditions are
related, since quality-dependent cost (the second condition) serves to
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ensure that the signal honestly advertises the relevant underlying qualities of the signaler (the ﬁrst condition).
CST provides a powerful framework for explaining how honest
communication can be evolutionarily stable despite the pervasive conﬂicts of interest generated by natural selection. When the conditions
outlined above are met, honest signals will be of beneﬁt to both signaler and observer, even when their interests overlap very little. The
payoff to the observer derives from the information inferred from the
signal—he or she should be able to evaluate the signaler’s qualities as
competitor, mate, or ally by attending to the signal rather than through
more costly means of assessing the signaler’s abilities, qualities, or
motivations. The payoff to the signaler results from the observer’s response. Note that the mutuality of interest in information sharing
can exist even when in a broad sense signaler and observer have
strongly opposed interests and hence incentives to engage in deceit—
for example, interactions between predator and prey, or between enemy soldiers.
It bears emphasizing that the logic of CST is not based on standard
conditional reciprocity (see table 4.1). For example, when we say that
signal observers may use the information they have received to choose
someone as a (future) ally, we are not proposing that this is a favor
reciprocated to the signaler, any more than a peahen that chooses the
peacock with the showiest tail is ‘‘paying back’’ the cock for having
expended high signaling costs. Rather, CST explanations propose that
responding to signals in a way that beneﬁts the signaler is simply the
best move the responder can make given the available information.
The mere fact that a costly action (e.g., hosting an expensive feast)
results in a beneﬁcial response (e.g., an increase in social status) does
not entail conditional reciprocity. It is important to keep this distinction
Table 4.1
Comparison of conditional reciprocity and costly signaling accounts of cooperation.
Are features below expected with:

Conditional reciprocity?

Costly signaling?

Donor obtains net gain in the long run

Yes

Yes

Donor is paid back by recipients

Yes

Not necessarily

Unilateral provisioning of public good

No

Possibly

Donors have higher status than recipients

No

Yes

Requires punishment of free riders
Stability less likely with larger group size

Yes
Yes

No
No
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in mind when considering the special case of group-beneﬁcial
signaling.
4.3

Group-Beneﬁcial Signaling

In most cases, CST is applied to contexts where the beneﬁts in question
are privately consumed (e.g., mating opportunities) and any wider social beneﬁts absent or incidental. In principle, signaler-observer relations can range from highly cooperative to blatantly antagonistic, as
in the case of prey signaling their vigor to predators (Caro 1994), or
individuals or social groups competing for social dominance (Neiman
1997). The situation that concerns us here is when costly signaling
ensures that competitors for various social goods (e.g., alliances, mating opportunities, leadership positions) advertise their relevant qualities honestly, thus allowing observers to discriminate amongst the
signalers and make their best move (such as ally with, mate with, or
defer to those signaling more often or more intensely).
Several authors (Zahavi 1977, 1995; Boone 1998; Roberts 1998;
Wright 1999) have proposed that costly signaling could provide an explanation for cooperation and group-beneﬁcial behavior. In an earlier
set of papers (Bliege Bird, Smith, and Bird 2001; Smith and Bliege Bird
2000), we argued that unconditionally providing a collective good
when it was otherwise not in the provider’s best interest to do so could
be favored if such provisioning served as a reliable signal of the provider’s quality. Those who provide this group beneﬁt, or who provide
more of it (i.e., signaling more intensively), assume costs greater than
their personal share of the collective good, but in doing so honestly advertise their quality as allies, mates, or competitors. This information
could then alter the behavior of other group members to act (for purely
selﬁsh motives) in ways that provide positive payoffs to signalers—for
example, preferring them as allies or mates, or deferring to them in
competitive situations (Smith and Bliege Bird 2000).
A formal model of this proposal, framed as an n-player public goods
game, has been developed by Gintis, Smith, and Bowles (2001); we will
refer to this as the GSB model.2 In this model, cooperation involves
providing a beneﬁt to all members of the group regardless of any reciprocation in kind. Given the public goods game payoff structure
and non-repeated interactions, the unique equilibrium of this game
involves universal defection as the dominant strategy, and hence individually costly cooperation could not evolve (unless there were
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strong group selection in its favor). Even if interactions among group
members were repeated, cooperation among more than a few individuals would require implausible forms of coordination (Boyd and
Richerson 1988). The GSB model is meant to apply to such cases,
where conditional reciprocity is unlikely to emerge and is vulnerable
to free-riding.
It seems reasonable to suppose, however, that providing the group
beneﬁt serves as an honest signal of the provider’s underlying quality
(as deﬁned in section 4.2). Speciﬁcally, suppose that providing the
group beneﬁt is differentially costly as a function of the provider’s
quality. For simplicity, GSB assume that members of the social group
come in two types, high quality and low quality. The model further
assumes that every individual knows his or her own quality (but not
that of others) and that any other group member has probability p of
being high quality (and probability q ¼ 1  p of being low quality).
In the GSB game, each member plays two roles in any given period:
signaler and responder. The signaler role takes two forms: providing
the collective beneﬁt (e.g., hosting a feast) or not providing it. The
responder role consists of observing signalers (including partaking in
any collective beneﬁts they may provide) and then making a decision
whether or not to interact with one of them. This interaction, like the
signal, is stated in the most general terms here, but could involve such
things as mate choice, coalition formation, partner choice, deference in
competitive situations, and so on.
With these options, in each role a player can use one of four strategies, as listed in table 4.2. Speciﬁcally, signalers can chose to signal
(provide the collective beneﬁt) (1) always, regardless of their quality;
Table 4.2
Strategies in the n-person signaling game.
Signalers:
AS ¼ always signal, regardless of quality
SH ¼ signal only if one is high quality
SL ¼ signal only if one is low quality
NS ¼ never signal
Responders:
AR ¼ always respond, whether or not signaler signals
RS ¼ respond by interacting only with a signaler who signals
RN ¼ respond by interacting only with those who do not signal
NR ¼ never respond
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or they can make signaling conditional on their type—signaling (2)
only if high quality, or (3) only if low quality; or (4) decide to never
signal.
Similarly, responders can interact with an individual chosen at random (1) from all the other n  1 group members; (2) from the subset of
other members who provided the beneﬁt; (3) from the subset of other
members who did not provide the beneﬁt; or (4) the responder can
forgo interacting with any group member in this period.
A signaling equilibrium will occur if all players chose to a) signal
only if high quality, and b) respond by interacting only with those
who signal. Following the labels in table 4.2, this means that all play
‘‘SH’’ as signalers, and ‘‘RS’’ as responders. To determine if this signaling equilibrium will be favored (i.e., if it will be a strict Nash equilibrium), we need to specify some assumptions about payoffs from the
various strategies. First, following the standard logic of CST, we assume that high-quality individuals pay a lower cost to signal than
low-quality ones and that interacting with high-quality individuals
will yield a higher payoff to responders than if they interact with lowquality individuals. We also assume that any signaler who interacts
with a responder will gain a positive beneﬁt from this interaction; in
the GSB model, this beneﬁt is the same irrespective of the signaler’s
type and regardless of whether or not the Signaler in fact signaled
(provided the collective good).3
These assumptions produce the payoff matrix outlined in table 4.3
(for a full explication, see Gintis, Smith, and Bowles 2001). The analytical results discussed in GSB reveal that three conditions are necessary
and sufﬁcient for honest signaling (SH, RS) to be a strict Nash equilibrium. First, the beneﬁts of signaling must exceed its expected cost for
the high-quality type. Second, the opposite must hold for low-quality
types. Finally, responders must gain greater beneﬁts from interacting
with a high-quality type than with a low-quality type. Note that these
conditions are essentially the minimal assumptions needed to apply a
costly signaling framework.
In addition, as long as p (responder’s payoff from interacting with a
high-quality individual) þ q (responder’s payoff from interacting with
a low-quality individual) > 0, there is a non-signaling equilibrium
(NS, AR) in which no one signals and responders choose randomly
from all other group members. Similarly, if the above inequality is
reversed, there is a non-signaling equilibrium (NS, NR) in which no
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Table 4.3
Payoff matrix for the n-person signaling game. Adapted from Gintis, Smith, and Bowles
2001. See table 4.2 for key to strategy abbreviations.
AR

RS
0

s/p  pc  qc
ph þ ql

RN
0

pc  qc
0

NR
0

pc  qc 0
0

AS

s  pc  qc
ph þ ql

SH

s  pc
ph þ ql

s  pc
h

s  pc
l

pc
0

SL

s  qc 0
ph þ ql

qs/p  qc 0
l

s  qc 0
h

qc 0
0

NS

s
ph þ ql

0
0

s
ph þ ql

0
0

Note:
s ¼ signaler’s payoff from interacting with a responder
c ¼ signaling cost for a high-quality type
c 0 ¼ signaling cost for a low-quality type
h ¼ responder’s payoff from interacting with a high-quality type
l ¼ responder’s payoff from interacting with a low-quality type
p ¼ proportion of n group members who are high-quality types
q ¼ 1  p ¼ proportion of n group members who are low-quality types

one signals and responders never choose interaction partners. The
GSB analysis indicates that the honest signaling equilibrium will have
higher payoffs than either non-signaling equilibria when, holding all
other parameters of the model ﬁxed, (a) high quality types are sufﬁciently rare (p is small); (b) the responder’s beneﬁt from consuming
the collective good provided by the Signaler is sufﬁciently large; (c)
the advantage of interacting with high quality types is sufﬁciently
large; and (d) the cost of signaling is sufﬁciently small (for high-quality
types).
GSB also show that the form of signaling outlined in the previous
paragraphs will proliferate when rare and be evolutionarily stable, as
long as the cost of signaling is sufﬁciently greater for low-quality than
for high-quality players, and high-quality individuals are neither too
common nor too rare. The reason for the latter condition is that if
high-quality individuals become too common ( p is very high), responders have a very high probability of interacting with such individuals even if they choose randomly, and thus those who avoid the
costs of signaling will still have a high probability of being chosen for
beneﬁcial interactions. GSB provide an analysis showing that p will attain an equilibrium value under a range of plausible conditions.
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In summary, the n-player costly signaling model developed by Gintis, Smith and Bowles (2001) shows that cooperative acts can function
as ordinary costly signals and be favored by selection acting on either
cultural or genetic variation. Over a broad range of parameter values,
honest signaling of high quality by providing collective beneﬁts is a
strict Nash equilibrium, and a large basin of attraction grants it robust
evolutionary stability. The conditions for this equilibrium are simply
that (a) low-quality types pay greater marginal signal costs than do
high-quality types; (b) other group members beneﬁt more from interacting with high-quality than with low-quality types; and (c) this
interaction provides beneﬁts to high-quality signalers that exceed the
signaling cost.
All of these results, however, apply equally to ordinary noncooperative signals, and thus the GSB model in itself speciﬁes only necessary,
but not sufﬁcient, conditions for understanding why cooperative signaling might be favored over other forms with equivalent individual
costs and beneﬁts. The remainder of this chapter examines this last issue, both theoretically and empirically.
4.4

Why Group-Beneﬁcial Signaling?

Honest signaling of quality need not be beneﬁcial to the signaler’s
group. Indeed, the GSB model applies equally well to socially neutral
or harmful forms of costly signaling. This raises the question of why
costly signaling should ever take the form of providing collective
goods. After all, in other species such signaling generally involves
displays such as peacock’s tails, roaring contests between red deer, or
ritualized struggles between male elephant seals, which provide no
overall group beneﬁts. Furthermore, there appear to be numerous human examples of such socially wasteful displays: foot-binding, headhunting, various forms of conspicuous consumption, duels, violent
brawling, and even the conspicuous ﬂouting of social norms.
We can think of three possible answers to this question. One—
invoking group selection among alternative evolutionarily stable equilibria (Boyd and Richerson 1990)—will be discussed brieﬂy in a later
section of this chapter. First, we explore two other explanations in
greater detail, one involving the superiority of collective goods in
attracting a larger audience and the other proposing that such provisioning is a superior signal of group-beneﬁcial qualities (i.e., that cooperation is an intrinsic element of the qualities being signaled).
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4.4.1 Broadcast Efﬁciency and Signal Escalation
Because signals evolve not only to convey honest information, but also
to attract the attention of observers, advertising levels can escalate as a
result of competition among signalers over such attention (Arak and
Enquist 1995; Guilford and Dawkins 1993). Signal design may thus be
directly related to competition over observer attention. This process
could transform a socially neutral signal, such as an individual showing off his skill by spearing a few small ﬁsh, into a socially beneﬁcial
one, such as investing in construction of a stone ﬁsh weir allowing
hundreds of kilograms of ﬁsh to be caught and shared throughout the
community. Providing larger amounts of food than a competitor for
‘‘no-strings-attached’’ public consumption will tend to attract more
attention from more observers (Hawkes 1993). This argument could
easily be generalized to a wide range of public goods and corresponding appetites.
Put another way, one of the advantages to the signaler of providing a
collective good over some more ‘‘wasteful’’ display of handicap may lie
in the broadcast efﬁciency of the signal (Smith and Bliege Bird 2000).
By ‘‘broadcast efﬁciency,’’ we mean the number of observers attracted
per unit of signaling effort. A man who expends a given amount of energy and risk in ﬁghting with his neighbor might broadcast his abilities
to far fewer people than one who assumes the same costs in publicly
defending his village against an attack. We would expect individuals
to take advantage of any means for increasing broadcast efﬁciency
when they can beneﬁt from increasing the number of observers and
thus to signal by providing collective goods if doing so has such an
effect. Furthermore, we expect that competition among such signalers
will often result in increasing quantities of collective goods being provided to attract larger audiences (up to some equilibrium level, of
course).
Grafen (1990) has modeled the role of differential quality in setting
levels of competition in costly signaling games. His analysis indicates
that as differences among competitors become more acute (e.g., as
the differences in quality between the best and worst males increases),
the level of advertising effort among all competitors increases correspondingly. Individuals near the low end invest heavily in advertising
to distinguish themselves from slightly worse males; those of higher
quality have no choice but to increase their effort to outdo those below
them. This effect will be strongest when there are many competitors,
especially if quality is continuously varying, rather than discrete. For
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example, male frogs will call more frequently and produce calls of
longer duration when the number or density of competitive callers
increases (Wells 1988). Levels of advertising tend to spiral upward
under these conditions, in an arms race to outdo one’s competitors.
Note that this broadcast efﬁciency argument does not reduce to saying that signalers gain beneﬁts by providing goods that attract an audience. For CST to apply, there must also be a relation between the signal
(in this case, the goods used to attract an audience) and variation in the
underlying qualities being signaled. If signaling were simply a matter
of attracting audiences by supplying collective goods, we would expect
that quantity of goods supplied would be the only relevant dimension.
Yet this fails to account for observations that only certain resources—
and often relatively scarce ones at that—are provided for public consumption. The argument we are making here is that certain types of
collective goods yield greater signal value per unit produced because
they reveal relevant underlying qualities of the signaler. Resources that
are more sensitive to marginal differences in levels of skill, strength,
knowledge, or leadership will allow observers to discriminate amongst
competing signalers in terms of these qualities more effectively.
For example, in a foraging economy, large game (e.g., marine turtles)
is usually harder to locate and capture than smaller, more abundant
game (e.g., sardines) or most plant resources. When the amount of a resource harvested does not reﬂect differences in underlying quality, the
marginal payoff to the signaler of harvesting enough to provide a public good might not be high enough to justify the increased labor costs.
In addition, if observers are interested in qualities such as skill or dedication, harvests of gathered resources or low-variance game should
generally attract a smaller audience than an equivalent amount of a
more challenging resource that does facilitate such discrimination.
This would further increase the difference in payoff to the signaler
of producing and providing quality-correlated collective goods versus
other resources. This may explain why the marine foragers we have
studied (see section 4.5.3) voluntarily assume higher labor costs and
failure rates to provision a feast with 50 kilograms of turtle meat,
rather than providing 50 kilograms of sardines with greater reliability
and at lower labor costs.
4.4.2 Signaling Cooperative Qualities
Ordinarily, CST views signals as ‘‘indicator traits’’ of underlying qualities, with simply a contingent connection between signal and quality.
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Thus, a signal such as a peacock’s tail is an indicator of male vigor and
hence (on average) genetic quality; only those cocks who are vigorous,
disease-resistant, and excellent foragers can afford the cost of producing, maintaining, and dragging around a heavy and showy tail (Petrie
1994). But any trait that reliably indicated genetic quality would serve
as well; there is no inherent reason that peahens should favor showy
tails over some other equally reliable indicator. However, signal observers may value cooperative traits in themselves. Consequently, such
traits may have intrinsic value to observers that extends beyond their
role as indicator traits.
We can expect that responders will prefer signals that provide a collective good worth G over some equally informative signal that provides no collective good because, in addition to the gains from the
information transferred in the signal, each of the n responders’ payoffs
will also be increased by G/n. Note, however, that this responder preference will not be enough to favor group-beneﬁcial signaling if (as
assumed earlier in this chapter) the interaction is a one-shot game, and
all group members receive a share of the collective good whether they
ally with the signaler producing it or not. In a more realistic model,
however, group-beneﬁcial signals may enhance the signaler’s value to
a potential ally because they strongly predict the signaler’s ability to
produce such signals in the future. For instance an individual who
punishes wrongdoers within the group has honestly signaled his ability to also punish enemies of the political alliances of which he is part.
Similarly, one who harvests surplus resources and generously shares
them with others rather than conspicuously consuming them personally has honestly signaled his ability to do the same with an ally or
mate. In both cases, we are proposing that a high-quality individual is
more likely to provide the social beneﬁt because the cost of doing so is
lower than the cost for a low-quality one. The quality being signaled
might be anything that lowers the cost of behaving in a cooperative
manner, such as superior strength or greater foraging skills.
The important point here is that the potential ally may prefer not just
good indicator traits, but ones that will provide additional beneﬁts to
him or her. In many cases, group-beneﬁcial signals will be more likely
to have this quality than other types of signals. Note that this explanation, like the broadcast efﬁciency one in the previous section, relies
solely on individual advantages (to signaler and to observer) of groupbeneﬁcial signaling; it is based on mutualism rather than altruism and
thus provides an alternative to both reciprocal altruism and strong
reciprocity.
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Signaling and Collective Action

4.5.1 The Problem of Collective Goods
Generosity—such phenomena as sharing food outside the immediate
family, giving gifts, hosting public events, or helping neighbors in
need, all at some cost to one’s self—seems to be a ubiquitous crosscultural feature of human social life. But generosity is not universally
nor randomly extended. Instead, it appears to be strategic—the contexts in which such acts occur, as well as the characteristics of donors
and recipients, seem to be highly constrained and patterned. Some of
this variability may be adaptive and therefore explicable using theory
from evolutionary ecology. Such explanations have most frequently
been framed in terms of conditional reciprocity, involving such concepts as reciprocal altruism, tit-for-tat, iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma,
and the like (Trivers 1971; Axelrod and Hamilton 1981; Cosmides and
Tooby 1989). Others have argued that sharing or other forms of putative generosity are due to coercion on the part of recipients and hence
are a form of ‘‘tolerated theft’’ (Blurton Jones 1984; Hawkes 1992). CST
provides a third explanation, involving mutualism rather than reciprocity or coercion (Dugatkin 1997), although as we will argue, these
need not be mutually exclusive and indeed can work in concert.
One classic example of public generosity is the widespread practice
among hunter-gatherers of sharing individually harvested resources
with nonkin. This practice is commonly explained as a means of reducing the risk associated with acquiring productive but highly variable
resources such as big game (Smith 1988). Pooling individually harvested resources smoothes out consumption variance for all participants, a considerable beneﬁt when harvests are so unpredictable that
individual hunters can expect many days or weeks to elapse between
successes (Winterhalder 1990). While risk-reduction effects are plausible and can be demonstrated to exist (Cashdan 1985; Kaplan, Hill, and
Hurtado 1990), these effects might be an outcome rather than a cause
of food-sharing. Sharing in order to reduce consumption variance involves a Prisoner’s Dilemma payoff structure (Smith and Boyd 1990)
and thus creates incentives to slack off and free-ride on the efforts of
others (Blurton Jones 1986; Hawkes 1993). This insight has led to an
active debate about how to explain the undisputed fact of extensive
food-sharing by hunter-gatherers (Winterhalder 1996).
We believe that while conditional reciprocity may explain some cases
of hunter-gatherer food sharing, it cannot explain them all. When all
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group members have rights to consume the resource regardless of their
past contribution, and the number partaking is dozens or more, the
conditions for conditional reciprocity are not met (Hawkes 1992). Such
lack of contingency (failure to direct shares so as to repay debts or
create indebtedness) occurs where there are strong social norms governing the distribution of shares and when resources are distributed
to individuals regardless of whether they ever repay the donor. This
situation applies most obviously in public ceremonial contexts such as
funerary rites (Smith and Bliege Bird 2000), big-man feasting (Wiessner and Schiefenhövel 1995), Northwest Coast Indian potlatching
(Boone 1998), or charity galas in capitalist society (Veblen 1899). Here,
generosity takes place within a broad social arena, and resources are
distributed as a collective good simultaneously to large numbers of
recipients. The generous individual cannot ensure that the targets of
his generosity will return the favor. If sharing or generosity cannot be
made contingent upon reciprocation, then the fundamental condition
for evolutionarily stable reciprocity is absent.
Lack of attention to a recipient’s past history or future probability of
reciprocating has been described as part of food sharing patterns in
many hunter-gatherer societies, such as the Ache Indians of the Paraguayan forest (Kaplan and Hill 1985a), and the Hadza of the East African savanna (Hawkes 1993). In these cases (and others), at least some
types of harvested resources are shared unconditionally with most or
all members of the community, and some hunters consistently provide
more than others while sharing more or less equally in the catch. These
‘‘altruistic’’ providers in fact enjoy higher social status and reproductive success than their less productive peers, despite the absence of
any conditional exchange of ‘‘meat for mates’’ (Kaplan and Hill 1985b;
Marlowe 2000; Bliege Bird, Smith, and Bird 2001; Smith in press).
Enhanced reputations, social status, and its subsequent mating advantages could be the ‘‘selective incentive’’ (Olson 1965) that motivates certain individuals to provide collective goods. But why should recipients
reward generous providers with high status? Is this not just another
form of reciprocity? If so, we would seem to have solved one collective
action problem by posing another (Smith 1993).
4.5.2 Is ‘‘Indirect Reciprocity’’ a Solution?
Early social theorists analyzing public generosity interpreted some of
its many forms as an outgrowth of social competition, a rivalry in
divesting oneself of goods where the most generous individual gains
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the highest prestige, and the recipients of goods gain material beneﬁt
at the expense of their reputations (Veblen 1899; Mauss 1926; Fried
1967). Recently, behavioral biologists have begun to modify models of
reciprocal altruism to account for reputation enhancement and status
beneﬁts associated with giving, what Alexander (1987, 85) termed ‘‘indirect reciprocity.’’ Indirect reciprocity, in Alexander’s scheme, results
when ‘‘the return explicitly comes from someone other than the recipient of the original beneﬁcence.’’
Nowak and Sigmund (1998) proposed that the beneﬁt gained from
advertising one’s cooperative tendencies through costly acts of altruism is the increased chance of becoming the recipient of another’s altruistic act at a later date. They constructed computer simulations in
which one of a pair of players could choose whether or not to donate
help based on the potential recipient’s behavior in previous pairings
with others, as measured in their ‘‘image score.’’ While their simulation
showed that reputations did matter in choosing partners, others have
demonstrated that the particular form by which the ‘‘image score’’ is
instantiated in Nowak and Sigmund’s analysis is not evolutionarily
stable (Leimar and Hammerstein 2001). However, a related form of
indirect reciprocity, the ‘‘standing strategy’’ (Sugden 1986), can both
invade a noncooperative population and resist invasion by other strategies, even when errors and incomplete information are allowed (Panchanathan and Boyd 2003).
While this work illuminates theoretical possibilities, it will take empirical research to determine if altruists are indeed preferred targets of
the altruism of third parties. For example, experiments conducted by
Wedekind and Milinski (2000) showed that those who were more generous in dyadic semi-anonymous interactions received more donations
in return, which the experimenters interpret as support for the ‘‘image
scoring’’ version of indirect reciprocity. However, the more generous
players preferred to give indiscriminately, rewarding the generous
and stingy alike. This is precisely the behavior one would predict if
generosity were a costly signal of the ability to donate resources. Milinski, Semmann, and Krambeck (2002) report experimental results showing that players who donated more to a charity (information which
was known to other players in the game) received both more aid from
fellow players in an indirect reciprocity game and more votes for election to a student organization. As the authors note (p. 883), ‘‘Donating
to those who are in need might serve as an honest and efﬁcient (because it is done in public) signal for one’s reciprocity reliability.’’
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Boyd and Richerson (1989) also modeled indirect reciprocity and
concluded that strategies based on the principle ‘‘be nice to people
who are nice to others’’ were relatively successful. However, they and
others have noted that the evolutionary stability of indirect reciprocity
is likely only in small groups, where there is some way of keeping
score of one’s giving and receiving and of targeting cooperation conditionally at reciprocators—precisely the same limitations faced in direct conditional reciprocity. Roberts (1998) proposed a solution to this
problem by arguing that reputation could be an indirect beneﬁt of
altruistic behavior if interactions are modeled in two stages: (1) an
assessment stage, in which individuals establish reputations for generosity through public and non-reciprocal displays; and (2) a subsequent stage involving dyadic interactions, where individuals choose
a cooperating partner based on reputations previously established.
Like Milinski et al., Roberts is thus proposing essentially a costly signaling argument, where the key function of establishing reputations
through costly public displays of altruism is to facilitate trust in dyadic
partnerships.
While ‘‘indirect reciprocity’’ models tend to focus on beneﬁts gained
through subsequent pair-wise cooperative interactions following display, CST helps us see that these may not be necessary in order for
both signalers and observers to beneﬁt. As we have pointed out (Smith
and Bliege Bird 2000), observers might respond to signals by subsequently avoiding the signaler altogether, in much the same way as red
deer roaring provides a way for competitors to evaluate the probability
of winning a ﬁght without actually risking injury (Clutton-Brock and
Albon 1979). Indirect reciprocity explanations also overlook the possibility that there may be beneﬁts gained simply as a function of the display, both by those who display and those who observe.
4.5.3 The Costly Signaling Solution: An Ethnographic Example
Meriam turtle hunting provides an interesting test of the ability of CST
to explain seemingly inefﬁcient (and costly) foraging and food distribution patterns (Smith and Bliege Bird 2000; Bliege Bird, Smith, and
Bird 2001). There are two primary types of marine turtle acquisition
on Mer (an island in Torres Strait, northern Australia)—hunting and
collecting. Turtle hunting occurs primarily in the context of public
feasting events; hunters choose to hunt in response to a request from
feast organizers to provide turtles for consumption at a previously
announced feast. Among Meriam turtle hunters, there are three distinct
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roles: hunt leader, jumper, and driver. In addition, turtles are also collected, primarily in the context of household provisioning, but also for
feasts, by men of all ages, women, and children. This occurs only when
they can be harvested on beaches during the nesting season (October
through April).
Hunting turtles is a competitive pursuit, with a very different complement of participants than collecting. As the Meriam put it, ‘‘Anyone
can collect turtle in the nesting season, but only certain men have the
ability to succeed at turtle hunting.’’ Compared to collecting, hunting
is more costly (in terms of time, energy, and risk), provides meat less
efﬁciently (due to higher travel, search, and pursuit costs), and is associated with wider distributions of meat (ﬁgure 4.1). Hunters keep no
meat for themselves, except in the rare occasion when they are hunting
for household consumption, in which case they still keep less and
share more than turtle collectors. Hunters take on a variety of costs for
which they are not materially compensated, including time and energy
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Figure 4.1
Meriam turtle hunting versus collecting returns before and after sharing, and number of
households consuming for each hunt/distribution type.
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in hunting, money for fuel, and time organizing and preparing the
hunting team and its equipment prior to the hunt. The ability to bear
such costs appears to be linked to hunter quality: because a hunt leader
is an organizer and decision-maker, his abilities peak as he gains skill
and experience. The signals sent by hunting also are efﬁciently broadcast: hunts are associated with larger numbers of consumers and thus
attract a broader audience than collections during the nesting season
and during household consumption events (ﬁgure 4.1). When quizzed,
most feast-goers (audience members) know the identity of hunters,
while the identity of jumpers seems to be common knowledge only
among their own peer group of young males.
The beneﬁts hunters receive from generously providing turtle for
public consumption do not appear to come in the form of increased
shares of collected turtle or other foods, as we might predict if risk reduction reciprocity were structuring the payoffs for hunting (Bliege
Bird et al. 2002). Those who acquire turtle (both hunted and collected)
more frequently and share more widely (ﬁgure 4.2) or acquire turtle in
greater quantity (ﬁgure 4.3) do not receive turtle more frequently as
compared to those who share less or not at all. In addition, generous
turtle sharing does not appear to be repaid through receiving shares of
ﬁsh or other foods (ﬁgure 4.4).
The CS explanation of collective goods provisioning as applied to
the Meriam turtle hunting case proposes that turtle hunters beneﬁt
from unconditional sharing because their harvesting success sends
honest signals about their quality to the community in which they will
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Do those who give turtle to more households receive turtle more frequently?
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Figure 4.3
Do those who share more kilograms of turtle receive more frequently?

play out their lives as mates, allies, and competitors. Paying attention
to such signals can beneﬁt observers because the costs and potential
for complete failure inherent in the signal guarantee that it is an honest
measure of the underlying qualities at issue. Only those endowed with
the necessary skills will succeed and be asked to serve regularly on
crews or as hunt leaders. The beneﬁts accruing to signalers (hunters)
will depend upon the speciﬁc signal and audience. For hunt leaders,
they might consist of being deferred to by elders or obtaining beneﬁts
of a hard working wife’s labor (Smith, Bliege Bird, and Bird 2003). For
jumpers, they might include a means of establishing social dominance
among peers and hence preferential access to various social resources,
including enhanced mating opportunities.
Interestingly, the Meriam themselves interpret unconditional generosity such as donating turtles to feasts or sharing collected turtles with
neighbors as different from conditional reciprocity (which also has a
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Do those who share more food receive more food?

place in their social and economic lives). The Meriam conception of
generosity involves reference to a concept called ‘‘debe tonar,’’ which
means ‘‘the good way.’’ Debe tonar is a set of principles for everyday social interactions, and adhering to those principles is considered a signal
of Meriam identity. Following debe tonar is said to provide long-term
beneﬁts in the form of an enhanced social reputation as a ‘‘good person.’’ Subsistence decisions intersect with that aspect of debe tonar that
incorporates generosity with food. There are strong social sanctions
against conditional or contingent sharing of ‘‘table food’’ (derapeili—to
share portions out) between households following the harvesting of
wild or cultivated foods. Similarly, there are social norms governing
the provisioning of food to feasts: such foods are explicitly designated
public goods (kies), open to unconditional consumption. Debe tonar
states that such unconditional sharing is its own reward; to share
with the expectation of a return in kind is to share selﬁshly, and to
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return a portion given freely is to imply that the giver had selﬁsh
motives. A Meriam adage goes, ‘‘When you expect payment back,
you do not esak gem blo em’’ (make an lasting impression). Sharing
selﬁshly is equivalent to not sharing at all: both are referred to as
being ‘‘gobar,’’ greedy with food. While derapeili and kies sharing are
explicitly unconditional, there are conditional sharing contexts within
which reciprocal exchange is considered proper: markets (tama), labor
exchange/work party feasts (irapu), ceremonial exchange partners
(wauri tebud), and repayments (bodomelam) for use-rights to certain
individually or corporately owned items (land, foraging areas, boats,
or tools).
4.5.4 Why Does Crowding Out Occur?
As discussed in chapter 1 and elsewhere in this volume, it often happens that voluntary contributions to a public good will decrease when
such contribution is supplemented or replaced by direct material incentives (e.g., payments to blood donors). The costly signaling framework can be used to generate the hypothesis that this ‘‘crowding out’’
may be due to a dilution of signaling value. If the social value of donating blood is cheapened by an increased supply from sellers or if blood
donation might be conﬂated with blood selling, the signaling value of
donating is likely to fall, perhaps sufﬁciently to lie below the donation
cost for many former donors.
We are not arguing that all examples of ‘‘crowding out’’ can be
explained by costly signaling processes, nor that we are certain that
some can be so explained. However, it appears to be a plausible hypothesis, supported by a formal model and empirically testable under
the right circumstances. The alternative explanations in terms of strong
reciprocity and histories of group selection proposed elsewhere in this
volume are equally testable, but it appears in most cases that the data
to distinguish between the explanatory efﬁcacy of the two explanations
are lacking.
4.5.5 Signaling and Group-Beneﬁcial Enforcement
Another type of collective good that may be a form of costly signaling
involves punishing those who free-ride on the group’s cooperative
activities or otherwise violate group-beneﬁcial norms. It is well known
that although enforcing cooperation by punishing defectors will solve
collective action problems, such enforcement is costly to those who
carry out the enforcement and is itself a collective good, thus posing
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a second-order collective action problem (Hardin 1982)—albeit a less
demanding one at the cooperative (low–enforcement-frequency) equilibrium (Boyd et al. 2003). Boyd and Richerson (1992) demonstrated
that if enforcement takes the form of punishing both noncooperators
and nonpunishers, then cooperation (or anything else) can be evolutionarily stable, even in large groups and even if enforcement is only carried out by a small fraction of the group’s members. Such enforcement
may be a potent element in stabilizing cooperation in many types of
social systems (Clutton-Brock and Parker 1995; Frank 1995; Richerson
and Boyd 1998; chapter 7 in this volume).
Note, however, that enforcement can serve as a costly signal in its
own right, as long as the costs of enforcement are quality-dependent.
If the qualities that make one a good (low-cost) enforcer also make one
attractive as a potential ally or someone it will pay to defer to in other
contexts, enforcement costs can be recouped by signaling beneﬁts. This
costly signaling dynamic can then provide a private beneﬁt to the
enforcer and thus in principle solve the second-order collective action problem. The GSB model provides one mechanism for the evolution of such a system. In this version, enforcement—punishment of
noncooperators—is itself the behavior that signals high quality. This
model readily allows such punishment or enforcement to serve as the
costly signal and hence to be maintained when the conditions for evolutionary stability speciﬁed in the model are met.
Here is a brief account to show how the model captures this form of
signaling (adapted from Gintis, Smith, and Bowles 2001). Suppose that
a group of n members can cooperate to provide some collective good.
By cooperating, each member contributes a total beneﬁt of g to others
at a ﬁtness cost of d to himself. Thus, the gain from defecting is d, and
to prevent this, members must be punished at least d for defecting.
Now suppose that a high-quality individual can impose d on defectors
at a personal cost of c, whereas a low-quality individual must incur
cost c 0 > c to achieve the same effect. Following the model summarized
in section 4.3, under the range of parameter values noted, there will be
an equilibrium in which high-quality individuals will punish and lowquality ones will not. In turn, observers will beneﬁt by using such punishment behavior as a signal of underlying qualities that will provide
useful information for future social interactions. And of course, all
group members will beneﬁt from the effect of punishment in enforcing
cooperation in collective action. To our knowledge, this argument has
not been directly applied to any empirical cases of group-beneﬁcial
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punishment. However, it does seem to be consistent with a variety
of ethnographic observations (e.g., Boehm 1999, chapter 5 of this
volume).
A common observation that can be experimentally replicated (see
chapter 5 of this volume), is that in many circumstances people enforce
a norm of fairness or equity. Of course, the speciﬁc meaning of ‘‘fairness’’ is culturally variable and often highly contested within any given
culture or society (compare the arguments of U.S. Democratic versus
Republican lawmakers on tax policy, for example). Nevertheless, even
if subject to conﬂicting interpretations and strategies of deception and
manipulation, enforcement of fairness or redistributive equity in division of the social product is a pervasive feature of human social life
(see various chapters of the present volume for evidence and discussion). While models of strong reciprocity (chapter 6) and conditional
reciprocity (chapter 3) offer plausible hypotheses to explain this phenomenon, in the spirit of theoretical pluralism we want to sketch how
CST might have something to contribute to this topic.
In brief, we suggest that fairness norms allow assessment of the ability (or willingness) of individuals or coalitions to ‘‘pay their share’’—
that is, to pay the cost that ensures signal reliability. This could apply
equally (but with different forms and signaling details) to both egalitarian systems—where fairness means contributing equally—and to
hierarchical systems—where some are allowed to possess more wealth
and power than others but are expected to contribute to the common
good (e.g., hosting ceremonial events) according to their greater abilities. In either case, norms that require members of a collective to donate their surplus to have-nots (Boone 1998) or to contribute equally to
production of a public good could be motivated by signaling concerns.
Given this multiplicity of social contexts and underlying qualities
being signaled, failure to pay one’s share could have one of several distinct meanings and consequences, including:
1) inability to do so (a signal of low quality, leading to reduced social
status),
2) defection from the game (a decision to withdraw from a given arena
of status competition), and
3) ﬂaunting the norm (a signal of social power or superior status, reliable to the extent that norm violation is more costly than simply ‘‘paying one’s share,’’ and hence not viable for low-status or subordinate
individuals).
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Thus, we suggest that the meaning of fairness-norm violations must be
interpreted in light of contextual information. In any case, the CS
framework suggests that attention must be paid to the information
value of fairness norms, and that enforcement of these norms may
be aimed at ensuring signal reliability and solving status-competition
games as much as (or more than) ensuring equity per se.
4.5.6 Signaling and Inter-Group Conﬂict
A related set of phenomena involve individually costly contributions
to violent conﬂict between social groups. Participating in group raiding or defense is common among chimpanzees as well as human societies (Boehm 1992; Manson and Wrangham 1991), yet this kind of
activity poses some thorny challenges to evolutionary analysis. Such
behavior provides beneﬁts that are available to all group members and
cannot be hoarded or individually consumed, and therefore approach
the classic deﬁnition of a pure public good. Yet the costs to contributors can be extraordinarily high (including of course death), which
means that the payoffs to free-riding should be considerable. Some
have argued that the widespread occurrence of organized intergroup
violence thus can only be explained as the result of a history of genetic
group selection (Alexander 1979, 1987; Hamilton 1975; Eibl-Eibesfeldt
1982). Others suggest that group selection acting on cultural variation
could be responsible for favoring self-sacriﬁcial aspects of intergroup
conﬂict (Peoples 1982; Richerson and Boyd 1998; chapter 7 of this
volume). CST offers a possible alternative to both of these views, with
participation in group military defense and offense serving as a display
of underlying qualities useful for status competition within one’s
group.
The evidence that military contribution and self-sacriﬁcial bravery is
a primary avenue to male status enhancement in small-scale societies is
substantial (Chagnon 1990; Otterbein 1970; Patton 2000). It is easy to
see that status enhancement may ensure the spread of even dangerous
status-enhancing behavior if it has sufﬁcient beneﬁts to material, reproductive, or cultural success. The key question, as we saw with the issue
of unconditional generosity, is why others grant such status to warriors. The CS explanation is that success in warfare signals underlying
qualities that are valued by prospective allies and deferred to by prospective competitors. In turn, females may mate preferentially with
successful warriors (Chagnon 1988) because they beneﬁt from the
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social dominance of such individuals, even if the particular qualities
signaled are not of direct beneﬁt to a spouse.
The group-level beneﬁts of status-seeking by warriors is thus incidental to the CS explanation, and indeed the CS dynamic could produce an oversupply of military adventuring as well as an undersupply
of dedicated warriors. We read the ethnographic and historical record
as providing ample evidence of both (e.g., Boone 1983; Keeley 1996;
Mesquida and Wiener 1996; Otterbein 1970). Of course, CS dynamics
could work in concert with multilevel selection of either genetic or cultural variation. For example, depending on initial conditions, CS might
yield a variety of equilibria in the intensity of intergroup conﬂict, and
those equilibria that happen to optimize the supply of belligerence (as
measured by enhanced persistence and/or spread of the social group)
would then be favored. This would be an example of the process of
group selection among alternative local equilibria modeled by Boyd
and Richerson (1990) (see also chapter 7 in this volume).
4.6

Signaling and Commitment

4.6.1 Signaling and Common Goals
The presence of conﬂicting interests among social organisms often sets
high barriers to cooperation. Gender can be a source of profound disparities in reproductive interests such that ‘‘even when cooperating in
a joint task, male and female interests are rarely identical’’ (Trivers
1972, 174). Even the most closely related groups of cooperating individuals have imperfectly coincident genetic interests and can therefore
exhibit intense conﬂict and competition. Although siblings share a considerable degree of common genetic interest, they also often compete
more with each other (for parental investment and other resources)
than with other individuals in the social group (Sulloway 1996). Conﬂicting genetic interests between mother and fetus institute a form of
maternal-fetal warfare during gestation, even though by cooperating
each could maintain an outcome better for both (Haig 1993).
Individuals often come into conﬂict about working toward a shared
goal when each faces different tradeoffs and gains different beneﬁts
from working toward that goal. For example, given the fact that males
and females have different reproductive strategies and life histories,
they will often face conﬂicts between working toward a common goal
of household provisioning (in effect, an investment in self-maintenance
and the rearing of children) and alternative productive and reproduc-
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tive goals, such as gaining status in the wider community, producing
children with other mates, acquiring more mates, or accumulating
wealth. To have an incentive to cooperate, however, partners must
have goals in common to some degree, such that both beneﬁt more
from the partnership than each would if they acted independently.
In choosing a partner for a dyadic cooperative endeavor—such
as a mate to cooperatively raise offspring, a research colleague, or a
coauthor—each partner must be convinced that he or she will gain
a net beneﬁt from the interaction. This is particularly important if the
association will be a long-term one, with opportunities for cheating or
periods of one-sided costs for one partner (e.g., carrying a child to
term or writing the ﬁrst draft of a manuscript) that would allow the
other partner to maximize short-term returns by defecting. How can
the potential partners discern each other’s intentions with any degree
of reliability?
One way they might do so is by sending honest signals of commitment to common goals for the project or relationship in question. Pursuing our coauthorship example, conﬂict can occur when one partner
seeks individual status over the collective status achieved through
coauthorship or seeks to free-ride on the efforts of a harder-working
coauthor. In order to honestly signal his commitment to common
goals, he must show that when given the opportunity to gain individual status at the expense of his partner, he chooses to forgo this in
favor of promoting the interests of the partnership. For example, one
partner might be approached by a publisher interested in securing the
rights to a book deal based on jointly conducted research. If this partner accepts the deal and promotes himself as sole author, he gains individual beneﬁts but jeopardizes the continuation of the partnership. If
he declines the publisher’s offer (or brings the partner into the deal),
he pays an opportunity cost in terms of his own individual status but
signals his ongoing commitment to the partnership. Since the tempted
partner can only expect the short-term cost of forgoing sole authorship
to be repaid if he expects the relationship to last long enough to produce beneﬁts greater than these costs, his actions are an honest signal
of commitment. Thus, the cost paid by not defecting (if sufﬁciently
high) guarantees the honesty of the signal.
4.6.2 Coalition Commitment
Signaling of common goals applies not only to dyadic partnerships, but
might also help solve multi-agent cooperative dilemmas. Relationships
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among members of relatively stable social groups often involve such
interactions; for example, some of the most important interactions are
cooperative behaviors involving group territorial defense. When challenges by neighboring groups come at unpredictable times, periodic
testing of the commitment of group members to engage in costly territorial defense helps ensure that they can be relied upon when the time
comes to ﬁght. Zahavi and Zahavi (1997) suggest that among Arabian
Babblers (a group-living bird), many social behaviors such as huddling, grooming, and group dances serve to test the social bond and,
by extension, demonstrate commitment to group defense. Dances and
ceremonies in many human groups that are performed prior to heading into battle might serve much the same function. However, plausibility arguments such as this one need to be stated in a more directly
falsiﬁable manner and then subjected to careful empirical tests.
Cooperative dilemmas also arise in the context of within-group competition, involving political coalitions and alliances. Most models of
political power assume that politicians gain power as part of a reciprocal exchange: a politician promises ‘‘pork’’ to his constituents in return
for the favor of their vote. Given the delayed return here (‘‘If I support
you now, you will return the favor by providing collective goods in the
future’’), defection is always a distinct possibility. Costly signaling may
not eliminate the risk of defection, but it could help in predicting which
individuals are less likely to do so. If a politician can reliably signal a
superior ability to obtain resources for redistribution during period 1,
he should be more likely to actually do so in period 2.
Here, costly signaling does not guarantee honesty of intent to deliver
collective goods, but it may guarantee honest advertisement of the
ability to do so. A variety of political systems, ranging from the semiegalitarian ‘‘big-man’’ systems of Melanesia to the stratiﬁed chiefdoms
of the Northwest Coast Indians, appear to display various elements of
this costly signaling dynamic of garnering and maintaining political
support through magnanimity (Boone 1998). In these cases, and arguably in many instances of electoral politics in modern industrialized
democracies, political candidates use distributions of goods to honestly
signal their ability to beneﬁt supporters in the future. The big man,
chief, or congressional candidate encourages others to donate wealth
or labor in his support by displaying honest signals of his skill in accumulating resources, thus ameliorating the most problematic aspect of
delayed reciprocity: the risk of default.
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Conclusions

Costly signaling theory provides the basis for arguing that generosity—incurring the costs of providing collective goods (including
those shared with partners in dyadic relationships)—is one means
by which individuals and coalitions compete for status, and ultimately
for the material and ﬁtness-enhancing correlates of status (such as political power, mates, and economic resources). The quality-dependent
cost of providing the collective good guarantees the honesty of the
signaler’s claim to such qualities as resource control, leadership abilities, kin-group solidarity, economic productivity, or good health and
vigor—information that is useful to the signaler’s potential mates,
allies, and competitors (Boone 1998; Smith and Bliege Bird 2000). If
this explanation is correct, it means that those who engage in acts of
unconditional generosity by providing collective goods are not acting
in hope of reciprocation in kind, nor sacriﬁcing for the good of the
group or their partner, but rather are competing for status and its perquisites. We extended these arguments to address the issue of commitment in cases of both dyadic reciprocity and n-person coalitions and
argued that signaling might provide an alternative to (or at least
strengthen) more conventional analyses of these phenomena.
The n-player game-theoretical model summarized earlier in this
chapter (and developed more fully in Gintis, Smith, and Bowles 2001)
speciﬁes conditions under which an honest-signaling equilibrium will
be stable. At this equilibrium, only high-quality individuals signal
while observers respond only to signalers (these being the player’s respective best moves). This model shows that group-beneﬁcial signals
(such as unconditionally providing a collective good) can meet the
conditions for a signaling equilibrium. However, these results apply
equally well to socially neutral or even harmful signals, and hence this
model alone cannot tell us why group-beneﬁcial signals would be favored over other signals.
To address this last question, we brieﬂy discussed three distinct (but
not mutually exclusive) hypotheses. One of these involves equilibrium
selection among alternative (some more group-beneﬁcial, some less)
signaling equilibria, possibly through a process of cultural group selection. A second proposes that the value to the signaler of providing a
collective good over some more ‘‘wasteful’’ display may lie in the
broadcast efﬁciency of the signal in competing for observer attention,
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given that observers are more likely to be attracted to signals that provide an additional consumption beneﬁt. Our third hypothesis is that
when members of a social group beneﬁt directly from cooperative signals, these signals can be favored because they serve as reliable indicators that the signaler’s allies have an increased probability of receiving
similar private beneﬁts from the signaler in the future.
While the costly-signaling approach to cooperation and collective
action opens up some exciting vistas, it raises many questions that will
require extensive theoretical and empirical work. Of these, we will
mention three major ones: ﬁguring out (1) what underlying qualities
are being signaled, (2) who the intended signal recipients are, and (3)
under what conditions signaling to the ﬁeld is a better strategy than
targeting speciﬁc signal recipients. The ﬁrst two questions are primarily empirical, although potentially very difﬁcult ones to answer in particular cases. The third question is one that is side-stepped in the GSB
model—which simply presumes that attracting a large audience by
providing a collective good will increase the payoff to the signaler.
This is likely to be the case under at least two circumstances: 1) when
each signaler can beneﬁt from attracting multiple partners of a single
type (e.g., multiple potential mates), and 2) when each signaler can
beneﬁt from inﬂuencing multiple types of observers (e.g., attracting
allies and mates, intimidating competitors).
Another issue that presents intriguing possibilities for theoretical
development is to extend the one-shot analysis of the GSB model to
situations of repeated signaling and extended interaction. Repeated
signaling is likely to occur when reputations need to be built or maintained. We suspect that this is likely to be important under two main
(but not mutually exclusive) conditions: (1) where there is lots of
‘‘noise’’ (i.e., variation in signaling that is not due to underlying qualities), and (2) where the qualities being signaled are likely to change
quickly over time (e.g., due to ecological and economic variations).
The ﬁrst situation is exempliﬁed by the hunting of large game. In this
scenario, elements not controlled by the hunter can have a large
but unpredictable effect on success, yet underlying qualities (such as
ethological knowledge, visual acuity, stamina, and so forth) can lead
to consistent differences between individuals in long-term average
returns. The second situation—where underlying qualities are subject
to rapid decay—is characteristic of a variety of economic situations,
ranging from subsistence regimes subject to severe ecological ﬂuctuation (e.g., pastoralists in arid lands) to a speculative capitalist economy,
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where entrepreneurs and members of the underclass are subject to
boom-and-bust conditions. We can expect the ﬁrst situation to feature
repeated signaling early in an individual’s career, in order to establish
a reputation that will then be relatively stable and require little or no
future reinforcement (e.g., the turtle-hunting careers of Meriam that
typically take a decade or so to establish and may then persist for only
a few years more, yet result in long-term social and reproductive
gains). The second situation is likely to be much more dynamic, with
signalers’ fortunes (and signaling intensities) rising and falling rapidly
with changing circumstances; this scenario will presumably present a
more challenging arena for formal modeling.
4.8
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Notes
1. By ‘‘cooperative behavior’’ we mean any actions by Ego that enhance the well-being of
members of Ego’s social group beyond his or her immediate kin. Such actions need not
impose a net cost on Ego in the short term, and the social beneﬁts need not be evenly distributed among Ego’s social group, though these special cases are of particular interest in
this chapter and elsewhere in the present volume.
2. Lotem, Fishman and Stone (2002) subsequently published a model of the evolution of
cooperation via costly signaling that shares some aspects of the GSB model. However,
Lotem et al. model only dyadic interactions, and start with a population containing high
frequencies of conditional reciprocators, whereas Gintis et al. (2001) develop a multiplayer game with no initial (pre-signaling) levels of cooperation.
3. GSB show that the results are unchanged if (following Johnstone 1997 and Getty 1998)
signaling beneﬁts rather than signaling costs are made quality-dependent. They did
not, however, analyze the effect of allowing Responders to vary in ways that affect the
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interaction payoff to Signalers. This two-sided matching problem is difﬁcult to model,
and has not been attempted in the costly signaling framework, though it has been developed for marriage markets and mate choice (e.g., Bergstrom and Real 2000).
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The Economics of Strong
Reciprocity
Ernst Fehr and Urs
Fischbacher

5.1

Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to show that economists and other social scientists fail to understand core questions in economics and social
theory if they insist on the self-interest hypothesis and rule out heterogeneity in the realm of social preferences. Two developments support
our argument. First, during the previous decades, experimental psychologists and economists have gathered overwhelming evidence that
systematically refutes the self-interest hypothesis and suggests that a
substantial fraction of the people demonstrate social motives in their
preferences—in particular, preferences for strong reciprocity. Second,
there is also strong evidence indicating that deviations from selfinterest have had a fundamental impact on core issues in economics
and social theory.
Social preferences are other-regarding preferences in the sense that
individuals who exhibit them behave as if they value the payoff of relevant reference agents positively or negatively. Depending on the situation, the relevant reference agents may be a person’s colleagues,
relatives, trading partners, or neighbors. It is important to keep in
mind that a person may have different reference agents indifferent
domains. Strong reciprocity means that individuals behave as if their
positive or negative valuation of the reference agent’s payoff depends
on the actions of the reference agent. If the actions of the agent are perceived as kind, a strong reciprocator values the payoff of the reference
agent positively. If the actions are perceived as hostile, the payoff of
the reference agent is valued negatively. As we will see, strong reciprocity is a particularly important form of social preference.1
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One core question is to understand the workings of competition and
the interplay of competition and cooperation in markets, organizations,
and politics. Other core questions pertain to understanding the conditions for successful collective actions, the prevailing structure of contracts and property rights, and, above all, the workings of economic
incentives, because the workings of incentives constitute the essence of
economics. We claim that a satisfactory understanding of these questions is impeded by the self-interest hypothesis. In particular, we provide evidence suggesting that preferences for strong reciprocity shape
the functioning of competition, govern the laws of cooperation and
collective action, and have a decisive impact on how economic incentives are constituted and how they function. The evidence we present
also indicates that, by changing the incentives for selﬁsh types, strong
reciprocity affects the prevailing interaction patterns and the constraints on individual behavior, that is, the prevailing contracts and
institutions.
The structure of this chapter is as follows. In ‘‘The Nature of Social
Preferences,’’ we shortly describe the most important types of social
preferences. We then illustrate the preference for strong reciprocity by
means of two simple one-shot experiments and discuss whether reciprocal behavior in these experiments can be interpreted as a cognitive
mistake—that is a kind of habit that is learned in the repeated interactions outside the laboratory and inappropriately applied to one-shot
situations—or whether reciprocal behavior is better interpreted as rational behavior driven by a preference for strong reciprocity. ‘‘Competition’’ then shows that if one neglects strong reciprocity, one cannot
understand the important effects of competition on market prices.
‘‘Cooperation’’ deals with cooperation and shows that decisive determinants of cooperation cannot be understood on the basis of the selfinterest hypothesis. ‘‘Economic Incentives and Property Rights’’ deals
with economic incentives, contracts, and property rights. We present
evidence indicating that neither the effects nor the determinants of economic incentives can be adequately understood if one neglects strong
reciprocity and that the interaction between economic incentives and
strong reciprocity is likely to have important effects on the optimality
of different types of contracts and property rights. ‘‘Proximate Models
of Strong Reciprocity’’ discusses some problems in the modeling of
strong reciprocity and fairness preferences, and to what extent it is possible to mimic preferences for strong reciprocity by simpler and more
tractable models of inequity aversion.
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The Nature of Social Preferences

The last ﬁfteen years have seen a large number of studies indicating
that—in addition to economic self-interest—social preferences shape
the decisions of a substantial fraction of people. A person exhibits social preferences if the person does not only care about the economic
resources allocated to her but also cares about the economic resources
allocated to relevant reference agents. In this chapter, we do not attempt to summarize the empirical evidence on social preferences (for
surveys, see Fehr and Schmidt 2003, Sobel 2001, and chapter 6).
Instead, we are interested in the social and economic implications of
people’s social preferences. Before we proceed, it is nevertheless useful
to mention the quantitatively most important types of social preferences that have been established.
A particularly important type of social preference is the preference
for strong reciprocity. A strongly reciprocal individual responds kindly
toward actions that are perceived to be kind and hostily toward
actions that are perceived to be hostile. Whether an action is perceived
to be kind or hostile depends on the fairness or unfairness of the intention underlying the action. The fairness of the intention, in turn, is determined by the equitability of the payoff distribution (relative to the
set of feasible payoff distributions) caused by the action. It is important
to emphasize that strong reciprocity is not driven by the expectation of
future economic beneﬁt. It is, therefore, fundamentally different from
‘‘cooperative’’ or ‘‘retaliatory’’ behavior in repeated interactions. These
behaviors arise because actors expect future economic beneﬁts from
their actions. In the case of reciprocity, the actor is responding to
friendly or hostile actions even if no economic gains can be expected.
Models of strong reciprocity have been developed by Rabin (1993),
Levine (1998), Falk and Fischbacher (chapter 6, this volume), Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger (2004), and Segal and Sobel (1999).2
A second type of social preference is inequity aversion as modeled in
Fehr and Schmidt (1999) and Bolton and Ockenfels (2000). Fehr and
Schmidt (1999) assume, for example, that inequity-averse persons want
to achieve an equitable distribution of economic resources. This means
that they are altruistic towards other persons—that is, they want to increase other persons’ economic payoff if the other persons’ economic
payoffs are below an equitable benchmark. However, inequity-averse
persons also feel envy—that is, they want to decrease the other persons’ payoffs when these payoffs exceed the equitable level. In many
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situations, strongly reciprocal persons and inequity-averse persons behave in similar ways. For example, both strong reciprocity and inequity aversion imply the desire to reduce the payoff of another person if
that person made a decision such that the payoff of the strongly reciprocal or inequity-averse person is much lower than the payoff of the
other person. Recent evidence (Falk, Fehr, and Fischbacher [henceforth
FFF] 2000 and 2001; Offerman 2002) suggests, however, that strong
reciprocity is the quantitatively more important motive.
The similarity in the behavior of reciprocal and inequity-averse persons is due to the fact that both concepts depend in important ways on
the notion of a fair or equitable payoff. Since models of inequity aversion are much simpler and more tractable than models of strong reciprocity, it is often convenient to ‘‘mimic’’ or to ‘‘black box’’ reciprocal
behavior by inequity aversion (see the section on proximate models of
strong reciprocity later in the chapter). Some authors (e.g., Charness
and Rabin 2002) have also found evidence suggesting that subjects
tend to help the least well off. Such behavior is, however, often not distinguishable from inequity aversion, in particular, nonlinear inequity
aversion. Recently, Neilson (2000) provided an axiomatic characterization of a nonlinear version of Fehr-Schmidt type inequality aversion.
Strong reciprocity and inequity aversion are very different from unconditional altruism, which constitutes a third type of social preference.
Unconditional altruists do not condition their behavior on the actions
of others—that is, altruism given does not emerge as a response to
altruism received (Andreoni 1989; Andreoni and Miller 2002; Cox,
Sadiraj, and Sadiraj 2001). In technical terms, unconditional altruism
means that a person values the economic resources allocated to a relevant reference agent positively. An unconditional altruist, therefore,
never takes an action that decreases the payoff of a reference agent.
Yet, as we will see later in the chapter, an important stylized fact concerns people’s willingness to punish other people for unfair or hostile
actions. Unconditional altruism also cannot explain the phenomenon
of conditional cooperation, that is, the fact that many people are willing to increase their voluntary cooperation in response to the cooperation of the others.
Finally, research has also shown that a fraction of the people exhibits
spiteful or envious preferences (FFF 2001). A spiteful or envious person
always values the economic payoff of relevant reference agents negatively. The person is, therefore, willing to decrease the economic payoff
of a reference agent at a personal cost to himself (Kirchsteiger 1994;
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Mui 1995), irrespective of the payoff distribution and irrespective of
the reference agent’s fair or unfair behavior. Spiteful choices seem to
be quantitatively less important than reciprocal choices. Moreover,
spitefulness (as well as unconditional altruism) cannot explain why
the same people often are willing to help others at a personal cost in
one situation while they harm other people in other situations (FFF
2000).
Although previous research clearly indicates that many people exhibit social preferences it is important to keep in mind that not everybody exhibits social preferences. In fact, most studies indicate that
there is also a substantial number of people who behave in a purely
selﬁsh manner. A key question, therefore, is how the heterogeneity of
motives at the individual level can be captured by parsimonious models and how the different individual motivations interact. In this chapter, we concentrate on the existence of strongly reciprocal and selﬁsh
types. The reason for this is three-fold. First, empirical evidence clearly
suggests that in the domain of payoff-decreasing or punishing behavior, strong negative reciprocity is the dominant motive (FFF 2000,
2001; Kagel and Wolfe 2001; Offerman 2002). Second, in the domain of
helping or rewarding behavior, strong positive reciprocity also plays
an important role—although other motives like unconditional altruism, inequity aversion, and efﬁciency-seeking behavior play a role
as well (Cox 2000; Charness and Rabin 2002; FFF 2000; Offerman
2002). For reasons of parsimony we will, however, neglect these other
motives in this chapter.
Theory as well as empirical evidence suggest that the interaction between strongly reciprocal and selﬁsh types is of ﬁrst-order importance
for many economic questions. The reason for this is that the presence
of reciprocal types often changes the economic incentives for the selﬁsh
types, which induces the selﬁsh types to make ‘‘nonselﬁsh’’ choices.
For example, a selﬁsh person is deterred from behaving opportunistically if the person expects to be punished by the reciprocators. Likewise, a selﬁsh person may be induced to behave in a cooperative and
helpful manner because she expects the reciprocators to return the favor. Since the presence of strongly reciprocal types changes the pecuniary incentives for the selﬁsh types, the strongly reciprocal types often
have a signiﬁcant impact on the aggregate outcome in markets and
organizations.
We focus our presentation on laboratory experiments because it is
impossible to unambiguously isolate the impact of strong reciprocity
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in most real-life situations. A skeptic may always discount ﬁeld evidence with the argument that, in the ﬁeld, the notion of fairness is
only used for rhetorical purposes that disguise purely self-interested
behavior in an equilibrium of a repeated game.3 The experimental evidence on ultimatum games (Güth, Schmittberger, and Schwarze 1982)
and the gift exchange games (Fehr, Kirchsteiger, and Riedl 1993) provides transparent illustrations of strong positive and negative reciprocity.4 Since both games have been described in the introductory chapter
to this volume, we do not describe the experiments in detail here.
It sufﬁces to mention that the rejection of positive offers by the responders in the ultimatum game can be interpreted as strong negative
reciprocity, whereas the generous effort choices by the employees in response to generous wage offers in the gift exchange game can be interpreted as strong positive reciprocity. These results have been replicated
in numerous studies—in many countries and across a variety of differing conditions.5 It is also worth mentioning that strong reciprocity has
been observed in the ultimatum and the gift exchange game even
when the stake size in the experiment has been raised to the level of
three months income (Cameron 1999; Fehr, Tougareva, and Fischbacher 2002).
5.2.1 One-Shot and Repeated Interactions
Sometimes it is argued that reciprocal behavior in anonymous one-shot
experiments is due to subjects’ inability to adjust properly to one-shot
interactions. One idea (see Binmore 1998) is that outside the laboratory,
subjects are typically involved in a network of repeated interactions. It
is well-known from repeated game theory that in repeated interactions,
rewarding and punishing may be in the long-term self-interest of an individual. According to this argument, subjects who routinely interact
in the repeated game of life import routines and habits that are appropriate for repeated interactions into the laboratory’s one-shot situation
because they do not understand the strategic differences between oneshot and repeated interactions. Therefore, the observation of reciprocal
behavior in one-shot interactions should not be interpreted as a deviation from self-interest but merely as a form of rule-of-thumb behavior,
that is, as a cognitive failure to properly distinguish between one-shot
and repeated interactions.
Our response to this argument is twofold. First, and most importantly, the argument is refuted by evidence indicating that the vast
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majority of the subjects understand the strategic differences between
one-shot and repeated interactions quite well. Later in this chapter we
discuss the experiment reported by Fehr and Fischbacher (2003) that
explicitly tested for this phenomenon. Second, even if the argument
were correct, social scientists would have strong reasons to take the
habits and routines that shape people’s behavior into account. The importance of reciprocal behavior for the social sciences does not depend
on whether it is interpreted as a deviation from self-interest or as a
form of bounded rationality. Reciprocal behavior is important because
it affects the functioning of markets, organizations, incentives, and collective actions in fundamental ways.
In principle, it is testable whether people have the ability to distinguish temporary one-shot play from repeated play. Fehr and Fischbacher (2003) investigated this problem in the context of the ultimatum
game, and Gächter and Falk (2002) provided evidence for the gift exchange game. Fehr and Fischbacher conducted a series of ten ultimatum games in two different conditions. In both conditions, subjects
played against a different opponent in each of the ten iterations of the
game. In each iteration of the baseline condition, the proposers knew
nothing about the past behavior of their current responders. Thus, the
responders could not build up a reputation for being ‘‘tough’’ in this
condition. In contrast, in each iteration of the reputation condition, the
proposers knew the full history of the behavior of their current responders, that is, the responders could build up a reputation for being
‘‘tough.’’ In the reputation condition, a reputation for rejecting low
offers is, of course, valuable because it increases the likelihood to receive higher offers from the proposers in future periods.
If the responders understand that there is a pecuniary payoff from
rejecting low offers in the reputation condition, one should in general
observe higher acceptance thresholds in this condition. This is the prediction of the social preferences approach that assumes that subjects
derive utility from both their own pecuniary payoff and a fair payoff
distribution. If, in contrast, subjects do not understand the logic of reputation formation and apply the same habits or cognitive heuristics to
both conditions, one should observe no systematic differences in responder behavior across conditions. Since the subjects participated in
both conditions, it was possible to observe behavioral changes at
the individual level. It turns out that the vast majority (slightly more
than 80 percent, N ¼ 72) of the responders increase their acceptance
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thresholds in the reputation condition relative to the baseline condition.6 This contradicts the hypothesis that subjects do not understand
the difference between one-shot and repeated play.
5.3

Competition

In this section, we illustrate our claim that it is not possible to understand the effects of competition if concerns for fairness and strong
reciprocity are neglected. We will show, in particular, that the selfinterest hypothesis hinders social scientists from understanding important comparative static effects of competition. In addition, we present
results indicating that competition may sometimes have much less impact than predicted by models based on the self-interest hypothesis.
5.3.1 The Effects of Competition under Exogenous Contract
Enforcement
Consider the following slightly modiﬁed ultimatum game. Instead of
one responder, there are now two competing responders. When the
proposer has made his offer, the two responders simultaneously accept
or reject the offer. If both accept, a random mechanism determines
with probability 0.5 which one of the responders will get the offered
amount. If only one responder accepts, he will receive the offered
amount of money. If both responders reject, the proposer and both responders receive nothing.
This version of the ultimatum game—with responder competition—
can be interpreted as a market transaction between a seller (proposer)
and two competing buyers (responders) who derive the same economic payoff from an indivisible good. Moreover, if the parties’ pecuniary valuations of the good are public information, all involved
parties know the surplus. Since there is a known ﬁxed surplus, there
is no uncertainty regarding the quality of the good provided by the
seller. The situation can thus be viewed as a market in which the contract (the quality of the good) is enforced exogenously.
If all parties are selﬁsh, competition among the responders does not
matter because the proposer is already predicted to receive the whole
surplus in the bilateral case. Adding competition to the bilateral ultimatum game therefore has no effect on the power of the proposer. It
is also irrelevant whether there are two, three, or more competing
responders. The self-interest hypothesis thus implies a very counterintuitive result—namely, that increasing the competition among the res-
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ponders does not affect the share of the surplus that the responders receive. Fischbacher, Fong, and Fehr (2003) tested this prediction by conducting ultimatum games with one, two, and ﬁve responders. To allow
for convergence and learning effects, in each experimental session a
large group of subjects played the same game for twenty periods. For
example, in the case with two responders, one-third of the subjects
were always in the role of the proposer and two-thirds of the subjects
were in the role of the responder. In every period the proposers and
the responders were randomly rematched to ensure the one-shot nature of the interactions. All subjects knew that the experiment would
end after period twenty. The results of these experiments are presented
in ﬁgure 5.1.
Figure 5.1 shows the responder’s average share of the surplus in
each period across conditions. In the bilateral case, the average share
is—except for period 1—very close to 40 percent. Moreover, the share
does not change much over time. In the ﬁnal period, the responder still
appropriates slightly more than 40 percent of the surplus. In the case of
two responders, however, the situation changes dramatically. Already
in period 1 the responder’s share is reduced by 16.5 percentage points
relative to the bilateral case. Moreover, from period 1 until period 12
60
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Figure 5.1
Responder share in the ultimatum game with one, two, and ﬁve competing responders.
Source: Fischbacher, Fong, and Fehr 2003.
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responder competition induces a further reduction of the responder’s
share by 14 percentage points (from 35 percent to 21 percent) and in
the ﬁnal period the share is even below 20 percent. Thus, the addition
of just one more responder has a dramatic impact on the responder’s
share. If we add three additional responders, the share goes down
even further. From period 3 onwards, it is below 20 percent and comes
close to 10 percent in the second half of the session.7
The reason why the responder’s share decreases when competition
increases is that the rejection probability of the responders declines
when there are more competing responders. These facts can be parsimoniously explained if one takes the presence of strongly reciprocal or
inequity averse responders into account (Falk and Fischbacher this volume, chapter 6; Fehr and Schmidt 1999). Recall that strongly reciprocal
responders reject low offers in the bilateral ultimatum game because
by rejecting they are able to punish the unfair proposers. They can always ensure this punishment in the bilateral case, while in the competitive case this is no longer possible. In particular, if one of the other
responders accepts a low offer, it is impossible for a reciprocal responder to punish the proposer. Since there is a substantial fraction of
selﬁsh responders, the probability that one of the other responders is
selﬁsh increases with a larger number of competing responders. This
means, in turn, that the expected non-pecuniary return from the rejection of a low offer is smaller when the number of competing responders increases. Therefore, strongly reciprocal responders will reject less
frequently as more competing responders are added.
5.3.2 The Effects of Competition under Endogenous Contract
Enforcement
The previous example illustrates that the self-interest model underestimates the power of competition. This example should not, however,
make us believe that sufﬁcient competition will in general weaken or
remove the impact of fairness on market outcomes. Quite the contrary.
In this section, we will show that the presence of strongly reciprocal
individuals may completely nullify the impact of competition on market outcomes. Whether competition does have the effects illustrated in
ﬁgure 5.1 depends critically on the enforceability of the contracts.
The double auction experiments conducted by Fehr and Falk (1999)
help to illustrate this argument. Fehr and Falk deliberately chose the
double auction as the trading institution because a large body of research has shown the striking competitive properties of experimental
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double auctions. In hundreds of such experiments, prices and quantities quickly converged to the competitive equilibrium predicted by
standard self-interest theory (see Davis and Holt 1993, for a survey of
important results). Therefore, showing that strong reciprocity renders
competition completely powerless in an experimental double auction
provides a strong piece of evidence in favor of the importance of
strong reciprocity in markets.
Fehr and Falk use two treatment conditions: a competitive condition
and a bilateral condition in which competition is completely removed.
In the competitive condition, they embed the gift exchange framework
into the context of an experimental double auction that is framed in labor market terms.8 The crucial difference between the competitive condition and the gift exchange game described earlier in this chapter is
that in the competitive condition, both experimental ﬁrms and experimental workers can make wage bids in the interval [20, 120] because
the workers’ reservation wage is 20 and the maximum revenue from a
trade is 120. If a bid is accepted, a labor contract is concluded and the
worker has to choose the effort level. As in the gift exchange game, the
workers (‘‘responders’’) can freely choose any feasible effort level. They
have to bear effort costs while the ﬁrm (‘‘proposer’’) beneﬁts from the
effort. Thus, the experiment captures a market in which the quality of
the good traded (‘‘effort’’) is not exogenously enforced but is chosen
by the workers. Workers may or may not provide the effort level that
is expected by the ﬁrms. In the competitive double auction, there are
8 ﬁrms and 12 workers. Each ﬁrm can employ at most 1 worker. A
worker who enters into a contract has costs of 20. Therefore, due to the
excess supply of labor, the competitive wage level is 20. A double auction lasts for ten periods and each period lasts for three minutes.9
In contrast to the double auction, ﬁrms in the bilateral condition are
exogenously matched with a worker. If a worker rejects the ﬁrm’s offer, both parties earn nothing. The bilateral condition consists of a series of ten one-shot gift exchange games that are also framed in labor
market terms. There are ten ﬁrms (proposers) and ten workers (responders). In each of the ten periods, each ﬁrm is matched with a different worker. Firms have to make an offer to the matched worker in each
period. If the worker accepts, he has to choose the effort level. As in the
competitive condition, a worker who accepts a wage offer has costs of
20, and the maximum revenue from a trade is 120. The self-interest
model predicts that in both conditions the workers will only provide
the minimum effort so that the ﬁrms will pay a wage of 20 or 21
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in equilibrium. However, we know already from bilateral ultimatum
games that ﬁrms (proposers) cannot reap the whole surplus—that is,
wages in the bilateral gift exchange game can also be expected to be
much higher than predicted by the self-interest model. Moreover, since
in the gift exchange game the effort is in general increasing in the wage
level, ﬁrms have even an additional reason to offer workers a substantial share of the surplus. The task, therefore, is to determine what extent competition in the double auction pushes wages below the level
in the bilateral condition.
Figure 5.2 shows the evolution of wages in both conditions. This ﬁgure indicates the startling result that competition has no long-term impact on wage formation in this setting. Wages in the double auction are
slightly lower than the wages in the bilateral condition only in the
beginning periods but since workers responded to lower wages with
lower effort levels, ﬁrms raised their wages from period four onwards.
In the last ﬁve periods, ﬁrms paid even slightly higher wages in the
double auction than in the bilateral condition; this difference is not signiﬁcant, however. It is also noteworthy that competition among the
80
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Figure 5.2
Wage levels in the competitive double auction and the bilateral condition. Source: Fehr
and Falk 1999.
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workers was extremely intense in the double auction. In each period,
many workers offered to work for wages below 30 but ﬁrms preferred
instead to pay workers on average wages around 60. It was impossible
for the workers to get a job by underbidding the going wages because
the positive effort-wage relation made it proﬁtable for the ﬁrms to pay
high, noncompetitive, wages.10
The previous evidence in this section indicates that strong reciprocity severely limits the impact of competition in markets in which effort
or quality is not enforced exogenously. It restricts the impact of competition on wages by generating an efﬁciency wage effect that renders
it proﬁtable for the ﬁrms to pay noncompetitive wages. As is wellknown, such noncompetitive wages may in turn cause involuntary
unemployment (Akerlof 1982). In addition, the existence of strongly
reciprocal types may endogenously generate a distinction between
insiders and outsiders. Firms are of course interested in workers who
do not exploit every opportunity to shirk—workers who are loyal and
who also perform when they are unobserved. Since workers are heterogeneous in this regard (and since a worker’s type may be difﬁcult
to ascertain), ﬁrms are generally reluctant to replace existing workers
with new workers even if the new workers are willing to work for less
than the going wage. This protects ﬁrms’ existing workforce from outside competition.
Finally, strong reciprocity may also contribute to the existence of
noncompetitive wage differentials. In the 1980s and the early 1990s,
there has been a heated debate about whether inter-industry wage
differentials should be interpreted as noncompetitive job rents. The
debate did not result in a consensus because the results could also be
interpreted as reﬂecting unobservable heterogeneity in working conditions and unobservable heterogeneity in skill levels.11 Laboratory
experiments can help resolve some of the open issues because it is possible to rule out heterogeneity in working conditions and skill levels
in the laboratory. This situation was done by Fehr, Gächter, and Kirchsteiger (1996), who embedded the gift exchange framework into a
competitive market environment in which experimental ﬁrms differed
according to their proﬁt opportunities. Under their experiment, once a
worker has accepted a ﬁrm’s wage offer and before she makes her effort choice, she is informed about the ﬁrm’s proﬁt opportunity. This
procedure ensured that only the effort decision—but not the contract
acceptance decision—of the worker is affected by the ﬁrm’s proﬁt
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opportunity. Both ﬁrms and workers know this information revelation
procedure in advance. The experiment shows that ﬁrms with better
proﬁt opportunities pay systematically higher wages and higher job
rents. This wage policy is quite rational because a given effort increase
leads to a larger proﬁt increase for a more proﬁtable ﬁrm. Hence, highproﬁt ﬁrms have a stronger incentive to appeal to the workers’ reciprocity by paying high wages.
5.4

Cooperation

Free-riding incentives are a pervasive phenomenon in social life. Participation in collective actions against a dictatorship or in industrial
disputes, collusion among ﬁrms in oligopolistic markets, the prevention of negative environmental externalities, workers’ effort choices
under team-based compensation schemes, or the exploitation of a common resource are typical examples. In these cases, the free rider cannot
be excluded from the beneﬁts of collective actions or the public good
even though he does not contribute. In view of the ubiquity of cooperation problems in modern societies, it is crucial to understand the
forces shaping people’s cooperation. In this section, we will show that
the neglect of strong reciprocity may induce economists to completely
misunderstand the nature of many cooperation problems. As we will
see, a key to the understanding of cooperation problems is again the
interaction between selﬁsh and strongly reciprocal types and how this
interaction is shaped by the institutional environment.
5.4.1 Conditional Cooperation
Strong reciprocity changes the typical cooperation problem for two
reasons. First, strongly reciprocal subjects are willing to cooperate
if they are sure that the other people who are involved in the cooperation problem will also cooperate. If the others cooperate—despite pecuniary incentives to the contrary—they provide a gift that induces
strongly reciprocal subjects to repay the gift, that is, reciprocators are
conditionally cooperative. Second, strongly reciprocal subjects are willing to punish free-riders because free-riders exploit the cooperators.
Thus, if potential free-riders face reciprocators, they have an incentive
to cooperate in order to prevent being punished.
The impact of strong reciprocity on cooperation can be demonstrated in the context of the Prisoner’s Dilemma (PD) in the following
situation. Subject A and Subject B both posses £10. Each person can
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either keep her 10 pounds or transfer it to the other person. If either
subject transfers the money, the experimenter triples the transferred
amount, that is, the recipient receives £30 from the transfer. A and B
each have to decide simultaneously whether to keep or whether to
transfer her £10. If both subjects transfer their money, both earn £30. If
they both keep their own money, both earn only £10. Moreover, irrespective of whether the other subject transfers the money, it is always
in the subject’s self-interest to keep the £10.12 The self-interest hypothesis predicts, therefore, that both subjects will keep their money. In fact,
however, many subjects cooperate in situations like this one (see Ledyard 1995; Dawes 1980). For example, in one-shot PDs cooperation
rates are frequently between 40 and 60 percent.
In the presence of sufﬁciently reciprocal subjects, cooperative outcomes in the PD can be easily explained because the above game—
although a PD in terms of material payoffs—is not a PD in utility payoffs. It is, instead, a coordination game with two equilibria. If both subjects are reciprocators and if A believes that B will cooperate (i.e.,
transfer the money), A prefers to cooperate. The same holds true for B if
B believes that A will cooperate. Thus, the strategy combination (cooperate, cooperate) constitutes an equilibrium. Similarly, if both believe
that the other person will defect (i.e., keep the money), A and B both
prefer to defect as well. Therefore, the combination (defect, defect) is
also an equilibrium.13
The fact that the PD is transformed into a coordination game in the
presence of strongly reciprocal players can explain two further facts. It
has been shown dozens of times that communication leads to much
higher cooperation rates in PDs and other social dilemma games (Sally
1995).14 If all subjects were completely selﬁsh, the positive impact of
communication would be difﬁcult to explain. If, however, the PD in
economic terms is in fact a coordination game, communication allows
the subjects to coordinate on the superior equilibrium. It has also been
shown that cooperation is affected by how the PD is framed. If the PD
is framed in ‘‘cooperative’’ terms, subjects are more likely to cooperate
than if it is framed in ‘‘competitive’’ terms. Since it is likely that the ‘‘cooperative’’ framework induces more optimistic beliefs about the behavior of the other player than the ‘‘competitive’’ framework, subjects
are more likely to coordinate on the good equilibrium while working
within the ‘‘cooperative’’ framework.
If the actual preferences of the subjects do transform social dilemma
situations like the PD game into a coordination game, the self-interest
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hypothesis induces economists to fundamentally misperceive social dilemma problems. In view of the importance of this claim, it is desirable
to have more direct evidence on this. Fischbacher, Gächter, and Fehr
(2001) and Croson (1999) elicited subjects’ willingness to cooperate
conditional on the average cooperation of others’ in the context of
four-person public good games in which the dominant strategy for
each subject was to free-ride completely. It was in the selﬁsh interest
of each subject to free-ride, although the socially optimal decision
required the contribution of each individual’s whole endowment to
the public good.
Both studies found considerable evidence for the presence of conditional cooperators.15 The results of the Fischbacher, Gächter, and Fehr
study are presented in ﬁgure 5.3. This ﬁgure shows that 50 percent
of the subjects are willing to increase their contributions to the public
good if the other group members’ average contribution increases, even
though the pecuniary incentives always implied full free-riding. The
behavior of these subjects is consistent with models of strong reciprocity (or inequity aversion). The ﬁgure also reminds us that a substantial
fraction of the subjects (30 percent) are complete free-riders while 14
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Figure 5.3
Contributions of individual subjects as a function of the contribution of other members’
average contribution. Source: Fischbacher, Gächter, and Fehr 2001.
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percent exhibit a hump-shaped response. Yet taken together, there are
sufﬁciently many conditional cooperators such that an increase in the
other group members’ contribution level causes an increase in the contribution of the ‘‘average’’ individual (see the bolded line in ﬁgure 5.3).
The coexistence of conditional cooperators and selﬁsh subjects has
important implications. It implies, for example, that subtle institutional
details may cause large behavioral effects. To illustrate this, assume
that a selﬁsh and a strongly reciprocal subject are matched in the simultaneous PD and that the subjects’ type is common knowledge. Since
the reciprocal type knows that the other player in question is selﬁsh,
he knows that this other player will always defect. Therefore, the reciprocal type will also defect—that is, (defect, defect) is the unique equilibrium. Now consider the sequential PD in which the selﬁsh player
decides ﬁrst whether to cooperate or to defect. Then the strongly reciprocal player observes what the ﬁrst-mover did and chooses his action.
In the sequential case, the unique equilibrium outcome is that both
players cooperate because the reciprocal second-mover will match the
choice of the ﬁrst-mover. This means that the selﬁsh ﬁrst-mover essentially has the choice between the (cooperate, cooperate)-outcome and
the (defect, defect)-outcome. Since mutual cooperation is better than
mutual defection, the selﬁsh player will cooperate. Thus, while in the
simultaneous PD the selﬁsh player induces the reciprocal player to
defect, in the sequential PD the reciprocal player induces the selﬁsh
player to cooperate. This example neatly illustrates how institutional
details interact in important ways with the heterogeneity of the
population.
Since there are many conditional cooperators, the problem of establishing and maintaining cooperation involves the management of
people’s beliefs. If people believe that the others cooperate to a large
extent, cooperation will be higher compared to a situation where they
believe that others rarely cooperate. Belief-dependent cooperation can
be viewed as a social interaction effect that is relevant in many important domains. For example, if people believe that cheating on taxes,
corruption, or abuses of the welfare state are widespread, they themselves are more likely to cheat on taxes, take bribes, or abuse welfare
state institutions. It is therefore important that public policy prevents
the initial unraveling of civic duties, because once people start to
believe that most others engage in unlawful behavior, the beliefdependency of individuals’ behavior may render it very difﬁcult to
reestablish lawful behavior.
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In an organizational context, the problem of establishing cooperation
among the members of the organization also involves the selection of
the ‘‘right’’ members. A few shirkers in a group of employees may
quickly spoil the whole group. Bewley (1999), for example, reports
that personnel managers use the possibility of ﬁring workers mainly
as a means to remove ‘‘bad characters and incompetents’’ from the
group and not as a threat to discipline the workers. The reason is that
explicit threats create a hostile atmosphere and may even reduce the
workers’ general willingness to cooperate with the ﬁrm. Managers
report that the employees themselves do not want to work with
lazy colleagues because these colleagues do not bear their share of
the burden, which is viewed as unfair. Therefore, the ﬁring of lazy
workers is mainly used to protect the group from ‘‘bad characters and
incompetents,’’—to establish internal equity and to prevent the unraveling of cooperation. This supports the view that conditional cooperation is also important inside ﬁrms.
Strong reciprocity and conditional cooperation are also likely to
shape the structure of social policies regarding the poor (Fong, Bowles,
and Gintis this volume, chapter 10; Bowles and Gintis 1998; Wax 2000).
The reason is that the political support for policies regarding the poor
depends to a large extent on whether the poor are perceived as ‘‘deserving’’ or as ‘‘undeserving.’’ If people believe that the poor are poor
because they do not want to work hard, support for policies that help
the poor is weakened because the poor are perceived as undeserving.
If, on the other hand, people believe that the poor try hard to escape
poverty but that for reasons beyond their control have not been able to
make it, the poor are perceived as deserving. This indicates that the
extent to which people perceive the poor as deserving is shaped by
strong reciprocity. If the poor exhibit good intentions, try to contribute
to society’s output, or if they are poor for reasons that have nothing to
do with their intentions, they are perceived as deserving. In contrast, if
the poor are perceived as lacking the will to contribute to society’s output, they are perceived as undeserving. This means that social policies
that enable the poor to demonstrate their willingness to reciprocate
the generosity of society will mobilize greater political support than
social policies that do not allow the poor to exhibit their good intentions. Wax (2000) convincingly argues that an important reason for
the popularity of former president Bill Clinton’s 1996 welfare reform
initiative was that the initiative appealed to people’s sense of strong
reciprocity.16
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5.4.2 Cooperation and Punishment
We argued above that the presence of a selﬁsh subject will induce
the strongly reciprocal subject in the simultaneous PD to defect. This
proposition also holds more generally in the case of n-person social dilemma situations. It can be shown theoretically that even a small minority of selﬁsh subjects induces a majority of reciprocal (or inequity
averse) subjects to free-ride in simultaneous social dilemmas (Fehr and
Schmidt 1999, proposition 4). In an experiment with anonymous interactions, subjects of course do not know whether the other group members are selﬁsh or strongly reciprocal. If they interact repeatedly over
time, however, they may learn the others’ types. Therefore, one would
expect that cooperation will eventually unravel in (ﬁnitely repeated)
simultaneous social dilemma experiments. This unraveling of cooperation has indeed been observed in dozens of experiments (Ledyard
1995; Fehr and Schmidt 1999).
This raises the question of whether there are social mechanisms that
can prevent the decay of cooperation. A potentially important mechanism is social ostracism and peer pressure stemming from reciprocal
subjects. Recall that strongly reciprocal subjects exhibit a willingness
to punish unfair behavior and it is very likely that cooperating reciprocators view free-riding as very unfair. Yamagichi (1986), Ostrom,
Gardner, and Walker (1994), and Fehr and Gächter (2000a) studied the
impact of punishment opportunities in public goods and social dilemma games where the same players could stay together in the same
group for several periods. In the experiments conducted by Fehr and
Gächter, there were two stages. Stage one was the same public goods
game as described in Fischbacher, Gächter, and Fehr (2001). In particular, the dominant strategy of each player is to free-ride completely in
the stage game, although the socially optimal decision requires each
player to contribute her whole endowment to the public good. In stage
two, after the group has been informed of the contributions of each
group member, each player can assign up to ten punishment points to
any of the other group members. The assignment of one punishment
point reduces the ﬁrst-stage income of the punished subject by three
points on average, but it also reduces the income of the punisher.17
This kind of punishment mimics an angry group member scolding a
free-rider or spreading the word so that the free-rider is ostracized—
there is some cost to the punisher, but a larger cost to the free-rider.
Note that since punishment is costly for the punisher, the self-interest
hypothesis predicts zero punishment. Moreover, since rational players
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will anticipate this, the self-interest hypothesis predicts no difference in
the contribution behavior between a public goods game without punishment and the game with a punishment opportunity. In both conditions, zero contributions are predicted.
The experimental evidence completely contradicts this prediction
(see ﬁgure 5.4).18 In contrast to the game without a punishment opportunity, where cooperation declines over time and is close to zero in the
ﬁnal period, the punishment opportunity causes a sharp jump in cooperation (compare period 10 with period 11 in ﬁgure 5.4). Moreover, in
the punishment condition, there is a steady increase in contributions
until almost all subjects contribute their whole endowment. This sharp
increase occurs because free-riders often get punished, and the less
they give, the more likely punishment is. Cooperators feel that freeriders take unfair advantage of them and, as a result are willing to
punish them. This induces the punished free-riders to increase cooperation in the following periods. A nice feature of this design is that the
actual rate of punishment is very low in the last few periods—the
mere threat of punishment, and the memory of the pain from previous
punishments, is enough to induce potential free-riders to cooperate.

Average contributions in percent of endowment
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Figure 5.4
Average contributions to the public good. Source: Fehr and Gächter 2000a.
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5.4.3 Strategic Versus Nonstrategic Punishment
Peer pressure, social ostracism, and the cooperation-enhancing punishment of free-riders in general play a key role in the enforcement of
social norms. They are also important in industrial disputes between
workers and ﬁrms, in team production settings, in the management of
common property resources, or as an enforcement device for collusion
in oligopolistic industries. For example, striking workers often ostracize strike breakers (Francis 1985) or, under a piece rate system, violators of production quotas are punished by those who try to maintain
effort-withholding norms (Roethlisberger and Dickson 1947; Whyte
1955).19 During World War I, British men who did not volunteer for
the army faced strong public contempt and were called ‘‘whimps.’’
Ostrom, Gardner, and Walker (1994) also report that punishment is
frequently imposed on those who excessively use common property
resources. They convincingly argue that the successful management of
such resources requires institutions that render the excess extraction
of common resources visible or easy to detect. This enables the users
of the resource to impose sanctions on the wrongdoers.
A further interesting example is provided by Slade (1990), who analysed the behavior of ﬁrms during price wars in oligopolistic industries. She shows that during price wars, ﬁrms sell their products far
below their marginal costs. While this behavior may be rationalized as
part of a complicated punishment strategy in a repeated game involving only self-interested players, it seems more likely that players get
angry and that their punishment behavior is driven by non-selﬁsh
forces. Anecdotal evidence from oil company marketers supports this
view. According to Slade (personal communication), the marketers
stated that they would follow a rival’s price cut right down to zero if
that rival started a price war. Yet, anecdotal evidence alone, as suggestive as it might be, is not fully convincing.
All of the examples in this section raise similar questions. To what
extent is the punishment observed strategically motivated—that is,
caused by the expectation of future economic beneﬁt—and to what
extent is it due to the mere (nonstrategic) desire to punish? Moreover,
what are the implications of the existence of nonstrategic sanctions
over and above what repeated game theory already tells us?
Our answer to these questions is as follows. First, repeated game
theory tells us in fact very little about the actual behavior in inﬁnitely
repeated interactions because for sufﬁciently high discount factors
there is typically a plethora of equilibria, including equilibria with no
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punishment and no cooperation. Thus, at a minimum, the results on
punishment-based cooperation show that people do punish and they
typically coordinate on cooperative outcomes. Second, there are in
fact many situations in which interactions are only one-shot, ﬁnitely
repeated, or where people’s discount factors are so low that selfinterested agents cannot sustain cooperation in equilibrium. The results of Fehr and Gächter (2000a) show that in these situations nonstrategic punishment is a powerful cooperation-enforcement device. Third,
if fairness considerations are an important driving force of nonstrategic
sanctions, it is quite likely that strategic sanctioning is also shaped in
important ways by fairness concerns. In particular, we believe that
many people will forgo the possibility of sanctioning others for purely
pecuniary reasons if the sanction is viewed as unfair. They may refrain
from sanctioning for intrinsic reasons or because they fear that the
sanctioned player will retaliate.20 Thus, unfair punishments are quite
unlikely even if they yield economic beneﬁts, while fair punishments
will occur even if they cause a net decrease in the punisher’s payoff.
Finally, although it is true that due to the ambiguity of most ﬁeld situations it is not possible to unambiguously attribute the sanctions to nonpecuniary motives, this does not mean that sanctions are automatically
driven by strategic reasons. In fact, we do not know of any rigorous
evidence that free-riders are punished for strategic reasons.
The lack of evidence in favor of strategic sanctions led Falk, Fehr,
and Fischbacher (2001) to examine this question. They conducted a
public goods experiment with a punishment opportunity in two conditions. In the partner condition, three group members stay together for
six periods. In the perfect stranger condition, the game also lasts for
six periods, but it is ensured that nobody meets any of the other participants more than once. Thus, in the partner condition, subjects can beneﬁt in economic terms from their punishments because the punished
group members typically raise their contributions in the following
periods; in the perfect stranger condition, no such beneﬁts can accrue.
If there are more sanctions in the partner condition, we have evidence
in favor of strategic sanctions. The results of this experiment are displayed in ﬁgure 5.5.
Figure 5.5 shows the sanctioning behavior as a function of the deviation of the contribution of the sanctioned subject from the contribution
of the sanctioning subject. It indicates that in the ﬁrst ﬁve periods, the
sanctioning pattern and the strength of the sanctions are very similar
in both conditions. The sanctions in the partner condition are only
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Figure 5.5
Punishment pattern in the public goods game—partners versus perfect strangers. Source:
Falk, Fehr, and Fischbacher 2001.

slightly stronger and the difference is not signiﬁcant. Thus, the bulk of
the sanctions already exists when there are no pecuniary beneﬁts from
sanctioning—so there is little or no evidence in favor of strategic sanctioning. Moreover, it turns out that in the ﬁnal (sixth) period of the
partner treatment, the sanctions are even slightly higher than in the
previous ﬁve periods of this treatment.21 Since subjects know in advance that the experiment ends after period six, this result also indicates a lack of evidence in favor of strategic sanctions. Although we do
not regard our experiment as the last word on this question, this evidence should remind us that the mere fact that strategic punishments
can be part of an equilibrium does not yet mean that strategic punishments will actually occur in the real world or in the laboratory.22
In view of the ubiquity of opportunities for free-riding, the existence
of a substantial amount of nonstrategic punishment of free-riders is
quite important. It suggests that even in one-shot situations or when
the discount factor is low, collusive practices in output and labor markets are much more likely than predicted by the self-interest hypothesis. It also lends support to the insider-outsider theory of involuntary
unemployment developed by Lindbeck and Snower (1988). This theory
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is based on the idea that the ﬁrm’s existing workforce will harass outsiders and will not cooperate with them if the outsiders are employed
below the going wage. Our evidence indicates that insiders will harass
outsiders even if this is costly for the insiders and brings them no economic beneﬁts.
5.5

Economic Incentives and Property Rights

In this section, we show that the neglect of strong reciprocity prevents
the understanding of crucial determinants and effects of economic
incentives. We will show, in particular, that economic incentives may
reduce efﬁciency in situations in which they are predicted to be efﬁciency-enhancing by the self-interest model. In addition, we show that
strong reciprocity may have strong consequences for the optimal provision of incentives in a moral hazard context. Incentive contracts that
are optimal when there are only selﬁsh actors become inferior when
some agents prefer strong reciprocity. Conversely, contracts that are
doomed to fail when there are only selﬁsh actors provide powerful
incentives and become superior when there are also strongly reciprocal
players.
5.5.1 Economic Incentives May Be Harmful
In the gift exchange game described earlier in the chapter, there are no
economic incentives to provide nonminimal effort levels. Despite this,
many responders (workers) put forward nonminimal effort levels in
case of fair wage offers. In reality, economic incentives are, of course,
also used to induce workers to provide high effort. How do explicit
performance incentives interact with motivations of fairness and strong
reciprocity? One possibility is that strong reciprocity gives rise to extra
effort on top of what is enforced by economic incentives alone. However, it is also possible that explicit incentives may cause a hostile atmosphere of threat and distrust, which reduces any reciprocity-based
extra effort. Bewley (1999, 431), for example, reports that many ‘‘managers stress that punishment should seldom be used to obtain cooperation’’ because of the negative effects on work atmosphere.
In a series of experiments, Fehr and Gächter (2000b) examined this
possibility. They implemented a baseline gift exchange game with a
slight modiﬁcation. In addition to the wage, experimental employers
also stipulate a desired effort level. However, the desired effort represents merely ‘‘cheap talk’’—it is not binding for the workers. This
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means that workers still face no economic incentives in this treatment.
Fehr and Gächter (2000b) also implemented a treatment with explicit
performance incentives. This treatment keeps everything constant relative to the baseline treatment, except employers now have the possibility to ﬁne an employee in case of veriﬁed shirking. The probability of
veriﬁcation is given by 0.33, and the ﬁne is restricted to an interval between zero and a maximum ﬁne. The maximum ﬁne is ﬁxed at a level
such that a selﬁsh risk-neutral worker will choose an effort level of 4
when faced with this ﬁne.23
Figure 5.6 presents the results of this experiment. The line with the
black dots in ﬁgure 5.6 shows workers’ effort behavior in the baseline
treatment. It depicts the average effort on the vertical axis as a function
of the rent offered to the workers. The offered rent is implied by the
original contract offer. It is deﬁned as the wage minus the cost of providing the desired effort level. Due to the presence of many reciprocal
workers, the average effort level is strongly increasing in the offered
rent and rises far above the selﬁsh level of e ¼ 1.
The line with the white dots in ﬁgure 5.6 shows the relationship of
rent to effort in the presence of the explicit performance incentive. Except at the low-rent levels, the average effort is lower in the presence of
1
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Figure 5.6
Average effort levels and explicit incentives. Source: Fehr and Gächter 2000b.
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the explicit incentives! This result suggests that reciprocity-based effort
elicitation and explicit performance incentives may indeed be in conﬂict with each other. Performance incentives that are perceived as hostile can provoke hostile responses from workers. In the context of our
incentive treatment, this meant that strongly reciprocal workers were
no longer willing to provide nonminimal effort levels.24
In the experiments of Fehr and Gächter (2000b), the average effort
taken over all the different trades (and hence the aggregate monetary
surplus) is lower in the incentive treatment than in the baseline treatment. However, employers’ proﬁts are higher because in the incentive
treatment they infrequently rely on the carrot of generous wage offers.
Instead, they threaten the workers with the maximal ﬁne in most cases.
For the employers, the savings in wage costs more than offset the
reductions in revenues that are caused by the lower effort in the incentive treatment. However, while the wage savings merely represent a
transfer from the workers to the ﬁrms, the reduction in effort levels
reduces the aggregate surplus. This shows that in the presence of reciprocal types, efﬁciency questions and questions of distribution are inseparable. Since the perceived fairness of the distribution of the gains
from trade affects the effort behavior of the reciprocal types, different
distributions are associated with different levels of the aggregate gains.
Thus, lump-sum transfers between trading parties have efﬁciency
consequences.
5.5.2 Reciprocity-based Incentives Versus Explicit Incentives
Standard principal-agent models predict that contracts should be made
contingent on all veriﬁable measures that are informative with regard
to the agent’s effort. But in reality, we often observe highly incomplete
contracts. For example, as noted earlier in the chapter, wages are often
paid without explicit performance incentives. On this point, the discussion has focused on demonstrating that strong reciprocity has powerful economic effects in situations where explicit incentives are absent.
This section seeks to explore underlying causes for the absence of explicit incentives. Strong reciprocity plays a twofold role in this context.
First, as the previous experiment has shown, certain kinds of explicit
incentives have negative side effects because they reduce reciprocitybased voluntary cooperation. Second, it renders contracts that do not
rely on explicit incentives more efﬁcient relative to the prediction of
the self-interest model because strong reciprocity itself constitutes a
powerful contract enforcement device. Each of these two reasons may
induce the principals to prefer contracts without explicit incentives.
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To study the impact of strong reciprocity on contractual choices,
Fehr, Klein, and Schmidt (2001) conducted an experiment in which
principals had the choice between an explicit incentive contract and an
implicit contract without explicit incentives. In a typical session of this
experiment, there are 12 principals and 12 agents who play for ten
periods. In each of the 10 periods, an agent faces a different principal,
which ensures that all matches are one-shot. A period consists of three
stages. At stage one, the principal has to decide whether to offer the
agent an implicit or an explicit contract. The implicit contract speciﬁes
a ﬁxed wage and a desired effort level (where effort choices can range
from 1 to 10). In addition, the principal can promise a bonus that may
be paid after the actual effort has been observed. In the implicit contract, there is no contractual obligation to pay the announced bonus,
nor is the agent obliged to choose the desired effort level. The principal
is, however, committed to pay the wage. An explicit contract also
speciﬁes a binding ﬁxed wage and a desired effort level between 1 and
10. Here, however, the principal can impose a ﬁne on the agent that
has to be paid to the principal in case of veriﬁed shirking. Except for
one detail, the explicit contract is identical to the performance contract
discussed in the previous section. The difference concerns the fact that
the choice of the explicit contract involves a ﬁxed veriﬁcation cost of 10
units. This reﬂects the fact that the veriﬁcation of effort is, in general,
costly. Note that the implicit contract does not require third-party veriﬁcation of effort. It is only necessary that effort is observable by the
principal.25
At stage two, the agent observes which contract has been offered
and decides whether to accept or reject the offer. If the agent rejects the
offer, the game ends and both parties get a payoff of zero. If the agent
accepts, the next step is for the agent to choose the actual level of effort.
At stage three, the principal observes the actual effort level. If the
principal has offered an implicit contract, the next decision is whether
the agent should be awarded the bonus payment. If the principal
offered an explicit contract and if the agent’s effort falls short of
the agreed effort level, a random draw decides with probability 0.33
whether shirking is veriﬁable, in which case the agent has to pay the
ﬁne.
If all players have purely selﬁsh preferences, the analysis of this
game is straightforward. A selﬁsh principal would never pay a bonus.
Anticipating this, there is no incentive for the agent to spend more than
the minimum effort. If the principal chooses the explicit contract, the
principal should go for the maximum punishment because this is the
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best deterrence for potential shirkers. The parameters of the experiment are chosen such that a risk-neutral and selﬁsh agent maximizes
expected utility by choosing an effort level of 4 if faced with the maximum ﬁne. Since the enforceable effort level is 4 under the explicit contract, while it is only 1 under an implicit contract, the self-interest
model predicts that principals prefer the explicit contract.
The experimental evidence is completely at odds with these predictions. In total, the implicit contract was chosen in 88 percent of the
cases. In view of the relative proﬁtability of the different contracts, the
popularity of the implicit contract is not surprising. Those principals
choosing the explicit contract made an average loss of 9 tokens per
contract, while those preferring the implicit contract made an average
proﬁt of 26 tokens per contract. Since the ﬁxed veriﬁcation cost in the
explicit contract was 10 tokens, the explicit contract would have
been much less proﬁtable even in the absence of these costs. For both
contracts, the average income of the agents was roughly 18 tokens.
Implicit contracts were more proﬁtable because—contrary to the standard prediction—they induced much higher effort levels. The effort
level in the implicit contract was 5.2 on the average (on a scale of 1 to
10), while the effort level in the explicit contract was 2.1 on the average.
How did implicit contracts induce much higher effort levels than
predicted? A major reason is that in the presence of strongly reciprocal
principals, the promised bonus does not merely represent cheap talk,
because reciprocal principals can—and actually do—condition the bonus payment on the effort level. The average data clearly reﬂect this
impact of the reciprocal types because the actual average bonus rises
steeply with the actual effort level. The principal’s capability to commit
himself to paying a conditional bonus is based on his reciprocal inclinations. Conditional bonus payments, in turn, provide a strong pecuniary incentive for the agents to perform as desired by the principals.
Why did explicit contracts induce lower effort levels than predicted? A
likely reason is that these contracts are perceived as hostile and even
induce negative reciprocity, as shown in the previous section.
One might also conjecture that the preference for implicit contracts
in this particular experiment is solely caused by the fact that the
explicit contract involves a punishment while the implicit contract
involves a reward. Further experiments by Fehr, Klein, and Schmidt
(2001), however, cast doubt on this explanation. If the implicit contract
described in this section competes with a piece-rate contract, the vast
majority of principals still prefer the implicit contract.
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5.5.3 Individual Versus Joint Ownership
The impact of strong reciprocity on contractual choices suggests that
it may not only cause substantial changes in the functioning of given
economic institutions, but that it may also have a powerful impact on
the selection and formation of institutions. To provide a further example: The present theory of property rights (Hart 1995) predicts that
joint ownership will in general severely inhibit relations-speciﬁc investments so that it emerges only under very restrictive conditions. This
may no longer be true in the presence of strongly reciprocal actors
who are willing to cooperate if they expect the trading partner to
cooperate as well and who are willing to punish even at a cost to
themselves.
To illustrate this point, consider two parties, A and B, who are
engaged in a joint project (a ‘‘ﬁrm’’) to which they have to make some
relationship speciﬁc investments today in order to generate a joint surplus in the future. An important question that has received considerable attention in recent years is who should own the ﬁrm. In a seminal
paper, Grossman and Hart (1986) argued that ownership rights allocate residual rights of control to the physical assets that are required to
generate the surplus. For example, if A owns the ﬁrm, then he will
have a stronger bargaining position than B in the renegotiation game
in which the surplus between the two parties is shared ex post facto, because he can exclude B from using the assets which make B’s relationship speciﬁc investment less productive. Grossman and Hart showed
that there is no ownership structure that implements ﬁrst best investments, but some ownership structures do better than others, and there
is a unique second-best optimal allocation of ownership rights. They
also show that joint ownership is, in general, not optimal. This result is
at odds with the fact that there are many jointly-owned companies,
partnerships, or joint ventures. Furthermore, the argument neglects
that strong reciprocity may be an important enforcement mechanism
to induce the involved parties to invest more under joint ownership
than otherwise predicted.
In order to test this hypothesis, Fehr, Kremhelmer, and Schmidt
(2001) conducted a series of experiments on the optimal allocation of
ownership rights. The experimental game is a simpliﬁed version of
Grossman and Hart (1986): There are two parties, A and B, who have
to make investments, a; b A f1; . . . ; 10g, respectively, in order to generate a joint surplus vða; bÞ. Investments are sequential: B has to invest
ﬁrst and her investment level b is observed by A, who has to invest
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thereafter. We consider two possible ownership structures: Under Aownership, A hires B as an employee and pays her a ﬁxed wage w. In
this case, monetary payoffs are vða; bÞ  w  a for A and w  b for B.
Under joint ownership, each party gets half of the gross surplus minus
her investment cost— 12 vða; bÞ  a for A and 12 vða; bÞ  b for B. The gross
proﬁt function has been chosen such that maximal investments are
efﬁcient—that is, a FB ¼ b FB ¼ 10, but if each party gets only 50 percent
of the marginal return of his or her investment, then it is a dominant
strategy for a purely self-interested player to choose the minimum
level of investment, a ¼ b ¼ 1. Finally, in the ﬁrst stage of the game, A
can decide whether to be the sole owner of the ﬁrm and make a wage
offer to B, or whether to have joint ownership.
The prediction of the self-interest model is straightforward. Under
A-ownership, B has no incentive to invest and will choose b ¼ 1. On
the other hand, A is the residual claimant, so she will invest efﬁciently.
Under joint ownership each party gets only 50 percent of the marginal
return, which is not sufﬁcient to induce any investments. In this case,
B’s optimal investment level is unchanged, but A’s investment level is
reduced to a ¼ 1. Thus, A-ownership outperforms joint ownership and
A should hire B as an employee.
In the experiments just the opposite happens. Party A chooses joint
ownership in more than 80 percent (187 out of 230) of all observations
and gives away 50 percent of the gross return to B. Moreover, the fraction of joint ownership contracts increases from 74 percent in the ﬁrst
two periods to 89 percent in the last two periods. With joint ownership,
B players choose on the average an investment level of 8.9, and A
responds with an investment of 6.5 (on the average). On the other
hand, if A-ownership is chosen and A hires B as an employee, B’s average investment is only 1.3, while all A players choose an investment
level of 10. Furthermore, A players earn much more on the average if
they choose joint ownership rather than A-ownership.
These results are inconsistent with the self-interest model, but it is
straightforward to explain them with concerns for strong reciprocity.
Under joint ownership, the investments are associated with positive
externalities and, hence, joint ownership favors positively reciprocal
behavior. If, under joint ownership, B expects A to behave reciprocally,
even a selﬁsh B player has a strong incentive to make high investments
because this induces the reciprocal players A to invest, too. Under Aownership, the incentives for B are quite different because B does not
beneﬁt from the investments of A. Hence, the selﬁsh Bs choose the
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minimal investment under A-ownership. If there is sufﬁcient complementarity between the investments of A and B, the joint surplus is
therefore much higher under joint ownership. This makes it proﬁtable
for A to choose joint ownership.
5.6

Proximate Models of Strong Reciprocity

The evidence from this chapter indicates that strong reciprocity has a
deep impact on fundamental economic issues. It is an important behavioral force that shapes the functioning of competition, governs the
laws of cooperation, and has a decisive impact on how incentives
work. Strong reciprocity creates implicit incentives and renders some
explicit incentives quite inefﬁcient. By changing the incentives for the
selﬁsh types, it also affects the prevailing interaction patterns and constraints on individual behavior—the prevailing contracts and institutions relative to a world that is exclusively populated by self-interested
people.
We believe that—in view of the importance of strong reciprocity—
mainstream economics as well as the social sciences in general have
much to gain by routinely incorporating concerns for strong reciprocity
into the analysis. This means that when analyzing an economic or social problem, one should routinely try to derive the implications of
the assumption that, in addition to the purely self-interested types,
roughly 40 to 50 percent of the people exhibit strongly reciprocal preferences. It is obvious that to achieve this a precise mathematical model
of strongly reciprocal preferences is desirable. In the past few years,
several authors have worked on models of strong reciprocity (Rabin
1993; Levine 1998; Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger 2004; Falk and Fischbacher, this volume, chapter 6; Segal and Sobel 1999; Charness and
Rabin 2002). These papers are very useful because they sharpen the notion of strong reciprocity. However, they also show that it is extremely
difﬁcult to build simple and tractable models of strong reciprocity. The
problem is that the explicit modeling of intention-based or type-based
strong reciprocity quickly renders these models very complex and difﬁcult to handle.
The ﬁrst best solution to the modeling problem would surely be a
simple and tractable model of strong reciprocity. However, since this
solution is not presently available, there is also a need for simpler
models that mimic the outcomes of strong reciprocity models in a
wide variety of circumstances but that do not explicitly model strong
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reciprocity. Such models have been developed by Fehr and Schmidt
(1999), and Bolton and Ockenfels (2000). They are based on the assumption that ‘‘fair’’ types dislike an inequitable distribution of economic
resources. The impressive feature of these models is that although they
are much simpler than strong reciprocity models, they correctly predict
the outcome of experiments in a wide variety of games. The model of
Fehr and Schmidt (1999), for example, is consistent with the stylized
facts in scenarios presented earlier in the chapter—the bilateral ultimatum and gift exchange game, market games under exogenous and
endogenous contract enforcement, cooperation games with and without a punishment opportunity, and contract choice and property rights
experiments. This suggests that it is possible in many instances to
capture the behavioral predictions of strong reciprocity with simpler
models of fairness.
However, the black-boxing of strong reciprocity via simple fairness
models must be done with a background knowledge about the limits
of these models. Mindless application of these models may lead to
wrong predictions, as is demonstrated in the experiments of Brandts
and Sola (2001), and Falk, Fehr, and Fischbacher (2003). In the Falk,
Fehr, and Fischbacher (2003), paper, the rejection rates of the (8/2)offer (8 for the proposer and 2 for the responder) in four different
mini-ultimatum games are compared. The games differ only with regard to the available alternative to the (8/2)-offer. In one game the alternative was (5/5), in the second game it was (2/8), in the third game
it was (8/2), and in the last game it was (10/0). Note that if the responder cares only about the distribution of payoffs, the rejection rate
of the (8/2)-offer should be the same in all four games.
In fact, however, the rejection rate is monotonically declining across
the four games. It is highest in the (5/5)-game, where (5/5) was the alternative, and lowest in the (10/0)-game. A plausible interpretation of
this result is that in the (5/5)-game an offer of (8/2) indicates an unfair
intention or an unfair type, while in the (10/0)-game this is not the
case. Thus, if responders punish unfair intentions or unfair types, they
should exhibit a higher rejection rate in the (5/5)-game. This example
indicates that if the set of feasible alternatives changes across situations such that the possibilities for expressing good or bad intentions
changes, simple fairness models do not capture important aspects of
behavior.
It is, however, interesting that even in these situations, a simple
model can be useful because the prediction of the model provides hints
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when intention- or type-based strong reciprocity is likely to matter.
The prediction thus alerts the researcher about the limits of the model.
For instance, if (5/5) instead of (10/0) is the alternative to (8/2), the
Fehr-Schmidt model (1999) predicts that for reasonable rejection rates,
the population of proposers who make the (8/2)-offer is less fair. Thus
responders will make different inferences about the type or the intention of the population who made the (8/2)-offer when (5/5) is the alternative compared to when (10/0) is the alternative. This inference
induces strongly reciprocal responders to reject the (8/2)-offer more
frequently when (5/5) is the alternative.26
It is also important to keep in mind that models that have been
developed to explain a diverse set of facts in laboratory experiments
must be used with care and need perhaps some adaptations when
applied to ﬁeld situations. For example, it is often not possible to determine the relevant reference agents in the ﬁeld without further empirical analysis, while in an experiment, the set of the other players in
the group is often a good ﬁrst approximation. Likewise, it does not
seem likely that the effort-relevant fairness judgements of a worker are
based on a comparison between the worker’s income and the income of the top managers of the ﬁrm. Instead, the behaviorally relevant comparisons tend to be more local—that is, comparisons with her
coworkers or comparisons with the average value of the output she
generates.
5.7

Conclusion

The self-interest hypothesis assumes that all people are exclusively
motivated by their economic self-interest. This hypothesis is sometimes
a convenient simpliﬁcation and there are, no doubt, situations in which
almost all people behave as if they were strictly self-interested. In
particular, for comparative static predictions of aggregate behavior,
self-interest models may make empirically correct predictions because
models with more complex motivational assumptions predict the same
outcome. However, the evidence presented in this paper also shows
that fundamental issues in economics and the social sciences in general
cannot be understood solely on the basis of the self-interest model. The
evidence indicates that concerns for fairness and strong reciprocity are
important for bilateral negotiations, for the functioning of markets and
incentives, for the structure of property rights and contracts, and for
the laws governing collective action and cooperation.
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Notes
1. Economists and biologists deﬁned the term ‘‘reciprocity’’ in the past in different ways.
Biologists think of reciprocity, or ‘‘reciprocal altruism,’’ as tit-for-tat strategies in repeated
interactions (Trivers 1971; Axelrod and Hamilton 1981). Some economists (Binmore 1998)
use the term in a similar way. During the last ten years, however, an increasing number
of contributions show that reciprocal behavior also exists in sequentially structured oneshot interactions. Reciprocity in one-shot interactions cannot be explained on the basis of
selﬁsh motives. Therefore, we use the term ‘‘strong reciprocity’’ to describe these non–
self-interested behaviors to distinguish them from reciprocal behaviour of self-interested
agents in a repeated game.
2. Strictly speaking, Levine’s model of reciprocity is not based on intentions, but on the
reciprocation to the other players’ preferences. A subject with Levine-type preferences
is more altruistic (or less spiteful) towards an altruistic player and more spiteful (or less
altruistic) towards a spiteful player. The model thus captures a kind of type-based
reciprocity.
3. For evidence suggesting that fairness and reciprocity is important in the ﬁeld see, for
example, Agell and Lundborg (1995), Bewley (1999), Frey and Weck-Hanneman (1984),
Frey and Pommerehne (1993), Greenberg (1990), Kahneman, Knetsch, and Thaler (1986),
Lind and Tyler (1988), Ostrom (1990, 2000), Seidl and Traub (1999), and Zajac (1995).
4. In the experiments, human subjects make decisions with real monetary consequences
in carefully controlled laboratory settings. In particular, the experimenter can implement
one-shot interactions between the subjects so that long-term self-interest can be ruled out
as an explanation for what we observe. As we will see, in some experiments the monetary stakes involved are quite high—amounting up to the income of three months’ work.
In the experiments reviewed in this chapter, subjects do not know each other’s identities,
interact anonymously, and sometimes even the experimenter cannot observe their individual choices. Due to the anonymity conditions, the laboratory environment is quite
unfavorable to the emergence of reciprocal behavior. Yet, if we observe reciprocal
behavior under such unfavorable conditions, it is even more likely to prevail in nonanonymous interactions between people who know each other.
5. For surveys on ultimatum games, see Roth (1995) or Camerer (2003). Gift exchange
games have been conducted by scholars such as Brandts and Charness (forthcoming),
Charness (2000, forthcoming), Fehr and Falk (1999), Gächter and Falk (2002), Falk,
Gächter, and Kovàcs (1999), and Hannan, Kagel, and Moser (2002).
6. The remaining subjects, except one, exhibit no signiﬁcant change in the acceptance
threshold. Only 1 out of 70 subjects exhibits a signiﬁcant decrease in the threshold relative to the baseline. Note that if a subject places a very high value on fairness, the acceptance threshold may already be very high in the baseline condition so that there is little
reason to change the threshold in the reputation condition. Identical thresholds across
conditions are, therefore, also compatible with a social preference approach. Only a decrease in the acceptance threshold is incompatible with theories of social preferences.
7. In the study of Roth et al. (1991), competition led to an even more extreme outcome.
However, in their market experiments, 9 competing proposers faced only 1 responder,
and the responder was forced to accept the highest offer.
8. In the meantime, the gift exchange game has been framed in goods market terms, labor market terms, and in a completely neutral language. The results indicate that there
are no framing effects.
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9. In each period the same stationary situation is implemented—there are 12 workers,
8 ﬁrms, and each worker’s reservation wage is 20. In a given period, employers and
workers can make as many wage bids as they like, as long as they have not yet been
signed on. Trading is anonymous. Every worker can accept an offer made by a ﬁrm and
every ﬁrm can accept an offer made by a worker.
10. A variety of studies have found that one major reason why managers are reluctant to
cut wages in a recession is the fear that wage cuts may hamper work performance.
Among others, Bewley (1999, this volume, chapter 11) reports that managers are afraid
that pay cuts ‘‘express hostility to the work force’’ and will be ‘‘interpreted as an insult.’’
For similar results see Agell and Lundborg (1995), and Campbell and Kamlani (1997).
11. For the severe difﬁculties created by unobservable heterogeneity in this context, see
Murphy and Topel (1990), and Gibbons and Katz (1992).
12. This situation mimics a classic exchange problem in the absence of exogenous contract enforcement. A would like to have the good that B possesses, because she values
that good more than B does and vice versa. Since A and B cannot write a contract that is
enforced by a third party and since both have to send their goods simultaneously to the
other person, they have a strong incentive to cheat.
13. For rigorous proofs that reciprocity (or inequity aversion) transform the PD into a coordination game, see section IV in Fehr and Schmidt (1999).
14. Social dilemma games are generalised PD-games in the following sense: There is a
Pareto-superior cooperative outcome that renders everybody strictly better off relative to
the Nash equilibrium.
15. Social psychologists have also found evidence that people who believe that others
cooperate more will themselves cooperate more (Dawes 1980; Messick and Brewer 1983;
Hayashi et al. 1999). Some of them have interpreted this in terms of a false consensus
effect. According to the false consensus effect, the causality runs from a subject’s cooperativeness to the subject’s belief that others cooperate. However, the evidence in Fischbacher, Gächter and Fehr (2001) and in Hayashi et al. (1999) shows that the causality
goes the other way round: If the other players contribute more strongly, reciprocal subjects contribute more on average.
16. The ofﬁcial title of former president Clinton’s reform initiative—‘‘The Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act’’—is telling in this regard.
17. The written instructions for the subjects do not use value-laden terms such as ‘‘punishment points.’’ Instead, the instructions are framed in neutral terms. For example, subjects do not assign ‘‘punishment points’’ but just ‘‘points’’ to the other players.
18. In the experiments, subjects ﬁrst participate in the game without a punishment opportunity for ten periods. After this, they are told that a new experiment takes place. In
the new experiment, which lasts again for ten periods, the punishment opportunity is
implemented. In both conditions, subjects remain in the same group for ten periods and
they know that after ten periods the experiment will be over.
19. Francis’ (1985, 269) description of social ostracism in communities of the British
miners provides a particularly vivid example. During the 1984 miners’ strike, which
lasted for several months, he observed the following: ‘‘To isolate those who supported
the ‘scab union,’ cinemas and shops were boycotted, there were expulsions from football
teams, bands, and choirs, and ‘scabs’ were compelled to sing on their own in their chapel
services. ‘Scabs’ witnessed their own ‘death’ in communities which no longer accepted
them.’’
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20. Suppose we offer you £100 for hitting a stranger in the face. Even if the stranger had
no possibility to hit back, most people would probably reject this offer.
21. A plausible reason for this is that if subjects cooperate successfully for ﬁve periods
and then some group members try to cheat (free-ride) in the ﬁnal period, the cooperators
may be more angry than when they face free-riding in earlier periods. Being cheated by a
‘‘friend’’ might make people angrier than being cheated by a ‘‘stranger.’’
22. There is an interesting difference between the ultimatum game experiments with reputation formation discussed in this chapter and the punishment of free-riders in the partner treatment. Recall that responder’s acceptance thresholds were signiﬁcantly higher in
the reputation treatment of the ultimatum game relative to the baseline treatment. In the
reputation treatment, a responder could aqcuire an individual reputation for being a
tough bargainer and he could reap the full beneﬁts of his reputation. In the partner treatment of the public goods game, the punishment of free-riders constitutes a second-order
public good because all group members beneﬁt from the cooperation-enhancing effect of
the punishment. This may be one reason why we observe so little strategic punishment in
the partner treatment.
23. To prevent hostility from being introduced merely by the use of value-laden terms,
we avoided terms like ‘‘ﬁne,’’ ‘‘performance,’’ and so forth. Instead we used a rather neutral language—for example, ‘‘price deduction.’’
24. Note that according to this interpretation, there is no crowding out of an intrinsic
(reciprocal) motivation here. Instead, the preference for reciprocity implies that workers
respond in a hostile manner to incentives that are perceived as hostile.
25. Employers are, in general, not free to cut a worker’s wage for shirking, while they
have few legal problems when they refuse to pay a promised bonus.
26. One way to explain this evidence is to modify the Fehr-Schmidt (1999) model of inequity aversion such that the disutility from disadvantageous inequality is lower if a
person faces a subject with a high preference against advantageous inequality. This
basically boils down to a type-based model of reciprocity. The model by Falk and
Fischbacher (this volume, chapter 6) can also explain this evidence.
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Modeling Strong
Reciprocity
Armin Falk and Urs
Fischbacher

6.1

Introduction

In this chapter, we discuss how preferences for reciprocity can be modeled in a game-theoretic framework. The fact that people have a taste
for fairness and reciprocity implies that their utility does not only depend on their own monetary payoff but also on the payoffs of the other
players. This means that we have to distinguish between the payoff
subjects receive (for instance, in an experimental game) and the utility,
which not only consists of the own payoff but also on the payoff relative to the payoffs of the other players. We denote by pi the material
payoff player i gets while Ui denotes utility.
The basic structure of reciprocal behavior consists of the reward of
kind actions and the punishment of unkind ones. This structure can be
expressed in the following formula:
Ui ¼ pi þ ri js

ð1Þ

According to deﬁnition (1) player i’s utility is the sum of the following two terms: The ﬁrst summand is simply player i’s material payoff
pi . This material payoff corresponds to the material payoffs that are
induced by the experimenter. The second summand—which we call
reciprocity utility—is composed of the following terms:
The positive constant ri is called the reciprocity parameter. This constant is an individual parameter that captures the strength of player i’s
reciprocal preferences. The higher ri , the more important is the reciprocity utility as compared to the utility arising from the material payoff. Note that if ri equals zero, player i’s utility is equal to his material
payoff. Put differently, if ri ¼ 0, the player has Homo economicus preferences just as assumed in standard game theory.

0
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The kindness term j measures the kindness player i experiences from
another player j’s actions. The kindness term can be positive or negative. If j is positive, the action of player j is considered as kind. If j is
negative, the action of player j is considered as unkind.

0

The reciprocation term s measures player i’s reciprocal response. As a
ﬁrst approximation, s is simply player j’s payoff.

0

The product of the kindness term (j) and the reciprocation term (s)
measures the reciprocity utility. If the kindness term is greater than
zero, player i can ceteris paribus increase his utility if he chooses an
action that increases player j’s payoff. The opposite holds if the kindness term is negative. In this scenario, player i has an incentive to reduce player j’s payoff. As an example of this phenomenon, consider
the ultimatum game (Güth, Schmittberger, and Schwarze 1982). If the
proposer’s offer was very low, the kindness term is negative and a
reciprocal player i can increase his utility by rejecting the offer, which
reduces player j’s payoff.

0

To make the strong reciprocity model more concrete, we have to
clarify two questions: How do people evaluate whether a treatment is kind
or unkind and how do people react towards that kindness or unkindness?
Both questions are much more subtle than it may seem on the surface.
For example, in order to evaluate kindness, do people care only for the
consequences of an action or do they also look at the motives imputed
to that action? Or, what exactly is the primary aim of a reciprocating
subject, to retaliate or to decrease payoff differences between him and
the other person? And, who is the relevant other person? These and
many other questions need to be answered before a concise modeling
of reciprocity is possible.
To better understand the determination of kindness and the aim of
the reciprocal act, we present new questionnaire data and report on a
series of experiments that were designed to answer the most relevant
questions:
1. What determines the sign of j? This question is intimately related to
the question of what reference standard is applied for the comparison of
payoffs. An intuitive anchor for comparisons is an equitable share of
payoffs. In fact, we show that many people consider an equitable share
as an important reference standard.
2. How important are the fairness intentions attributed to other
players’ actions? This question has attracted a lot of attention. It
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touches on the fundamental issue of consequentialistic versus nonconsequentialistic fairness judgments: Is it only the material payoff
consequence that determines the perception of fairness, or do people
also take into account the motivation that underlies a particular action?
The answer to this question is not only important for the correct modeling of fairness preferences, but also for the consequentialistic practice
in standard economic theory that deﬁnes the utility of an action solely
in terms of the consequences of this action.
3. What is the aim of a reciprocating agent? Do people punish in order
to reduce distributional inequity between themselves and their opponent(s) or in order to reduce the other players’ payoffs—that is, to retaliate? This question allows a clear distinction between so-called inequity
aversion approaches and reciprocity approaches. According to the
former, reciprocal actions are triggered by the desire to reduce an unfair payoff distribution. This implies, for example, that we should observe no reciprocal actions if the rewarding or punishing act cannot
reduce inequity. Reciprocity, on the other hand, understands reciprocal actions as the desire to reward or to retaliate—meaning one should
observe punishments and rewards even in situations where inequity
cannot be reduced.
4. Who is the relevant reference agent? This question arises immediately
if persons interact in groups and not only in bilateral relationships. Do
people evaluate fairness towards individuals separately or towards the
group as a whole? This question is of obvious importance, for example,
in the context of social dilemma situations. If kindness is evaluated
towards each of the other group members, reciprocal reactions are also
targeted individually. Only if this dynamic holds it is guaranteed that
the ‘‘right’’ persons (the defectors) receive the punishments. As a consequence, reciprocally driven sanctions can function as a disciplinary
device to promote cooperative outcomes.
The chapter is organized as follows. In the next section, we discuss
the determinants of kindness and reciprocation with the help of a questionnaire study and various experiments. Section 6.3 summarizes the
arguments and presents a formal model of reciprocity that takes the
facts presented in section 6.2 into account. The ﬁnal section discusses
related literature and gives a short conclusion.
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Determinants of Kindness and Reciprocation

6.2.1 Equity as a Reference Standard
To investigate how people perceive the kindness or unkindness of an
action, it is a natural starting point to simply ask people. We therefore
conducted a questionnaire study with 111 students from the University
of Zurich and the Polytechnical University of Zurich. The study was
performed under anonymous conditions in our experimental computer
lab during the months of May and June in 1998.
In the study, each subject i was in a hypothetical bilateral exchange
situation with another subject j. Subjects i were asked to indicate how
kind or unkind they perceive different divisions of an endowment of 10
Swiss Francs, where it was always j who divides the pie between herself and i. To measure kindness, subjects could use numbers ranging
from 100 (very unkind) to þ100 (very kind). In total, subjects were
given nine different decision situations with different strategy sets
for j.
In this section we concentrate on the ﬁrst decision situations, where j
could choose among 11 different allocations (see ﬁgure 6.1). If j offers 0
to i (and keeps everything to herself), i perceives this as very unkind
(95.4). If j offers 1 (and keeps 9 to herself), this is regarded as slightly
less unkind (84.5). This progression continues to the situation where
100.0
Estimation of second mover

80.0
60.0
40.0
20.0
0.0
-20.0
-40.0
-60.0
-80.0
-100.0
0
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Offer
Figure 6.1
Kindness dependent on player j’s offer.
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j keeps nothing to herself and offers i 10, which is viewed as very kind
(þ72.3). Figure 6.1 reveals various important insights. First, it demonstrates kindness is monotonically increasing in the offer. The more j is
willing to share with i, the more kind this is perceived by i. Second,
an equitable share serves as an anchor for the determination of a fair
or unfair offer. This can be concluded from the fact that as the offer
approaches the equitable ﬁgure of 5, the perception changes from ‘‘unkind’’ to ‘‘kind.’’
A similar questionnaire study was conducted by Loewenstein,
Thompson, and Bazerman (1989). They also found strong evidence for
the importance of an equity based reference standard.
6.2.2 How Important Are Intentions?
There is an ongoing debate whether intentions are behaviorally relevant. The consequentialistic perspective claims that intentions are irrelevant for the evaluation of kindness. According to this conception, the
distributive consequences of an action are sufﬁcient to trigger behavior
and no consideration of intentions is needed. Alternatively, it has been
argued that the kindness or unkindness of an action crucially depends
on the motives and intentions that can be attributed to that action.
According to this perspective, actions that cause the same consequences might be perceived very differently, depending on the underlying
intentions. As a result, they also might be reciprocated very differently.
To examine whether intentions matter, Falk, Fehr, and Fischbacher
(2003) conducted four mini-ultimatum games (see ﬁgure 6.2). As ﬁgure
6.2 indicates, the proposer can choose between two allocations, x and
y. In all four games, the allocation x is the same while the allocation
y (the ‘‘alternative’’ to x) differs from game to game. If the proposer
chooses x and the responder accepts this offer, the proposer gets 8
points while the responder receives 2 points. In game (a), the alternative offer y is (5/5). This game is therefore called the (5/5)-game and
so forth.
Let us concentrate on the (8/2)-offer. The standard model with
selﬁsh preferences predicts that in all games, the offer (8/2) is never
rejected. Fairness theories that rely on the consequentialistic perspective predict that this offer may be rejected, but that the rejection rate
of the (8/2)-offer is the same across all games. Since outcomes following the (8/2)-offer are identical across games, different rejection rates
of the (8/2)-offer are impossible to reconcile with a consequentialistic
perspective.
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Figure 6.2
The mini-ultimatum games that test the importance of intentions.

Intuitively, one would expect that in the (5/5)-game, a proposal of
(8/2) is clearly perceived as unfair because the proposer could have
proposed the egalitarian offer (5/5). In the (2/8)-game offering, (8/2)
may still be perceived as unfair—but probably less so than in the
(5/5)-game, because the only alternative available to (8/2) gives the
proposer much less than the responder. In a certain sense, therefore,
the proposer has an excuse for not choosing (2/8) because one cannot
unambiguously infer from his unwillingness to propose an unfair offer
to himself that he wanted to be unfair to the responder.
Thus, one could expect that the rejection rate of the (8/2)-offer in the
(5/5)-game is higher than in the (2/8)-game. In the (8/2)-game, the
proposer has no choice at all so that the proposer’s behavior cannot be
judged in terms of fairness. Responders can only judge the fairness of
the outcome (8/2), and if they exhibit sufﬁcient aversion against inequitable distributions, they will reject this distribution of money. Since
any attribution of unfairness to the proposer’s behavior is ruled out in
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this situation, one might expect an even lower rejection rate compared
to the (2/8)-game. Finally, offering (8/2) in the (10/0)-game may even
be perceived as fair (or less unfair) since, after all, the proposer could
have chosen an even more unfair payoff. Therefore, the rejection rate
of (8/2) is likely to be the lowest in this game.
In fact, the rejection rate in the (5/5)-game is highest: 44.4 percent
rejected the (8/2)-offer in this game. Meanwhile, 26.7 percent rejected
the (8/2)-offer in the (2/8)-game, 18 percent in the (8/2)-game and 8.9
percent in the (10/0)-game. These results clearly reject the consequentialistic perspective and suggest that intentions play a major role in
the determination of kindness. Since rejection rates are not zero in the
(8/2)-game (where intentions cannot play a role because the proposer
has no choice), it seems, however, that kindness comprises both intentions and consequences of an action. This ﬁnding is corroborated by
experiments by Brandts and Sola (2001), McCabe, Rigdon, and Smith
(2003), Blount (1995), and Charness (forthcoming). The latter two
studies investigate experiments in which the ﬁrst mover’s choice is
made by a random device. This excludes any intention from this
choice. They show that the reciprocal response of the second mover is
weaker but not absent. For a dissenting view on the role of intentions
see Cox (2000), and Bolton, Brandts, and Ockenfels (1998).
The discussion of the experiment shown in ﬁgure 6.2 has pointed
at the question how people infer intentions from their opponents. We
have argued that the alternatives the opponent can choose from are essential in this determination. To better understand how the set of alternative actions of an opponent j alters i’s perception of j’s kindness, we
conducted the questionnaire study mentioned earlier in this section. In
particular, we changed the set of alternatives of j could choose from
and asked players i how kind they perceived different actions of j
to be. Table 6.1 contains all variants. As a benchmark for our discussion, we use column (i) where player j has a rather unlimited action
space—where j’s action set allows the choice between fair and unfair
actions, and therefore each action clearly signals (fair or unfair) intentions. In columns (ii) to (ix), we systematically vary the strategy set of
j. In column (ii), for example, j can offer only 2, 5, or 8 to player i,
while in column (iii), j can offer only 2, and so on. Table 6.1 reveals
ﬁve interesting observations. In our discussion we focus primarily on
the two payoff combinations (2/8) and (8/2).
First, if j’s strategy set contains only one element—that is, if j has no
alternative to choose, the kindness of an advantageous offer and the
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Table 6.1
Player i’s estimation of j’s kindness (average values, n ¼ 111).
(p j , pi )

i

ii

(0, 10)
(1, 9)

72.3
68

(2, 8)

62

(3, 7)

51.4

(4, 6)

40

(5, 5)

29.4

(6, 4)

23.2

(7, 3)

52.9

(8, 2)
(9, 1)

71.9
84.5

(10, 0)

95.4

iii

75.3

iv

41.1

v

vi

61.2

vii

viii

79.9
73.3

73.4
62

80.3
72.5

61.9

40.8

62.2

33.4

70.6

ix

27.9

31.5

47.7

50.5
80.3

9.1
56.4

60.9
82.6

97.3

88.8

97.3

unkindness of a disadvantageous offer is much weaker, compared to a
situation where j can choose between fair and unfair offers. This can be
seen by comparing the perceived kindness of the (2/8)-offer in columns (i) and (iv) (þ62 versus þ41.1), and the unkindness of the (8/2)offer in columns (i) and (iii) (71.9 versus 31.5). The fact that the
same payoff consequences are perceived differently, depending on the
strategy set of player j, clearly contradicts the consequentialistic view
of fairness.
Second, even if j has no alternatives and therefore cannot signal any
intentions, perceived kindness or unkindness is not zero (see columns (iii) and (iv)). People dislike the disadvantageous (8/2)-outcome
(31.5) and like the advantageous (2/8)-outcome (þ41.1), even if this
outcome was unintentionally caused. This ﬁnding is in contradiction
to a purely intention-based notion of fairness.
Third, even if j’s strategy space is limited, the kind (2/8)-offer is
viewed as similarly kind as in column (i), as long as j could have
made less kind offers to i (compare columns (i) with columns (ii), (v),
(vi), and (ix)). This means that a fair offer signals fair intentions if j
could have been less fair. By the same token, the kindness of the (2/8)offer is lower than in column (i) and similarly low as in column (iv) if
player j does not have the chance to make a less fair offer (compare
column (vii)). The intuition for the latter result is straightforward. If j
has no chance to behave more ‘‘opportunistically,’’ how should i infer
from a fair action that j really wanted to be fair? After all, he took the
least fair action.
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Fourth, a comparison between columns (viii) and (i) shows that the
unkindness of an offer depends on j’s possibility to choose a less unkind offer. In column (viii), the (8/2)-offer is the least unfriendly offer
and players i indicate a much lower perceived unkindness compared
to column (i). The intuition for the different kindness scores parallels
the one given in case of a kind offer: You cannot blame a person for
being mean if—after all—he did the best he could.
Fifth, there is an asymmetry between the perception of kind and unkind offers. We saw that as long as j could have made a worse offer to
i, the kind (2/8)-offer is viewed as similarly kind as in column (i) (see
our third observation). Things look different for unkind offers, however. Take a look at column (ii). In this situation, j could have made
more friendly offers than to offer (8/2)—namely, (5/5) and (2/8). The
perceived unkindness of the (8/2) offer is very similar to the one in
column (i) (70.6 and 71.9, respectively). If we move on to columns
(v) and (vi), however, the perceived unkindness drops to 47.7 and
50.5, respectively—even though player j could have made better
offers to i.
The difference between the perceived unkindness in columns (ii)
and (v) and (vi) points at the question of ‘‘how reasonable’’ it is to
expect that j chooses an offer that puts herself in a disadvantageous
position. In column (ii), j has the option to offer (5/5), an offer that
is reasonable to expect. In columns (v) and (vi) on the other hand, a
more friendly offer for i than (8/2) implies that player j puts herself in
a very disadvantageous position (8 to i and 2 to j). In this situation,
players i seem to understand that it is an unreasonable sacriﬁce for j to
make a more friendly offer. Therefore, they consider the (8/2) as less
unkind compared to a situation where j does have a reasonable alternative (as in column (ii)). In our formal model later in this chapter, we
use these ﬁve observations to formalize intentions.
The results of this questionnaire data match very nicely the rejection
behavior in the mini ultimatum games (UGs) in ﬁgure 6.2. Consider for
instance the (8/2)-offer in the (8/2)-game. The rejection rate of this offer is lower in the (8/2)-game than in the (5/5)-game. This corresponds
to the lower indicated unkindness of the corresponding offer in table
6.1 (31.5 in column (iii) compared to 70.6 in column (ii)). However,
an (8/2)-offer is also perceived as unkind if there is no alternative
(31.5 in column (iii) is negative). This explains why there are rejections of the (8/2)-offer in the (8/2)-game.
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6.2.3 Reciprocation Target
So far, we have analyzed important motives for the evaluation of kindness. In this section, we address the question how people react to perceived kindness, that is, to what end do they reward or punish? There
are two principal motives that may account for performing punishments: (i) retaliation and (ii) inequity aversion. According to the latter,
a person will punish another person only if this reduces the inequity
between the person and his opponent(s). Retaliation, on the other
hand, dictates to punish in order to reciprocate an unkind act. In retaliation, the aim of the reciprocating subject is not to reduce distributional inequity but to lower the (unkind) opponent’s payoff.
Retaliation-driven punishments are therefore not restricted to situations where inequity can be reduced. Instead it occurs whenever a person is treated unkindly and is given a chance to ‘‘pay back.’’
With the help of the following three experiments, Falk, Fehr, and
Fischbacher (2001) directly tested the importance of inequity aversion
and retaliation motives for the performance of punishments. In the ﬁrst
experiment, the prediction depends on the way inequity is measured.
In discussing this experiment, we also bring attention to the question
whether inequity aversion should be measured as a difference between
payoffs or in terms of relative payoff shares. The ﬁrst two games
described here are simple ultimatum games, and the third is a public
goods game with a subsequent punishment stage. The two ultimatum
games are presented in ﬁgure 6.3.
In both games presented in ﬁgure 6.3, the proposer can choose between the offer x and y, where x is the unfair offer (8/2) and y the
fair offer (5/5). The consequences arising from the rejection of an offer
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Figure 6.3
Ultimatum games (UGs) where a rejection does not reduce inequity.
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are different, however. In the game UG with constant relative share, a
rejection of an offer leaves the ratio between the players’ payoffs unchanged. In the game UG with constant difference, it is the difference between the payoffs that remains unchanged following a rejection. The
standard economic prediction for the two ultimatum games dictates
the proposers to choose the offer x which is accepted by the responders. Assuming that people have fairness preferences, the predictions depend on the nature of these preferences.
Let us start our discussion with the UG with constant relative share.
In this game, the retaliation motive predicts that the unfair offer x
is rejected. After all, the offer (8/2) is very unkind and the proposer
‘‘deserves’’ the punishment. The predictions put forward by a fairness
concept based on inequity aversion depend on the way inequity is
measured. If inequity is measured as the difference between the own
payoff and the payoff of the other player ðpi  pj Þ, inequity aversion
predicts rejection because the difference between 0.8 and 0.2 is smaller
than the difference between 8 and 2. If inequity aversion is measured
on the basis of the relative share of own payoff to (the sum of all)
others’ payoffs ðpi =Spj Þ, no rejections are expected—since the share of
0.2/1 is exactly the same as that of 2/10. In the UG with constant differences, inequity aversion predicts no punishments independent on how
inequity aversion is measured. The retaliation motive, on the other
hand, does not preclude punishments in this game because the offer
(8/2) is quite unfair and the responder’s payoff can be reduced by a
rejection.
The results of the UG with constant relative share cast serious doubts
on the validity of the inequity aversion motive if modeled as relative
share. Even though the relative share argument predicts a rejection
rate of zero, 38 percent of all players reject the unfair offer (8/2). Inequity aversion as measured by the difference between payoffs seems to
ﬁt the data better. However, in the UG with constant differences, the rejection rate of the unfair offer (8/2) is still 19 percent. Thus, even
if modeled in terms of differences of payoffs, inequity aversion does
not account for about 20 percent of the observed punishment in our
reduced ultimatum game.
To further test the importance of inequity aversion as a motivational
factor that drives punishments, we studied a public goods game with
a subsequent punishment opportunity (Falk, Fehr, and Fischbacher
2001). In the ﬁrst stage of this one-shot game, three players ﬁrst decide
simultaneously on a voluntary provision to a linear public good. The
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decision amounts to an investment of either 0 or 20 points to the public
good. Payoffs in the ﬁrst stage are 20  own provision þ 0.6  sum of all
provisions. During the second stage, each player has to decide whether
or not he wants to sanction the other players in his group. Deducting
points is costly—deducting 1 point from another player is associated
with a cost of 1 point.
Assuming selﬁsh preferences, the predicted outcome is straightforward. Since deducting points is costly, the second stage is basically
irrelevant and hence nobody invests into the public good. As a consequence, total group income amounts to 60 points. Social surplus, on
the other hand, is maximized if each player invests his 20 points. In
this case, total group income equals 60  1:8 ¼ 108. What do we expect
if people have a preference for fairness? The most obvious prediction
can be derived for the situation where a cooperator faces two defectors.
In this situation, a cooperator cannot reduce inequality by punishing the
defectors (independent of how inequality is measured). In fact, to reduce the payoff of each of the two defectors by one point, a cooperator
has to invest two points. Hence, inequity aversion predicts zero punishments in this situation. Quite to the contrary, retaliation is compatible with punishments in this situation since a defector has acted in an
unkind fashion and ‘‘deserves’’ a punishment.
As it was the case with the two UGs discussed in the previous paragraphs, inequity aversion cannot account for the observed reciprocal
actions in the public goods game with costly punishments: here 46.8
percent of the cooperators punish even if they are facing two defectors,
where as the inequity aversion motive predicts zero punishment. We
therefore conclude that much of the observed punishment behavior is
incompatible with inequity aversion and should rather be understood
as a desire to retaliate. Even if cooperators cannot reduce the inequity
between cooperators and defectors, they want to lower the payoffs of
the unkind defectors.
6.2.4 Is Kindness Evaluated towards Individuals or towards the
Group?
In the questionnaire study outlined above, as well as in many bilateral
bargaining situations, the question ‘‘who is the relevant reference
agent’’ is trivial. This does not hold, however, if players interact in a
group. Here it is far from obvious whether people determine kindness
towards each of the other group members or, for example, towards
the group on average. To investigate this question, Falk, Fehr, and
Fischbacher (2001) conducted a variant of the public goods game with
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punishment opportunity discussed in the previous section. The only
difference concerns the cost of punishment: The cost of deducting
points now depends on the ﬁrst stage behavior. Deducting one point
from another player who has cooperated in the ﬁrst stage is slightly
more expensive (0.4 points per point deducted) than deducting a point
from a defector (0.3 points per point deducted). Thus, punishing a
cooperator is more expensive than punishing a defector.
Defecting in this game is clearly an unfair act. If people are sufﬁciently reciprocally motivated, they will therefore punish this unfair behavior. The precise punishment pattern, however, depends on whether
people evaluate kindness towards each other as individuals or towards
the group on average. Let us concentrate on the situation where player
i cooperated while one of the other two players cooperated and the
other defected. Theories that assume individual comparisons predict
that if cooperators punish in this situation, they will only punish defectors: The other cooperator acted in a fair way and therefore there is no
reason to punish him. The defector, however, acted in an unfair manner and therefore deserves the punishment.
Theories that rest on group comparison, however, predict that if
cooperators punish, they will punish the other cooperator. The reason
is simple: Before punishing, the cooperator has a lower payoff than the
average group payoff. This is so because defectors have a higher payoff than cooperators. If the cooperator wants to reduce the disadvantageous inequity between his payoff and the average group payoff, it is
cheapest to punish the cooperator because punishing the other cooperator is cheaper (0.3 per deduction point) than punishing the defector
(0.4 per deduction point). Thus, if the cooperator punishes, he strictly
prefers to punish the cooperator.
The experimental results clearly indicate that people perform individual comparisons. In the situation where a cooperator faces a defector
and another cooperator, cooperators punish defectors quite frequently
and almost never punish other cooperators. On average, cooperators
allocate 6.6 punishment points to defectors and 0.3 punishment points
to cooperators. This is in clear contradiction to the idea that cooperators want to improve their situation towards the group average, which
would have dictated them to punish cooperators.
6.3

Modeling Reciprocity

The preceding sections suggest that a theory of reciprocity should incorporate the following four motives: (i) Equitable shares serve as a
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reference standard. (ii) The evaluation of kindness rests on intentions
and consequences of an action. (iii) The desire to retaliate is much
more important for a reciprocating person than the desire to reduce inequity. (iv) People evaluate kindness not towards a group average, but
individually towards each person with whom they interact.
In the following section, we sketch a model of reciprocity that tries to
take account of motives (i) through (iv). The purpose of the presentation in this section is only expositional. We restrict our presentation to
the key aspects of our model and omit all technical details. The reader
interested in technical details should refer to Falk and Fischbacher
(1999) where the model is explained and discussed in detail.
6.3.1 Notations
Recall the sketch of the reciprocity model in section 6.1. We pointed
out that reciprocity consists of a kind (or unkind) treatment by another
person (represented by the kindness term j) and a behavioral reaction to
that treatment (represented by the reciprocation term s). We will now
deﬁne these terms and start the outline of the model with the twoplayer case.
Consider a two-player extensive form game with a ﬁnite number of
stages and with complete and perfect information. Let i and j be the
two players in the game. Ni denotes the set of nodes where player i
has the move. Let n be a node of this player. Let An be the set of actions
in node n. Let F be the set of end nodes of the game. The payoff function for player i is given by pi : F ! R.
Let Si be the set of mixed behavior strategies of player i. For si A Si
and sj A Sj and for a player k A fi; jg, we deﬁne pk ðsi ; sj Þ as player k’s
expected payoff, given strategies si and sj . Furthermore, we deﬁne
pk ðn; si ; sj Þ as the expected payoff conditional on node n: It is the
expected payoff of player k in the subgame starting from node n, given
that the strategies si and sj are played.
6.3.2 The Kindness Term
Let n A Ni . The kindness term jj ðn; si ; sj Þ is the central element of our
model. It measures how kind a player i perceives the action by a
player j and depends on both outcomes and intentions of this action. The outcome is measured with the outcome term Dj ðn; si ; sj Þ, where
Dj ðn; si ; sj Þ > 0 expresses an advantageous outcome and Dj ðn; si ; sj Þ < 0
expresses a disadvantageous outcome. In order to determine the
overall kindness, Dj ðn; si ; sj Þ is multiplied with the intention factor
Qj ðn; si ; sj Þ b 0. This factor is a number between a small and positive e
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and 1, where Qj ðn; si ; sj Þ ¼ 1 captures a situation where Dj ðn; si ; sj Þ is
induced fully intentionally, and Qj ðn; si ; sj Þ < 1 expresses a situation
where intentions are absent or where it was not fully intentionally
fair or unfair. The kindness term jj ðn; si ; sj Þ is simply the product of
Dj ðn; si ; sj Þ and Qj ðn; si ; sj Þ.
First, we deﬁne the outcome term:
Dj ðn; si ; sj Þ :¼ pi ðn; si ; sj Þ  pj ðn; si ; sj Þ

ð2Þ

For a given Qj ðn; si ; sj Þ, the outcome term Dj ðn; si ; sj Þ measures the kindness of player j towards player i. It captures the knowledge of player i
in node n about the two players’ expected payoffs. Since Qj ðn; si ; sj Þ is
always positive, the sign of the kindness term, that is, whether an
action is considered as kind or unkind, is determined by the sign of
Dj ðn; si ; sj Þ. The term Dj ðn; si ; sj Þ is positive if player i thinks he gets
more than j. It is negative if player i thinks he gets less than j.
This deﬁnition captures motive (i). We use equity as a reference
standard—that is, kindness equals zero, if both players get the same
payoff.
The answer to question (ii) showed that a purely outcome-oriented
model is not in line with many experimental ﬁndings. This fact is
implemented in the model with the intention factor Qj ðn; si ; sj Þ. It measures to what extent there is a reasonable alternative for player j. This
factor is 1 if there is a reasonable alternative—that is, in a situation
where player i can conclude that the move of player j was intentionally
kind or unkind. If there were no reasonable alternative, for instance
if there were no alternative at all, this factor is positive but smaller
than 1. The detailed deﬁnition of the y term incorporates the results
that followed from our discussion of table 6.1 and ﬁgure 6.2. Since the
deﬁnition is a little bit tedious, the interested reader should refer to
Falk and Fischbacher (1999).
Deﬁnition: Let strategies be given. We deﬁne the kindness term
jðn; si ; sj Þ in a node n A Ni as:
jj ðn; si ; sj Þ ¼ Qj ðn; si ; sj ÞDj ðn; si ; sj Þ

ð3Þ

From (3) it immediately follows that a given outcome is perceived
as more kind or unkind depending on the size of Qj ðn; si ; sj Þ. Put differently, if player j has, for example, no alternative to choose another outcome or if he was forced to choose a particular outcome, perceived
kindness is smaller compared to a situation where Qj ðn; si ; sj Þ ¼ 1
(that is, where j had a reasonable alternative). The condition that
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Qj ðn; si ; sj Þ > 0 captures the fact that even if intentions are absent,
players experience the outcome per se as either kind or unkind: If we
would allow Qj ðn; si ; sj Þ ¼ 0, this would imply that in the absence of
intentions, there would be no reciprocal actions anymore. As our discussion about the games in ﬁgure 6.2 and table 6.1 have shown, however, people reward and punish even in these situations.
6.3.3 The Reciprocation Term
The second ingredient of our model concerns the formalization of
reciprocation. Let us ﬁx an end node f that follows node n. Then we
denote vðn; f Þ, as the unique node directly following the node n on the
path leading from n to f .
Deﬁnition: Let strategies be as given in the previous section. Let i and
j be the two players and n and f be deﬁned as in the previous paragraph. Then we deﬁne
si ðn; f ; si ; sj Þ :¼ pj ðvðn; f Þ; si ; sj Þ  pj ðn; si ; sj Þ

ð4Þ

as the reciprocation term of player i in node n.
The reciprocation term expresses the response to the experienced
kindness—that is, it measures how much player i alters the payoff of
player j with his move in node n. The reciprocal impact of this action
is represented as the alteration of player j’s payoff from pj ðn; si ; sj Þ to
pj ðvðn; f Þ; si ; sj Þ.
With this approach, we take into account ﬁnding (iii). Players do not
attempt to reduce inequity. Instead, players in our model gain utility
from punishing unkind behavior (or rewarding kind behavior)—that
is, by lowering or increasing their opponent’s payoff.
6.3.4

Utility and Equilibrium Concept

Notation: Let n1 and n2 be nodes. If node n2 follows node n1 in the
game tree (directly or indirectly), we denote this by n1 ! n2 .
Having deﬁned the kindness and reciprocation term, we can now
derive the players’ utility of the transformed ‘‘reciprocity game’’:
Deﬁnition: Let player i and j be the two players of the game. Let f be
an end node of the game. We deﬁne the utility in the transformed reciprocity game as:
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X

jj ðn; si ; sj Þsi ðn; f ; si ; sj Þ

ð5Þ

n!f
n A Ni

For ﬁxed ðsi ; sj Þ, this utility function deﬁnes a new game Gðsi ; sj Þ. If
ðsi ; sj Þ is a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium in Gðsi ; sj Þ, we call ðsi ; sj Þ
a reciprocity equilibrium.
The strategies si and sj in the game Gðsi ; sj Þ can be interpreted as the
beliefs of the players. For instance, player i believes player j will use
strategy sj , and he thinks player j expects him to use strategy si . Given
this belief, player i chooses an optimal strategy. A reciprocity equilibrium can then be considered as a combination of strategies and beliefs
in which the strategies are optimal and consistent with the beliefs. The
presentation of our theory in this form (without beliefs) follows an idea
of Gintis (2000).
6.3.5 Games with More than Two Players
There seem to be two ways for generalizing the model to more than
N > 2 players. We could deﬁne aggregated kindness and reciprocation terms, for instance, in the form ji ðn; sÞ ¼ Qj ðn; sÞðpi ðn; sÞ 
P
1
j0i pi ðn; sÞÞ. Or we could sum up the reciprocity utility towards
N1
each of the other players. From our analysis of question (iv), we know
that the second way is the right way to go, because people perform
individual comparisons instead of making comparisons to the group
average. This is also how the model is generalized in Falk and Fischbacher (1999). We deﬁne jj!i ðnÞ as player j’s kindness towards player
i and si!j ðn; f Þ as player i’s reciprocation towards player j. The utility
of player i is then deﬁned as
Ui ð f Þ ¼ pi ð f Þ þ ri

XX

jj!i ðnÞsi!j ðn; f Þ

ð6Þ

j0i n!f
n A Ni

The model just outlined explains the relevant stylized facts of a wide
range of experimental games (see Falk and Fischbacher 1999). Among
them are the ultimatum game, the gift exchange game, the reduced
best-shot game, the dictator game, the Prisoner’s Dilemma, and public goods games. Furthermore, the theory explains why the same
consequences trigger different reciprocal responses in different environments. Finally, the theory explains why in bilateral interactions
outcomes tend to be ‘‘fair,’’ whereas in competitive markets even extremely unfair distributions may arise.
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Other Approaches

Several other theoretical models have been developed to account for
observed reciprocal behavior. The models make very different assumptions about how people evaluate the fairness of an action and how they
respond to perceived fairness or unfairness. In this section, we brieﬂy
discuss the most important models and relate their main assumptions to the four motives discussed in section 6.2.
Two well-known models rest on the premise that reciprocal actions
are driven by the desire to reduce inequity (Fehr and Schmidt 1999
(henceforth FS), and Bolton and Ockenfels 2000 (henceforth BO)). In
the speciﬁcation of FS, it is assumed that in general, subjects suffer
more from inequity that is to their material disadvantage than from inequity that is to their material advantage. Formally, consider a set of N
players indexed by i A f1; . . . ; Ng and let p ¼ ðp1 ; . . . ; pn Þ denote the
vector of monetary payoffs. In the FS model, the utility function of
player i is given by
Ui ¼ pi 

ai X
bi X
ðpj  pi Þ 
ðpi  pj Þ
N  1 j; p >p
N  1 j; p >p
j

i

i

ð7Þ

j

with
ai b b i b 0

and

bi < 1:

The ﬁrst term in (7), pi , is the material payoff of player i. The second
term in (7) measures the utility loss from disadvantageous inequality,
while the third term measures the loss from advantageous inequality.
Given his own monetary payoff pi , player i’s utility function obtains a
maximum at pj ¼ pi . The utility loss from disadvantageous inequality
ðpj > pi Þ is larger than the utility loss if player i is better off than player
j ðpj < pi Þ. In a similar spirit, BO model inequity aversion. According
to model BO’s speciﬁcation, a player i’s utility is weakly increasing
and concave in player i’s material payoff and—for a given material
payoff—utility is strictly concave in player i’s share of total income
and maximal if the share equals 1/N. Both models, FS and BO, are
able to correctly predict experimental outcomes in a wide variety of
experimental games. This includes two-person bargaining games
where outcomes tend to be ‘‘fair,’’ as well as market games where the
model (correctly) predicts that very unfair outcomes can emerge.
Moreover, both models are quite tractable and are therefore well-
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suited as predictive tools if fairness issues have to be analyzed in
complex environments.
In light of the presented evidence, it seems to us that the FS model
has two major advantages over the BO model. First, according to the
FS model, inequity is evaluated towards each individual with whom a
player is interacting (see equation (7)). The BO model on the other
hand, measures inequity considerations of a person towards some aggregate measure. As a consequence, the BO model predicts that in the
public goods game outlined in section 6.2.4, cooperative players punish defectors. However, the data shows that it is just the other way
round. Another drawback of the BO model is the measurement of inequity in terms of relative share. Even though this is appropriate for
some games, it seems that the FS approach, which relies on the difference of payoffs, does a bit better in general (see section 6.2.4).
The strongest objections against both approaches concern the missing account of intentions and the fact that the strongest motives for
punishments are retaliation motives and not the desire to reduce inequity. Both models take a consequentialistic perspective—for example,
they predict the exact same rejection rates of the (8/2)-offer across all
games in ﬁgure 6.2. While distributive consequences clearly matter,
we have seen that the attribution of fairness intentions also plays a major role. The fact that much of the observed punishment (in UG games
as well as in public goods games with punishment) are incompatible
with the desire to reduce inequity further limits the validity of the inequity aversion approach.
Another class of models assumes that intentions are important and
that reciprocal responses are not driven by the desire to reduce inequity aversion, but by the desire to retaliate and to reward. These
so-called ‘‘reciprocity models’’ include Rabin (1993), Dufwenberg and
Kirchsteiger (2004, henceforth DK), Levine (1998), Charness and Rabin
(2002, henceforth CR), and Falk and Fischbacher (1999, henceforth FF),
which we have sketched in section 6.4. Common to these approaches is
a strong emphasis on the concept of reciprocated kindness. All models
point out the importance of intentions for the evaluation of kindness.
According to Rabin, DK, and FF, intentions depend on the different
alternatives available to players. As we have outlined in our discussion
on table 6.1 and the mini-ultimatum games in ﬁgure 6.2, players infer
different intentions by looking at the available alternatives. An important difference between the models of FF, on one hand, and Rabin and
DK on the other concerns the interaction of outcomes and intentions.
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While DK and Rabin model kindness as solely determined by intentions, the FF approach combines distributive concerns with the importance of intentions. In the light of the experimental evidence (see
section 6.2.2) this is important because many people care about both
outcomes and intentions.
A completely different approach for measuring kindness is suggested by Levine (1998). As opposed to the reciprocity model explained earlier, the players in Levine’s model do not reward or punish
kind or unkind actions. They reward or punish kind or unkind types.
They reward altruistic types and punish spiteful types. Levine assumes
that players differ with respect to their other-regarding preference.
This preference is described by a parameter ai . It measures the relative
importance of the payoff of another person compared to one’s own
payoff. If ai > 0, player i has some altruistic preference. If ai < 0, he is
spiteful. Secondly, players like to reward players with high aj and punish players with a low (negative) aj .
P
The utility in Levine’s model is given by Ui ¼ pi þ j0i ððai þ raj Þ=
ð1 þ rÞÞpj . The parameter r is a universal reciprocity parameter—that
is, all players are assumed to have the same reciprocity parameter. The
model is an incomplete information model, since people have an initial
prior about the type of their opponent. After observing their opponent’s action, players update their beliefs. If the action was ‘‘friendly,’’
the belief that the person is altruistic gets larger, which implies a
friendly response and vice versa.
This approach is very elegant and offers interesting insights. However, it has also some serious limitations: Since the reciprocity parameter is universal, there are no selﬁsh players in this model. This is not
only theoretically unsatisfactory, but also empirically wrong. A further
problem stems from the fact that in this model, the equilibria are difﬁcult to ﬁnd. Moreover, the use of an incomplete information approach
implies the existence of many equilibria. This limits its use as a predictive tool.
The CR model combines a consequentialistic model of positive reciprocity with a type-based model of negative reciprocity. In this model,
players care, in addition to the own payoff pi , about the social beneﬁt
P
(modeled as
pj ), and about the payoffs of ‘‘those who need it’’
(modeled as minfpj g). This part captures a new motive—the search
for efﬁciency—a motive that is neglected in all previous models. In
this part of the model, all payoffs are weighted positively, meaning
this part of the model accounts only for positive reciprocity. How is
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negative reciprocity modeled? In CR, the weight for social welfare in
a player’s utility function is expressed as a number. If this number is
lower than a certain threshold, then the weight of this player’s payoff
in the utility function of the other players is reduced. (It can even be
reduced to a negative number.)
The CR model is very rich and captures much of the experimental
data. It does this at the cost of many parameters (six) and at the
cost of a high complexity. In particular, the reciprocity part of the
model is hard to solve for a particular game. Furthermore, this model
shares with Levine and DK models the problem of multiple equilibria.
However, the CR model is particularly interesting because it models
positive and negative reciprocity in a different way. While positive reciprocity is modeled in a consequentialistic way, negative reciprocity is
modeled in a purely intentional way. If a player does not deserve positive reciprocity, positive reciprocity is reduced or even negative reciprocity applies.
Taken together, all models have certain advantages and disadvantages. As it is usually the case, more realistic features imply a higher
degree of complexity. As the predictive power and the psychological
richness of a model increases, the tractability suffers. Therefore, a researcher’s purpose will determine the model he or she uses.
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The Evolution of Altruistic
Punishment
Robert Boyd, Herbert Gintis,
Samuel Bowles, and Peter J.
Richerson

7.1

Introduction

Cooperation among nonkin is commonly explained by one of two
mechanisms: repeated interactions (Axelrod and Hamilton 1981;
Trivers 1971; Clutton-Brock and Parker 1995) or group selection (Sober
and Wilson 1998). Neither allows the evolution of altruistic cooperation in large groups of unrelated individuals. While repeated interactions may support cooperation through the use of tit-for-tat and
related strategies in dyadic relations, this mechanism is ineffective unless the number of individuals interacting strategically is very small
(Boyd and Richerson 1988). Group selection can lead to the evolution
of altruism only when groups are small and migration infrequent
(Eshel 1972; Aoki 1982; Rogers 1990). A third recently proposed mechanism (Hauert et al. 2002) requires that asocial, solitary types outcompete individuals living in uncooperative social groups, an implausible
assumption for humans.
Altruistic punishment provides one solution to this puzzle. As we
have seen in previous chapters of this volume, in laboratory experiments, people punish noncooperators at a cost to themselves even in
one-shot interactions, and ethnographic data suggest that altruistic
punishment helps to sustain cooperation in human societies (Boehm
1993). It might seem that invoking altruistic punishment simply creates a new evolutionary puzzle: Why do people incur costs to punish
others and provide beneﬁts to nonrelatives? However, in this chapter
we show group selection can lead to the evolution of altruistic punishment in larger groups because the problem of deterring free-riders
in the case of altruistic cooperation is fundamentally different from
the problem deterring free-riders in the case of altruistic punishment.
This asymmetry arises because the payoff disadvantage of altruistic
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cooperators relative to defectors is independent of the frequency
of defectors in the population, while the cost disadvantage of those
engaged in altruistic punishment declines as defectors become rare,
because acts of punishment become very infrequent (Sethi and Somanathan 1996). Thus, when altruistic punishers are common, selection
operating against them is weak.
To see why this is the case, consider a model in which a large population is divided into groups of size n. There are two behavioral types,
contributors and defectors. Contributors incur a cost c to produce a
total beneﬁt b that is shared equally among group members. Defectors
incur no costs and produce no beneﬁts. If the fraction of contributors in
the group is x, the expected payoff for contributors is bx  c and for
defectors the expected payoff is bx—so the payoff disadvantage of the
contributors is a constant c independent of the distribution of types
in the population. Now add a third type, altruistic punishers, who cooperate and then punish each defector in their group, reducing each
defector’s payoff by p at a cost k to the punisher. If the frequency of altruistic punishers is y, the expected payoffs become bðx þ yÞ  c to contributors, bðx þ yÞ  py to defectors, and bðx þ yÞ  c  kð1  x  yÞ to
altruistic punishers. Contributors have higher ﬁtness than defectors if
altruistic punishers are sufﬁciently common that the cost of being punished exceeds the cost of cooperating ð py > cÞ. Altruistic punishers suffer a ﬁtness disadvantage of kð1  x  yÞ compared to nonpunishing
contributors. Thus, punishment is altruistic and mere contributors are
‘‘second-order free-riders.’’ Note, however, that the payoff disadvantage of altruistic punishers relative to contributors approaches zero as
defectors become rare because there is no need for punishment.
In a more realistic model (like the one later in the chapter), the costs
of monitoring or punishing occasional mistaken defections would
mean that altruistic punishers have slightly lower ﬁtness levels than
contributors, and that defection is the only one of these three strategies
that is an evolutionarily stable strategy in a single isolated population.
That is, a population of defectors cannot be successfully invaded by a
small number of cooperators or altruistic punishers, whereas a population of cooperators can be successfully invaded by a few defectors, and
a population of altruistic punishers can be invaded by a small number
of cooperators, assuming there is a positive level of punishment due,
for instance, to error in perception.
However, the fact that altruistic punishers experience only a small
disadvantage when defectors are rare means that weak within-group
evolutionary forces—such as mutation (Sethi and Somanathan 1996)
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or a conformist tendency (Henrich and Boyd 2001; Bowles 2001; Gintis
2003)—can stabilize punishment and allow cooperation to persist. But
neither produces a systematic tendency to evolve toward a cooperative
outcome. Here we explore the possibility that selection among groups
leads to the evolution of altruistic punishment when selection is too
weak to ensure the emergence of altruistic cooperation.
Suppose that more cooperative groups are less prone to extinction.
This may be because more cooperative groups are more effective in
warfare, more successful in co-insuring, more adept at managing commons resources, or other similar reasons. All other things being equal,
group selection will tend to increase the frequency of cooperation in
the population. Because groups with more punishers will tend to
exhibit a greater frequency of cooperative behaviors (by both contributors and altruistic punishers), the frequency of punishing and cooperative behaviors will be positively correlated across groups. As a result,
punishment will increase as a ‘‘correlated response’’ to group selection
that favors more cooperative groups. Because selection within groups
against altruistic punishers is weak when punishment is common, this
process might support the evolution of substantial levels of punishment and maintain punishment once it is common.
To evaluate the plausibility of this argument, we studied the following more realistic model using simulation methods. There are N
groups. Local density-dependent competition maintains each group at
a constant population size n. Individuals interact in a two-stage game.
During the ﬁrst stage, contributors and altruistic punishers cooperate with probability 1  e and defect with probability e. Cooperation
reduces the payoff of cooperators by an amount c and increases the
ability of the group to compete with other groups. For simplicity, we
begin by assuming that cooperation has no effect on the individual
payoffs of others but does reduce the probability of group extinction.
We also assume that defectors always defect. During the second stage,
altruistic punishers punish each individual who defected during the
ﬁrst stage. After the second stage, individuals encounter another individual from their own group with probability 1  m and an individual
from another randomly chosen group with probability m. An individual i who encounters an individual j, imitates j with probability
Wj =ðWj þ Wi Þ where Wx is the payoff of individual x in the game,
including the costs of any punishment received or delivered.
As a result, behaviors (like defection) that lead to higher payoffs will
tend to spread within groups and diffuse from one group to another at
a rate proportional to m. Group selection occurs through intergroup
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conﬂict (Bowles 2001). Because cooperation has no individual level
effects, there is no tendency for group beneﬁcial behaviors to spread
by imitation of more successful neighbors. Each time period, groups
are paired at random, and, with probability e, intergroup conﬂict
results in one group defeating and replacing the other group. The
probability that group i defeats group j is ð1 þ ðdj  d i ÞÞ=2 where dq is
the frequency of defectors in group q. This means that the group with
more defectors is more likely to lose a conﬂict. Finally, with probability
m individuals of each type spontaneously change into one of the two
other types. The presence of mutation and erroneous defection insure
that punishers will incur some punishment costs, even when they are
common, thus placing them at a disadvantage with respect to the
contributors.
7.2

Methods

Two simulation programs implementing the model just described were
independently developed, one by Boyd in Visual Basic and a second
by Gintis in Pascal. (These programs are available on request.) Results
from the two programs are very similar. In all simulations, there were
128 groups. Initially, one group consisted of all altruistic punishers,
and the other 127 groups were all defectors. Simulations were run for
2,000 consecutive time periods. The ‘‘steady state’’ results plotted in ﬁgures 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3 represent the average of frequencies over the last
1,000 time periods of ten simulations.
Base case parameters were chosen to represent cultural evolution in
small-scale societies. The cost of cooperation, c, determines the time
scale of adaptive change. With c ¼ 0:2 and k ¼ p ¼ e ¼ 0, ‘‘defection’’
becomes a simple individually advantageous trait that spreads from
low to high frequency in about ﬁfty time periods. Since individually
beneﬁcial cultural traits, such as technical innovations, diffuse through
populations in 10 to 100 years (Rogers 1983; Henrich 2001) setting
c ¼ 0:2 means that the simulation time period can be interpreted as approximately one year. The mutation rate was set to 0.01, so the steady
state value of such a simple individually advantageous trait was about
0.9. This means that considerable variation is maintained, but not so
much as to overwhelm adaptive forces. The probability that contributors and altruistic punishers mistakenly defect, e, was set to 0.02. In the
base case k ¼ 0:2, so that the cost of altruistic cooperation and altruistic
punishment are equivalent.
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We set p ¼ 0:8 to capture the intuition that in human societies
punishment is more costly to the punishee than the punisher. With
e ¼ 0:015, the expected waiting time to a group extinction is twenty
years, which is close to a recent estimate of cultural extinction rates in
small-scale societies (Soltis, Boyd, and Richerson 1995). With m ¼ 0:02,
passive diffusion (i.e., c ¼ p ¼ k ¼ e ¼ 0) will cause initially maximally
different neighboring groups to achieve the same trait frequencies
in approximately ﬁfty time periods. Results of simulations using this
model indicate that group selection can maintain altruistic punishment
and altruistic cooperation over a wider range of parameter values than
group selection will sustain altruistic cooperation without altruistic
punishment.
7.3

Results

Our simulations indicate that group selection can maintain altruistic
cooperation over a much wider range of conditions than group selection will maintain cooperation alone. Figures 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3 compare
the steady state levels of cooperation with and without punishment for
a range of parameter values. If there is no punishment, our simulations
replicate the standard result—group selection can support high frequencies of cooperative behavior only if groups are quite small. However, adding punishment sustains substantial amounts of cooperation
in much larger groups. As one would expect, increasing the rate of extinction increases the steady state amount of cooperation (ﬁgure 7.1).
In the model described in the last few paragraphs, group selection
leads to the evolution of cooperation only if migration is sufﬁciently
limited to sustain substantial between-group differences in the frequency of defectors. Figure 7.2 shows that when the migration rate
increases, levels of cooperation fall precipitously. When altruistic punishers are common, defectors do badly, but when altruistic punishers
are rare, defectors do well. Thus, the imitation of high-payoff individuals creates a selection-like adaptive force that acts to maintain variation
between groups in the frequency of defectors. However, if there is too
much migration, this process cannot maintain enough variation between groups for group selection to be effective. This means that the
process modeled here is likely to be much less important for genetic
evolution than for cultural evolution—because genetic adaptation by
natural selection is likely to be weaker compared to migration than is
cultural adaptation by biased imitation, and thus less able to maintain
variation.
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a.

b.

Figure 7.1
The evolution of cooperation is strongly affected by the presence of punishment. Part (a)
plots the long run average frequency of cooperation (i.e., the sum of the frequencies of
contributors and punishers) as a function of group size when there is no punishment
( p ¼ k ¼ 0) for three different conﬂict rates. Group selection is ineffective unless groups
are quite small. Part (b) shows that when there is punishment ( p ¼ 0:8, k ¼ 0:2), group
selection can maintain cooperation in substantially larger groups.
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a.

Frequency
of
Cooperation

b.

Frequency
of
Cooperation

Figure 7.2
The evolution of cooperation is strongly affected by rate of mixing between groups. Part
(a) plots the long run average frequency of cooperation (i.e., the sum of the frequencies of
contributors and punishers) as a function of group size when there is no punishment
( p ¼ k ¼ 0) for three mixing rates. Group selection is ineffective unless groups are quite
small. Part (b) shows that when there is punishment ( p ¼ 0:8, k ¼ 0:2), group selection
can maintain cooperation in larger groups for all rates of mixing. However, at higher
rates of mixing, cooperation does not persist in the largest groups.
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Figure 7.3
The evolution of cooperation is sensitive to the cost of being punished ( p). Here we plot
the long run average frequency of cooperation with the base case cost of being punished
( p ¼ 0:8) and with a lower value of p. Lower values of p result in much lower levels of
cooperation.

The long run average amount of cooperation is also sensitive to the
cost of being punished (ﬁgure 7.3). When the cost of being punished is
at base case value ðp ¼ 4cÞ, even a modest frequency of punishers will
cause defectors to be selected against, and, as a result, there is a substantial correlation between the frequency of cooperation and punishment across groups. When the cost of being punished is the same as
the cost of cooperation ð p ¼ cÞ punishment does not sufﬁciently reduce
the relative payoff of defectors, and the correlation between the frequency of cooperators and punishers declines. Lower correlations
mean that selection among groups cannot compensate for the decline
of punishers within groups, and eventually both punishers and contributors decline.
It is important to see that punishment leads to increased cooperation
only to the extent that the costs associated with being an altruistic
punisher decline as defectors become rare. Monitoring costs, for example, must be paid whether or not there are any defectors in the group.
When such costs are substantial—or when the probability of mistaken
defection is high enough that altruistic punishers bear signiﬁcant costs
even when defectors are rare—group selection does not lead to the
evolution of altruistic punishment (ﬁgure 7.4). However, because people live in long-lasting social groups, and language allows the spread
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Figure 7.4
Punishment does not aid in the evolution of cooperation when the costs borne by punishers are ﬁxed, independent of the number of defectors in the group. Here we plot the long
run average frequency of cooperation when the costs of punishing are proportional to the
frequency of defectors (variable cost), ﬁxed at a constant cost equal to the cost of cooperating (c), and when there is no punishment.

of information about who did what, it is plausible that monitoring
costs may often be small compared to enforcement costs. This result
also leads to an empirical prediction: People should be less inclined to
pay ﬁxed rather than variable punishment costs if the mechanism outlined here is responsible for the psychology of altruistic punishment.
The effectiveness of group selection is especially sensitive to the rate
of mutation when there is punishment. For example, decreasing the
mutation rate from 0.05c to 0.005c leads to very high levels of cooperation even when groups include 256 individuals. Random drift-like
processes have an important effect on trait frequencies in this model.
Standard models of genetic drift suggest that lower mutation rates will
cause groups to stay nearer the boundaries of the state space (Crow
and Kimura 1970), and our simulations conﬁrm this prediction (ﬁgure
7.5). When the mutation rate is low, there are very few groups in
which defectors are common; most of the groups lie very close to the
contributor-punisher boundary. In contrast, when the mutation rate is
higher, groups with a wide range of defector frequencies are present.
Thus, an increasing mutation rate, on average, increases the amount
of punishment that must be administered and therefore increases the
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(A)

Figure 7.5
Decreasing the mutation rate reduces the number of groups in which defectors are common. Each point represents the frequencies of each of the three strategies in 1 of 128
groups during a single, representative time period (t ¼ 1500) from the interval in time
(t ¼ 1000–2000) over which we calculated the average steady state frequencies. There are
not 128 points because many groups have the same frequencies. In (A) m ¼ 0:01 while (B),
m ¼ 0:001, n ¼ 64, and other parameters are as in the base case. If punishment and group
selection are eliminated ( p ¼ k ¼ e ¼ 0), these mutation rates maintain ‘‘cooperation’’
(now just an individually disadvantageous trait) approximately at frequencies 0.1 and
0.01 respectively. When defectors are less common, punishing is less costly, and therefore
group selection is more effective at maintaining punishment at high frequency. Note,
however, even when there are many groups in which defectors are common as in (A)
group selection can still maintain punishment and therefore sustain cooperation in fairly
sizable groups.
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payoff advantage of second order free-riders compared to altruistic
punishers.
Additional sensitivity analyses suggest that these results are robust.
In addition to the results described in the last several paragraphs, we
have studied the sensitivity of the model to variations in the remaining
parameter values. Increasing e, the error rate, reduces the steady state
amount of cooperation. Reducing N adds random noise to the results.
We also tested the sensitivity of the model to three structural
changes. We modiﬁed the payoffs so that each cooperative act produces a per capita beneﬁt of b=n for each other group member and also
modiﬁed the extinction model so that the probability of group extinction is proportional to the difference between warring groups in average payoffs including the costs of punishment (rather than simply the
difference in frequency of cooperators). The dynamics of this model
are more complicated because group selection now acts against altruistic punishers as punishment reduces mean group payoffs. However,
the correlated effect of group selection on cooperation still tends to increase punishment as in the original model. The relative magnitude of
these two effects depends on the magnitude of the per capita beneﬁt to
group members of each cooperative act, b=n. For reasonable values of
b, (2c; 4c, and 8c), the results of this model are qualitatively similar to
those shown above.
We also investigated a model in which the amount of cooperation
and punishment vary continuously. An individual with cooperation
value x behaves like a cooperator with probability x and a defector
with probability 1  x. Similarly, an individual with a punishment
value y behaves like an altruistic punisher with probability y and a
nonpunisher with probability 1  y. New mutants are uniformly distributed. The steady state mean levels of cooperation in this model are
similar to the base model.
Finally, we studied a model without extinction analogous to a recent model of selection among stable equilibria due to biased imitation
(Boyd and Richerson 2002). In this model, populations are arranged in
a ring, and individuals imitate only other individuals drawn from the
neighboring two groups. Cooperative acts produce a per capita beneﬁt
b=n so that groups with more cooperators have higher average payoff,
and thus cooperation will, all other things being equal, tend to spread
because individuals are prone to imitate successful neighbors. We
could ﬁnd no reasonable parameter combination that led to signiﬁcant
steady state levels of cooperation in this last model.
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Discussion

We have shown that while the logic underlying altruistic cooperation
and altruistic punishment is similar, their evolutionary dynamics are
not. In the absence of punishment, within-group adaptation acts to decrease the frequency of altruistic cooperation, and as a consequence,
weak drift-like forces are insufﬁcient to maintain substantial variation
between groups. In groups where altruistic punishers are common,
defectors are excluded, and this maintains variation in the amount
of cooperation between groups. Moreover, in such groups, punishers
bear few costs, and altruistic punishers decrease only very slowly in
competition with contributors. As a result, group selection is more effective at maintaining altruistic punishment than maintaining altruistic
cooperation.
These results suggest that group selection can play an important role
in human cultural evolution, because rapid cultural adaptation preserves cultural variation among groups. The importance of group selection is always a quantitative issue. There is no doubt that selection
among groups favors individually costly, group-beneﬁcial behaviors.
The question is always: Does group selection play an important role
under plausible conditions? Our results suggest that group selection
acting on genetic variation will not be important even when punishment is possible, because natural selection will rarely be strong enough
to overcome homogenizing effects of migration between groups, and,
as a result, there will be insufﬁcient genetic variation among groups.
In contrast, rates of cultural adaptation are often greater than rates of
mixing—as is reﬂected by the parameter values used in our simulations. With these parameter values, cooperation is sustained in groups
on the order of 100 individuals. If the ‘‘individuals’’ in the model represent family groups (on the grounds that they migrate together and
adopt common practices), altruistic punishment could be sustained in
groups of 600 people—a size much larger than typical foraging bands
and approximately the size of many ethno-linguistic units in nonagricultural societies.
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Norm Compliance and
Strong Reciprocity
Rajiv Sethi and E. Somanathan

8.1

Introduction

A central feature of strong reciprocity is the propensity to punish
others for opportunistic actions and to reward them for acts of uncommon generosity, where such rewards and punishments are not motivated by the prospect of future gain. The social norms that serve as the
benchmark for evaluating behavior may vary from one culture to another, but given some such set of broadly shared norms, strong reciprocity provides a decentralized mechanism for their enforcement. The
extent and persistence of strong reciprocity poses something of a theoretical puzzle because monitoring and sanctioning activities, while potentially beneﬁcial to the group, place a net material burden on the
reciprocator. Since opportunistic individuals choose to comply with
or violate norms based on the likelihood and severity of sanctioning
they anticipate, such individuals will always outperform reciprocators
within any group. Even under complete compliance, reciprocators incur costs that opportunists are able to avoid. One would expect this
payoff differential to exert evolutionary pressure on the population
composition until reciprocators are entirely displaced from the group.
This suggests that any population composed of immutable groups
with no intergroup mobility will not sustain strong reciprocity in the
long run.
The situation can be quite different if groups can dissolve and new
groups are formed periodically. Strong reciprocity differs from pure
altruism in one important respect: The presence of reciprocators in a
group can, under very general conditions, alter the behavior of opportunists in such a manner as to beneﬁt all members of the group
(including reciprocators).1 This creates the possibility that in groups
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containing reciprocators, all group members including reciprocators
obtain greater payoffs than are obtained in homogeneous groups of
self-regarding individuals. We argue below that under these circumstances, reciprocators can invade a population of opportunists when
groups are dissolving and new groups are forming according to a process of purely random (non-assortative) matching. Furthermore, we
show that even when these conditions are not satisﬁed (so that an opportunistic population is stable), there may exist additional stable population states in which reciprocators are present.
The conditions under which strong reciprocity can survive and
spread in evolutionary competition with opportunism within the context of a common pool resource environment are explored in this chapter. Such environments consist of economically valuable resources to
which multiple unrelated users have access. Common pool resources
have been the dominant form of property through all of human prehistory and history until the advent of agriculture and remain economically signiﬁcant to this day. Coastal ﬁsheries, grazing lands, forests,
groundwater basins, and irrigation systems are all examples of resources that have traditionally been held as common property. A wellknown problem that arises in the management of such resources is that
when all appropriators independently attempt to maximize their own
private gains from resource extraction, the result is a ‘‘tragedy of the
commons’’—with overextraction resulting in excessive resource depletion. The tragedy is that all appropriators may end up with smaller
net gains than would be obtained under a system of resource management in which restraints on extraction were enforced. In the absence of a government, such enforcement can only come from the
appropriators themselves through a decentralized system of monitoring and enforcement.
Strong reciprocity can motivate individuals to undertake such monitoring and enforcement. Field studies of local commons, of which there
are several thousand, show that in many cases resource extraction is
regulated and restrained by a complex network of social norms held in
place by credible threats of sanction.2 Such systems coerce ordinarily
self-interested individuals to behave in ways that reﬂect prosocial concerns. Overextraction is therefore limited, and it is possible for all individuals (including reciprocators) to obtain higher material rewards
than the tragedy of the commons model would predict. In this chapter,
we argue that this effect helps us understand not only how local commons have been able to survive conditions of extreme scarcity, but
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also how strong reciprocity itself has been able to survive under evolutionary pressure.
The evolutionary theory of strong reciprocity advanced in sections
8.2 and 8.3 relies on the ability of reciprocators to make a credible commitment to monitor and sanction norm violators even when it is not in
their interest to do so. Alternative evolutionary accounts of strong reciprocity that differ in signiﬁcant ways from this one have been proposed, and these are reviewed in section 8.4. Aside from the power of
commitment, two additional themes—which we identify as assortation
and parochialism—appear repeatedly in this literature. Our survey of
this sometimes technical and specialized literature is neither exhaustive nor mathematical and should be accessible to a broad range of researchers across disciplinary boundaries.
8.2

Common Property

The following simple model of common pool resource extraction provides an analytical framework within which the question of preference evolution can be explored.3 Consider a group of individuals with
shared access to a resource that is valuable but costly to appropriate.
Each appropriator makes an independent choice regarding her level of
resource extraction. The aggregate amount of resource extraction is
simply the sum of all individual extraction levels. The total cost of extraction incurred by the group as a whole rises with aggregate extraction in accordance with the following hypothesis: The higher the level
of aggregate extraction, the more it costs to extract an additional unit of
the resource. The share of the total cost of extraction that is paid by any
given appropriator is equal to the share of that appropriator’s extraction in the total extraction by the group. These are standard assumptions in the analysis of common pool resource environments and
imply that an increase in extraction by one appropriator raises the cost
of extraction for all appropriators.
Figure 8.1 depicts the manner in which aggregate beneﬁts and costs
vary with the level of aggregate extraction. The straight line corresponds to aggregate extraction and the curve to the aggregate costs of
extraction. The costs rise gradually at ﬁrst and then rapidly, so that
there is a unique level of aggregate extraction X at which net beneﬁts
are maximized. If each appropriator were to extract an equal share of
this amount, the resulting outcome would be optimal from the perspective of the group. However, if all appropriators were to chose this
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Figure 8.1
Aggregate costs and beneﬁts of extraction.

level of extraction, self-interested individuals would prefer to extract
more, since this would increase their own private payoffs. The fact
that this increase would come at the cost of lowering the combined
payoff to the group as a whole would not deter a self-interested appropriator. If all appropriators were self-interested, and made independent choices regarding their extraction levels, the resulting level of
aggregate extraction would not be optimal from the perspective of the
group. It is possible to show that in an equilibrium of the game played
by a group of self-interested appropriators, each appropriator would
choose the same extraction level and that the resulting aggregate extraction X e would exceed X (as shown in ﬁgure 8.1). The level of
extraction under decentralized, self-interested choice is inefﬁcient. Each
member of the group could obtain higher payoffs if all were forced to
limit their extraction. This is the tragedy of the commons, in which the
optimal pursuit of one’s own interest by each appropriator leads to
lower payoffs for all than could be realized under a system of ‘‘mutual
coercion, mutually agreed upon’’ (Hardin 1968).
Coordinated mutual coercion, however, requires a central authority
capable of imposing sanctions on violators. Can groups avoid the trag-
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edy of the commons even in the absence of centralized enforcement?
Consider the possibility that individuals may monitor each other (at a
cost) and impose decentralized sanctions on those who choose extraction levels that are above some threshold. Speciﬁcally, suppose that
individuals are of two types, whom we call reciprocators and opportunists. Reciprocators comply with and enforce a norm that prescribes,
for each individual, an equal share of the efﬁcient extraction level X  .4
Reciprocators monitor others at a cost and are able to detect and sanction all violators. Violators incur a cost as a result of each sanction.
Opportunists simply choose extraction levels that maximize their private net beneﬁts from extraction. In doing so, they face a choice between norm compliance, which allows them to escape punishment,
and norm violation, which enables them to choose optimal extraction
levels. Which of these two options is more proﬁtable for a given opportunist depends on the population composition of the community and
the choices made by other opportunists.
Consider a group in which both reciprocators and opportunists are
present. The opportunists are involved in a strategic interaction in
which each must determine her level of extraction. In equilibrium,
opportunists fall into one of two groups: those who violate the norm
and incur the cost of being punished and those who comply with the
norm and escape punishment. It can be shown that this game has a
unique equilibrium in which all opportunists who violate the norm
will choose the same extraction level. For reasons discussed earlier in
this chapter the extraction level of violators will exceed that of those
individuals (some of whom may be opportunists) who are in compliance with the norm.
The equilibrium number of violators will depend, among other
things, on the severity of the sanction that reciprocators impose, and it
can be shown that the equilibrium number of violators is nonincreasing in the severity of the sanction. This is illustrated in ﬁgure 8.2 for a
particular speciﬁcation of the model (with one reciprocator in a group
of thirty individuals). The relationship between the number of violators and the severity of the sanction is nonlinear. A relatively small
sanction can achieve some compliance, and the extent of compliance
rises rapidly with the severity of the sanction at ﬁrst. However, achieving complete or almost complete compliance requires very substantial
increases in sanction severity. The reason is because increased compliance by others reduces the incremental cost of extraction and therefore
raises the incentives to violate the norm. To counteract this phenomenon, the penalty from violation must rise commensurately.
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Figure 8.2
Severity of sanctions and the incidence of compliance.

Not all opportunists need to receive the same payoff, since the payoffs from compliance and norm violation are not necessarily equal in
equilibrium. All opportunists earn more than reciprocators, however.
This is the case because compliance is an option that opportunists may
choose to exercise, and since they do not engage in monitoring or
enforcement, compliance always yields opportunists a greater payoff
than reciprocators can ever attain. Hence if opportunists choose to violate the norm, they do so in the expectation that this will be at least as
proﬁtable as compliance, and hence strictly more proﬁtable than the
behavior of reciprocators. This raises the question of how reciprocators
can survive under evolutionary pressure.
8.3

Evolution

Suppose that groups are formed by randomly sampling individuals
from a large global population, a certain proportion of which are reciprocators. Groups formed in this manner will show some variation in
composition as a direct result of randomness in the sampling process.
If the global population share of reciprocators is close to zero, there
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will be a very high probability that most communities consist entirely
of opportunists, and most reciprocators will ﬁnd themselves in communities in which no other reciprocators are present. Similarly, if the
global population share of reciprocators is close to one, most groups
will consist exclusively of reciprocators and most opportunists will
ﬁnd themselves in groups without other opportunists. For intermediate values of the global population composition, there will be greater
variety across groups and most groups will consist of a mixture of
reciprocators and opportunists.
The average payoff obtained by opportunists in any given group is
fully determined by the composition of the group. Hence, the average
payoff to opportunists in the population as a whole is obtained by taking a weighted average of opportunist payoffs, with the weight applied to each type of group proportional to the probability with which
this type of group will form. The same procedure applied to reciprocator payoffs yields the average payoff to reciprocators in the population
as a whole. When these average payoffs differ, the population composition itself will change. We assume that the dynamics of the population composition are such that the type with the higher payoff grows
relative to the type with the lower payoff (a special case of this is the
replicator dynamics). We are interested in identifying stable rest points
in this dynamic process with a view toward identifying whether or not
reciprocators can be present at such states.
Consider ﬁrst a population consisting only of opportunists. Can
reciprocators invade such a population under evolutionary dynamics?
Note that when the global reciprocator share is small, almost all reciprocators ﬁnd themselves in groups with exactly one reciprocator, while
almost all opportunists ﬁnd themselves in groups with no reciprocators. In groups of the former type, reciprocators necessarily obtain
lower payoffs than do opportunists (regardless of the extent of compliance). However, this does not imply that a population of opportunists
must be stable. Such a population will be unstable as long as reciprocators obtain greater payoffs in groups consisting of a single reciprocator
than do opportunists in groups consisting of no reciprocators. This is
clearly possible only if the presence of a single reciprocator induces
at least some opportunists to choose compliance, and this in turn
depends on the severity of the sanction.
It can be shown that if the severity of the sanction falls below some
threshold (which depends on group size and the cost parameter), then
an opportunist population is necessarily stable. On the other hand, if
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Figure 8.3
Conditions for the instability of an opportunist population.

the severity of the sanction exceeds this threshold, then an opportunist
population will be invadable if the cost to reciprocators of imposing
sanctions is sufﬁciently small. In particular, raising the severity of sanctions increases or leaves unchanged the range of costs that are consistent with the instability of the opportunist population. However, there
is a boundary that the enforcement cost cannot exceed if an opportunist population is to be invadable, no matter how great the severity of
sanctions happens to be. Figure 8.3 illustrates this phenomenon for a
particular speciﬁcation of the model.
While an opportunist population may or may not be stable, a population consisting of reciprocators alone is unstable for all parameter
values. As the global reciprocator population share approaches one,
reciprocators almost certainly ﬁnd themselves in homogeneous groups
in which each person complies with the norm and pays the cost of
monitoring, while opportunists almost certainly ﬁnd themselves in
groups in which they are the only opportunist. Since they have the option of complying with the norm and escaping both the monitoring
cost and the sanction, they can guarantee for themselves a payoff
strictly greater than that which reciprocators get in all-reciprocator
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Multiple stable steady states.

groups. Since this is feasible, their optimal choice must yield them
at least this amount. Opportunists therefore have a greater expected
payoff than reciprocators when they are sufﬁciently rare in the global
population.
For those parameter values that render an opportunist population
unstable, the only stable states will be polymorphic (that is, they will
consist of a mixture of the two types). Polymorphic states can also arise
when an opportunist population is stable, and it is not difﬁcult to ﬁnd
parameter ranges consistent with two or even three stable states. Figure 8.4 shows how the average payoffs obtained by opportunists and
reciprocators vary with the population share of the latter in the case of
one such example. Aside from the stable state in which only opportunists are present, there is a second stable state in which about 40 percent
of the population is composed of reciprocators. In fact, it is easy to ﬁnd
speciﬁcations in which three stable states exist—one of which consists
almost exclusively of reciprocators.
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The reason why a mixture of reciprocators and opportunists can be
stable—even when a population consisting only of opportunists is itself stable—is subtle. If the severity of sanctions is insufﬁciently great,
a single reciprocator in a group of opportunists will induce little or no
compliance, and opportunists will outperform reciprocators when the
population share of the latter is small. However, when the population
share of reciprocators is not too small, most groups in which reciprocators ﬁnd themselves will also contain other reciprocators, and in such
groups there may be signiﬁcant compliance. Opportunists will do
even better than reciprocators in any such group, but even with random group formation, the probability with which an opportunist ﬁnds
herself in a group with signiﬁcant compliance will be somewhat lower
than the probability with which reciprocators ﬁnd themselves in such
groups. This effect can outweigh the effect of greater opportunist payoffs in each group and permit a mixed population to be stable.
This evolutionary theory of reciprocity is based on the power of commitment. Reciprocators are able to inﬂuence the behavior of opportunists in their group because they can credibly commit to punishing
them if they violate the norm of limited resource extraction. Their commitment to do so is credible because they are strong reciprocators who
prefer to punish violators even at some material cost to themselves. As
a result, the disadvantage faced by reciprocators within their group
can be outweighed by the fact that groups in which they are present
can be signiﬁcantly more successful than those in which they are absent. In the next section, we review other approaches to the evolution
of strong reciprocity that do not rely on commitment but rather on
assortative interaction or parochialism.5
8.4

Assortation, Parochialism, and Identiﬁability

The preceding analysis was based on the hypothesis of random (nonassortative) group formation. If, instead, group formation is sufﬁciently assortative, stable norm compliance can occur even in the
absence of a sanctioning mechanism. To take an extreme case, suppose
that there were perfect assortation so that all groups were homogeneous. In this case, each opportunist would be in a group in which all
appropriators extract opportunistically, while each reciprocator would
be in a group in which all appropriators extract efﬁciently. Reciprocators would obtain greater net beneﬁts and opportunists would be
displaced under evolutionary selection. It is easily seen that the same
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outcome arises if there is a sufﬁciently high degree of assortative
interaction.6
How might assortative interaction among unrelated individuals
arise? One possibility is that group formation results from a process of
conscious choice in which reciprocators seek out those of their own
type. Even if individuals of all types prefer to be in groups consisting
largely of reciprocators, this will result in assortative interaction as
long as reciprocators avoid interaction with opportunists. Endogenous group formation along these lines requires some degree of type
identiﬁability—for instance, through a signal by which reciprocators
can be identiﬁed. When the signal is informative but imperfect, some
opportunists will appear to be reciprocators and vice versa. The resulting sorting process leads to partial assortation: Reciprocators are more
likely to be matched with other reciprocators than with opportunists.
Opportunists who happen to be matched with reciprocators do extremely well because they violate the norm while others in their group
are in compliance. However, as long as the degree of assortation is sufﬁciently great, this advantage can be swamped by the disadvantage
that opportunists face in being more likely to be matched with other
opportunists. If, in addition, the process of sorting on the basis of signal observation is costly, then the long-run population will consist of a
mixture of types. The intuition for this is that when most members of
the population are reciprocators, then investment in sorting not worthwhile and individuals forego the opportunity to seek out reciprocators
and avoid opportunists. This allows the share of opportunists to grow
until a point is reached when reciprocators ﬁnd investment in sorting
to be worthwhile.7
A less direct route to assortative interaction occurs when individuals
may be ostracized from groups for noncompliance with social norms. In
this case, opportunists must take into account not simply the direct
payoff consequences of norm compliance and violation, but also the
payoff implications of possible detection and expulsion. Since opportunists violate norms with greater frequency than do reciprocators,
they will be expelled with greater likelihood. The result is assortative
interaction: Reciprocators are more likely than opportunists to be in a
group with a large proportion of reciprocators. This compensates for
the losses incurred by costly sanctioning of noncooperative behavior,
and both types can coexist in the long run.8
Even in the absence of assortative interaction, reciprocity can survive
if individuals condition their behavior on the distribution of types in
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their group. We refer to this dependence of actions on the group composition as parochialism. The basic idea can be illustrated by considering the extreme case in which reciprocators comply with the norm and
engage in monitoring and enforcement only if they are present in sufﬁciently large numbers to ensure complete compliance on the part of
opportunists. In this case, the behavior (and hence the payoffs) of
opportunists and reciprocators are identical in groups containing an
insufﬁcient number of reciprocators. The remaining groups achieve
norm compliance and signiﬁcantly higher payoffs, although opportunists in such groups escape the cost of monitoring and hence have
a payoff advantage over reciprocators. If the cost of monitoring is
sufﬁciently small, this advantage to opportunists will be outweighed
by the fact that reciprocators are more likely to ﬁnd themselves in
groups that achieve norm compliance and efﬁciency, even under nonassortative group formation. In this case, reciprocators will survive
and spread in a population consisting largely of opportunists, just as
they would under assortative interaction. Suppose further that the
monitoring costs incurred by reciprocators in groups in which they
predominate decrease their payoffs below those of opportunists in
these groups. If opportunists are rare, most groups containing both
types will be of this kind, and opportunists will therefore invade a
population of reciprocators. In this case, the model predicts the evolution of a mixed population.9
The preceding discussion has been based on the assumption that
individuals know the composition of their group, as would be the case
if reciprocators and opportunists could be distinguished by some observable trait. In this situation, an opportunist who carried the trait
identifying reciprocators would outperform identiﬁable opportunists
and would gradually displace the latter in the population. As this
happened, however, it would generate selection pressure favoring
reciprocators who could distinguish themselves from the disguised
opportunists. Reciprocators who evolved a signal that achieved this
objective would reap the gains from efﬁcient norm compliance in the
presence of their own type. Hence, rather than assuming that reciprocators and opportunists are either perfectly distinguishable or perfectly
indistinguishable, it is more realistic to assume that they are neither.
As in the earlier discussion of assortative interaction, this assumption can be made by supposing that prior to choosing actions, each individual emits a signal with some ﬁxed probability that depends on
the individual’s type. Speciﬁcally, suppose that reciprocators are more
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likely to emit the signal than are opportunists. After the signaling
phase, each member of the group updates her assessment of the probability distribution describing the composition of the group. When the
global population consists almost exclusively of opportunists, it is extremely likely that even a person who emits the reciprocator signal is
an opportunist. This follows from the fact that the fraction of the population who are opportunists with reciprocator signals will be much
larger than the fraction of the population who are reciprocators with
reciprocator signals. The signal then conveys almost no information,
and opportunists will not be deterred from overextraction by the prospect of punishment even when they are matched with a person with a
signal. Recognizing this, reciprocators will behave exactly like opportunists when the opportunist population share is large. Thus, both
types ignore the signal, choose the same inefﬁcient extraction level,
and get the same payoff.
Now consider the other extreme case of a population consisting
almost exclusively of reciprocators. Again, the reciprocator signal will
convey virtually no information since it is extremely likely, regardless
of whether or not the signal is observed, that each player in one’s
group is a reciprocator. In this situation, if reciprocators were to engage in monitoring, then opportunists would always comply with the
norm and get higher payoffs than reciprocators by escaping the monitoring cost. If, on the other hand, reciprocators did not monitor, then
opportunists would extract more than the norm, thus getting higher
payoffs than reciprocators. In either case, we see that opportunists will
always be able to invade a reciprocator population. (Reciprocators will
always comply with the norm since they expect with near-certainty
that the other group members are fellow reciprocators.)
However, there will exist an intermediate range for the global population composition such that the reciprocator signal does convey useful
information. This case is complicated and we illustrate it under the
simplifying assumption that the group size is two. Suppose that reciprocators who emit a reciprocator signal comply with the norm and
engage in monitoring, and that reciprocators who do not emit reciprocator signals never monitor and comply if and only if they are matched
with someone who emits the reciprocator signal. Given this behavior
of reciprocators, opportunists’ best response, provided the damage
from punishment is high enough, is to comply when their partner
emits a reciprocator signal and to extract more than the norm when
their partner emits none. In this case, players emitting reciprocator
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signals do much better than those emitting none. Within this group,
opportunists obtain greater payoffs than reciprocators since they never
monitor and comply only when they observe a reciprocator signal
from their partner. Nevertheless, this advantage can be outweighed by
the fact that reciprocators are more likely to emit reciprocator signals in
the ﬁrst place.10
Can reciprocity be evolutionarily stable even in the absence of commitment, assortation, or parochialism? If the costs of monitoring and
sanctioning are negligible when there is complete norm compliance,
there can be stable groups consisting of a mixture of reciprocators and
pure cooperators (who comply with, but do not enforce, the norm).
This stability is of a rather tenuous nature since it can be disrupted by
the periodic appearance of individuals who violate the norm and are
punished by reciprocators for doing so. If, however, behavior is transmitted across generations through a cultural process that is partly conformist (in the sense that widespread behaviors are replicated at greater
rates than less common but equally rewarding behaviors), then such
groups can be stable in a more robust sense. Conformist transmission,
however, can result in the stabilization of virtually any behavioral
norms, including those that are antisocial and inefﬁcient. One way to
reduce the multiplicity of potential outcomes is to allow for cultural selection to operate in structured populations. In this model, groups are
located in accordance with a spatial pattern in which each group has
well-deﬁned neighbors. Members of groups that exhibit efﬁcient norms
will enjoy higher material payoffs than members of groups that do not,
and such norms may therefore spread through the population by the
imitation of successful practices found in neighboring groups. The
study of structured populations holds considerable promise in helping
identify additional mechanisms for the survival and spread of strong
reciprocity.11
One further direction in which work on the evolution of reciprocity can proﬁtably proceed is the following. Several researchers have
recently provided parsimonious representations of preferences that can
be used to account simultaneously for data from a variety of strategic
environments. These speciﬁcations are free of any particular experimental context and reﬂect concerns for distribution, efﬁciency, and reciprocity.12 Evolutionary models can build on this literature by shifting
focus from the analysis of behavioral norms in particular environments to the emergence and stability of general purpose rules that are
equipped to deal with multiple and novel situations.
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Conclusions

Social norms that have evolved in a particular economic environment
often continue to govern behavior in other contexts. Even as the relative economic importance of traditional local commons has diminished
with the expansion of state and private property, norms of restraint
and enforcement that arose as a substitute for governments and markets in earlier environments continue to make their presence felt in
more modern institutions such as ﬁrms, unions, and bureaucracies.
Compliance with such norms often results in greater economic efﬁciency than does opportunistic behavior. Viewed in this light, norms
of reciprocity are an important component of social capital, and an understanding of their origins and persistence may help to prevent their
erosion. The literature on the evolution of strong reciprocity is a patchwork of models, each of which emphasizes a different mechanism
under which reciprocators can survive in competition with purely
opportunistic individuals. We have identiﬁed three broad themes—
commitment, parochialism, and assortation—that appear repeatedly
in the literature. These effects, separately or in combination, are largely
responsible for the departures from narrow self-interest that humans
display in the experimental laboratory and in daily life.
Appendix
The claims made in sections 8.2–8.3 in the text are proved formally below. The common pool resource game involves n players with approPn
priator i choosing extraction x i at a cost ðaXÞx i where X ¼ i¼1
xi
denotes aggregate extraction. The payoffs of individual i are:
p i ¼ x i ð1  aXÞ:

ð1Þ

The efﬁcient level of aggregate extraction maximizes aggregate payoffs
Pn
i¼1 p i ¼ Xð1  aXÞ and is given by:
X ¼

1
:
2a

ð2Þ

Reciprocators comply with and enforce a norm that prescribes, for each
individual, the extraction level:
1
1
xr ¼ X ¼
:
n
2an
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Reciprocators monitor others at a cost g > 0 and are able to detect and
sanction all violators. Violators incur a cost d as a result of each sanction. Opportunists simply choose extraction levels that maximize their
payoffs (1). Let r denote the number of reciprocators in the community.
A opportunist i who has chosen to extract optimally (and hence violate
the norm) must choose a level of extraction:
xi ¼

1  aX
:
a

Since X is common to all individuals, all opportunists who violate the
norm will choose the same extraction level. Let x v denote this level,
and let v a n  r represent the number of opportunists who choose it.
Then:
X ¼ ðn  vÞx r þ vx v :
Using the two previous equations we obtain:
ax v ¼ 1  aððn  vÞx r þ vx v Þ
which, using (3), simpliﬁes to yield:


1 nþv
xv ¼
2an 1 þ v

ð4Þ

Aggregate extraction is




1
1 nþv
1 n þ vð2n  1Þ
þv
X ¼ ðn  vÞ
¼
2an
2an 1 þ v
2an
1þv

ð5Þ

Using (1), (4), and (5) and taking into account the sanctions imposed on
violators, we get:
p v ¼ x v ð1  aXÞ  dr ¼

1 ðn þ vÞ 2
 dr
4a n 2 ð1 þ vÞ 2

ð6Þ

where p v is the payoff from violation. The payoff from compliance is:


1
nþv
c
r
p ¼ x ð1  aXÞ ¼
:
ð7Þ
4a n 2 ð1 þ vÞ
In equilibrium, a unilateral deviation should not beneﬁt any opportunist. If v A ½1; n  r  1, this implies the following conditions:


1
nþv
1 ðn þ v þ 1Þ 2
 dr
ð8Þ
b
4a n 2 ð1 þ vÞ
4a n 2 ð2 þ vÞ 2
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1 ðn þ vÞ 2
1 nþv1
 dr b
4a n 2 ð1 þ vÞ 2
4a
n2v

ð9Þ

The ﬁrst states that an opportunist in compliance cannot proﬁt by
switching to noncompliance; the second that an opportunist in violation cannot proﬁt by switching to compliance. If v ¼ 0 in equilibrium,
only the former condition need be satisﬁed, and if v ¼ 1, only the
latter.
The parameters n; a, and d and the number of reciprocators r deﬁne
a game played by the n  r opportunists who choose their extraction
levels strategically, with the number of violators v being determined in
equilibrium. Let this game be denoted Gðn; a; d; rÞ. We then have:
Proposition 1 Every game Gðn; a; d; rÞ has a unique equilibrium. The
equilibrium number of violators v is nonincreasing in d.
From (8–9), the number of violators v at any asymmetric equilibrium
must satisfy:
ð10Þ

FðvÞ a d a GðvÞ
where:


1 ðn þ v þ 1Þ 2
1
nþv

4ar n 2 ð2 þ vÞ 2
4ar n 2 ð1 þ vÞ


1 ðn þ vÞ 2
1 nþv1
GðvÞ ¼

4ar n 2 ð1 þ vÞ 2 4ar
n2v
FðvÞ ¼

Note that Fðv  1Þ ¼ GðvÞ. Hence, (10) deﬁnes a sequence of intervals
nr1
f½FðvÞ; Fðv  1Þgv¼1
such that there is an asymmetric equilibrium
with v violators if and only if d A ½FðvÞ; Fðv  1Þ. If d does not fall within
any of these intervals, then equilibrium is symmetric. If d > Fð0Þ, there
is no violation in equilibrium, while if d < Fðn  rÞ there is no compliance in equilibrium. Note that raising d lowers or leaves unchanged
the equilibrium value of v.
Proposition 1 allows us to write the number of violators as a function of the number of reciprocators v ¼ vðrÞ. This in turn deﬁnes aggregate extraction and the payoffs from compliance and violation as
functions of r. The payoff obtained by reciprocators is therefore
p r ðrÞ ¼ p c ðrÞ  g:

ð11Þ

and the mean payoff received by opportunists is:
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vðrÞp v ðrÞ þ ðn  r  vðrÞÞp c ðrÞ
:
nr

ð12Þ

Suppose that the share of reciprocators in the population as a whole is
given by r, and that this population is randomly distributed across
communities. The probability that a community formed in this manner
will contain precisely r reciprocators is given by:
pðr; rÞ ¼

n!
r r ð1  rÞ nr :
ðn  rÞ!r!

The expected payoffs of reciprocators and opportunists in the population as a whole is given by:
Pn
pðr; rÞp r ðrÞ
r
Pn
p ðrÞ ¼ r¼1
r¼1 pðr; rÞ
P n1
pðr; rÞp m ðrÞ
Pn
p m ðrÞ ¼ r¼0
r¼1 pðr; rÞ
The mean payoff in the population as a whole is simply:
pðrÞ ¼ rp r ðrÞ þ ð1  rÞp m ðrÞ:
Suppose that the evolution of the population share r is governed by
the replicator dynamics:
r_ ¼ ðp r ðrÞ  pðrÞÞr:
Then we have:
Proposition 2 Suppose n and a are given. Then there exists d > 0 such
that an opportunist population is stable if d a d. If d > d, then there
exists a nondecreasing and bounded function gðdÞ such that an opportunist population is stable if and only if g > gðdÞ.
The stability of r ¼ 0 depends on whether or not p m ð0Þ is greater
than p r ð1Þ. This is because:
lim p m ðrÞ ¼ p m ð0Þ
r!0

lim p r ðrÞ ¼ p r ð1Þ
r!0

All opportunists violate the norm when r ¼ 0, so in this case v ¼ n
and:
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1 ðn þ nÞ 2
1
¼
:
2
2
4a n ð1 þ nÞ
að1 þ nÞ 2

From (11) and (7), we have:


1
nþv
p r ð1Þ ¼
g
4a n 2 ð1 þ vÞ
Hence:


1
nþv
1
g
p ð1Þ  p ð0Þ ¼

2
4a n ð1 þ vÞ
að1 þ nÞ 2
r

m

¼

1 ðn  1Þðn 2  n  3vn  vÞ
g
4
an 2 ð1 þ vÞð1 þ nÞ 2

The ﬁrst term is positive if and only if n 2  n  3vn  v > 0. This
requires:


n1
v<
n
3n þ 1
There exists d > 0 such that the above will not be satisﬁed for any
d < d, in which case the opportunist population must be stable. If
d > d, then stability holds if and only if g < g where:
g¼

1 ðn  1Þðn 2  n  3vn  vÞ
:
4
an 2 ð1 þ vÞð1 þ nÞ 2

The right-hand side of the above expression is decreasing in v. Since v
is nonincreasing in d; g is nondecreasing in d. Finally we have:
Proposition 3
values.

A reciprocator population is unstable for all parameter

The stability of r ¼ 1 requires p r ðnÞ to be greater than p m ðn  1Þ.
When r ¼ n  1, the single opportunist can comply with the norm and
obtain a payoff p r ðnÞ þ g. Since this payoff is feasible, under optimal
choice we must have p m ðn  1Þ b p r ðnÞ þ g > p r ðnÞ. Hence r ¼ 1 is
unstable.
Notes
1. Altruism may also have this effect, but does so in a narrower range of environments
which exclude those considered in this chapter (Bester and Güth 1998).
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2. For an overview of the evidence from ﬁeld studies, see Bromley (1992) and Ostrom
(1990). Laboratory experiments designed to replicate common pool resource environments reveal extensive sanctioning behavior that is broadly consistent with the ﬁndings
from ﬁeld studies (Ostrom, Walker, and Gardner 1992); see also Fehr and Fischbacher
(this volume, chapter 6).
3. A mathematical analysis of this model with proofs of all claims made in the text may
be found in the appendix.
4. It is not essential to the argument that the norm prescribe behavior that is optimal
in this sense, only that it result in greater payoffs for the group than would be observed
under opportunistic extraction.
5. The section to follow draws on our considerably more extensive survey (Sethi and
Somanathan 2003). Other evolutionary models of reciprocity that rely on the power of
commitment include Güth and Yaari (1992), Güth (1995), Sethi (1996), Huck and Oechssler (1999), and Friedman and Singh (1999). Gintis (2000) and Sethi and Somanathan
(2001) analyze models in which both commitment (the power to inﬂuence the actions of
others) and parochialism (the conditioning of one’s behavior on the composition of one’s
group) play a role.
6. This is, of course, analogous to Hamilton’s argument that an altruistic gene will
spread in a population if individuals share a sufﬁciently high proportion of their genes
on average with those with whom they interact (Hamilton 1964).
7. This model of partial assortation on the basis of signaling is due to Frank (1987, 1988);
see also Guttman (2002). For a model in which prior cooperative acts are themselves used
as signals, see Nowak and Sigmund (1998).
8. See Bowles and Gintis (2004) for a model along these lines.
9. Gintis (2000) models this effect in an empirically motivated model of public goods
provision.
10. See Frank (1987), Robson (1990), Guttman (2002) and Smith and Bliege Bird (this volume, chapter 4) for further discussion and variations on the theme of signaling.
11. Models in which stable mixtures of reciprocators and pure cooperators can arise
include Axelrod (1986) and Sethi and Somanathan (1996); see Gale, Binmore, and
Samuelson (1995) for similar ﬁndings in a different context. A discussion of conformist
transmission and its implications may be found in Boyd and Richerson (1995). The model
of structured populations mentioned here is due to Boyd and Richerson (2000); see also
Boyd et al. (this volume, chapter 7).
12. Important contributions include Rabin (1993), Levine (1998), Fehr and Schmidt
(1999), Bolton and Ockenfels (2000), Falk and Fischbacher (1998), Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger (1998), and Charness and Rabin (2002); see also Falk and Fischbacher (this volume, chapter 6).
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Policies That Crowd out
Reciprocity and Collective
Action
Elinor Ostrom

9.1

Introduction

The extensive empirical research presented in this volume and elsewhere (see reviews by Bowles 1998; Frey and Jegen 2001; E. Ostrom
1998, 2000) challenges the assumption that human behavior is driven
in all settings entirely by external material inducements and sanctions.
Instead of assuming the existence of a single type of ‘‘proﬁt maximizing’’ or ‘‘utility maximizing’’ individual, a better foundation for
explaining human behavior is the assumption that multiple types of
individuals exist in most settings. Among the types of individuals
likely to be present in any situation are ‘‘rational egoists,’’ who focus
entirely on their own expected material payoffs. Neoclassical economics and non-cooperative game theory have usually assumed that rational egoists are the only type of player that scholars need to assume in
order to generate useful and validated predictions about behavior.
Substantial research in nonmarket experimental settings now provides
strong evidence that in addition to rational egoists, many settings also
involve ‘‘strong reciprocators,’’ who are motivated by both intrinsic
preferences and material payoffs. As discussed in this volume, strong
reciprocators will frequently adopt strategies of conditional cooperation and conditional punishment in settings where individuals can observe each other’s behavior.
Laboratory experiments of social dilemmas, trust games, dictator
games, and ultimatum games repeatedly ﬁnd higher-than-predicted
cooperative behavior that cannot be explained by theories assuming
the existence of only rational egoists. ‘‘It is a well known fact in the experimental literature that in games like the trust game, there is always
a 30–40 percentage of individuals who act in a purely egoistic way’’
(Frey and Benz 2001, 9). This leaves 60 to 70 percent of the other
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individuals who tend to follow more complex strategies involving
some levels of trust and reciprocity. Furthermore, the proportion of
different types of individuals is likely to change over time due to the
self-selection of individuals into diverse types of situations and due to
endogenous changes in preferences and expectations over time as a
result of the patterns of interactions and outcomes achieved (see E.
Ostrom and Walker 2003).
A considerable body of contemporary policy analysis is, however,
based on the earlier widely accepted presumption that all individuals are strictly rational egoists motivated entirely by external payoffs.
When rational egoists ﬁnd themselves in a wide diversity of collectiveaction situations, the predicted result is a deﬁcient equilibrium of zero
or very low contributions to joint outcomes. Consequently, centrally
designed and externally implemented material incentives—both positive and negative—are seen as universally needed to overcome these
Pareto-deﬁcient equilibria. Leviathan is alive and well in our policy
textbooks. The state is viewed as a substitute for the shortcomings of
individual behavior and the presumed failure of community. Somehow, the agents of the state are assumed to pay little attention to their
own material self-interest when making ofﬁcial decisions and to know
and seek ‘‘the public interest.’’
For contemporary policy analysis to have a ﬁrm empirical foundation, it is necessary to adopt a broader theory of human behavior that
posits multiple types of individuals—including rational egoists as well
as strong reciprocators—and examines how the contexts of collective
action affect the mix of individuals involved.
In section 9.3, I will brieﬂy review the evidence regarding intrinsic
motivations. The evidence shows that in some settings (particularly
those where individuals lose a sense of control over their own fate),
providing external inducements to contribute to collective beneﬁts
may actually produce counterintentional consequences. External incentives may ‘‘crowd out’’ behaviors that are based on intrinsic preferences so that lower levels of contributions are achieved with the
incentives than would be achieved without them (Frey 1994, 1997). External incentives may also ‘‘crowd in’’ behaviors based on intrinsic
preferences and enhance what could have been achieved without these
incentives.
In section 9.4, I will then discuss the delicate problem of designing
institutions that enhance cooperation rather than crowding it out. Instead of relying on the state as the central, top-down substitute for all
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public problem solving, it is necessary to design complex, polycentric
orders that involve both public governance mechanisms and private
market and community institutions that complement each other (see
McGinnis 1999a, 1999b, 2000). Reliance primarily on national governments crowds out public and private problem solving at regional and
local levels (and radical decentralization would crowd out public problem solving at regional and national levels). Effective institutional
designs create complex, multi-tiered systems with some levels of duplication, overlap, and contestation. The policy analyst’s penchant for
neat, orderly hierarchical systems needs to be replaced with a recognition that complex polycentric systems are needed to cope effectively
with complex problems of modern life.
9.2 Testing the Predictions of the Standard Model of Rational
Choice
One of the great advantages of contemporary game theory and formal
models of collective-action theory is that they generate clear predictions of expected behavior in speciﬁc types of situations. Given precise
models of collective-action situations and clear predictions of expected
behavior, it is possible to set up experimental laboratory designs that
enable one to test the empirical veracity of the predictions. With the
substantial methodological advances in conducting experimental laboratory research (Smith 1982; Plott 1979), this method has become a useful tool for social scientists in the testing of theories and the replication
of ﬁndings by multiple scholars in diverse cultures. Experimental research related to the theory of collective action has generated very clear
predictions that have repeatedly been challenged in the lab. Let us
brieﬂy discuss two related sets of predictions and results.
9.2.1 Predictions and Empirical Results from Linear Public Good
Games
When individuals are in a one-shot linear public good situation, each
individual can choose between contributing nothing to the provision
of a beneﬁt that all will share or contributing some portion of a given
endowment of assets. Each individual is predicted to contribute zero
assets. When the game is repeated a ﬁnite number of times, each individual would contribute zero assets in the last round, and because of
backward induction, each individual is predicted to contribute zero
assets in each and every round leading up to the ﬁnal round.
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Not only do we have evidence from many ﬁeld settings that individuals do contribute to the provision of public goods (see, for example,
Loveman 1998; Kaboolian and Nelson 1998), there is similar evidence
from a large number of carefully controlled laboratory experiments.
Between 40 to 60 percent of subjects in a one-shot linear public good
situation contribute assets to the provision of a public good (Dawes,
McTavish, and Shaklee 1977; Isaac, Walker, and Thomas 1984; Davis
and Holt 1993; Ledyard 1995; Offerman 1997). About the same percentage of subjects contribute tokens in the ﬁrst round of a ﬁnitely
repeated public good experiment. The rate of contribution, however,
decays over time, approaching but never reaching the predicted zero
level (Isaac and Walker 1988). Because of the decay toward zero contributions in the experiment’s last ten rounds, an initial reaction by theorists was that it took subjects ten rounds to learn the rational way to
play the game. Subsequent experiments extended the pre-announced
time horizon to 20, 40, and 60 repetitions. These showed that subjects
tended to keep cooperation levels varying in the 30 to 50 percent range
for long sequences of time and that the decay toward zero contributions did not occur a few rounds prior to the announced ﬁnal round
(Isaac, Walker, and Williams 1994).
9.2.2 Predictions and Empirical Evidence Related to Second- and
Third-Level Social Dilemmas
Not only is there a clear prediction concerning the lack of provision in
public good situations, participants are viewed as helpless in getting
out of such situations. An effort to arrive at an agreement for determining how much of a public good should be provided and how the costs
of provision should be shared would take time and effort to achieve.
Once achieved, everyone would beneﬁt whether or not they had contributed to the design of such an agreement. Thus, the prediction is
that no one would participate in the effort to extract themselves from
the initial dilemma. Furthermore, monitoring compliance to such an
agreement and sanctioning those who did not give their agreed-upon
share would be costly for those who might think about undertaking
such an activity. Again, everyone would beneﬁt from such activities
whether or not they had contributed. Thus, no one is expected to invest
any of their own resources in monitoring and sanctioning activities.
But this is not what is found in many settings.
For example, in experiments where subjects are offered an opportunity to pay a fee in order to assess a ﬁne against someone else, subjects
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are willing to expend their own resources to punish non-cooperators
(E. Ostrom, Walker, and Gardner 1992; Fehr and Gächter 1998; Yamagishi 1986). Similar to ﬁeld settings, subjects in a lab are rather indignant and angry at others who do not do their share in protecting a
common-pool resource or providing a public good. These subjects give
up costly resources to sanction noncooperators. And, when individuals
agree upon their own sanctioning system, they do not need to use it
extensively—as the compliance rate with a self-imposed harvesting
limit and sanctioning system is extremely high (E. Ostrom, Gardner,
and Walker 1994).
Cardenas, Stranlund, and Willis (2000) report on a common-pool resource experiment conducted in the Colombian countryside with campesinos who frequently have to deal with resource problems in their
everyday life. In one of the experimental conditions, the campesino subjects were given a choice of withdrawal levels from the resource that
would be monitored by an external observer. The externally imposed
rule was that the subjects should harvest at an optimal level for group
returns, or face a realistic but low level of monitoring and a sanction
imposed by the outside observer. The subjects in this experimental
condition actually increased their withdrawal levels. This is in marked
contrast to their own behavior in those experiments where the subjects
could talk on a face-to-face basis and no rule was imposed. What was
remarkable about this experiment was that subjects, who were simply
allowed to communicate with one another on a face-to-face basis, were
able to achieve a higher joint return than the subjects who had an optimal but imperfectly enforced rule imposed on them. As the authors
conclude:
We have presented evidence that indicates that local environmental policies that are modestly enforced, but nevertheless are predicted by standard
theory to be welfare-improving, may be ineffective. In fact, such a policy can
do more harm than good, especially in comparison to allowing individuals
collectively to confront local environmental dilemmas without intervention.
We have also . . . presented evidence that the fundamental reason for the
poor performance of external control is that it crowded out group-regarding
behavior in favor of greater self-interest. (Cardenas, Stranlund, and Willis
2000, 1731)

It has also been found that individuals in both experimental and
ﬁeld settings are willing to invest substantial time and energy in designing and adapting rules so that they can achieve collective outcomes. In ﬁeld settings, the time and effort may be substantial (Lam
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1998; Tang 1992; Gibson, McKean, and Ostrom 2000; Varughese and
Ostrom 2001). When local users feel a sense of ownership and dependence on a local resource, many of them invest intensively in designing
and implementing ingenious local institutions—some of which are sustained for centuries (E. Ostrom 1990).
Being involved in a face-to-face discussion about solving their own
overharvesting problem may generate unexpected capabilities and
learning. Frohlich and Oppenheimer (2003) designed an experiment in
which one set of ﬁve subjects ﬁrst faced an ‘‘incentive compatible device’’ (ICD) in dealing with a repeated Prisoner’s Dilemma (PD) game
that randomized who was to receive the payoffs from their decisions.
While using this device, players were indeed able to achieve high
levels of joint beneﬁts, but about the same level as a control group that
was allowed to communicate on a face-to-face basis during the initial
phase of the experiment. Frohlich and Oppenheimer had hypothesized
that the experience of playing within an incentive compatible device
should carry over to a second phase when the same subjects played
seven rounds of a PD game without the device. They expected that
subjects who had experienced this device in the ﬁrst phase would
contribute more after the removal of the device. Frohlich and Oppenheimer ultimately had to reject their own hypothesis, however. ‘‘Without discussion, there was no carryover effect. With discussion, the ICD,
possibly due to the decoupling of ethical concern and behavior, led to
signiﬁcantly lowered levels of contributions than were found in the
regular PD’’ (Frohlich and Oppenheimer 2003, 289). They found that
face-to-face communication had a higher level of positive carryover
than the ICD.
Frohlich and Oppenheimer concluded that the use of an incentive
compatible device—at least the one that they used in the experiment—
could be ‘‘a two-edged sword, and ought to be studied further before
being advocated widely’’ (Frohlich and Oppenheimer 2003, 289). In
reasoning about their unexpected ﬁnding, they considered how the institution affected the problem-solving process of those involved. When
making a decision within the ICD, subjects ‘‘confront a situation in
which their self-interest and the interests of all others coincide exactly.
What is best for them is, by explicit design, best for the group as a
whole’’ (Frohlich and Oppenheimer 2003, 290). Thus, these individuals
could make a decision without facing any tension between the selfinterested and the ethically best strategy. Subjects did not need to take
the impact of their decisions on others into account as contrasted with
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their own best interest. ‘‘They don’t have to ﬂex their ethical muscles’’
(Frohlich and Oppenheimer 2003, 290).
9.3

Multiple Types of Players and Intrinsic Preferences

These (and closely related) empirical ﬁndings consistently challenge
predictions based on a presumption that all individuals can be characterized by a single model of rational behavior when they interact
outside a highly competitive market setting. Furthermore, preferences
have not only been considered to be entirely self-interested, but also
ﬁxed and unchanged by the experience of being within a particular
institutional arrangement. It is thus necessary to reconstruct our basic
theories of collective action and to assume that at least some participants are not rational egoists (Sen 1977). At least some individuals in
social dilemma situations follow or can learn norms of behavior—such
as those of reciprocity, fairness, and trustworthiness—that lead them
to take actions that are directly contrary to those predicted by contemporary rational choice theory.
In other words, the behavior of many individuals is based on intrinsic preferences related to how they prefer to behave (and would like
others to behave) in situations requiring collective action to achieve
joint beneﬁts or avoid joint harm. Intrinsic preferences lead some
individuals to be conditional cooperators—willing to contribute to
collective action so long as others also contribute—as well as conditional punishers—willing to sanction others who do not behave as
agreed upon or as accepted norms or rules prescribe so long as
they believe others are also conditional sanctioners. Intrinsic preferences transform some dilemmas into assurance games where there
are two equilibria and not just one (Chong 1991; Sen 1974). On the
other hand, some individuals do behave in a manner that closely
approximates the prediction for how rational egoists will behave.
Thus, one needs to assume multiple types of actors rather than only
rational egoists.
In many ongoing ﬁeld situations, humans obtain considerable information about each other and are able to engage in collective action
with those that they estimate share similar norms. In such situations,
some rational egoists will survive along with strong reciprocators so
that it is not possible to rely exclusively on the intrinsic motivation of
all participants to cooperate—especially if cooperation must be sustained over time. Thus, in many cases, intrinsic motivation must be
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backed up by institutions that enable those individuals motivated to
solve collective-action problems while protecting them from free-riders
and untrustworthy partners.
The rules crafted in many common-property regimes tend to increase the probability of long-term interactions among participants.
Further, appropriation rights tend to be designed so that actions can
be monitored at a relatively low cost by other participants. When individuals can monitor each other, they increase the probability that those
who break rules will become known to others in the community. Thus,
the rules crafted by robust self-organized, common-property regimes
increase the probability that reciprocity will be widely practiced (Lam
1998; Tang 1992; Gibson, McKean, and Ostrom 2000; E. Ostrom 2000).
Evidence that institutions can crowd out intrinsic motivations (as
well as crowding them in) has been mounting over the past three decades since Titmuss (1970) ﬁrst raised this possibility. Psychological research provides evidence that intrinsic motivation is diminished when
individuals feel that their own self-determination or self-esteem is adversely affected (Deci and Ryan 1985; Deci, Koestner, and Ryan 1999).
In a recent review of this theory, Frey and Jegen (2001, 594–595) identify the psychological conditions when crowding out or crowding in is
likely to occur:
1. External interventions crowd out intrinsic motivation if the individuals affected perceive them to be controlling. In this case, both selfdetermination and self-esteem suffer, and the individuals react by
reducing their intrinsic motivation in the activity controlled.
2. External interventions crowd in intrinsic motivation if the individuals concerned perceive it as supportive. In this case, self-esteem is fostered, and individuals feel that they are given more freedom to act,
thus enlarging self-determination.
A recent meta-analysis of 128 laboratory studies that have explored
the effect of extrinsic rewards on intrinsic motivation found that tangible rewards tend to have a substantially negative effect on intrinsic
motivation (Deci, Koestner, and Ryan 1999). As the authors conclude:
Although rewards can control people’s behavior—indeed, that is presumably
why they are so widely advocated—the primary negative effect of rewards is
that they tend to forestall self-regulation. In other words, reward contingencies
undermine people’s taking responsibility for motivating or regulating themselves. When institutions—families, schools, businesses, and athletic teams, for
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example—focus on the short-term and opt for controlling people’s behavior,
they may be having a substantially negative long-term effect. (Deci, Koestner,
and Ryan 1999, 659)

There are obviously many interactions where ‘‘controlling people’s behavior’’ is what is desirable. Individuals, in their role as citizens, are
not, however, someone else’s employees or agents. Intrinsic values are
important sources of citizens’ motivation to participate in political life
by volunteering to do community service, ﬁnding solutions to community problems, and paying taxes.
Paying taxes is obviously one of the most important acts that citizens in a contemporary democratic system make. In a survey of
prior studies of taxpayer behavior, Snaveley (1990, 70) concluded that
studies repeatedly show ‘‘compliance policies which emphasize increasing risk for tax evasion will not in themselves be sufﬁcient to curb
cheating.’’ He urges that policymakers adopt a more comprehensive
approach to increasing the rate of taxpayer compliance by encouraging the development of ‘‘taxpaying values’’ through education programs that stress service. ‘‘Taxpayer decisions are inﬂuenced by a
combination of economic self-interest factors and noneconomic criteria,
therefore, both the coercive and service/values policy approaches are
necessary. The choice to be made is one of balancing the two types of
policies’’ (Snaveley 1990, 70).
Paying taxes is obviously one of the methods used by governments
at all levels for solving collective-action problems by requiring funds
from beneﬁciaries to provide public goods and protect common-pool
resources. When there is a clear relationship between the taxes that an
individual pays and the goods and services obtained, taxes also represent an important link between citizens and their ofﬁcials. In some
cases, relatively long-lived local institutions have been seriously challenged by a lack of understanding by ofﬁcials and by policy analysts
of how the institutions operated and why an effective and clear linkage
between resource users and their ofﬁcials is so important. An intriguing example is from Taiwan, where a weakening of this linkage between resource users and their ofﬁcials has led to a weakening of the
links between ofﬁcials and investment in resources, and in the amount
of time that resource users spend monitoring each other’s behavior and
the condition of the resource.
In Taiwan, a set of seventeen irrigation associations has been responsible for the operation and maintenance of a large number of Taiwan’s
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irrigation systems. The irrigation associations were corporations organized by farmers, who have paid fees to their local irrigation association for many years. The irrigation association, in turn, took
substantial responsibility for the day-to-day maintenance and operation of local canals, while the Government of Taiwan has undertaken
responsibility for the construction and operation of the larger irrigation
works. The irrigation associations have repeatedly been acclaimed as
major contributors to efﬁcient irrigation in the country and thus to substantial agricultural development (Levine 1977; Moore 1989; Lam
1996).
Taiwan, like other countries whose economies are less and less dependent on agriculture and more dependent on industrial and service
industries, has been trying to ﬁnd ways of adjusting a variety of economic policies. Furthermore, the rural population still has a signiﬁcant vote and national politicians have been vying for support in
rural areas. In the early 1990s, politicians argued that farmers faced
hard times and could not make a decent living. As Wai Fung Lam
described, ‘‘The government, argued these politicians, should not burden the farmers with irrigation fees. In 1993, after much political negotiation, the government agreed to pay the irrigation fees on behalf of
the farmers’’ (Lam forthcoming, 7–8). As it turned out, both major national parties supported the cancellation of irrigation fees as no one
wanted to be seen as against the farmer, even though many of the ofﬁcials familiar with irrigation expressed substantial concern about the
long-term consequences.
The cancellation of the fee has had substantially adverse consequences. Farmers are much less likely to volunteer work activities,
pay voluntary group fees, or pay much attention to what is happening on the canals and in the ecological environment around them as
they had done before (Wade 1995). As one irrigation association ofﬁcial expressed it: ‘‘The problem facing irrigation management at the
ﬁeld level is not simply a matter of ﬁnding one or two farmers to serve
as [local group] leaders, the more serious challenge is that nowadays
fewer and fewer farmers have good knowledge of their own systems
and understand how to engage with one another in organizing collective action’’ (quoted in Lam forthcoming, 12). Maintenance of the systems has been declining precipitously, and the cost of water supply
has been increasing rather than decreasing. Thus, systems that have
been robust for a long period of time have largely been destroyed by
an effort ‘‘to help’’ farmers by reducing the burden on them—a ‘‘bur-
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den’’ that they had earlier placed on themselves. Thus, understanding
the difference between an internally constituted rule and method for
ﬁnancing services and an externally imposed inducement or sanction
is crucial in efforts to enhance the capabilities of citizens to engage in
collective action.
In a fascinating study of citizens’ willingness to accept a nuclear
waste repository in their community—an example of a classic NIMBY
(not in my back yard) problem—Frey and Oberholzer-Gee (1997) conducted a survey of citizens in a region of Switzerland where ofﬁcials
were attempting to ﬁnd a location for such a facility. Respondents
were initially asked if they were willing to accept a facility in their
community. About half (50.8 percent) of the respondents indicated a
willingness to have a nuclear waste facility in their community. When
the same respondents were asked their willingness to accept such a facility if the Swiss parliament offered substantial compensation to all
residents of a community that accepted the facility, the level of willingness dropped dramatically to 24.6 percent. Being offered a ﬁnancial
reward to accept a NIMBY-type project thus led one-quarter of the
respondents to change their minds and oppose the placement of the facility in their community.
Some scholars have accepted the possibility that material incentives
may crowd out intrinsic motivations in some settings, but are skeptical
that the overall effect is negative (Lazear 2000). In other words, if external incentives generate sufﬁcient effort, this may be a more efﬁcient
way to motivate citizens and employees than relying as much on intrinsic motivation.
Frey and Benz (2001) report on a recent experiment conducted at
the University of Zürich that directly addresses this question. They
designed an experiment based on the trust game in which a ﬁrst player
(the principal) may send part of an endowment to a second player (the
agent) that is then tripled in value. In the second stage, after being informed of the amount sent by the principal, the agent selects a costly
but complementary combination of variables referred to as work quantity and work quality that will return funds to the principal if positive
values are chosen. In the base experiment, a proﬁt-maximizing subject
should choose the minimal level of work quantity and work quality,
since there is no opportunity for the principal to punish the agent for
choosing the minimal level. Knowing that a rational egoist will keep
all of the funds sent by the principal, the principal should offer
the minimum feasible contract in the ﬁrst place. Prior experiments,
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however, had already shown that a substantial proportion of subjects
in both roles contributed substantially higher-than-minimum levels to
the other player (see, for example, Berg, Dickhaut, and McCabe 1995;
Kirchler, Fehr, and Evans 1996; E. Ostrom and Walker 2003).
In this experimental design, Frey and Benz added an experimental
condition whereby the principal has a possibility to punish the agent
for shirking. They found that this material incentive had a dramatic
effect on the agent’s contribution to the quantity dimension (which
could be monitored and punished), but also in regard to the second
dimension that could not be monitored and punished. The agents
who showed at least a potential propensity to cooperate voluntarily
responded to the threatened monitoring and sanctioning of their contribution by strongly reducing their effort in the work dimension that
could not be monitored, while modestly increasing the work dimension that could be monitored. Further, the introduction of ‘‘performance incentives’’ led the intrinsically motivated agents to exert
signiﬁcantly lower overall efforts when both dimensions were considered. As Frey and Benz (2001, 19–20) conclude:
The economic incentive in itself changes the frame of the exchange relationship
across treatments. Over and above the relative price effect they produce, incentives undermine part of the underlying intrinsic motivation by transforming a
relational contract into a purely transactional contract. . . . Individuals lower
their intrinsic efforts in the dimensions where they have the leeway to do so,
i.e., in those areas where they do not face the countervailing relative price effect
provided by the incentive mechanism.

Ernst Fehr and Bettina Rockenbach (2003) have also conducted a fascinating and relevant experiment using a one-shot trust game. In their
experiment, there were three conditions under which a principal could
allocate an amount (up to the ten monetary units) to a trustee:
(1) the principal could simply record a ‘‘desired back-transfer’’ that the
principal would like to receive back from the trustee,
(2) the principal could indicate that he or she planned to impose a ﬁne
of four monetary units if the trustee did not return the desired level, or
(3) the principal could indicate a plan not to waive the imposition of
a ﬁne.
Fehr and Rockenbach found that trustees paid back substantial funds
under all conditions and used reciprocity in determining the amount
they paid back—the more the principal transferred, the more the
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trustee paid back. Across all investment levels by a principal, however,
the trustees sent back more funds when the principal refrained from
imposing the ﬁne and returned the lowest amount when the principal
imposed the ﬁne. Fehr and Rockenbach conclude that ‘‘strong reciprocity’’ can help explain this paradoxical behavior.
First, refraining from the threat of ﬁning, although the threat is available, could
itself be perceived as a fair act, which induces the trustees to increase their cooperation. Second, attempts to use the sanction to enforce an unfair distribution of income may be perceived as hostile acts, inducing the trustees to
reduce cooperation. (Fehr and Rockenbach 2003, 139–140)

Prior research in regard to the performance of police ofﬁcers in ﬁeld
settings has found similar patterns without being able to precisely
measure the relative investment. In regard to policing, researchers
have argued that performance rewards based on crime ﬁghting primarily reduce the contribution that ofﬁcers are willing to make in regard to noncrime service to citizens. In light of his extensive research
on police, Herman Goldstein concluded that the ‘‘traditional methods
for measuring the rewarding of efﬁciency of both individual ofﬁcers
and organizational units place no positive value on the quality of the
police response in other than crime-related situations’’ (cited in Brown
1977, 91). In other words, if an ofﬁcer is ‘‘only rewarded for ‘crook
catching,’ and given no recognition for treating people decently, he
simply does not have any incentive to be a public servant’’ (Brown
1977, 91).
Three important lessons can be derived from these research efforts
and other recent theoretical and empirical research based on an assumption of multiple types of players including rational egoists and
conditional cooperators who have adopted norms of fairness, reciprocity, and trust. The ﬁrst lesson is that many individuals are motivated
by social norms that affect intrinsic motivation or are at least capable
of learning social norms and using them to guide some of these decisions. Second, it is possible for individuals who adopt these norms to
survive in repeated situations where they face rational egoists as well
as others who share similar norms. So long as they can identify one
another, trustworthy fair reciprocators actually achieve higher material rewards over time than rational egoists! In other words, they can
ﬂourish. The third lesson is that achieving some reliable information
about the trustworthiness of others is crucial to this accomplishment.
Consequently, institutions that enhance the level of information that
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participants obtain about one another is essential to increase the capacity of individuals to solve collective-action problems. Information rules
are as important (or more important) in solving collective-action problems than payoff rules, but payoff rules have been the primary focus of
a considerable percentage of public policy initiatives. This is not the
only problem, however, with the types of public policies that have
been recommended—and in some cases implemented—based on currently accepted theory.
9.4

Public Policies Based on the Extant Theory of Collective Inaction

The theory of collective inaction articulated in 1965 by Mancur Olson
was reinforced by the powerful metaphor of the ‘‘tragedy of the commons’’ articulated by Garrett Hardin in 1968 and by considerable work
in non-cooperative game theory examining various collective-action
problems related both to public goods and to common-pool resource
problems. The 1960s and 1970s were an era in which considerable faith
existed in the capacity of strong national governments to solve both social and environmental problems through the application of rational
planning and the design of incentives to induce positive and deter
negative behavior. Many national policies—especially in developing
countries—were adopted on the presumption that local users of natural resources were unable to cope effectively with the governance and
management of local forests, water resources, wildlife, and ﬁsheries
(Gibson 1999; Arnold 1998). In many countries, control over natural
resources was turned over to a national bureaucracy charged with the
responsibility of devising efﬁcient and effective ways of utilizing these
resources and sustaining their long-term productivity (Bromley et al.
1992; Agrawal 1999).
In many settings where individuals have managed small- to
medium-sized resources for centuries by drawing on local knowledge
and locally crafted institutions, their disempowerment led to a worsening of environmental problems rather than to their betterment (Finlayson and McCay 1998; Wunsch and Olowu 1995; Shivakoti and Ostrom
2002). Weak and frequently corrupt bureaucratic agencies were not
able to monitor use of these resources effectively, let alone devise effective plans for their long-term sustainability (Repetto 1986). What had
been de facto community property became de jure government property. In reality, it then became de facto open access and unregulated
property (Bromley et al. 1992).
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Furthermore, citizens are effectively told two rather devastating
messages in regard to the long-term development and sustenance of
a democratic society. First, public pronouncements stress that only
short-term selﬁsh actions are expected from ‘‘the common people.’’
When this is the case, solving collective-action problems requires
public policies that are based on externally designed and monitored
inducements. What we know from social psychological research, however, is that external inducements tend to ‘‘crowd out’’ intrinsic motivations when individuals feel like they have lost control. Or, as Bruno
Frey (1997, 44) has stressed, ‘‘a constitution designed for knaves tends
to drive out civic virtues.’’ When intrinsic motivations are crowded
out, substantially more material resources are required to induce
effort than when incentives support a sense of control and reliance
on intrinsic as well as material incentives. When citizens feel a
moral obligation to pay their taxes, it is possible to design a tax collection service that keeps collection costs at a low level. An effective
tax system, however, requires that most citizens accept the norm that
they should pay taxes. To achieve this objective over the long run, the
tax system must function in a fair manner and citizens must be able
to trust that others are also contributing their fair share (Rothstein
1998).
The second message contained in the policy literature is that citizens
do not have the knowledge or skills needed to design appropriate
institutions to overcome collective-action problems. Professional planners are, on the other hand, assumed to have the skills to analyze complex problems, design optimal policies, and implement these policies.
Citizens are effectively told that they should be passive observers in
the process of design and implementation of effective public policy.
The role of citizenship is reduced to voting every few years between
competing teams of political leaders. Then, citizens are supposed to sit
back and leave the ‘‘driving’’ of the political system to the experts hired
by these political leaders. Let us brieﬂy examine whether the assumption that national ofﬁcials can actually select optimal policies for the
regulation of natural resources is realistic.
Over the last ﬁfteen years, colleagues associated with the Workshop
in Political Theory and Policy Analysis have collected thousands of
written cases of resources managed by local users of inshore ﬁsheries,
irrigation systems, and grazing lands (Schlager 1994; Schlager and
Ostrom 1992; Blomquist 1992; Agrawal 1994; E. Ostrom, Gardner, and
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Walker 1994; Tang 1992; Lam 1998; Hess 1999). In Nepal, for example,
we have now collected data about the rules and general management
strategies used to govern and manage over 200 irrigation systems
including systems that are managed by government agencies (agency
managed irrigation systems, or AMIS) as well as those managed by
the farmers themselves (farmer managed irrigation systems, or FMIS).
We have consistently found that FMIS are able to achieve a higher agricultural yield than AMIS, that water is distributed more equitably in
FMIS than AMIS, and that the irrigation systems are better maintained
by FMIS than by AMIS (see Lam 1998; Joshi et al. 2000; Shivakoti and
Ostrom 2002).
What is striking, moreover, is the difference in how rules are
enforced by the farmers themselves on their own systems versus government ofﬁcials on the government systems. On 23 percent of the
AMIS systems, farmers report that government ofﬁcials are likely to
record ofﬁcial infractions. In contrast, farmers on 58 percent of the
FMIS report that their own farmer-monitors record infractions observed ( Joshi et al. 2000, 76). In addition, ﬁnes are more likely to actually be imposed within FMIS than within AMIS. Furthermore, farmers
also report that rules are highly likely to be followed 65 percent of the
time in FMIS and only 35 percent of the time in AMIS ( Joshi et al. 2000,
76). Thus, rules and sanctions devised by the farmers themselves—and
monitored by individuals who are responsible to the farmers—are
more likely to be enforced and lead to higher levels of rule compliance than rules and sanctions imposed by an external agency. Rules
enforced by FMIS crowd in cooperation levels rather than crowding
out cooperation.
We are now engaged in a massive ten-country comparative, overtime study of diverse forest institutions (Gibson, McKean, and Ostrom
2000; Poteete and Ostrom 2004). We have again found that resource
systems where local users have considerable authority to make their
own rules and enforce them are able to increase the level of cooperation achieved as contrasted to systems where rules are imposed from
the outside. We are also paying particular attention to the speciﬁc
rules that individuals use to regulate entry and allocate uses of local
resources.
What one learns from this research is the huge variety of rules that
are used in practice—many combinations of which are successful. For
example, we have identiﬁed twenty-seven different types of boundary
rules used by self-organized resource regimes (for speciﬁcs, see E.
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Ostrom 1999). Many of these rules enhance the likelihood that individuals know each other and will be engaged over the long-term with one
another. In other words, the endogenously designed rules enhance the
conditions needed to solve collective-action problems. We have also
identiﬁed over 100 authority rules used to allocate resource users’
rights to the ﬂow from a resource system (E. Ostrom 1999). Many of
these rules focus on time, space, and technology rather than on the
quantity of resource ﬂow allocated. Consequently, these rules increase
the information that individuals obtain about the actions taken by
others at a low cost. Compliance rates increase when individuals feel
that others are also following the rules.
The policy of assigning all authority to a central agency to design
rules is based on a false conception that there are only a few rules that
need to be considered and that only experts know these options and
can design optimal policies. Our empirical research strongly challenges
this assumption. There are thousands of individual rules that can be
used to manage resources. No one, including a scientiﬁcally trained professional staff, can do a complete analysis of any particular situation.
All policies need to be viewed as experiments (Campbell 1969). The
possibility of errors is always present given human limitations. Thus,
creating some redundancy in the design of rules for well-bounded local resources (or communities) encourages considerable experimentation essential to discover some of the more successful combinations of
rule systems (Low et al. 2001). Further, ecological systems vary from
one place to another and from one mix of species to another. The combination of rules that works well for lobster ﬁsheries may be a disaster
for deep-sea ﬁsheries (and vice versa) (Wilson et al. 2001). A good
combination of rules for a river system that has multiple regulatory
devices, such as dams, may be a disaster for a run-of-the-river system,
and vice versa.
Thus, instead of proposing highly centralized governance systems,
the best empirical evidence we can bring to bear on the question of
building sustainable democratic systems for sustainable resource use
is to design polycentric systems (V. Ostrom 1987, 1997). A polycentric
system has multiple semiautonomous units of governance located at
small, regional, national, and now international scales of organization
(Keohane and Ostrom 1995). Some of these governance units may be
organized in the private sector while others are organized in the public
sector. Government is not the only form of governance that humans
have devised over the centuries. The essential elements of dynamic
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polycentric systems are mechanisms for generating information about
patterns of interactions and outcomes and mechanisms for oversight
and self-correction. A completely decentralized system of small local
units without overlap is as incapable of learning and self-correction
as a fully centralized system. Large-scale, overlapping units are an
essential part of a modern democratic system. However, smaller- to
medium-scale units are also a necessary part of an overall polycentric
system.
Modern policy analysis needs to catch up with contemporary empirical and theoretical research. The two implicit messages contained in
much of contemporary public policy analysis are not only inefﬁcient
and ineffective, they are dangerous for the long-term sustainability of
democratic systems of governance. The ﬁrst message undermines the
normative foundations of a free society. It basically says that it is okay
to be narrowly self-interested and to wait for externally imposed
inducements or sanctions before voluntarily contributing to collective
action. The second message undermines the positive foundations of a
free society by destroying the capacity of citizens to experiment with
diverse ways of coping with multiple problems and to learn from this
experimentation over time. This message basically says that there is
one best way of solving all collective-action problems and it is only
knowable to experts. Citizens are viewed as having little to contribute
to the design of public policies.
Thus, much of contemporary policy analysis and the policies
adopted in many modern democracies crowd out citizenship and voluntary levels of cooperation. They do this by crowding out norms of
trust and reciprocity, by crowding out the knowledge of local circumstances, by crowding out the discussion of ethical issues with others
who are affected, and by crowding out the experimentation needed
to design effective institutions. Crowding out reciprocity, cooperation, and citizenship is a waste of human and material resources and
presents a serious challenge to the sustainability of democratic institutions over time.
Notes
An earlier version of this paper was presented at a conference on ‘‘Intrinsic Motivation in
Law and Business’’ in Gerzensee, Switzerland, June 18–22, 2001. The author thanks the
MacArthur Foundation and the Ford Foundation for ﬁnancial support; Bruno Frey, Herbert Gintis, and two anonymous reviewers for very useful comments; and Patty Lezotte
for her excellent editing of multiple versions of this paper.
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Reciprocity and the
Welfare State
Christina M. Fong, Samuel
Bowles, and Herbert Gintis

A man ought to be a friend to his friend and repay gift with gift. People should meet
smiles with smiles and lies with treachery.
From the Edda, a thirteenth-century collection of Norse epic verse

10.1

Introduction

The modern welfare state is a remarkable human achievement. In the
world’s advanced economies, a substantial fraction of total income is
regularly transferred from the better off to the less well off, and the
governments that preside over these transfers are regularly endorsed
by publics (Atkinson 1999). The modern welfare state is thus the most
signiﬁcant case in human history of a voluntary egalitarian redistribution of income among total strangers. What accounts for its popular
support?
We suggest below that a compelling case can be made that people
support the modern welfare state because it conforms to deeply held
norms of reciprocity and conditional obligations to others. Economists
have for the most part offered an alternative (empirically implausible)
theory of self-regarding human motivation to explain who votes for redistribution. The most widely accepted model of the demand for redistribution in economics is the median voter model, which holds that each
voter desires a personal wealth-maximizing level of redistribution. Under appropriate assumptions, it follows that the redistribution implemented by a government elected under a majority rule system is that
preferred by the median-income voter. Because the distribution of income is generally skewed to the right (there are a few very rich individuals), the median voter is poorer than the mean voter and will
therefore demand a positive level of redistribution.
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An important implication of this model is that demand for redistribution decreases as personal income increases (Roberts 1977). But
personal income is a surprisingly poor predictor of support for redistribution (Gilens 1999; Fong 2001). A large fraction of the poor oppose income redistribution and a large fraction of the rich support it. Among
respondents of a nationally representative American survey (Gallup
Organization 1998) who have annual household incomes of at least
$150,000 and expect their lives to improve in the next ﬁve years, 24
percent responded that the government should ‘‘redistribute wealth by
heavy taxes on the rich,’’ and 67 percent respond that the ‘‘government
in Washington, DC, should make every possible effort to improve the
social and economic position of the poor.’’ Equally striking is the fact
that among the respondents with annual family incomes of less than
$10,000 who did not expect to be better off in ﬁve years, 32 percent report that the government should not redistribute wealth by heavy taxes
on the rich, and 23 percent say that the poor should help themselves
rather than having the government ‘‘make every possible effort to improve the . . . position of the poor.’’1
Thus, while self-interest is an important human motive, and income
does explain some of the variance in redistributive attitudes, other
motives appear to be at work. Abundant evidence from across the social sciences—much of it focusing on the United States with similar
ﬁndings in smaller quantities from other countries around the world—
has shown that when people blame the poor for their poverty, they
support less redistribution than when they believe that the poor are
poor through no fault of their own. That is, generosity toward the
poor is conditional on the belief that the poor work hard (Williamson
1974; Heclo 1986; Farkas and Robinson 1996; Gilens 1999; Miller 1999).
For instance, in a 1972 sample of white women in Boston, the perceived work ethic of the poor was a far better predictor of support for
aid to the poor than one’s family income, religion, education, and a
host of other demographic and social background variables (Williamson 1974). Indeed in predicting support for such aid, the addition of a
single variable measuring beliefs about work motivation tripled the
explanatory power of all the above background variables together.
Mofﬁtt, Ribar, and Wilhelm (1998) were among the ﬁrst economists to
report ﬁndings on this relationship. They used the General Social Survey, a large nationally representative data set with observations in
nearly every year since 1972 to show that those who believe that people get ahead by ‘‘lucky breaks or help from others’’ rather than hard
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work prefer more spending on welfare. Fong (2001) used nationally
representative data from a 1998 Gallup Social Audit to show that the
effects of beliefs about the causes of income on demands for redistribution are surprisingly large and cannot be explained by missing measures of self-interest. Alesina, Glaeser, and Sacerdote (2001) have
reported related ﬁndings from the World Values Survey. Americans
have much stronger beliefs that poverty is caused by laziness than
Europeans: 60 percent of Americans say the poor are lazy compared to
just 27 percent of Europeans. The authors argue that this could be an
important explanation for the small size of the American welfare state
compared to the average European welfare state.
Our interpretation of these ﬁndings is that people are willing to help
the poor, but they withdraw support when they perceive that the poor
cheat or fail to cooperate by not trying hard enough to be self-sufﬁcient
and morally upstanding. Within economics, our view is most similar to
the taxpayer resentment view of the demand for redistribution modeled by Besley and Coate (1992) and the effect of reciprocity sentiments
on redistributive public ﬁnance by Serge Kolm (1984).2 Our view is
also consistent with interpretations by Heclo (1986) and Gilens (1999),
who cite evidence that Americans support a wide array of beneﬁts for
the poor and are primarily opposed to ‘‘welfare,’’ presumably because
‘‘welfare’’ refers to means-tested cash assistance, which may be perceived as a program that beneﬁts able-bodied adults who choose to
have children out of wedlock and prefer not to work. Our interpretation is also compatible with equity theory and attribution theory.
According to equity theory, people should receive resources from a
system that are proportional to their contributions (Walster, Walster,
and Bersheid 1978; Deutsch 1985; Miller 1999). Attribution theorists argue that people are less likely to help someone if they determine that
the person is individually responsible for his or her outcome (Weiner
1995; Skitka and Tetlock 1993).
Economists have been skeptical of non-selﬁsh models for several
reasons. First, there could be unmeasured self-interest variables that
explain the support for redistribution. In particular, those with lowmean, high-variance incomes may be more likely to think that poverty
is due to bad luck and also more likely to demand redistribution out of
self-interest for insurance against a low income. We soundly reject this
hypothesis in section 10.4.
Second, people who think that effort plays a major role in income
generation may be concerned about the incentive effects of taxation or
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transfers rather than the ‘‘worthiness’’ of recipients (Piketty 1995). We
do have two pieces of evidence, however, that incentive costs cannot
fully explain attitudes towards redistribution. One is that were incentive costs of taxation the problem, those who believe that effort is important should support less government spending in general. Yet, as
we show in section 10.4, the belief that effort is important to getting
ahead in life is negatively correlated with support for redistribution
and positively correlated with support for military spending. Another
is that, as described in section 10.3, subjects in a behavioral experiment on charitable giving to welfare recipients gave signiﬁcantly more
money when they were randomly paired with a welfare recipient
who said she would like to work than when randomly paired with a
welfare recipient who said she would not like to work. There were no
disincentive costs in this experiment, so some other interpretation is
necessary.
This experimental result also addresses a third concern that economists have raised: People who do not want to give to the poor may
say that the poor are lazy to justify their selﬁshness. This cannot
explain why randomly assigned treatment conditions in the charity
experiment just described had signiﬁcant effects on giving to welfare
recipients.
Concern about the ‘‘undeserving poor’’ is pronounced in the United
States, but is far from absent in Europe. In ﬁgure 10.1 we show that in
twelve European countries, those who say that poverty is the result of
laziness support less government redistribution and are less concerned
about unemployment, poverty, and inequality than those who do not.
The data are from a Eurobarometer survey conducted in 1989 (Reif
and Melich 1993), representative of the population aged ﬁfteen and
over in the twelve European Union countries of that time. Of the data
set’s 11,819 respondents, we use the 8,239 who answered all of the
questions included in our analysis. Our dependent variable is the sum
of responses to four questions about
(1) the importance of ﬁghting unemployment;
(2) the importance of ﬁghting poverty;
(3) the importance of reducing differences between regions within the
country by helping regions that are less developed or in difﬁculties; and
(4) whether the public authorities in the country do all that they
should for poor people.
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(-0.034**)
(-0.067***)

-0.1
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Income
Quartile

Regression Coefficient

-0.2

-0.3

-0.4
(-0.42***)
-0.5

Believes Poverty is
Due to Laziness

Figure 10.1
Explaining concern about poverty using data from twelve European countries.
Note: Bars represent ordinary least squares coefﬁcients (value of the estimated coefﬁcient
is in parentheses) predicting concern about poverty. The dependent variable is standardized so that the estimated coefﬁcient represents the effect of the variable indicated on
concern about poverty measured in standard deviation units. The equation also includes
age and country dummy variables. Signiﬁcance levels are based on robust standard
errors that allow for clustered errors within countries. This regression uses sample
weights, although the results are not sensitive to them. There are 8239 observations,
R 2 ¼ :161. *** Signiﬁcant at the 1 percent level. ** Signiﬁcant at the 5 percent level.

The measure increases in concern about poverty, unemployment, inequality, and the belief that the public authorities do not ‘‘do enough
for poor people.’’ For simplicity, we refer to this composite measure as
‘‘concern about poverty.’’
Our independent variable of primary interest is the belief that poverty is caused by laziness rather than being caused by bad luck, injustice, or no reason at all, or that poverty is inevitable.3 The other
variables included in the regression are family income quartiles, sex,
and age. Note that item 4 in our dependent variable is explicitly country speciﬁc. Cross-country comparisons of a question like this are of little value because people in a country with a generous redistribution
system may care very much about poverty but believe that their own
government is doing a good job of addressing it. The other three items
used to construct our dependent measure are subject to the same concern, albeit to a lesser extent. To account for the effects of unmeasured
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differences between countries, we use ﬁxed effects to allow for country
differences in mean responses.
The results, presented in ﬁgure 10.1, show that those who say that
poverty is caused by laziness are less concerned about poverty than
the rest of the respondents by a 0.42 standard deviation. In contrast,
family income has a very modest effect.4 The difference in concern
about poverty between the richest and poorest quartiles is less than a
quarter as great as the difference between those who think that poverty
is due to laziness and those who do not. The respondent’s sex has a
signiﬁcant effect on concern about poverty (independent of income
and the other regressors), with men being less concerned than women.
We do not doubt that self-regarding motives often underpin apparently generous actions. Rather, we suggest that they do not always do
so. Understanding egalitarian politics today requires a reconsideration
of Homo economicus, the unremittingly self-regarding actor of economic
theory. We do not wish to replace the textbook self-regarding actor,
however, with an equally one-dimensional altruistic actor willing to
make unconditional and personally costly contributions to the less
well off. Rather, we believe that strong reciprocity better explains the
motivations behind support for the welfare state. By ‘‘strong reciprocity,’’ we mean a propensity to cooperate and share with others similarly disposed, even at personal cost, and a willingness to punish those
who violate cooperative and other social norms, even when punishing
is personally costly and cannot be expected to entail net personal gains
in the future (see chapter 1).
Strong reciprocity goes considerably beyond self-interested forms
of cooperation, which we term ‘‘weak reciprocity’’ and which include
market exchange and tit-for-tat behavior—what biologists call ‘‘reciprocal altruism.’’
As we will see, all three of our personae—Homo economicus, the
strong reciprocator, and even the pure altruist—are represented in
most groups of any size. For this reason, egalitarian policymaking, no
less than the grand projects of constitutional design, risks irrelevance
if it ignores the irreducible heterogeneity of human motivations. The
problem of institutional design is not, as the classical economists
thought, that uniformly self-regarding individuals be induced to interact in ways producing desirable aggregate outcomes. Instead, it is that
a mix of motives—self-regarding, reciprocal, and altruistic—interact in
ways that prevent self-regarding individuals from exploiting generous
individuals and unraveling cooperation when it is beneﬁcial.
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The Origins of Reciprocity

Earlier chapters of this book presented the experimental evidence for
strong reciprocity. Historical evidence also supports the notion that
support for redistribution is often based on strong reciprocity motives.
In his Injustice: The Social Bases of Obedience and Revolt, Barrington
Moore Jr. (1978, 21) sought the common motivational bases—‘‘general
conceptions of unfair and unjust behavior’’—for the moral outrage
fueling struggles for justice that have recurred throughout human
history. ‘‘There are grounds,’’ he concludes from his wide-ranging
investigation
For suspecting that the welter of moral codes may conceal a certain unity of
original form . . . a general ground plan, a conception of what social relationships ought to be. It is a conception that by no means excludes hierarchy and
authority, where exceptional qualities and defects can be the source of enormous admiration and awe. At the same time, it is one where services and
favors, trust and affection, in the course of mutual exchanges, are ideally
expected to ﬁnd some rough balancing out. (Moore 1978, 4–5, 509)

Moore termed the general ground plan he uncovered ‘‘the concept of
reciprocity—or better, mutual obligation, a term that does not imply
equality of burdens or obligations . . .’’ (Moore 1978, 506) In similar
manner, James Scott (1976) analyzed agrarian revolts, identifying violations of the ‘‘norm of reciprocity’’ as one the essential triggers of insurrectionary motivations.
Casual observation of everyday life, ethnographic and paleoanthropological accounts of hunter-gatherer foraging bands from the late
Pleistocene to the present, and historical narratives of collective struggles have combined to convince us that strong reciprocity is a powerful
and ubiquitous motive.
10.3

Experimental Evidence on Unilateral Income Transfers

Behavioral experiments with human subjects provide overwhelming
evidence against Homo economicus. Many of these experiments have
been described in chapters 1 and 5 of this book, and will not be repeated here. However, there is additional evidence dealing more directly with charitable redistribution. Consider, for instance, the dictator
game. In this game, one of two mutually anonymous players, the ‘‘proposer,’’ is given a sum of money (typically $10), asked to choose any
part of the sum to give to the second player, and permitted to keep the
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rest. Homo economicus gives nothing in this situation, whereas in actual
experimental situations, a majority of proposers give positive amounts,
typically ranging from 20 percent to 60 percent of the total (Forsythe
et al. 1994).
Using dictator games, researchers have shown that people are more
generous to individuals they perceive to be worthy recipients and bargaining partners. For example, Eckel and Grossman (1996) found that
subjects in dictator games gave roughly three times as much when the
recipient was the American Red Cross than when it was an anonymous subject. More recently, Fong (2004) conducted charity games (ndonor dictator games) in which several dictators were paired with a
single real-life welfare recipient. The treatment conditions were randomly assigned and differed according to whether the welfare recipient expressed strong or weak work preferences on a survey that she
completed. Dictators read the welfare recipients’ surveys just prior to
making their offers. Dictators who were randomly assigned to welfare
recipients who expressed strong work preferences gave signiﬁcantly
more than dictators who were assigned to recipients that expressed
weak work preferences. These experiments provide evidence for our
view that strong reciprocity is a common motivation.
Another result that is consistent with reciprocity is that cooperating
and punishing behavior are very sensitive to the situation framing the
interaction. In early research on what is known as inequality aversion,
Loewenstein, Thompson, and Bazerman (1989) found that distributional preferences are sensitive to social context. They asked subjects to
imagine themselves in various hypothetical situations. In one, the subject and another college student share the gains and losses from a jointly produced product. In another, the subject and a neighbor split the
proﬁt from selling a vacant lot between their homes. In a third, the subject is a customer dividing the proceeds from an expired rebate or the
cost of repairs with a salesperson.
These scholars found that subjects care about relative payoffs even
more than they care about their absolute payoffs. They also found
that, controlling for the subjects’ own payoffs, earning less than the
other person had a strong negative effect on utility in all situations
and relationship types. However, an effect on utility of earning more
than the other person (referred to as advantageous inequality) was
also present and depended on the relationship and the situation.
Subjects disliked advantageous inequality if the relationship was
friendly. However, if the relationship was unfriendly, advantageous
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inequality had little effect on their satisfaction level. Interestingly, these
researchers found that subjects preferred advantageous inequality in
the customer/salesperson scenario, but disliked it in the other two
scenarios (producing a product and splitting the proceeds from an
empty lot).
Although there may be many additional factors contributing to the
context dependence of behavior, the ﬁnding that subjects are more
averse to advantageous inequality (or, equivalently, desire higher
relative payoffs for the other subject) in friendly relationships than in
unfriendly relationships is fully consistent with our interpretation of
reciprocity. In another example, fraternity brothers at the University
of California–Los Angeles (UCLA) were asked to rank outcomes in a
Prisoner’s Dilemma situation under ﬁve different scenarios: interacting
with a fellow fraternity brother, a member of another (unnamed) fraternity, a non-fraternity student at UCLA, a student from the nearby rival University of Southern California, and an ofﬁcer from the UCLA
Police Department. They showed a strong preference for mutual cooperation over defection against one’s partner when playing with fraternity brothers, with the rankings reversing with increasing social
distance—they were as willing to exploit the University of Southern
California students as the UCLA police (Kollock 1997)!
10.4

Survey Evidence

These results support our interpretation of attitudinal survey results,
which show that people support more government redistribution to
the poor if they think that poverty is caused by bad luck rather than
laziness. Our interpretation of this is that because of strong reciprocity,
people wish to help those who try to make it on their own, but for reasons beyond their own control cannot. People wish to punish—or
withhold assistance from—those who are able but unwilling to work
hard. However, there are several alternative explanations for the effect
of beliefs about the worthiness of the poor that are consistent with pure
self-interest. In this section, we test these alternative explanations and
ﬁnd that self-interest alone cannot explain the relationship between
beliefs about the worthiness of the poor and support for redistribution.
These results are based on Fong (2001).
We use the 1998 Gallup Poll Social Audit Survey, ‘‘Haves and HaveNots: Perceptions of Fairness and Opportunity,’’ a randomly selected
national sample of 5,001 respondents. In each test, we use the set of all
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individuals who responded to all of the questions used in the regression, unless noted otherwise.5
Relative to other commonly used surveys, the Gallup survey has a
large sample size for a large number of questions on inequality and
distribution. The sample size permits running regressions with full
controls on narrow segments of the sample—namely, high income and
low income sub-samples. There are several self-interest measures that
include not only the usual objective socioeconomic variables, but also
subjective measures of economic well-being and future expectations.
These may widen the net intended to capture self-interest.
To construct our dependent variable, we added the responses to the
ﬁve questions below, signing the responses so that the measure increases in support for redistribution.
1. People feel differently about how far a government should go. Here
is a phrase which some people believe in and some don’t. Do you think
our government should or should not redistribute wealth by heavy
taxes on the rich? (response categories: should, should not)
2. Some people feel that the government in Washington, DC, should
make every possible effort to improve the social and economic position
of the poor. Others feel that the government should not make any special effort to help the poor, because they should help themselves. How
do you feel about this? (response categories: government should help
the poor, the poor should help themselves)
3. Which one of the following groups do you think has the greatest
responsibility for helping the poor: churches, private charities, the government, the families and relatives of poor people, the poor themselves, or someone else? (response categories: groups other than the
poor, the poor themselves)
4. Do you feel that the distribution of money and wealth in this country today is fair, or do you feel that the money and wealth in this country should be more evenly distributed among a larger percentage of
the people? (response categories: distribution is fair, should be more
evenly distributed)
5. Do you think that the fact that some people in the United States are
rich and others are poor (1) represents a problem that needs to be ﬁxed,
or (2) is an acceptable part of our economic system? (response categories: problem, acceptable)
Two sets of measures of the causes of income are used in this study.
The ﬁrst contains two questions concerning the importance of effort
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and luck in causing wealth and poverty and one question on whether
or not there is plenty of opportunity to work hard and get ahead in
America today. The second set is a series of questions about the importance of various factors, including race and sex, for getting ahead in
life.
Self-interest is measured by income and other variables likely to
predict current and future tax obligations and current and future reliance on social insurance or redistribution programs. In ﬁgures 10.2
and 10.3, we control for self-interest by including income, race, sex,
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Figure 10.2
Determinants of the support for redistribution.
Note: Bars represent ordinary least squares coefﬁcients (value of the estimated coefﬁcient
is in parentheses) predicting support for redistribution. The dependent variable is standardized so that the estimated coefﬁcient represents the effect of the variable indicated on
concern about poverty measured in standard deviation units. The equation also includes:
seven additional income dummies, age, a dummy for attended college, and dummies for
‘‘worries about bills most of the time,’’ and ‘‘worries about bills some of the time.’’ The
omitted category for household income is less than $10,000 per year. The omitted categories for causes of poverty and wealth are ‘‘lack of effort’’ and ‘‘strong effort’’ respectively.
To simplify the presentation of race effects, we use the sample of white and black
respondents only. Omitted category for ‘‘worries about bills’’ is ‘‘all of the time.’’ There
are 3417 observations. R 2 ¼ :260. This regression uses sample weights, although the
results are not sensitive to them. We use robust standard errors. All coefﬁcients are signiﬁcant at the 1 percent level.
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Figure 10.3
Effects on the support for redistribution of beliefs about the importance of various factors
in getting ahead in life.
Notes: Bars represent ordinary least squares coefﬁcients (value of the estimated coefﬁcient is in parentheses) predicting support for redistribution. The dependent variable is
standardized. Independent variables are the respondent’s belief in the importance of the
factor shown to getting ahead in life. The coefﬁcients are the estimated effects of a onepoint increase in the response scale for a given belief on standard deviations of support
for redistribution. Regressions also include all of the self-interest measures included in
ﬁgure 10.2. The number of observations was 3,437. This regression uses sample weights,
although the results were not sensitive to them. R 2 ¼ :184. *** Signiﬁcant at the 1 percent
level. ** Signiﬁcant at the 5 percent level.

education, age, and the frequency with which respondents worry
about meeting family expenses in the regressions.6
In ﬁgure 10.2, we present results from an ordinary least squares regression that predicts support for redistribution using two sets of variables: (1) beliefs about the causes of wealth and poverty, and (2) the
measures of self-interest. To facilitate interpreting the coefﬁcients, we
have standardized the dependent variable to have a mean of zero and
a standard deviation of one. The interpretation is as follows: those who
say that bad luck alone causes poverty are a 0.50 standard deviation
higher in their support for redistribution than those who think lack
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of effort alone causes poverty. Those who think that good luck alone
causes wealth are a 0.39 standard deviation higher on the support for
redistribution scale than those who think effort alone causes wealth,
and people who respond that there is plenty of opportunity in the
United States to get ahead scored a 0.42 standard deviation lower in
support for redistribution than people who do not think there is plenty
of opportunity.
Measures of self-interest also have signiﬁcant effects in the expected
direction on support for redistribution. Those who are in the highest
income category (annual household income greater than $150,000)
scored a 0.47 standard deviation lower on support for redistribution
than those in the lowest income category (income less than $10,000).
Those who almost never worry about bills are signiﬁcantly less supportive of redistribution than those who worry all of the time. The
self-interest variables are jointly signiﬁcant at the 1 percent level.
The effect of being white is large and highly signiﬁcant, and the
effect of being male is even larger. At ﬁrst glance, this may appear to
contradict an empirical regularity that among the socioeconomic variables, race has one of the largest and most reliable effects while sex
does not. However, if we omit the beliefs variables, the magnitude of
the effects of race and sex increase and become roughly equivalent in
size. This is consistent with the argument, put forth by Gilens (1999),
that the effect of race is mediated by beliefs about the characteristics of
the poor, especially poor blacks.
If we take the view that all of the socioeconomic variables together
capture self-interest, then the effect of self-interest appears considerably larger than if we simply consider the size of the coefﬁcient on income. Using ordered probit to estimate similar equations, Fong (2001)
has estimated the sizes of the effects of the independent variables on
the probabilities of scoring in each of the six categories of the support
for redistribution scale. In an equation that controls for both beliefs
about the causes of wealth and poverty and a large number of objective and subjective measures of and proxies for self-interest, the effects
of being in the least privileged category (non-white, female, single,
union member, part-time worker, no college education, in lowest income category, household size greater than four, and almost always
worries about bills) as opposed to the most privileged are similar
in size to the effects of believing that luck alone causes wealth and
poverty, as opposed to believing that effort alone causes wealth and
poverty.
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Could our results be driven by missing self-interest variables? People who believe that poverty is caused by bad luck or circumstances
beyond individual control may be those who have low-mean, highvariance incomes. Such individuals may have higher expectations of
needing government assistance in the future, and therefore demand
more redistribution purely out of self-interest. For similar reasons,
those who believe that the poor are lazy may simply be people who
have higher-mean, lower-variance incomes and therefore less selfinterest in redistribution. If this is true, then the effect of these beliefs
on redistributive policy preferences may have nothing to do with the
psychology of holding the poor accountable and blaming them for
their outcomes. It would simply be the case that beliefs about the
causes of income are correlated with a person’s ﬁnancial position,
which in turn determines his or her demand for redistribution.
If the beliefs about the causes of poverty and wealth operate through
self-interest, then they should have no effect among people at the top
and bottom of the distribution of income who expect to remain there.
Those who do not expect to beneﬁt should demand no redistribution
at all, regardless of their beliefs about the causes of income, while those
who expect to beneﬁt should register the highest degree of support for
redistribution regardless of their beliefs about the causes of income. To
test whether this is the case, we use sub-samples of (1) individuals with
incomes over $75,000 per year who expect to be better off in ﬁve years
than they are today and who worry about bills less often than ‘‘all of
the time’’; (2) individuals with incomes under $10,000 per year; and (3)
individuals with incomes under $30,000 per year who do not expect to
be better off in ﬁve years than they are today and who worry about
bills more often than ‘‘almost never.’’
In all of these sub-samples, a quite inclusive set of measures capturing self-interest is jointly insigniﬁcant. That is, we cannot reject the
hypothesis that every single socioeconomic variable has a coefﬁcient
of zero. Yet, beliefs about roles of luck, effort, and opportunity in generating life outcomes were jointly signiﬁcant for all three sub-samples
and in most cases were individually signiﬁcant in the expected directions as well.7 Therefore, among those individuals who are poor
and do not expect their lives to improve and those individuals who
believe that lack of effort causes poverty oppose redistribution. Analogously, support for redistribution is high among those securely
well off respondents who believe that poverty is the result of back
luck.
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In another test of self-interest, we use questions on the respondents’
views on the importance of various factors, including a person’s race
and sex, to getting ahead in life. Figure 10.3 presents an ordinary least
squares regression of support for redistribution on the importance of
various determinants of success, controlling for the same socioeconomic variables included in the regression presented in ﬁgure 10.2.
Beliefs that ‘‘willingness to take risks’’ and ‘‘hard work and initiative’’
explain ‘‘why some people get ahead and succeed in life and others do
not’’ have highly signiﬁcant negative effects on support for redistribution. Beliefs that education, people’s parents, connections, good luck,
dishonesty, and inherited money explain why some people get ahead
have signiﬁcant positive effects on support for redistribution. In addition, beliefs that a person’s sex is important to getting ahead have signiﬁcant positive effects on support for redistribution for men, while
the effect of this belief for women is also positive but smaller and statistically insigniﬁcant. Beliefs that a person’s race is important to getting ahead in life have signiﬁcant positive effects for whites, while the
effect of these beliefs for blacks is positive but smaller and statistically
insigniﬁcant.
If people think that a person’s race and sex are important to getting ahead in life, then the effects of these beliefs on self-interested
demand for redistribution should operate in opposite directions for
those who expect to beneﬁt and those who expect to lose from racial
or gender discrimination.8 In other words, whites who think race is important to getting ahead will expect to be economically advantaged
and would have fewer self-interested reasons to support redistribution
than whites who think that race does not matter. Similar reasoning
holds for men who think a person’s sex is important to getting ahead
in life.
However, using an alternative form of the same regression presented in ﬁgure 10.3, we ﬁnd that the effect of believing that a person’s
sex is important to getting ahead in life is signiﬁcantly more positive
for men than it is for women. This interaction effect is signiﬁcant at the
1 percent level (unreported). As we have seen, this is inconsistent with
self-interest, because men and whites with these beliefs would expect
to beneﬁt from discrimination and hence have less likelihood of beneﬁting from redistributive programs.
Concerns about the incentive effects of taxation are a ﬁnal mechanism through which self-interest might cause beliefs that the poor are
lazy and the rich industrious to decrease the demand for redistribution.
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When earned income is more sensitive to work effort, taxation may
cause greater effort disincentives and reduce aggregate income. If so,
then beliefs about the roles of effort, luck, and opportunity in generating income may affect the level of support for redistribution through
concerns about incentive costs of redistribution (Piketty 1995). This
type of incentive concern should not apply only to redistribution, but
to any tax-funded expenditure, including expenditures such as national defense.
According to this tax-cost hypothesis, if beliefs that income is caused
by factors under individual control decrease demand for redistribution, then they should decrease demand for other kinds of tax-funded
expenditures (including defense spending) as well. But there is no evidence that tax cost concerns adversely affect the demand for public
expenditures. Using the 1990 General Social Survey, we estimate ordered probit regressions predicting support for spending on welfare,
national defense, halting the rising crime rate, and dealing with drug
addiction, respectively.9 The independent variables are beliefs that the
poor are poor because of lack of effort, and ﬁve demographic variables
(income, education, race, sex, and age). In the samples reported above,
the belief that the lack of effort causes poverty has a highly signiﬁcant
negative effect on support for redistribution. However, these same
beliefs have no effect on support for spending on crime or drug addiction, and they have a signiﬁcant positive effect on support for spending on defense. If these beliefs simply measure tax cost concerns, then
their effect on support for all of these expenditure items should have
been negative.
However, even more convincing evidence on this point comes from
the experiment including actual welfare recipients described earlier in
this section. There were no disincentive costs in this experiment, yet
student subjects gave more to the welfare recipients with the stronger
work commitments. These results lend support to previously made
hypotheses about well-known patterns in survey data. Heclo (1986)
reports that 81 percent of survey respondents favor public funding for
child care if the mother is a widow who is trying to support three children, while only 15 percent favor such funding when the mother has
never married and is not interested in working. Heclo also reports the
results of a survey in which the wording of a question about support
for public redistribution was manipulated so that some subjects were
asked about spending on ‘‘welfare’’ while others were asked about
spending on ‘‘assistance for the poor,’’ or ‘‘caring for the poor.’’ In that
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experiment, 41 percent of respondents stated that there is too much
spending on welfare and 25 percent stated that there is too little. By
contrast, only 11 percent and 7 percent of the respondents said that
there is too much spending on assistance for and caring for the poor,
respectively, and 64 percent and 69 percent said that there is too little
spending on assistance for and caring for the poor, respectively. In a
similar vein, Page and Shapiro (1992) report that support for social security spending has been very high and stable over time, while support for spending on welfare has been consistently low. The
interpretation commonly given for ﬁndings such as these is that people
are less generous to recipients who they think are not working when
they could and should be, or who are otherwise considered to be in
questionable moral standing (Heclo 1986; Gilens 1999). We have
shown that these ﬁndings cannot be explained away by a fuller and
more rigorous account of self-interest.
10.5

Strong Reciprocity and the Welfare State: Unhappy Marriage?

The following generalizations sum up the relevance of the experimental, survey, and other data to the problem of designing and sustaining
programs to promote economic security and eliminate poverty. First,
people exhibit signiﬁcant levels of generosity, even towards strangers.
Second, beliefs about the causes of high and low incomes matter.
Third, people contribute to public goods and cooperate to collective
endeavors and consider it unfair to free-ride on the contributions and
efforts of others. Fourth, people punish free riders at substantial costs
to themselves, even when they cannot reasonably expect future personal gain from these actions of punishment (chapters 1, 5–8, this
volume).
It would not be difﬁcult to design a system of income security and
economic opportunity that would tap rather than offend the motivations expressed in these four generalizations. Such a system would
be generous towards the poor, rewarding those individuals who perform socially valued work and who seek to improve their chances of
engaging in such work, as well as to those individuals who are poor
through accidents not of their own making, such as illness and job
displacement.
While strong reciprocity may support egalitarianism, it may also
help explain opposition to welfare state policies in some of the advanced market economies during the past few decades. Speciﬁcally,
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in light of the empirical regularities outlined above, we suspect the
following to be true as well: Egalitarian policies that reward people independent of whether and how much they contribute to society are
considered unfair and are not supported, even if the intended recipients are otherwise worthy of support and even if the incidence of noncontribution in the target population is rather low. This would explain
the opposition to many welfare measures for the poor, particularly
since such measures are thought to have promoted various social
pathologies. At the same time it explains the continuing support for
Social Security and Medicare in the United States, since the public perception is that the recipients are ‘‘deserving’’ and the policies are
thought not to support what are considered antisocial behaviors. The
public goods experiments reported in chapter 5 of this volume are also
consistent with the notion that tax resistance by the nonwealthy may
stem from their perception that the well-to-do are not paying their fair
share.
A striking fact about the decline in the support for the former Aid to
Families with Dependent Children, food stamps, and other meanstested social support programs in the United States, however, is that
overwhelming majorities oppose the status quo, whatever their income,
race, or personal history with such programs. This pattern of public
sentiment, we think, can be accounted for in terms of the principle of
strong reciprocity.
We rely mainly on two studies. The ﬁrst study, Farkas and Robinson
(1996), analyze data collected in late 1995 by Public Agenda, a nonproﬁt, nonpartisan research organization. The authors conducted eight
focus groups around the country, then did a national survey involving
half-hour interviews of 1,000 randomly selected Americans plus a national oversample of 200 African-Americans. The second study, political scientist Martin Gilens’ Why Americans Hate Welfare, is an analysis
and review of several polls executed during the 1990s and earlier by
various news organizations.10
In the Public Agenda survey, 63 percent of respondents thought the
welfare system should be eliminated or ‘‘fundamentally overhauled’’
while another 34 percent thought it should be ‘‘adjusted somewhat.’’
Only 3 percent approved of the system as is (Farkas and Robinson
1996, 9). Even among respondents from households receiving welfare,
only 9 percent expressed basic approval of the system, while 42 percent wanted a fundamental overhaul and an additional 46 percent
wanted some adjustments.
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The cost of welfare programs cannot explain this opposition. While
people generally overstate the share of the Federal budget devoted to
welfare (Farkas and Robinson 1996, 9), this cannot account for the
observed opposition.11 Farkas and Robinson note that
By more than four to one (65 percent to 14 percent), Americans say the most
upsetting thing about welfare is that ‘‘it encourages people to adopt the wrong
lifestyle and values,’’ not that ‘‘it costs too much tax money.’’ . . . Of nine possible reforms presented to respondents—ranging from requiring job training to
paying surprise visits to make sure recipients deserve beneﬁts—reducing beneﬁts ranked last in popularity.

The cost, apparently, is not the problem. In focus groups:
Participants invariably dismissed arguments about the limited ﬁnancial costs
of welfare in almost derisive terms as irrelevant and beside the point. (Farkas
and Robinson 1996, 9–10)

Nor can the perception of fraud account for this opposition. It is true
that 64 percent of respondents (and 66 percent of respondents on welfare) believe welfare fraud is a serious problem. However most do not
consider it more serious than in other government programs, and only
35 percent of survey respondents would be more ‘‘comfortable with
welfare’’ if fraud were eliminated (Farkas and Robinson 1996, 11–12).
In commenting on this fact Martin Gilens (1999, 1, 2) observes that
‘‘Politics is often viewed, by élites at least, as a process centered on the
question ‘who gets what.’ For ordinary Americans, however, politics
is more often about ‘who deserves what’ and the welfare state is no
exception.’’ In the Public Agenda study, respondents overwhelmingly
consider welfare to be unfair to working people and addictive to
recipients. By a more than ﬁve-to-one margin (69 percent to 13 percent
overall, and 64 percent to 11 percent for people receiving welfare),
respondents say that recipients abuse the system (for instance, by not
looking for work) rather than actually cheating the system (for example, by collecting multiple beneﬁts) (Farkas and Robinson 1999,
12). Moreover, 68 percent of respondents and (59 percent of welfarereceiving respondents) think that welfare is ‘‘passed on from generation to generation, creating a permanent underclass.’’ In the same
vein, 70 percent of respondents (and 71 percent of welfare-receiving
respondents) say welfare makes it ‘‘ﬁnancially better for people to stay
on welfare than to get a job,’’ 57 percent (62 percent of welfare recipients) think welfare encourages ‘‘people to be lazy’’ and 60 percent
(64 percent of welfare recipients) say the welfare system ‘‘encourages
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people to have kids out of wedlock.’’ (Farkas and Robinson 1999, 14–
15) Note that the welfare recipients and other citizens hold similar
views in this respect.
That the respondents are correct in thinking that the welfare state
cause these behaviors is beside the point. Whether or not welfare causes
(for example) out of wedlock births or fosters an unwillingness to
work, citizens object that the system provides ﬁnancial support for
those who undertake these socially disapproved behaviors. Their
desire is to bear witness against the behavior and to disassociate themselves from it, whether or not their actions can change it.
Racial stereotyping and opposition to welfare are closely associated.
The public agenda survey shows that whites are much more likely
than African-Americans to attribute negative attributes to welfare
recipients and much more likely to blame an individual’s poverty on
lack of effort. Gilens (1999) writes that the survey data show,
For most white Americans, race-based opposition to welfare is not fed by illwill toward blacks, nor is it based on whites’ desire to maintain their economic
advantages over African Americans. Instead race-based opposition to welfare
stems from the speciﬁc perception that, as a group, African Americans are not
committed to the work ethic.

There is some evidence that people are more tolerant of redistributions to their own ethnic and racial categories than they are of redistribution to other ethnic or racial categories. Erzo Luttmer (2001) found
for a U.S. sample that individuals are more opposed to welfare if they
live in neighborhoods where a higher percentage of welfare recipients
are of a different race. Luttmer’s ﬁndings are consistent with our reciprocity interpretation of redistributive politics, in light of the evidence
that when people identify with a social group, they are more likely to
blame outgroup members (holding these members individually responsible) for their bad outcomes and behaviors and to give outgroup
members little credit (holding factors other than the outgroup member’s voluntary control responsible) for their good outcomes and
behaviors (Brewer and Miller 1996). However, the salience of race in
Luttmer’s U.S. data may not be as pronounced in other cultural contexts, since the characteristics that determine who are ‘‘insiders’’ and
who are ‘‘outsiders’’ is culturally speciﬁc. Taking account of the fact
that many Americans see the current welfare system as a violation of
deeply held reciprocity norms does not require that policy makers
adopt punitive measures and stingy budgets for the poor. Indeed, the
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public strongly supports income support measures when asked in
ways that make the deserving nature of the poor clear: a 1995 New
York Times/CBS poll, for instance, found that twice as many agreed
as disagreed that ‘‘it is the responsibility of the government to take
care of people who can’t take care of themselves.’’
10.6

Conclusion

Like Petr Kropotkin (1989[1903]) a century ago, we ﬁnd compelling
evidence for the force of human behavioral predispositions to act both
generously and reciprocally rather than self-interestedly in many social
situations. While many economists have failed to appreciate the practical importance of these predispositions in policy matters, their salience
was not missed by Frederick Hayek (1978, 18, 20):
[The] demand for a just distribution . . . is . . . an atavism, based on primordial
emotions. And it is these widely prevalent feelings to which prophets (and)
moral philosophers . . . appeal by their plans for the deliberate creation of a
new type of society.

If we are right, economists have misunderstood both the support for
the welfare state and the revolt against welfare (where it has occurred),
attributing the latter to selﬁshness by the electorate rather than the failure of many programs to tap powerful commitments to fairness and
generosity and the fact that some programs appear to violate deeply
held reciprocity norms. Egalitarians have been successful in appealing
to the more elevated human motives precisely when they have shown
that dominant institutions violate norms of reciprocity and may be
replaced by institutions more consistent with these norms.
To mobilize rather than offend reciprocal values, public policies
should recognize that there is substantial support for generosity towards the less well off as long as they have tried to make an effort to
improve their situation and are in good moral standing. The task of
politically viable egalitarian policy design might thus begin by identifying those behaviors that entitle an individual to reciprocation.
Among these behaviors in the United States today would be saving
when one’s income allows, working hard, and taking risks in both
productive endeavors and schooling. Persistent poverty is often the
result of low returns to socially admired behaviors: low wages for
hard work, a low rate of return on savings, costly access to credit for
those wishing to engage in uncertain entrepreneurial activities, and
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educational environments so adverse as to frustrate even the most diligent student. Policies designed to raise the returns of these activities
when undertaken by the less well off would garner widespread support. A second principle of reciprocity-based policy design should be
to insure individuals against the vagaries of bad luck without insuring
them against the consequences of their own actions, particularly when
these actions violate widely held social norms against such things as illicit drug use or child bearing in the absence of reasonable guarantees
of adequate parenting.
Many traditional egalitarian projects, such as land reform and employee ownership, are strongly consistent with reciprocity norms, since
they make people the owners not only of the fruits of their labors, but
more broadly of the consequences of their actions (Bowles and Gintis
[1998] and Bowles and Gintis [1999] provide overviews based on
contemporary principal-agent models). The same may be said of more
conventional initiatives such as improved educational opportunities
and policies to support home ownership. There is good evidence, for
example, that home ownership promotes active participation in local
politics and a willingness to discipline personally those engaging in
antisocial behaviors in the neighborhood (Sampson, Raudenbush, and
Earls 1997). An expansion of subsidies designed to promote employment and increase earnings among the poor, suggested by Edmund
Phelps (1997), would tap powerful reciprocity motives. Similarly, social insurance programs might be reformulated along lines suggested
by John Roemer (1993) to protect individuals from risks over which
they have no control, while not indemnifying people against the results
of their own choices (other than providing a minimal ﬂoor to living
standards). In this manner, for example, families could be protected
against regional ﬂuctuations in home values—the main form of wealth
for most people—as Robert Shiller (1993) has shown. Other forms of
insurance could partially protect workers from shifts in demand for
their services induced by global economic changes.
An egalitarian society can be built on the basis of these and other
policies consistent with strong reciprocity, along with a guarantee of
an acceptable minimal living standard consistent with the widely
documented motives of basic needs generosity. But if we are correct,
economic analysis will be an inadequate guide to policymaking in the
area unless it revises its foundational assumptions concerning human
motivation.
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Notes
1. The numbers of observations for these questions were 78 and 79 for the poor group
and 294 and 281 for the rich group. Gilens (1999) makes similar observations using earlier
data.
2. See Mofﬁtt (1983) for an early model of welfare stigma. See also Lindbeck, Nyberg,
and Weibull (1995) for related work that addresses the role of work norms in redistributive politics and treats such norms as endogenous to the provision of government
transfers.
3. The exact wording of this questions is: ‘‘Why, in your opinion, are there people who
live in need? Here are four opinions; which is the closest to yours? 1. Because they have
been unlucky; 2. Because of laziness and lack of willpower; 3. Because there is much
injustice in our society; 4. It is an inevitable part of modern progress; 5. None of
these.’’ Our dummy variable is one for respondents who answered ‘‘Because of laziness
and lack of willpower,’’ and zero for respondents who gave one of the other four
responses.
4. These results do not depend on the particular sample and speciﬁcation that we present. In all speciﬁcations, the effect of moving up to the next income quartile is an order
of magnitude smaller than the effect of believing that poverty exists because the poor are
lazy. When the question about whether or not the public authorities are doing enough for
the poor was omitted from our composite measure of concern about poverty, the effect of
income was not even signiﬁcant, regardless of whether other demographic variables
were included in the regression, while the effect of beliefs that the poor are lazy remained
large and highly signiﬁcant.
5. We drop non-responses and ‘‘don’t know’’ responses. Another option would be to include ‘‘don’t know’’ as a valid response. However, how and why people develop welldeﬁned preferences and beliefs is beyond the scope of this chapter. We focus on why
people oppose or support income redistribution given that their beliefs and preferences
are well-deﬁned.
6. There are several additional questions that might capture self-interest that are
excluded from the model presented here. See Fong (2001) for a discussion and analysis
of these variables.
7. Space limitations prevent us from presenting these results here. However, the ﬁnding
using ordered probit are presented in Fong (2001).
8. We assume that people agree on which group beneﬁts and which loses when they believe that a person’s race or sex is important to getting ahead.
9. The sample size in these regressions ranges from 584 to 594.
10. A third study by Weaver, Shapiro, and Jacobs (1995), drawing in addition on National Opinion Research Council and General Social Survey data, comes to broadly similar conclusions.
11. As a general rule, non-experts vastly overstate the share of the tax revenues devoted
to things of which they disapprove, whether it be foreign aid, welfare, AIDS research, or
military expenditure—the opposition is generally the cause of the exaggeration, not vice
versa.
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Fairness, Reciprocity, and
Wage Rigidity
Truman Bewley

11.1

Introduction

Most empirical tests of the many competing theories of wage rigidity
use publicly available data on pay rates and employment that reveal
little about the institutions and motivations that explain wage behavior. In order to learn more, some economists have analyzed unusual
sources of data or have conducted surveys and experiments. Management scientists and organizational psychologists have for years been
collecting data relevant to wage rigidity. I here report on what I know
of these sources of information about the origins of wage rigidity.
11.2

Are Wages and Salaries Downwardly Rigid?

It is sensible to check whether wages really are downwardly rigid before considering why they are. This question is surprisingly hard to answer, because appropriate data are lacking. It is not even clear what
the appropriate deﬁnition of the wage should be. A ﬁrm’s marginal
costs depend on the average hourly nominal labor cost per job. Employee welfare depends on total nominal compensation per worker.
A third possibility is nominal compensation for an employee with a
given job tenure and continuing in the same position with the same
employer under ﬁxed working conditions. If the employee is paid by
the hour, it is the hourly rate and the beneﬁts that count. Total compensation is the relevant pay rate for salaried employees. This third
deﬁnition is the one most closely associated with employees’ and managers’ notions of fairness and hence is most pertinent to the managerial
concerns that explain downward wage rigidity.
In order to adhere even more closely to the sense of fairness prevailing in business, it might be advisable to include only base pay and
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exclude variable components, such as bonuses. The three pay rates can
change independently. For instance, the average hourly labor costs of a
job can increase with no change in any worker’s pay, if the seniority of
workers assigned to the job increases. Similarly, changes in hours
worked or in job assignments can change an individual’s total pay
without changing hourly pay rates or labor costs per job. There are
conceptual ambiguities associated with beneﬁts. For instance, if an increase in the costs of a given medical insurance policy were shared between the ﬁrm and its work force, the ﬁrm’s nominal labor cost per job
would increase, but workers would probably feel that the total value of
their medical beneﬁts had decreased.
A wage cut should be deﬁned as a reduction in the wage of the third
deﬁnition of wage—the pay of an employee continuing to work under
unchanged conditions. Unfortunately, this pay rate is the most difﬁcult
to measure, because it requires knowledge of much more than just
total pay.
Lebow, Saks, and Wilson (1999) is the only study I know of that
measures the ﬁrst deﬁnition of wage—the ﬁrm’s average labor costs.
The authors use U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics data and ﬁnd that
wage costs are somewhat rigid downward, although there is a considerable amount of wage reduction.
There is a large literature that uses surveys of the pay of individual
workers to study variation in the third kind of wage. The studies include McLaughlin (1994, 1999), Lebow, Stockton, and Wascher (1995),
Card and Hyslop (1997), Kahn (1997), Fehr and Goette (1999), and
Smith (2000, 2002). Some of these authors had to struggle with possible
errors in the reporting of wage rates. All of the studies suffer from ignorance of changes in hours worked, job assignments, bonuses, or
working conditions, so that it is not clear that the data reveal the wage
of the third deﬁnition. All the studies report large amounts of wage
reduction.
Surveys of ﬁrms on wage rigidity reach conﬂicting conclusions.
Roger Kaufman (1984), Alan Blinder and Don Choi (1990), Jonas Agell
and Per Lundborg (1999), and myself, Bewley (1999), simply asked
employers whether they had reduced pay. The responses probably apply to the third deﬁnition of wage, but there is no way to be sure. None
of the ﬁrms in Kaufman’s sample of 26 British ﬁrms had considered
nominal wage cuts during the recession occurring at the time of his
study. Blinder and Choi found a high incidence of pay reduction, in 5
of the 19 American ﬁrms they studied. Agell and Lundborg, on the
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other hand, found almost no wage cutting; two out of 153 responding
Swedish ﬁrms had experienced nominal wage cuts during the previous
seven years, a period of high unemployment and low inﬂation. The
wage cuts that did occur were for just a few employees. The near absence of wage cutting may be explained by institutional factors speciﬁc
to Sweden. Although I conducted my survey during a recession and
actively sought out ﬁrms that had cut pay, I found a low incidence of
pay cuts; of 235 businesses studied, 24 had reduced the base pay of
some or all employees during the recession of the early 1990s.
Similarly conﬂicting results appear in surveys of union wage agreements. In Current Wage Developments and the Monthly Labor Review, the
Bureau of Labor Statistics reports on general wage changes for both
union and nonunion manufacturing production workers for the years
1959 through 1978. These data show a negligible number or wage
reductions; cuts for less than a half a percent of the workers in every
year.1 (The corresponding percentage for my sample was 0.14 percent.) Conﬂicting evidence has been found by Mitchell (1985), who
uses Bureau of Labor Statistics data to calculate that 13 percent of all
workers covered by major new contracts suffered wage cuts in 1983.
Similarly, Fortin (1996) ﬁnds that 6 percent of 1,149 large non–cost-ofliving-adjusted union wage settlements in Canada from 1992 to 1994
involved wage cuts.
Much less ambiguous evidence of downward rigidity in the third
kind of wage is contained in the few studies that use company records
to learn the histories of job assignments, hours worked, and pay of individual employees. The studies include Baker, Gibbs, and Holmstrom
(1994); Wilson (1996); and Altonji and Devereux (2000). Unfortunately,
these authors study only three ﬁrms; Baker, Gibbs, and Holmstrom
study one ﬁrm, Wilson studies two, one of which is the ﬁrm studied
by Baker, Gibbs, and Holmstrom, and Altonji and Devereux study the
third. Only Altonji and Devereux report data on hourly workers. The
other two studies have information only on salaried employees.
All three studies ﬁnd a negligible number of pay reductions. Altonji
and Devereux ﬁnd that 2.5 percent of hourly workers experienced
wage cuts, but almost all of these were ‘‘associated with changes
between full and part time status, or with changes in whether performance incentives are part of compensation.’’ These ﬁndings are reinforced by a telephone survey Akerlof, Dickens, and Perry (1996) made
of 596 people in the Washington, DC, area. The key question was
‘‘Excluding overtime, commissions, and bonuses, has your base rate of
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pay changed since a year ago today?’’ A negligible number reported
pay reductions. Given the form of the question, this evidence probably
pertains to the third deﬁnition of wages. Contradicting this evidence
are two similar surveys conducted in New Zealand in 1992 and 1993,
where 8 percent and 5 percent, respectively, of the respondents reported hourly wage reductions (Chapple, 1996, tables 11.2 and 11.3).
More work should be done. No one has yet conducted a large survey
that accurately measures the incidence of cuts in pay according to the
third deﬁnition of wages.
11.3

Evidence from Surveys by Economists

There are six surveys by economists of business managers responsible
for compensation policy. The goal of ﬁve of these was to learn the
reasons for downward wage rigidity—the studies of Roger Kaufman
(1984), Alan Blinder and Don Choi (1990), Jonas Agell and Per Lundborg (1995, 1999), Carl Campbell and Kunal Kamlani (1997), and Bewley (1999). The sixth study, that of David Levine (1993), also contains
relevant information. Although the ﬁndings of the studies differ to
some extent, they give a consistent picture of the sources of wage rigidity. I also discuss a paper by Jennifer Smith (2002), who analyzes a survey of British workers.
I ﬁrst summarize my own ﬁndings, based on interviews with 246
company managers and 19 labor leaders in the northeastern United
States during the early 1990s when unemployment was high because
of a recession. I present my ﬁndings as reﬂecting the views of managers, although labor leaders had almost exactly the same opinions on
the matters discussed. The primary resistance to wage reduction comes
from upper management, not from employees. The main reason for
avoiding pay cuts is that they damage morale. Morale has three components. One is identiﬁcation with the ﬁrm and an internalization of
its objectives. Another is trust in an implicit exchange with the ﬁrm
and with other employees; employees know that aid given to the ﬁrm
or to co-workers will eventually be reciprocated, even if it goes unnoticed. The third component is a mood that is conducive to good work.
The mood need not be a happy one, though happiness is important for
the performance of some jobs, such as those that involve dealing with
customers. The mood could be dislike of an unpleasant job combined
with grim focus on achievement or pride in accomplishment. Good
morale is not equivalent to happiness or job satisfaction. Workers may
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be content simply because they do nothing. Good morale has to do
with a willingness voluntarily to make sacriﬁces for the company and
for coworkers.
A general sense of fairness is conducive to good morale; it contributes to an atmosphere of mutual trust. The sense of fairness is created
by having supervisors treat workers decently, by having impartial
rules for settling disputes and determining promotions and job assignments, and by using reasonable standards for setting the relative pay
of different employees. These standards are often elaborate systems
and are termed ‘‘internal pay structures.’’ They clearly determine pay
differentials on the basis of such factors as training, experience, tenure
at the ﬁrm, and productivity. The structures are extremely important,
because any perceived pay inequity within a ﬁrm may cause indignation and disrupt work. The standards of internal equity are somewhat
arbitrary, can depend strongly on company tradition, and may not
specify that pay be proportional to productivity. Many employers believe that productivity of the work force as a whole is maximized
when pay increases less than productivity, although some individuals
might produce more if given stronger ﬁnancial incentives.
There is a division of opinion within business about how sensitive
pay should be to productivity. Big income differentials due to differences in productivity can cause resentment, especially if productivity is
difﬁcult to measure (which it often is). Nevertheless many ﬁrms use
piece rates when productivity can be measured unambiguously, and
even when piece rates are impractical ordinary notions of equity require that differences in people’s contributions be rewarded ﬁnancially
to some extent. The sensitivity of pay to productivity may be blunted
by the inﬂuence of other factors on pay, such as longevity with the
ﬁrm. No matter how sensitive the pay of individuals is to their productivity, ﬁrms automatically keep the average pay of broad categories of
workers roughly equal to the value of their average marginal product
by adjusting the number of workers in each category to the proﬁt maximizing level.
Managers are concerned about morale because of its impact on labor
turnover, recruitment of new employees, and productivity. Disgruntled employees are likely to quit as soon as they ﬁnd another job. A
company’s best recruiters are its employees, so it is important not to
have them go around complaining about their company. Morale has
little impact on productivity in the sense of speed in carrying out routine tasks. Habit and working conditions largely determine this sort of
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productivity. Managers have in mind the impact of morale on workers’
willingness to do the extra thing, to encourage and help each other, to
make suggestions, and to work well even when not supervised. Also,
workers with bad morale waste time complaining to each other. In
considering the impact of morale on productivity, it is important to realize that supervision is so expensive that many employees are not
closely supervised and have a signiﬁcant amount of freedom on the
job. Except in some low-level jobs, employers rely on workers’ voluntary cooperation and do not simply give orders.
When considering why wage cuts hurt morale, it is necessary to distinguish new from existing employees. The morale of existing employees is hurt by pay cuts because of an insult effect and a standard of
living effect. Workers are used to receiving regular pay increases as a
reward for good work and loyalty and so interpret a pay cut as an affront and a breach of implicit reciprocity, even if the pay of all employees is reduced. Individual workers may take a pay cut less personally if
everyone’s pay falls, but when everyone in a company suffers, they all
complain to each other and stimulate each other’s discontent. The standard of living effect is the resentment caused by the fall in income.
Workers blame their employer when they ﬁnd their lifestyles curtailed.
This effect is closely related to what experimental economists call ‘‘loss
aversion.’’
The arguments just given do not apply to newly hired workers. They
probably would hardly care if their ﬁrm had a general pay cut just
before they were hired. It is possible, however, to reduce the pay of
newly hired workers while continuing to give normal pay increases to
existing employees; new workers hired after a certain date would simply be paid according to a reduced pay scale. Some ﬁrms have experimented with such two-tier pay structures. Managers say that new
workers hired in the lower tier might be glad at ﬁrst to have their jobs,
but that their attitude would change after they learned that their pay
violated the traditional internal pay structure. They would believe
they were being treated unfairly, their resentment would hurt their
morale, and their discontent could spread to others.
Resistance to wage reduction and the need for internal pay equity
stem from ideas of fairness that usually refer to some reference wage.
The reference wage for pay cuts is the previous wage. The reference
wage for internal equity is that of other workers within the ﬁrm with
similar qualiﬁcations and similar jobs. The fairness of wages has little
to do with proﬁts or productivity, although both workers and man-
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agers ﬁnd it appropriate that employees share to some extent in the
success of their company. While managers attempt to use reasonable
criteria when establishing an internal pay structure, once a structure is
established, tradition by itself makes it a standard of fairness.
The explanation of downward pay rigidity just given is closely related to the morale theory proposed by Solow (1979), Akerlof (1982),
and Akerlof and Yellen (1988, 1990). They assert that morale and hence
productivity increase with the wage and that the trade-off between labor costs and productivity determines a wage that is independent of
the unemployment rate. Akerlof (1982) uses his gift exchange model
to explain the link between the wage and morale. According to this
model, workers offer more effort than is demanded by the employer in
exchange for pay rates in excess of market clearing levels, so that effort
increases with the wage level.
I do not believe that this theory is fully accurate, however, because
employers say they do not see much connection between effort or morale and wage levels; productivity and morale do not increase with pay
levels, although they can be hurt by pay reductions or disappointingly
small raises. Even generous pay increases do not increase morale or
productivity, because workers quickly get used to increases and grow
to believe they have a right to them. They soon lose track of any idea
that they should offer extra effort in exchange for higher pay. Employers do not think about a trade-off between labor costs and the productivity of existing employees when determining pay levels, though
managers do consider the trade-off between labor costs and the quality
of labor that a ﬁrm can attract and retain.
In the theory of Akerlof, Solow, and Yellen, morale depends on the
level of the wage, whereas in the explanation I have described, wages
affect morale only when reduced. What is accurate in the AkerlofSolow-Yellen theory is the idea that employers avoid cutting pay because doing so would hurt morale. What the theory misses is that
employees usually have little notion of a fair or market value for their
services and quickly come to believe they are entitled to their existing
pay, no matter how high it may be. Workers do not use pay rates at
other ﬁrms as reference wages because they know too little about
them. Exceptions to this statement may occur when workers are represented by an active labor union that keeps them informed about what
other ﬁrms are paying.
Although pay cuts are unusual, they do occur and usually do not
have the harmful effects described by managers when arguing that
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pay should not be cut. The explanation for this inconsistency is that
pay cuts are accepted by the work force if they prevent a ﬁrm from
closing or if they save a large number of jobs. Managers are conﬁdent
that they can convince employees that a pay cut is necessary, if it is in
fact the case.
One of the puzzles discussed in the literature on wage rigidity has
been why ﬁrms lay off workers rather than reduce their pay. I found
that most managers believe that the elasticity of their company’s demand for labor is so low that pay cuts would not reduce an excess supply of labor within the ﬁrm. The elasticity is small, because direct labor
is a small fraction of marginal costs and the price elasticity of product
demand is far from inﬁnite. Only in ﬁrms with a high elasticity of
product demand, such as construction companies, is it believed that
pay cuts can signiﬁcantly increase the demand for labor. Many of the
pay cuts that occurred in the companies I researched were made in
these types of ﬁrms or in ones that were in danger of closing. Other
ﬁrms where pay reduction was an alternative to layoffs were those
that laid off workers simply to save money, not to get rid of excess labor (and there were many such companies). The main argument for
preferring layoffs to pay cuts is that layoffs do less damage to morale.
Laid off workers suffer, but they are no longer in the ﬁrm. In the words
of one manager, ‘‘Layoffs get the misery out the door.’’ Good management practice is to delay potential layoffs until the employer can make
a large number all at once, and then to assure those who remain that
there will be no more layoffs for some time.
Any damage to morale from layoffs is temporary, whereas that of a
pay reduction is long-term. Other arguments are that layoffs increase
productivity (whereas pay cuts hurt it) and that layoffs give management some control over who leaves (whereas the best workers are likely to quit when pay is reduced). The tendency for the best workers to
quit is a concern in many ﬁrms, because the leveling effects of internal
equity on pay mean that pay for workers within a given job category
increases less than their contribution to proﬁts as this contribution increases. Another consideration is that feasible layoffs often save much
more money than feasible pay cuts, which usually cannot be more
than about 20 percent of base pay. Layoffs save the ﬁxed costs of employment, which are substantial, whereas cuts reduce only the variable
part of pay.
Another puzzle appearing in economics literature is why unemployed workers do not try to take jobs away from employed people by
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offering to replace them at lower pay. Robert M. Solow (1990) has
proposed that the unemployed do not engage in such undercutting because of a social convention against it. I found that explicit undercutting is impossible for most people, because they do not know exactly
what job they are applying for or what its pay is. However, it is not uncommon during periods of high unemployment for job applicants to
offer to work for extremely low pay. These offers are not frowned
upon but are almost never accepted, except to reduce pay during the
initial probationary period of employment, because accepting the offers
would violate the internal pay structure and could demoralize the new
hire.
A similar puzzle is why ﬁrms do not replace employees during
recessions with cheaper unemployed workers. In reply to this question, Assar Lindbeck and Dennis J. Snower (1988) proposed, with their
insider-outsider theory—that ﬁrms seldom replace workers because
old employees who remained would harass and refuse to cooperate
with and train the replacements, thereby reducing their productivity. I found that the main reasons employers do not replace employees are that the new ones would lack the skills of the existing ones
and replacement would demoralize the work force. The skills would
be lost in part because many of them are speciﬁc to the ﬁrm. Managers agreed that after replacement, the unreplaced workers would
probably boycott the new ones, but asserted that other factors took
precedence as an explanation of why employees were not replaced
during recessions.
John Maynard Keynes (1936) proposed that downward wage rigidity is explained by employees’ preoccupation with pay differentials
among workers in similar jobs at different ﬁrms. I found, however,
that such external pay differentials are not an issue, except in highly
unionized industries. In most companies, employees know so little
about pay rates at other ﬁrms that they do not know whether or not
they are underpaid. Although labor unions do try to keep their members informed of pay rates at other companies, unions are weak in the
United States.
A popular explanation of wage rigidity is the ‘‘No Shirking Theory’’
of Shapiro and Stiglitz (1984). According to their model, managers induce workers to perform well by ﬁring them if their productivity falls
below a prescribed level. Being ﬁred is more costly to the worker
the higher is the wage, so that higher wages make it possible to insist
on greater productivity. According to Shapiro and Stiglitz’s theory,
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managers set wages so as to optimize the trade-off between wage costs
and productivity. This theory does not really explain downward wage
rigidity, because it implies that wages should decline when unemployment increases. As unemployment rises, however, it becomes harder to
ﬁnd a new job, so that losing a job is more costly to the worker. The
theory also implies that ﬁrms can then obtain the same productivity at
lower wages, which is not necessarily the case.
Despite these drawbacks, the No Shirking Theory is popular among
economists. However, when I asked managers and labor leaders about
it, they almost always told me that it did not apply. As was explained
in connection with the Akerlof’s gift exchange model, employers do
not see much connection between pay and morale. Nor do employers
obtain cooperation by threatening to ﬁre shirkers. To do so would create a negative atmosphere that could damage morale and encourage
rebelliousness. Workers may malinger on the job, but are seldom dismissed for doing so, except during the short probationary period after
hiring. Shirking is usually dealt with through discussions and reprimands, and workers are normally ﬁred only because of a pattern
of egregious behavior. Managers elicit effort by clearly explaining to
employees what is expected of them, identifying their shortcomings in
a constructive manner, pointing out the importance of the tasks they
perform, showing interest in and appreciation of their work, and making them feel they are valued members of the organization. Most
employees like to work, and cooperate, and please their boss.
Despite the inapplicability of the no shirking theory, the incentive
mechanism it posits can be effective. For instance, employees do work
harder during economic slowdowns when new jobs are difﬁcult to
ﬁnd and layoffs are imminent, especially if layoffs are done on the
basis of performance—that is, if the least productive workers in a job
category are laid off ﬁrst. The increase in effort occurs both because
job loss becomes more dangerous during an economic slowdown and
because workers try to avoid layoffs by being cooperative and productive. Because layoffs stem from circumstances not controlled by management, they do not generate the hostility that might be generated by
systematically ﬁring slackers.
Although ﬁring is not used to stimulate work effort, ﬁnancial incentives are thought to be very effective in doing so and are believed not to
impair morale. Incentives can even improve morale, because workers
ﬁnd it fair that they be rewarded for their contributions to the company. Provided incentives are not exaggerated, they contribute to inter-
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nal equity. Discipline and even ﬁring can contribute to internal equity
as well, because workers who make the effort to do their job well and
obey company rules can be outraged if they see others get away with
ﬂagrant misbehavior. The main purposes of ﬁring are to protect the
company from malefactors and incompetents and to maintain internal
equity. Dismissals that are managed correctly earn managers respect.
What needs to be avoided is an atmosphere of retribution that menaces
everyone. This assertion appears not to apply, however, to low-level
jobs. There was evidence that employers do sometimes use coercion to
motivate workers in low-paying jobs that require little training and
where employees are easily supervised.
Another popular explanation of wage rigidity is the adverse selection model of Andrew Weiss (1980, 1990). There are two versions of
this model, dealing with quits and hiring, respectively. In the quits version, managers prefer layoffs to pay cuts because the best workers
leave if pay is reduced, whereas if managers lay off workers, they can
select those who leave. According to the hiring version, managers believe that the higher is the level of pay that a job applicant is willing to
accept, the higher his or her unobservable quality will be, and pay
offers to new hires are determined by the trade-off between worker
quality and pay. Weiss asserts that the relation between pay and job
candidate quality is determined by alternative employment in the secondary sector, where quality is perfectly observable. The secondary
sector consists of home production or jobs that have high turnover and
are usually part-time. The hiring version of Weiss’s adverse selection
theory applies to the primary sector, where jobs are long-term and usually full-time. He assumes that real wages in the secondary sector are
downwardly rigid because of constant returns to labor in production
in this sector. According to the theory, this downward rigidity is then
transferred to the primary sector through the impact of adverse selection on hiring pay.
I found strong support for Weiss’s theory as it applies to quits, but
none as it applies to hiring. Although managers believe that a pay cut
would cause their best employees to quit, I found no evidence that
recruiters use pay aspirations as an indicator of job candidate quality.
Job recruiters treated the trade-off between pay and worker quality as
a basic fact of life, but they did not learn more about candidate quality
from pay demands. Recruiters used the trade-off as a reason for not
reducing pay only for skills that were in short supply despite the economic slowdown. For most skills, they believed they could hire all the
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workers they needed during the recession at lower rates of pay. The
secondary sector does not sustain candidates’ reservation wages. Hiring pay is more ﬂexible in the secondary than the primary sector—
the opposite of the effect predicted by Weiss’s theory. Two-tier or
multiple-tier wage structures are commonplace in the secondary sector, because the part-time and casual nature of the jobs keeps workers
from getting to know each other well and so reduces the need to avoid
internal pay inequities.
Kaufman’s (1984) results support my main ﬁndings. He conducted
interviews in twenty-six British ﬁrms in 1982 during a period of high
unemployment. He too found that employers ‘‘believed they could
ﬁnd qualiﬁed workers at lower wages.’’ He found that employers
avoid replacing workers with cheaper ones because of the value of
skills and of long-term employment relationships. Employers avoid
pay cuts because of concerns about productivity. Because supervision
is costly, employers rely ‘‘heavily on the goodwill of their employees.’’
Workers view wages as ‘‘a reward for performing competently’’ and
would regard a wage cut as an ‘‘affront.’’ Employers avoid hiring
new employees at lower pay rates than existing ones because doing
so would create ‘‘intolerable frictions,’’ especially with ‘‘the newer
workers who would eventually become disgruntled about the two tier
wage structure.’’ Managers feel they can cut nominal pay if ‘‘severe cutbacks or closure will be necessary unless the nominal wage cuts are
enacted.’’
Blinder and Choi (1990) interviewed managers at nineteen ﬁrms,
and their ﬁndings largely agree with my own. They found little evidence to support Andrew Weiss’s idea that job candidates’ wage
demands are useful indicators of productivity. Few of Blinder and
Choi’s nineteen respondents thought that a higher wage would induce
greater work effort, although a majority thought that a wage cut
would diminish effort. The majority said that effort would decrease
after a wage cut because of reduced morale. None mentioned the
decreased penalty for being ﬁred. A majority of their respondents
believed that higher unemployment would bring greater work effort.
All respondents answering the question felt that a wage cut would
increase labor turnover, although only one of the ﬁve ﬁrms that had
recently reduced pay had experienced a signiﬁcant increase in quits.
‘‘The reason for the wage cut seemed to matter. . . . Generally, wage
reductions made to save the ﬁrm from failure or to align wages with
those of competitors are viewed as justiﬁable and fair while those
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made just to raise proﬁts are not.’’ Managers felt strongly that having a
wage policy that was viewed as unfair ‘‘would affect work effort, quits,
and the quality of future applicants. . . . Attitudes like this must be
strong deterrents to implementing an ‘unfair’ wage policy though . . .
that does not necessarily rule out wage reductions under the right
circumstances’’ (Blinder and Choi 1990, 1008–1009). Blinder and Choi
found strong support for the idea that worker concern about relative
wages is a reason for downward wage rigidity. The question they
asked, however, did not distinguish between internal and external pay
comparisons, so the support their ﬁndings give to Keynes’ relative
wage theory is ambiguous.
Campbell and Kamlani (1997) surveyed 184 ﬁrms, sending questionnaires to managers who were asked to rate the importance of various
statements on a scale from one to four. Most of Campbell and Kamlani’s ﬁndings agree with my own and those of the other surveys. Their
respondents attached the greatest importance to the idea that wage
cuts would induce the best workers to quit, which is Weiss’s adverse
selection idea as it applies to quits (Weiss 1990). Campbell and Kamlani found that the best workers are valued because pay does not increase in proportion to productivity and employees’ skills are often
ﬁrm-speciﬁc. Other important management concerns were that a wage
cut would increase turnover (and hence hiring and training costs) and
would generate bad feeling that would lead to less work effort. Campbell and Kamlani found less support for the idea that pay cuts would
make recruitment more difﬁcult and found no support for the no shirking model. Managers did not agree that cutting pay would decrease
effort because of a reduced fear of job loss, but did agree that effort
would decline because of decreased gratitude and loyalty.
Furthermore, good management-worker relations were thought to
have a much greater impact on effort than high wages, close supervision, or high unemployment. There was also no support for the
insider-outsider theory. Most managers did not believe that if the ﬁrm
discharged some of its current workers and replaced them with new
ones at a lower wage that the old workers who remained would harass
and refuse to cooperate with the newly hired ones. The reasons for a
pay cut matter—its negative impact on effort would be greater if the
ﬁrm were proﬁtable than if it were losing money. There is an asymmetry between the impact of wage increases and decreases; the deleterious effect a wage decrease would have on effort would greatly exceed
the positive effect of a wage increase. Similarly, a wage decrease would
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have a worse impact on effort and morale than having paid the lower
wage for a long time.
Agell and Lundborg (1995, 1999, 2003) did questionnaire surveys of
managers in Swedish manufacturing ﬁrms, obtaining responses from
179 ﬁrms in 1991 and from 157 of those ﬁrms in a follow-up survey in
1998. A strong majority of the respondents felt that a nominal wage cut
would be strongly resisted by employees and that at least 50 percent of
the ﬁrm’s jobs would have to be threatened to make a cut acceptable.
This ﬁnding may be inﬂuenced by the fact that Swedish laws make
it difﬁcult to reduce pay. The respondents gave strong support to
Keynes’s theory that the desire to preserve external wage relativities
explains downward wage rigidity. The inconsistency between this
ﬁnding and my own is probably explained by the much greater importance of labor unions in Sweden than in the United States. Agell and
Lundborg found little or no support for the no shirking model. Managers did not regard shirking as very common, and ‘‘employees who
were repeatedly caught shirking were punished by a simple verbal rebuke’’ (Agell and Lundborg 1999, 11). Like Campbell and Kamlani,
Agell and Lundborg found that good management-worker relations
were much more important to work effort than high wages, supervision, or unemployment. When managers were asked to list the factors most important to worker motivation, ‘‘they answered that their
employees ought to be given stimulating work assignments, and to
feel involved in decision-making. Some stressed that it was important
that all employees felt noticed and trusted, and provided with continuous feedback and appreciation’’ (Agell and Lundborg 2003, 25,
16). As the authors note, these answers were very similar to the ones
I heard from U.S. managers. Managers reported that higher unemployment increased worker effort, and workers seemed to be providing more effort in 1998 (when there was high unemployment) than in
1991 (when there was little). These ﬁndings on the effect of unemployment conﬁrm those of myself and of Kaufman. Like Blinder and Choi,
Agell and Lundborg found little support for Weiss’s idea that job candidates’ reservation wages are a useful signal of productivity (Agell
and Lundborg 1999, table 11.6). Agell and Lundborg also found little
support for Solow’s theory about undercutting. They found (as I also
found in my research) that offers to work for little pay were not
uncommon, although fewer such offers occurred in 1998 than in 1991,
perhaps because the much higher unemployment rate in 1998 discouraged job searching. Managers usually rejected low offers, because
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accepting them would create pay inequities within the ﬁrm and low
bidders were thought to have poor skills (Agell and Lundborg 1995,
299). In my survey, I often heard the ﬁrst explanation, but seldom the
second.
Levine (1993) obtained responses to questionnaires on pay policy
from 139 compensation managers of large American corporations. The
questions focused on the determinants of wages and salaries rather
than on the reasons for downward wage rigidity. Nevertheless, he
found that the unemployment rate and other measures of excess demand for labor had almost no impact on pay. Also, internal equity considerations took precedence over changes in market pay rates in the
determination of relative pay rates for closely related jobs and skills.
In summary, the six surveys—Kaufman (1984), Blinder and Choi
(1990), Campbell and Kamlani (1997), Agell and Lundborg (1995,
1999, 2003), and Levine (1993)—are largely consistent and point to an
explanation of wage rigidity based on morale rather than on the kind
of incentives that play a role in the no shirking model or in Weiss’s
model of adverse selection in hiring. Adverse selection in quits does
seem to be part of the explanation of wage rigidity, however.
I turn next to the analysis by Jennifer Smith (2002) of nine years
of data from the British Household Panel Study of 6,000 employed
workers from 1991 to 1999. She used data on the 70 percent of workers
who did not change employers or job grades over the nine-year period.
The data include monthly income and responses to questions about job
and pay satisfaction. She found that in a typical month, about 28 percent of workers suffered nominal pay cuts (in the sense that their
monthly income declined) and the pay of about 6 percent of workers
was frozen (in that their monthly nominal income did not change).
Smith studied the association between changes in satisfaction and
monthly income and found that workers who suffered cuts were on
average less satisﬁed than those who enjoyed pay increases, although
the difference in satisfaction was not striking. Of those workers whose
income fell, nearly 40 percent were satisﬁed with their pay and nearly
60 percent were satisﬁed with their job.
Smith also found that those workers whose pay was frozen were just
as satisﬁed as those whose income declined. She interpreted this ﬁnding as evidence against the morale theory of wage rigidity outlined
earlier in this chapter, because according to that theory pay cuts should
cause greater unhappiness than do pay freezes. The theory, of course,
may be wrong, but it is not clear what conclusions should be drawn
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from Smith’s analysis, because she probably does not have data on pay
cuts and freezes in the sense of the third deﬁnition given in
the previous section, and this is the deﬁnition that is relevant to
downward wage rigidity. Monthly incomes can ﬂuctuate for a great
many reasons—such as changes in overtime, shifts, job assignments,
bonuses, or hours, and Smith has information on none of these variables except for hours, and she is not sure the data on hours are accurate. Pay raises, freezes, and cuts have to do with the rules by which
pay is calculated.
A great deal more information is required than total monthly income
in order to detect changes in these rules. I ﬁnd it extremely unlikely
that an average of 28 percent of the work force suffered pay cuts from
one month to the next according to the proper deﬁnition of pay cut.
Another issue is that actual pay cuts often turn out to do little harm to
morale, because they are done for a good reason and are accepted by
workers as fair. When managers say that pay cuts would hurt morale,
they refer to unjustiﬁed cuts. Also, job and pay satisfaction are probably not good measures of morale. I imagine, nevertheless, that workers
who suffered true pay cuts would be a great deal less satisﬁed than
workers who had received raises.
11.4

Evidence from Experimental Economics

Experimental evidence is accumulating that primarily agrees with
what managers say about their own choices and about worker motivation. The most important ﬁnding is the prevalence of reciprocity. Many
people, when placed experimentally in the role of worker or employer,
give extra effort when offered extra pay or offer extra pay after receiving extra effort, even when no quid pro quo is required. People also reciprocate bad for bad. In experiments, subjects incur a cost in order to
harm others who have hurt them. The general willingness to reciprocate good for good is the essence of good morale. Negative reciprocity
is what underlies the insult effect of pay cuts, which is resentment
caused by the ﬁrm’s perceived breach of positive reciprocity; workers
expect employers to offer pay increases, not cuts, in exchange for loyalty and effort. The pervasiveness of negative reciprocity probably
explains managers’ belief that the systematic use of ﬁring would not
motivate employees to work well. Another ﬁnding is that ﬁnancial
incentives do inspire effort, provided they are framed in a way that
avoids any impression of menace. Surveys of the experimental litera-
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ture are Fehr and Gächter (1998b, 2000), Fehr and Falk (2002), and
chapter 5 of this volume.
A series of laboratory experiments demonstrate the importance of
reciprocity in mock employment relationships (Fehr, Kirchsteiger, and
Riedl [1993, 1998]; Kirchler, Fehr, and Evans [1996]; Fehr et al. [1998];
and Gächter and Falk [2002]). In these experiments, there are two types
of subjects (employers and workers) and two stages of interaction.
During the ﬁrst stage, each employer makes a wage offer, which is
either accepted or rejected by some worker. Acceptance leads to employment and to the second stage, where either the worker or the experimenter chooses an effort level. An employer can employ only one
worker, and a worker can work for only one employer. An employed
worker’s payoff is the wage minus a cost, which is increasing in the
effort level. The employer’s payoff increases in the effort level and,
of course, decreases with the wage.
Notice that the employer has no way to enforce the worker’s effort
choice. The two stages are repeated, usually 10 to 15 times. In some
experiments, one worker and one employer are paired for all the repetitions. In others, the experimenter changes the pairings after every
repetition. In still another version, the pairings are established at each
repetition by competitive bidding for workers and jobs. In such market
interactions, there are more workers than employers, so that marketclearing wages should be little more than the workers’ reservation
level, which equals their cost of effort.
Experimenters consistently ﬁnd that if workers choose the effort
level, the average wage is considerably higher than the reservation
level, even when competitive bidding should force wages down to it.
Furthermore, the workers’ average effort is higher than the minimum
allowed and increases with the wage offered. In addition, the wage is
little more than the reservation level if the experimenter chooses the
effort level and there is competitive bidding with an excess supply of
labor. These results hold even when the employer and worker interact
only once. That is, workers offer extra effort in exchange for a higher
than minimal wage, even though wages are agreed on before workers
choose effort levels and employers never have another opportunity to
reward or punish workers. Employers anticipate and exploit workers’
reciprocity by offering generous wages.
This series of experiments show that only some people reciprocate.
Others behave selﬁshly and offer the minimum amount of effort.
Some employers who would otherwise behave selﬁshly are probably
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induced to offer generous wages by the expectation that some workers
will react to them by offering liberal amounts of effort. Because wages
fall to minimal levels when the experimenter ﬁxes the effort level, we
may tentatively conclude that employers’ behavior is driven mainly
by the expectation of reciprocation, not by a sense of fairness—that is,
by a desire to divide evenly the economic surplus generated by the
worker-employer interaction.
The tendency to reciprocate may be built into the human psyche.
Rilling et al. (2002) used magnetic resonance imaging to study the
reactions of the brain during repeated play of the prisoner’s dilemma
game and found that experiencing cooperative responses and deciding
to cooperate were both accompanied by patterns of brain activity normally associated with pleasure.2
All these ﬁndings support the explanation of wage rigidity proposed
by Akerlof (1982) in his gift exchange model. I pointed out earlier
that this theory does not seem to apply in a business context because
workers quickly grow to believe that they deserve whatever pay they
receive. Experiments do not continue for long enough to capture this
habituation effect.
What is important about the experiments is that they reveal that a
signiﬁcant fraction of the population reciprocates. In addition, the
experimental ﬁndings do reﬂect some of the practices that managers
explained to me. When setting the pay of new hires, recruiters sometimes offer a little more than applicants expect in order to get the
relationship with them started off on the right footing and to create excitement about the new job. One of the many reasons recruiters dislike
hiring overqualiﬁed applicants is that they are likely to be disgruntled
because their pay disappoints their expectations.
Fehr and Falk (1999) performed interesting modiﬁcations of the
experiments of Fehr, Kirchsteiger, and Riedl (1993) and others described earlier in this chapter. Fehr and Falk make the bidding for
jobs and workers two-sided rather than one-sided in the situation with
competitive bidding and an excess supply of workers—that is, workers
as well as employers can make wage offers. The authors found that
when the experimenter determines the effort, level employers accept
only the lowest offers, and wages are forced down almost to the reservation level. When the workers choose the effort level, however, the
wage is higher, just as in experiments where only employers make
offers. Workers make many low offers to try to obtain a job, but these
are refused, apparently because the employers hope to incite high ef-
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fort by paying good wages. The experimental employers’ behavior corresponds to that of actual ﬁrms that usually refuse workers’ offers to
work for very little.
Burda et al. (1998) have performed experiments involving wage
cuts. In their work, an employer and worker are matched for two periods, and in each of them the employer makes a wage offer, which the
worker may accept or reject. If the worker rejects the offer, the employer may (after paying a ﬁxed training cost) hire a ﬁctitious worker
at a market wage, which the actual worker also receives (as if hired by
some other ﬁctitious ﬁrm). The market wage is predetermined by the
experimenters and declines from the ﬁrst to the second period. In the
experiments, there is little wage rigidity; the wages that employers
and employees agree on tend to decline along with the market wage.
The employer and worker in effect play two successive ultimatum
games, the bargaining position of the worker weakens from the ﬁrst to
the second game, and as a result the wage declines. There is no reciprocation of effort for income that could give rise to an insult effect, and
the standard of living effect does not apply, since the workers do not
live from their earnings. The experiments, therefore, provide evidence
that without these two effects wages would be downwardly ﬂexible.
Experimental evidence supports the view of businesspeople that ﬁnancial incentives are effective, even when negative, provided they are
not presented in a hostile manner. For instance, Nagin et al. (1998) report on a ﬁeld experiment performed by a telemarketing ﬁrm. In this
ﬁrm, the telemarketers’ pay increased with the number of successful
solicitations they claimed, and the company monitored these claims by
calling back a fraction of the people declared to be successes. The company secretly varied the fraction of bad calls reported to employees
while increasing the true call back rate. By analyzing the company’s
data, the authors found that cheating increased as the fraction of bad
calls reported declined, so that workers did respond to variation in the
negative incentive.
Laboratory experimental work by Fehr and Gächter (1998a) and
Brown, Falk, and Fehr (2002) shows that the possibility of negative
rewards does not keep reciprocation from being a powerful incentive.
Fehr and Gächter (1998a) performed the two stage experiments of
Fehr, Kirchsteiger, and Riedl (1993) with the modiﬁcation that at stage
one, the employer requested an effort level. The authors compared the
results with experiments where in a third stage the employer could reward or punish the worker. The amount of the reward or punishment
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was chosen by the employer and was not announced in advance. The
employer incurred a cost that increased with the absolute magnitude
of the reward or punishment. Despite the cost, many employers did
reward high effort and punish low effort, and workers on average
offered more effort and earned lower wages in the three stage than in
the two stage experiments.
Brown, Falk, and Fehr (2002) repeated the two stage experiments
of Fehr, Kirchsteiger, and Riedl (1993) 15 times under two conditions. Under one, employers and workers could identify each other by
a number, and employers could make offers to a particular worker.
This arrangement made it possible for an employer and worker to
form a long-term relationship. In the other condition, the identifying
numbers were reassigned in every period, so that long-term relationships were impossible. When identity numbers remained stable, individual workers and employers did form relationships that were
valuable to both, because they could establish a pattern of exchanging
high effort for high wages. Employers could and many did punish
workers for low effort by dismissing them—that is, by ceasing to
make them offers. Average wages and effort were considerably higher
when identity numbers were stable than when they were reassigned,
so workers were not discouraged from reciprocating by the threat
of dismissal. The fact that the negative incentives were not made explicit may have diminished any bad impression they made in the
experiments of Fehr and Gächter (1998a) and Brown, Falk, and Fehr
(2002). Another explanation for the effectiveness of the negative incentives may have to do with the presence of both selﬁsh and reciprocating workers. Although the reciprocating workers might have been
offended by the possibility of punishment, selﬁsh ones might have
been induced to offer more effort by the prospect of reward and risk of
punishment.
Other experiments that imitate the no shirking model provide additional evidence that punishments do not crush reciprocation and discourage effort. These experiments are described in Fehr, Kirchsteiger,
and Riedl (1996); Fehr, Gächter, and Kirchsteiger (1997); Fehr, Klein,
and Schmidt (2001); and Fehr and Gächter (2002). The experiments
have the form of the two-stage experiments described in Fehr, Kirchsteiger, and Riedl (1993), except that the employer requests a certain effort level and a worker is ﬁned with a ﬁxed probability if the effort
level offered falls short of that demanded by the employer—that is, if
the worker shirks. In its offer, the employer speciﬁes a wage, the ﬁne,
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and the effort level demanded. The no shirking model of Shapiro and
Stiglitz (1984) also includes a probability of a worker’s being caught
shirking, and the ﬁne in the experiment corresponds to being ﬁred.
One ﬁnding is that the threat of being ﬁned elicits more than the minimum possible level of effort. Also, some reciprocation exists, in that
employers obtain effort above the level they demand when they offer
generous wages. Probably because employers hope for reciprocation,
they often request effort levels that are too high to be enforced by the
ﬁne. The average level of actual effort is reduced by a considerable
amount of shirking that may reﬂect reciprocation of the hostility perceived in the possibility of being ﬁned.
The evidence is mixed on the degree to which the speciﬁcation of
ﬁnes discourages reciprocity. Fehr, Klein, and Schmidt (2001) and
Fehr and Gächter (2002) compare experimental labor relations models
imitating the no shirking model (as in Fehr, Kirchsteiger, and Riedl
[1996]) with labor relations models that depend solely on reciprocity
or trust (as in Fehr, Kirchsteiger, and Riedl [1993]). In the trust model,
the employer offers a wage and makes a nonbinding effort request,
and the worker then offers an effort level. The no shirking model is as
described in the previous paragraph. The two papers report opposite
results. In Fehr and Gächter (2002), the trust model achieves higher
actual effort than the no shirking model.3 In Fehr, Klein, and Schmidt
(2001), the no shirking model achieves higher effort. I see no way of
explaining the discrepancy, as the payoffs are nearly the same in the
two experiments and the differences between them do not seem relevant.4 Fehr and Gächter (2002) go on to make another comparison that
shows that the ﬁne may vex workers to some extent. Fehr and Gächter
compare the no shirking model with a mathematically equivalent bonus model, in which the punishment is deprivation of a bonus rather
than a ﬁne. The bonus model gives rise to greater effort than the no
shirking model, but less than the trust model.
Further experimental evidence of the harmful effects of negative
incentives is contained in Fehr and Rockenbach (2002). In their experiments, subjects play a game, in which an investor chooses a quantity of
money to give to a respondent and speciﬁes the amount he or she
would like the respondent to return. The amount given is tripled by
the experimenter, so if the investor gives x the respondent receives 3x.
The respondent then chooses how much to return to the investor. In
another version of the game, the investor, when making the gift to the
respondent, may commit to imposing a ﬁne of a ﬁxed magnitude on
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the respondent if he or she returns less than the amount requested by
the investor. On average, respondents were least generous when the
ﬁne was imposed, more generous when there was no possibility of a
ﬁne, and most generous when the investor could impose a ﬁne but
chose not to do so.
Two papers by Falk, Fehr, and Fischbacher (2000, 2003) provide experimental evidence that perceived intentions as well as the desire for
a fair division affect reciprocation. Falk, Fehr, and Fischbacher (2000)
report on experiments with a variant of the game ( just described) of
Fehr and Rockenbach (2002). On the ﬁrst move, the investor may take
money away from or give money to the respondent, and the respondent may then in turn give or take money away from the investor.
In another version of the game, the experimenter determines the
investor’s move according to a random distribution. In both versions,
respondents on average react by taking money back if it is taken from
them and give money back when it has been given to them. Their
responses are, however, of a larger magnitude when the ﬁrst move is
chosen by the investor rather than by the experimenter.
This behavior shows that the respondents’ behavior was driven to
some extent by a desire to even the winnings from the game, but above
all by an urge to reciprocate the good or bad intentions of the investor.
Falk, Fehr, and Fischbacher (2003) reach the same conclusion from
experiments with various ultimatum games. Player A can propose one
of two possible splits of 10 monetary units to a respondent. One possibility is always an ð8; 2Þ split—8 for the proposer and 2 for the respondent. Alternatives are ð5; 5Þ, an even split, or ð2; 8Þ, ð10; 0Þ, or even
ð8; 2Þ, the last of which means that there is really no alternative.
Respondents reject the ð8; 2Þ split more frequently the less fair it
seems in comparison with the alternative. For instance, ð8; 2Þ is rejected most often if ð5; 5Þ is the alternative and least often if ð10; 0Þ is
the alternative.
These results provide some—but not strong—support for managers’
assertions that using ﬁring systematically to stimulate effort would
dampen morale and depress productivity. I suspect that the effects
managers refer to are difﬁcult to capture experimentally, because ﬁring
is a much more severe punishment than can be imposed in the laboratory, and it is hard to reproduce in a laboratory the menacing atmosphere that could be created in a workplace by frequent ﬁrings or by
the threat of ﬁring.
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11.5 Evidence from Organizational Psychology and Managerial
Science
Although early investigations by managerial scientists and organizational psychologists of the relations between pay, morale, and productivity contradicted some of what managers say about these matters, the
subject has since evolved and now much of what managers say is
being corroborated by research. Recall that managers assert that pay
levels have little impact on motivation or performance, but that ﬁnancial incentives linked to performance can increase productivity considerably. These conclusions have been supported by a large amount
of research by management scientists and psychologists, which I do
not describe. The relevant literature is reviewed in Vroom (1964, 252)
and Lawler (1971, 133).
The management intuitions that did not receive much support in
early research had to do with the link between morale and productivity. Morale was measured from questionnaire evidence on job satisfaction, organizational commitment, and loyalty. Performance was
measured through direct observation or by supervisors’ evaluations.
There are many valuable reviews of the large amount of literature on
these management topics (Brayﬁeld and Crockett 1955; Herzberg et al.
1957, chapter 4; Vroom 1964, 181–186; Locke 1976, 1330–1334; Iaffaldano and Muchinsky 1985; and Mathieu and Zajac 1990). The general
conclusion is that the correlations between the measures of morale and
performance are positive, but small. The measures of performance include those of both individuals and groups. In a way, these ﬁndings
conﬁrm what managers say, because most of them assert that good
morale is not the same as happiness. There is a considerable amount
of evidence that job satisfaction is negatively related to quitting and
absences. The literature on this subject is reviewed in Brayﬁeld and
Crockett (1955), Herzberg et al. (1957, 106–107), Vroom (1964, 175–
180), Locke (1976, 1331–1332), Price (1977, 79), Steers and Rhodes
(1978), Mobley (1982, 95–105), Staw (1984, 638–645), and Mathieu and
Zajac (1990).
There was interesting research in the 1950s that did support management feelings about the importance of morale. The investigators made
experimental changes in management practices to determine the relation between work groups’ attitudes and performance (Viteles 1953,
chapter 8; Seashore 1954; Whyte et al. 1955 and 1961; and Likert 1961,
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chapter 3). A main conclusion was that performance is positively associated with pride in the work group or ﬁrm, but is not related to other
attitudes.
In response to the failure to ﬁnd a signiﬁcant relation between job
satisfaction and performance, researchers studied the link between job
attitudes and workers’ doing things for employers that are outside of
their normal duties. Contact with business may have led scholars to
look for such a connection, because managers claim that the impact of
good morale on productivity is felt mainly through employees’ willingness to do more than the minimum required of them. Doing more
than the minimum has been given various names, such as spontaneous
behavior (Katz 1964), prosocial behavior (O’Reilly and Chatman 1986;
Brief and Motowidlo 1986), extra-role behavior (O’Reilly and Chatman
1986), and most commonly organizational citizenship behavior (Organ
1988). These concepts differ to some extent. Dennis Organ deﬁnes
ﬁve categories of organization citizenship behaviors: altruism (helping
other workers), conscientiousness (obeying company rules), sportsmanship (good humored toleration of inconveniences), courtesy (considerate treatment of fellow workers), and civic virtue (participation in
the internal political life of the organization).
A ﬁrst question is whether good morale increases organizational citizenship behavior. Organizational psychologists have done most of the
research on this topic. They typically start with a number of loosely
deﬁned concepts, such as job satisfaction, perceptions of fairness in the
work place, and organizational citizenship behavior, and then try to
determine how these are related by analyzing responses to questionnaires from a sample of several hundred people. Each concept is usually broken into several components, such as Organ’s ﬁve categories of
organizational citizenship behavior, and a list of questions is associated
with each. Employees answer questions on job satisfaction and perceptions of fairness, and employees or their supervisors answer questions
on organizational citizenship behavior. Factor analysis is used to check
whether responses to the questions are such that those corresponding
to one conceptual component are highly correlated with each other
and have less correlation with responses to other questions. The relations among the concepts and their components are then estimated using regression analysis, which is used in nearly the same way that it is
in economics. The advantage of such surveys over laboratory experiments is that they can investigate real-life situations where there are
long-term associations between workers and employers, whereas the
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subjects in laboratory experiments are usually college students. The
disadvantage of surveys is that it is much harder to establish causation
than it is with experiments.
The ﬁndings of organizational psychologists do not all agree, but
their work supports the conclusion that typical measures of morale,
such as job satisfaction and organizational commitment, do have a positive relation with organizational citizenship behavior. What is more
important is that a perception of fairness within a business organization has a positive relation with both job satisfaction and organizational citizenship behavior and may be the dominant factor affecting
both. Furthermore, procedural justice—especially the interactional
aspect of procedural justice—is more closely related to job satisfaction
and organizational citizenship behavior than is distributive justice. Distributive justice has to do with the actual allocation of rewards to
employees, whereas procedural justice has to do with the system used
to arrive at the allocation. Interactional justice has to do with the
consideration, politeness, and respect with which superiors treat their
subordinates.
Another conclusion is that organizational citizenship behavior depends less on employees’ mood than on their conscious perceptions
about their jobs. The impact of fairness on organizational citizenship
behavior is discussed in Organ and Konovsky (1989); Moorman (1991,
1993); Folger (1993); Moorman, Niehoff, and Organ (1993); Niehoff and
Moorman (1993); Podsakoff and MacKenzie (1993); Organ and Ryan
(1995); Konovsky and Organ (1996); Netemeyer et al. (1997). Moorman
(1991) discusses the relative impact of the various forms of justice. The
impact of mood is discussed in Organ and Konovsky (1989), George
(1991), and Moorman (1993). The relative impacts of mood and cognitive job satisfaction are discussed in Organ and Konovsky (1989) and
Moorman (1993). The impact of job satisfaction and commitment
on organizational citizenship behavior is discussed in O’Reilly and
Chatman (1986); Puffer (1987); Farh, Podsakoff, and Organ (1990);
Moorman (1991); Organ and Lingl (1995); Organ and Ryan (1995);
Konovsky and Organ (1996); Netemeyer et al. (1997); and MacKenzie,
Podsakoff, and Ahearne (1998). Good reviews of the impact of Fairness, on organizational citizenship behavior are Organ (1988, 1990),
Schnake (1991), Greenberg (1993), and Organ and Moorman (1993).
Another connection between morale and organizational citizenship
behavior is made through studies of the impact of leadership style
on subordinates’ organizational citizenship behavior. A distinction
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is made between transactional and transformational leadership. The
transactional style asserts itself by means of praise and admonishment,
whereas the transformational style inspires people to go beyond their
personal interests and think of the interests of the company or task.
The transformational style attempts to entice people to identify with
the company, and the transactional style focuses on people’s selfinterest. The transformational style is intended to create the kind of
good morale that business people usually have in mind. Investigators
have found that transformational leadership has a strong positive impact on both in-role job performance and on organizational citizenship
behavior, that its impact exceeds that of transactional leadership, and
that its impact is due in part to workers’ increased trust in the leadership. The relevant studies are Podsakoff et al. (1990); Podsakoff,
MacKenzie, and Bommer (1996); and MacKenzie, Podsakoff, and Rich
(2001).
An obvious question is whether organizational citizenship behavior
increases a company’s proﬁtability. Managers apparently think that it
does, because there is evidence that supervisors’ performance evaluations of subordinates are strongly and positively inﬂuenced by organizational citizenship behavior. Papers that establish this connection are
MacKenzie, Podsakoff, and Fetter (1991, 1993) and Podsakoff, MacKenzie, and Hui (1993). A few studies have measured the impact of
organizational citizenship behavior on the performance of work
groups in various settings and have found the effects to be positive.
These studies include George and Bettenhausen (1990), Podsakoff and
MacKenzie (1994, 1997), Walz and Niehoff (1996), and Podsakoff,
Ahearne, and MacKenzie (1997). The observed correlations may be
spurious, however, because there is evidence from laboratory experiments that the high performance of a work group may have a positive
inﬂuence on perceptions within the group of organizational citizenship
behavior (Bachrach, Bendoly, and Podsakoff, 2001). The subject is
reviewed in Podsakoff et al. (2000).
Some interesting recent work has explored the connection between
identiﬁcation with an organization on the one hand and quits and performance (especially extra-role performance) on the other hand. Tom
Tyler has participated in much of this work. He thinks of identiﬁcation
with a company as internalization of its goals and asserts that identiﬁcation occurs as a result of judgments about organizational status
(which he calls pride), and about status within the organization (which
he calls respect). Pride has to do with a favorable view of the organiza-
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tion as a whole, and respect has to do with being treated well within it.
Status judgments can be comparative or autonomous, where a comparative judgment relates an organization or person to others and an
autonomous judgment is an absolute one about the overall organization. Tyler believes that if people identify with an organization, they
will want it to succeed, because its success will strengthen their own
self-image. Identiﬁcation with an organization is, in my opinion, a
much better interpretation of what managers mean by ‘‘good morale’’
than are job satisfaction and even organizational commitment. Tyler
and his co-authors ﬁnd that identiﬁcation is a dominant explanation of
voluntary cooperation with organizations. In the context of business
organizations, identiﬁcation with the company is a much more important explanatory factor than the ﬁnancial rewards received from it.
These investigators ﬁnd that identiﬁcation has a greater impact on
organizational citizenship, extra-role, or discretionary behavior, as
opposed to in-role or mandatory behavior (that is, behavior required
by a job description). The primary impact of pride is on rule following
or conscientiousness, whereas the primary impact of respect is on helping behavior (that is, assisting coworkers). Autonomous judgments of
status have a much bigger effect than comparative ones.
Tyler and his coauthors assert that perceptions of fairness and especially procedural justice have an important impact on judgments
about the status of an organization and hence on willingness to identify with it. Recall that management scientists cited earlier (Morris
Viteles [1953], Stanley Seashore [1954], William Whyte et al. [1955,
1961], and Rensis Likert [1961]), also found a connection between pride
in an organization and performance. The work of Tyler and his colleagues is reported in Tyler (1999) and Tyler and Blader (2000, 2001).
Abrams, Ando, and Hinkle (1998) observe a close association between
identiﬁcation with an organization and intentions to quit. Much of the
work of Tyler and his co-authors on identiﬁcation and cooperation
with organizations has been done in the context of political, social, and
educational institutions, but the recent studies just cited have to do
with businesses. This interesting work raises the question of why people identify with organizations. Status is an incomplete explanation,
since the term status has little independent content and includes all
possible reasons for liking an organization. It is interesting that fairness
has a strong inﬂuence on status and that people are proud of organizations that treat them and others fairly, but researchers have given no
explanation of why this is so.
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An obvious question is what evidence has been collected on the impact of actual pay cuts or pay freezes on morale. The only works I
have found on the subject are Greenberg (1989, 1990) and Schaubroeck,
May, and Brown (1994). In the ﬁrst paper, Greenberg ﬁnds from a survey that workers did feel underpaid after a 6 percent pay cut, but job
satisfaction did not decline and employees instead paid more attention
to the nonﬁnancial advantages of their jobs. In the second paper,
Greenberg (1990) reports that theft of company property increased after a 15 percent pay cut. In this paper, he conducted an experiment in
which he gave employees a good explanation of the pay cut in one
plant where the pay cut occurred but not in another where it also
occurred. In the plant where the explanation was made, feelings of
pay inequity and pilferage were less than in the other plant. This evidence supports the assertions managers make that employees tolerate
pay cuts more easily if they feel they are justiﬁed and that it is possible
to persuade workers that cuts are necessary.
These conclusions are further reinforced by the work of Schaubroeck, May, and Brown (1994), who studied the reactions of salaried
employees to a pay freeze. These investigators also conducted an experiment, giving a good explanation to some of the employees who
were affected by the pay freeze and not to others. The explanations of
the freeze diminished resentment. For those who did not receive the
explanation, job dissatisfaction increased with self-reported economic
hardship resulting from the freeze, and there was no such relation for
those who did receive the explanation.
11.6

Conclusion

Perhaps the outstanding conclusion to be drawn from the works discussed in this chapter is the importance of fairness to labor performance. It is not easy to judge what fairness means. Fairness certainly
does not mean an equal distribution of the beneﬁts from a company’s
operations; pay levels within ﬁrms are far from egalitarian. Even
workers doing the same job may receive very different pay because of
many factors, such as longevity with the company, skills acquired, and
productivity. Fairness is recognized in business as being inherently
ambiguous. For instance, judgments about the fairness of internal pay
structures are said to depend strongly on company tradition. Other
evidence that fairness does not mean equality of gains is evidence
from organizational psychology that procedural and interactive justice
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are more important to an impression of fairness than is distributive
justice. A very signiﬁcant ﬁnding is that of Tyler and Blader (2000,
2001) that perceptions of procedural justice contribute to pride in an
organization.
We do not know why people so urgently desire fairness. Is it because it contributes to an atmosphere of positive reciprocation where
people like to exchange favors? Does fairness make people feel more
secure? Do people feel that fairness is right and want their surroundings to accord with their moral precepts? Do people simply want to
have a level playing ﬁeld on which to compete? It is to be hoped that
further empirical work will give more insight into these questions.
An understanding of the need for fairness would contribute a great
deal to understanding how organizations obtain cooperation and to
the explanation of wage rigidity. A sense of fairness is probably the
most important determinant of good company morale. Other important factors are close ties among coworkers and the signiﬁcance
attached to the ﬁrm’s output. One reason pay cuts can be resented is
that they can dissolve the sense of fairness. Workers accept a pay cut if
they feel it is fair and they see it as fair when it saves a signiﬁcant number of jobs.
Another important conclusion is that ﬁrms try to gain the cooperation of employees by getting them to identify with the company and
to internalize its objectives. As Tyler and Blader (2000, 2001) have
emphasized, an atmosphere of fairness makes workers more willing to
do these things. It would be useful to know why fairness promotes
identiﬁcation with a company and why people identify with organizations at all. That they do is clear.
Notes
I am grateful to Professor Jennifer Smith of the University of Warwick for her comments.
1. These data are cited in Akerlof, Dickens, and Perry (1996, 8).
2. I owe this reference to Angier (2002), who makes the connection with the experimental
work of Ernst Fehr.
3. See ﬁgure 6 in Fehr and Fischbacher (2002).
4. In Fehr, Klein, and Schmidt (2001), the employer chooses the type of model used, there
is no excess supply of labor, and the experimenter matches one worker to one employer
in each period. In Fehr and Gächter (2002), the experimenter chooses the model, there is
an excess supply of labor, and the matching of workers to employers is determined by
market bidding.
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The Logic of Reciprocity:
Trust, Collective Action,
and Law
Dan M. Kahan

12.1

Introduction

The Logic of Collective Action has for decades supplied the logic of
public policy analysis.1 In this pioneering application of public choice
theory, Mancur Olson elegantly punctured the premise—shared by a
diverse variety of political theories—that individuals can be expected
to act consistently with the interest of the groups to which they belong.
Absent externally imposed incentives, wealth-maximizing individuals,
he argued, will rarely ﬁnd it in their interest to contribute to goods that
beneﬁt the group as a whole, but rather will ‘‘free ride’’ on the contributions that other group members make. As a result, too few individuals will contribute sufﬁciently, and the well-being of the group will
suffer.2 These are the assumptions that currently dominate public policy analysis and ultimately public policy across a host of regulatory
domains—from tax collection to environmental conservation, from
street-level policing to policing of the internet.
But as a wealth of social science evidence (much of it appearing
elsewhere in this volume) now makes clear, Olson’s Logic is false. In
collective action settings, individuals adopt not a materially calculating
posture, but rather a richer, more emotionally nuanced reciprocal one.
When they perceive that others are behaving cooperatively, individuals are moved by honor, altruism, and like dispositions to contribute
to public goods even without the inducement of material incentives.
When, in contrast, they perceive that others are shirking or otherwise
taking advantage of them, individuals are moved by resentment and
pride to retaliate. In that circumstance, they will withhold beneﬁcial
forms of cooperation even if doing so exposes them to signiﬁcant material disadvantage.3
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This behaviorally realistic picture of human motivation suggests not
only an alternative account of when collective action problems will
arise, but also an alternative program for solving (or simply avoiding)
them through law. Whereas the conventional logic of collective action
counsels the creation of appropriate external incentives, the new logic
of reciprocity suggests the importance of promoting trust. Individuals
who have faith in the willingness of others to contribute their fair share
will voluntarily respond in kind. Spontaneous cooperation of this sort,
moreover, breeds even more of the same, as individuals observe others
contributing to public goods and are moved to reciprocate. In this selfsustaining atmosphere of trust, reliance on costly incentive schemes
becomes less necessary. By the same token, individuals who lack faith
in others can be expected to resist contributing to public goods, inducing still more persons to withhold their cooperation as a means of
retaliating. In this self-sustaining atmosphere of distrust, even strong
(and costly) regulatory incentives are likely to be ineffective in promoting desirable behavior.
Indeed, such incentives may well undermine the conditions of trust
necessary to hold collective action problems in check. Conspicuous
rewards and punishments can imply that others aren’t inclined to
cooperate voluntarily, a message that predictably weakens individuals’
commitment to contributing to public goods. In addition, incentive
schemes tend to mask the extent to which individuals are inclined to
contribute to public goods voluntarily, thereby weakening the tendency of observable cooperation to generate reciprocal cooperation by
others. In short, manipulating material incentives may not only be an
inefﬁcient regulatory strategy for solving collective action problems; it
may often be a self-defeating one.
This chapter will elaborate upon and apply these claims. It begins by
distilling from the reciprocity literature a set of behavioral dynamics
pertinent societal collective action problems. It then shows how these
dynamics can be used to analyze and improve policymaking in various
regulatory ﬁelds, with a particular emphasis on tax compliance, the siting of noxious facilities, and the policing of street crime.
12.2

The Logic of Reciprocity

Accepted for decades on a combination of faith and anecdote, the
premises of the conventional theory of collective action have only
recently been subjected to sustained and rigorous empirical examina-
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Variability of Preferences
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Figure 12.1
Agents: Wealth maximizers vs. Emotional/Moral reciprocators.

tion. This research suggests an alternative ‘‘strong reciprocity theory’’
that differs from conventional collective action theory in four important respects, as reﬂected in ﬁgure 12.1. Each of the contrasts between
the conventional theory and the strong reciprocity theory merits speciﬁc attention.
12.2.1 Agents: Wealth Maximizers versus Reciprocators
The ﬁrst pair of contrasting elements relates to the nature of individuals’ utility functions. The conventional theory assumes that individuals
in collective action settings—ones that take the form of a standard Prisoners’ Dilemma—behave like wealth maximizers. That is, they refuse
to contribute to collective goods and instead free-ride on the contributions made by others, who, as wealth maximizers, also contribute
nothing. The strong reciprocity model, in contrast, sees individuals as
moral and emotional reciprocators. Most persons think of themselves
and want to be understood by others as cooperative and trustworthy
and are thus perfectly willing to contribute their fair share to securing
collective goods. By the same token, however, most individuals hate
being taken advantage of. Accordingly, if they perceive that most other
individuals are shirking, they hold back too to avoid feeling exploited.
Individuals who care only about maximizing their wealth are at best
weak reciprocators. If a rational wealth maximizer anticipates that she
will be engaged in recurring transactions with another identiﬁable
agent over a sufﬁciently long period of time under circumstances
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where both can observe and keep track of one another’s actions,
then her best strategy is to reward cooperation with cooperation and
defection with defection in a ‘‘tit-for-tat’’ pattern.4 Emotional and
moral reciprocators, in contrast, are strong reciprocators. They will condition their contributions to collective goods on the contributions of
others even in ﬂeeting transactions with multiple actors whose behavior they cannot keep track of and whose identities they can’t even
discern.
The prevalence of this sort of strong reciprocity is supported by a
vast body of evidence. Much of it is experimental in nature. So-called
‘‘public goods’’ experiments—laboratory constructs designed to simulate collective action problems—have consistently shown that the willingness of individuals to make costly contributions to collective goods
is highly conditional on their perception that others are willing to do
so.5 Empirical studies of real-world behavior corroborate this ﬁnding.
Individuals have been shown, for example, to reciprocate the disposition of others to give (or not) to charity,6 to refrain (or not) from littering,7 and to wait their turn (or not) in lines.8 Indeed, individuals
behave like reciprocators even in markets: econometric and other forms
of ﬁeld research, for example, suggest that when ﬁrms compensate
their workers more generously, workers reciprocate by voluntarily
working harder.9
12.2.2 Collective Behavior: Unique versus Multiple Equilibria
The strong reciprocity theory also takes issue with the conventional
theory’s view of collective behavior. In typical collective action settings,
the conventional theory treats defection or free-riding as the dominant
strategy for every individual. Accordingly, the theory predicts a single
collective behavioral equilibrium: universal noncooperation.
Under the strong reciprocity theory, in contrast, there is no ‘‘dominant’’ individual strategy. Individuals prefer to contribute if they believe others are inclined to contribute, but to free-ride if they believe
that others are inclined to free-ride.
Such interdependencies tend to generate patterns of collective behavior characterized by multiple equilibria punctuated by tipping points.10 If,
for whatever reason, some individuals conclude that those around
them are inclined to contribute, they’ll respond by contributing in
kind, prompting still others to contribute, and so forth and so on until
a highly cooperative state of affairs takes root. But if some individuals
conclude that others are free-riding, then they will respond by free-
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riding, too, spurring others to do the same, and so forth and so on until
a condition of mass noncooperation becomes the norm.
This dynamic has also been empirically documented. In multi-round
public goods experiments, for example, contribution levels tend to migrate steadily toward or away from the social optimum depending on
whether subjects behaved relatively cooperatively or noncooperatively
early on.11 Scholars have also documented that the incidence of littering, recycling, smoking in public, safe sex, and other types of behavior
that affect collective welfare are likewise subject to feedback effects and
multiple equilibria—generating dramatic variations in their incidence
across space and over time.12
12.2.3 Promoting Cooperation: Incentives versus Trust
The strong reciprocity theory and the conventional theory also disagree about policy prescriptions. The conventional theory sees incentives as the solution to collective action problems: Because wealth
maximizers cannot be counted on to contribute to public goods, they
must be prodded to do so with either rewards or punishments that
bring their individual interests into alignment with their collective
ones.
The strong reciprocity theory suggests an alternative policy—the
promotion of trust. If individuals can be made to believe that others
are inclined to contribute to public goods, they can be induced to contribute in turn, even without recourse to incentives. When permitted to
communicate during in multi-round public goods experiments, for
example, subjects tend to assure one another that they will contribute
rather than free-ride. Although unenforceable, such assurances do in
fact prompt larger contributions, which subjects quickly increase toward the social optimum as they observe others doing the same.13
Face-to-face assurance-giving, in sum, promotes trust, which in turn
generates reciprocal cooperation.
Indeed, ﬁeld and laboratory research suggests that incentives, far
from solving collective action problems, can sometimes actually magnify them by dissipating trust. The simple existence of an incentive
scheme can be seen as a cue that other individuals are not inclined
to cooperate voluntarily: if they were, incentives would be unnecessary. This inference can in turn trigger a reciprocal disposition to
withhold voluntary cooperation, thereby undercutting—if not wholly
displacing—the force of the incentive. In addition, the existence of
incentives can mask voluntary contributions to public goods, thereby
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diluting the power of such contributions to trigger reciprocal cooperation. Relatedly, incentives can crowd out dispositions such as altruism
by extinguishing the opportunity of individuals to demonstrate (to
themselves and to others) that they are willing to sacriﬁce material
gain for the public good. If for any of these reasons, the advent of a
material incentive induces even a few individuals to contribute less to
a public good, moreover, reciprocity dynamics will induce still others
to contribute less, thereby inducing others to do the same. This new
noncooperative equilibrium that results is likely to be impervious to
the subsequent removal of material incentives.14
It would be a mistake, however, to conclude that material incentives
invariably diminish trust. They are most likely to have that effect,
research suggests, when individuals start out with the belief that
most other individuals are inclined to contribute to some public good
voluntarily—when the advent of material incentives creates the greatest risk of adverse cueing, masking, and crowding out. But things are
likely to be different if individuals start out with the belief that most
other individuals are inclined to shirk or free-ride. In that case, the advent of a credible reward or penalty can work—not just by changing
individuals material incentives, but by changing (in a positive way)
their impression of the willingness of other individuals to behave cooperatively rather than noncooperatively in a collective action setting.
An example is the power of higher-than-average wages to elicit
higher-than-average productivity in the workplace. Workers naturally
suspect their ﬁrms of being unwilling to share a fair portion of the surplus generated by the workers’ labor. But when a ﬁrm offers workers
a wage that exceeds the industry average, workers are likely to infer
that that particular ﬁrm is willing to divide the surplus fairly. They
therefore respond by voluntarily working more productively, which
inclines the ﬁrm to maintain or even raise their wages. The result is a
self-sustaining form of reciprocal cooperation that obviates the need
for costly performance monitoring regimes.
12.2.4 Variability of Preferences: Homogeneous versus
Heterogeneous
Finally, the conventional theory and the strong reciprocity theory differ
on the variability of preferences across individuals. The conventional
theory imagines that the disposition to free-ride in collective action
settings is relatively uniform. In contrast, the evidence on which the
strong reciprocity theory rests suggests that the disposition to cooper-
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Heterogeneity of collective action dispositions.

ate varies. In public goods experiments that generate multiple equilibria, for example, neither universal cooperation nor universal defection
is the ﬁnal resting point.
It makes more sense, then, to envision a distribution of cooperative
dispositions across the population.
A relatively small fraction of the population (consisting, perhaps, of
those who’ve been trained in neoclassical economics) consists of committed free-riders, who shirk no matter what anyone else does, and
another small fraction (consisting maybe those who’ve read too much
Kantian moral philosophy) of dedicated cooperators, who contribute
no matter what. But most individuals are reciprocators who cooperate
conditionally on the willingness of others to contribute. Moreover,
some reciprocators are relatively intolerant: they bolt as soon as they
observe anyone else free-riding. Others are relatively tolerant, continuing to contribute even in the face of what they see as a relatively modest degree of defection. And a great many more—call them neutral
reciprocators—fall somewhere in between.
Under these circumstances, individuals are unlikely fully to overcome collective action problems through reciprocity dynamics alone.
No matter how cooperative the behavior of others, the committed freeriders will always free-ride if they can get away with it. Indeed, their
shirking could easily provoke noncooperative behavior by the less tolerant reciprocators, whose defection in turn risks inducing the neutral
reciprocators to abandon ship, thereby prompting even the tolerant
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reciprocators to throw in the towel, and so forth and so on. If this
unfortunate chain reaction takes place, a state of affairs once characterized by a reasonably high degree of cooperation could tip decisively
toward a noncooperative equilibrium in which only the angelic unconditional cooperators are left contributing (probably futilely) to the relevant public good.
Maximum cooperation, then, probably requires that reciprocity dynamics be supplemented with appropriately tailored incentives—most
likely in the form of penalties aimed speciﬁcally at persistent freeriders. Although trust and reciprocity elicit cooperation from most
players, some coercive mechanism remains necessary for the small
population of dedicated free-riders, who continue to hold out in the
face of widespread spontaneous cooperation, thereby depressing the
contributions made by relatively intolerant reciprocators. In the face of
a credible penalty, however, the committed free-riders fall into line.
The existence of such penalties in turn assures the less tolerant reciprocators that their cooperation won’t make them chumps; they thus continue to cooperate, less out of material interest than out of positive
reciprocal motivations. And because the less tolerant reciprocators
contribute, so do the neutral and tolerant reciprocators, generating
an equilibrium of near-universal cooperation. Again, these dynamics
are borne out by empirical evidence, particularly from public goods
experiments where subjects can retaliate against defectors.15
The uneven effect of penalties in promoting and dissipating trust
calls attention to the expressive dimension of incentives. Incentives do
more than affect individuals’ calculations of the costs and beneﬁts of
particular forms of conduct; they also shape their impressions of the
attitudes and intentions of those around them.16 Laboratory and realworld schemes that use generally applicable incentives convey the message that noncooperation is the norm, and thus stiﬂe the reciprocal
motivations of even neutral reciprocators, whose defection predictably
spills over onto even the most forgiving ones. Targeted retaliation, in
contrast, conveys a very different message. Because all individuals are
aware from social experience that there are some committed free-riders
out there, no one is surprised or disappointed to see penalties aimed at
those types. Accordingly, such penalties don’t create the cueing, masking, or crowding out effects associated with more generalized incentive
regimes. On the contrary, penalties understood to be necessitated only
by the existence of committed free-riders have a trust-enhancing effect,
for they imply that most individuals are not inclined to shirk. Targeted
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retaliation works, in sum, because it simultaneously coerces dedicated
free-riders, calms unforgiving reciprocators, and avoids confusing or
demoralizing neutral and forgiving reciprocators.
12.3

Tax Compliance

Tax compliance is the consummate collective action problem from a
public policy point of view. Society collects taxes to ﬁnance a variety
of goods—from education to highways to national defense—that
beneﬁt its members collectively. Nevertheless, it is in the individual
material interest of every citizen to free-ride on her fellow citizens’ contributions to these goods while withholding any contribution of her
own. Accordingly, the conventional theory predicts that individuals,
as wealth maximizers, will evade their taxes unless furnished with
incentives—in the form of threatened penalties—that make the expected return from evasion smaller than the expected return from
compliance.17
This account of tax evasion is embarrassingly ill-supported by empirical evidence. Econometric studies have concluded that the expected
penalty for evasion explains little if any of the variation in compliance across space or over time.18 Survey measures also ﬁnd only very
modest correlation between reported compliance and individuals’ subjective perception of the expected penalty for evasion.19 Finally, laboratory experiments that simulate the decision to evade taxes suggest that
probability and severity of detection can inﬂuence individual decisions
to evade, but only when they are set at levels far in excess of those
associated with actual policies.20
Substantially more important, empirical research suggests, is a complex of factual beliefs and emotional dispositions. Thus, an individual’s
perception of the extent of evasion is a powerful predictor of compliance behavior: the higher an individual believes the rate of taxcheating to be, the more likely he or she is to cheat as well.21 The
prospect of shame (or potential stigma) and guilt have a similar effect.
The more likely an individual believes it is that she will be condemned
by others should she be caught, the more likely she is to refrain from
evading. By the same token, the more regret or remorse that an individual believes she’d experience for engaging in evasion, the less likely
she is to engage in that crime.22
These are exactly the factors one would expect to inﬂuence tax compliance if individuals behave like moral and emotional reciprocators. A
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strong reciprocator wants to understand herself and be understood by
others as fair, but she loathes being taken advantage of. With tax collection as with other collective action settings, the extent to which
others appear to be contributing to the good in question determines
which of these sensibilities comes into play. If most other individuals
seem to be paying their taxes, then evasion will provoke either guilt,
shame, or both in the reciprocator who covets the respect of others
and of herself. If, in contrast, most individuals appear to be evading
taxes, then complying will not make her feel guilty or ashamed at all;
it will make her feel like a sucker.
This interpretation of the data is conﬁrmed by an experiment that
tested how the 1986 Tax Reform Act affected compliance levels.23 One
hypothesis, suggested by the conventional theory, was that individuals
would become more or less willing to evade depending on whether the
Act had increased or decreased their relative tax burden. The study
found no such correlation. What did shift patterns of compliance, the
researchers found, were the types of interactions that individuals had
with other taxpayers in the months leading up to the reform: those
who encountered others who expressed a positive attitude toward,
and commitment to complying with, the Tax Reform Act displayed
greater commitment to complying with it themselves, whereas those
who encountered others who expressed negative attitudes displayed
less commitment.24 This effect, moreover, was explained completely
by variation in the shame and guilt that the two groups of taxpayers
anticipated for failing to pay their taxes.25 In other words, as moral
and emotional reciprocators, these individuals naturally felt guilt
and shame for failing to contribute to the public good of tax compliance in proportion to their perception that others were or were not
contributing.
The conventional theory of collective action is just as weak at explaining variance in tax compliance across nations as it is in explaining
compliance across individuals. Tax compliance rates vary dramatically across nations. Essentially none of this variance, however, can be
explained by differences in the expected penalty for evasion. More
important, researchers have concluded, are differences in public attitudes toward tax laws. In some nations (including the United States),
individuals tend to view paying their taxes as an important civic obligation and are highly motivated to pay for that reason. In other nations
(including many in Western Europe), individuals regard tax obligations much more casually (akin, say, to trafﬁc regulations in the United
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States) and display no particular moral aversion to evading them if
they feel they can safely do so.26
Varying national ‘‘tax cultures’’ of this sort are perfectly understandable under the strong reciprocity theory. Because individuals
are reciprocators, their decisions in a collective action setting feed on
each other, generating multiple high- and low-cooperation equilibria
independent of the material payoffs associated with cooperating or
defecting. If individuals believe that those around them are inclined
to pay their taxes, they will (as a result of guilt, shame, pride and
the like) be more likely to comply, thereby strengthening the perception that individuals are generally inclined to pay. If, in contrast,
individuals believe that those around them are inclined to evade, resentment will inhibit them from complying, strengthening the perception that most individuals are inclined to cheat. In other words, what
we should expect to see under the strong reciprocity theory is exactly
what we do see—competing and relatively durable norms toward tax
compliance.27
The empirical evidence also bears out the strong reciprocity theory’s
anxiety about the effect of self-defeating material incentives. Experimental evidence suggests that when taxpayers are exposed to information highlighting the penalties for evasion, they respond in much the
same way that subjects in public goods experiments do when furnished with generalized material incentives to contribute—namely, by
contributing less.28 Researchers have also found that highly politicized
auditing campaigns tend to provoke a higher incidence of tax cheating
rather than a lower one.29
The mechanism for these effects appears to be social cueing. When
government engages in dramatic gestures to make individuals aware
that the penalties for tax evasion are being increased, it also causes
individuals to infer that more taxpayers than they thought are choosing to cheat. This distrust of one’s neighbors triggers a reciprocal
motive to evade, which dominates the greater material incentive to
comply associated with the higher than expected penalty.30
Is there a way for tax enforcers to bolster taxpayers’ trust in one another? One policy that seems to do that is simply to advise citizens
that the vast majority of taxpayers are in fact complying. In a study
sponsored by the Minnesota Department of Revenue, researchers sent
letters to a group of individuals stating that tax compliance rates were
in fact much higher than what public opinion polls suggested citizens believed them to be. The individuals who received these letters
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subsequently reported more income and claimed fewer deductions
than did individuals in a control group. This is exactly what the
phenomenon of strong reciprocity would predict: when they learn
that others are in fact disposed to contribute their fair share, individual taxpayers, just like individuals in public good experiments,
cooperatively respond in kind. Likewise, consistent with the strong
reciprocity theory—and at odds with the conventional economic one
—the Minnesota study found that individuals advised of high compliance rates paid more taxes than did individuals who received letters
advising them that their returns would be subject to a greater rate of
auditing!31
Another policy that appears to promote trust and hence bolster reciprocal cooperation is the enactment of popular reforms. As the study
of the 1986 Tax Reform Act demonstrates, such reforms promote the
expression of positive views toward the law. When exposed to these
views, individuals infer that others are inclined to comply. This conclusion in turn triggers the disposition to reciprocate. In effect, the enactment of popular reforms generates an environment of face-to-face
assurance giving that builds trust and a resulting disposition to cooperate, in much the same way that discussion promotes cooperation in
public goods experiments.
The contribution that strong reciprocity makes to tax compliance
doesn’t imply that the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) should disavow
punishments for evasion altogether. That would be foolhardy because
of the variability of individual dispositions to cooperate in collective
action settings. With no risk of punishment, evasion would become
commonplace among dedicated cheaters, whose defections would in
turn unleash a contagious form of demoralization among the vast run
of reciprocity-minded taxpayers.
The difference between effective incentives and ineffective ones, experimental and other empirical data suggest, lies in the social meanings that they express. Enforcers should therefore carefully select cases
to nourish the perception that tax evaders are deviants, not normal citizens.32 It is already commonly believed that a certain number of individuals of exceptional venality will evade taxes even when nearly all
the rest of us are complying. The existence of coercive incentives understood to be aimed at those persons, then, doesn’t dispel trust; on the
contrary, it helps to assure the honest multitudes that they are not being exploited when they choose to pay their taxes. A model case, in
this sense, was the tax-fraud prosecution of hotel magnate Leona
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Helmsley, who expressed open contempt for income taxes as something that ‘‘only the little people pay.’’33
In addition, ofﬁcials should always juxtapose trust-enhancing information with penalties. Auditing crackdowns and other high-proﬁle
modes of enforcement may backﬁre, the evidence suggests, because
they function as a cue that evasion is widespread. To counteract this inference, enforcers should be sure that the good news that the vast majority of citizens voluntarily comply always gets at least equal billing with
the bad news that a small minority don’t. They should take advantage
of the attention that high-proﬁle prosecutions naturally attract to publicize positive information akin to that shown to generate even higher
rates of compliance in the Minnesota Tax Experiment.
Unfortunately, tax authorities often do just the opposite. Competing
with other agencies and programs for appropriations, the IRS routinely
exaggerates the inadequacy of its own enforcement powers and the
resulting extent of evasion.34 Usually timed to be reported by the media the week before personal income taxes are due, IRS-generated stories of the agency’s own inefﬁcacy in enforcing the law predictably
generates resentment in those who routinely obey it.35 ‘‘Are You a
Chump?’’ a Forbes magazine cover story asked its tax-paying readers
as the magazine reported on the supposed decimation of the IRS’ enforcement capacity.36
The United States, in truth, enjoys a relatively high tax compliance
rate. But that hardly means that things can’t be made worse. Like other
high-cooperation equilibria sustained by reciprocity dynamics, the disposition of Americans voluntarily to pay their taxes can be ‘‘tipped.’’ If
by rattling its saber one day and pleading poverty the next, the IRS
succeeds in inducing enough taxpayers to believe that cheating is indeed widespread, the result could be a self-reinforcing wave of evasion. This could create a new, low-cooperation equilibrium that, as
the durability of Europe’s disobedient tax culture attests, can be very
difﬁcult to reverse. Ironically, by embracing the conventional-theory
strategy of ‘‘incentives, incentives, and more incentives,’’ the IRS risks
making tax compliance into exactly the type of intractable collective
action problem that the conventional theory envisions it to be.
12.4

‘‘Not in My Backyard’’

Various types of public facilities—including highways, airports, prisons, hazardous waste dumps, and the like—impose disproportionate
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burdens (noise, perceived physical danger, health risks) on persons
who live near them. Accordingly, even when individuals recognize the
beneﬁts of these facilities for society at large, they often resist efforts
to locate them within their own communities—a phenomenon that political scientists refer to as the ‘‘not in my backyard’’ phenomenon or
‘‘NIMBY.’’37
The conventional theory of collective action sees NIMBY as another
expression of individuals’ propensity to withhold costly contributions
to public goods and instead to free ride on the contributions of others.
Accordingly, the standard model proposes an incentives-based solution: that the communities best-situated to host a particular facility be
compensated for the burden associated with it, presumably out of the
proceeds of a tax imposed on the individuals who beneﬁt from the facility but who reside elsewhere.38
This strategy, however, has an unimpressive track record. In the
twenty years since Massachusetts enacted a widely lauded compensation scheme, not a single community has accepted—or been forced to
accept—a hazardous-waste facility siting.39 The results have been the
same in numerous other states and Canadian provinces that have tried
to induce communities to accept potentially hazardous facilities with
compensation.40
Indeed, there is evidence that compensation schemes at least sometimes make the NIMBY problem worse. According to some studies, residents often bridle at ‘‘compensation offers . . . as attempts to buy them
off or bribe them.’’41 The potential of incentives to backﬁre in this way
has been conﬁrmed experimentally by Swiss economists Bruno Frey
and Felix Oberholzer-Gee, who showed that a compensation offer dramatically reduced (from just over 50 percent to less than 25 percent)
the number of laboratory subjects willing to assent to a nuclear waste
storage facility in their community.42
It would be a mistake, however, to conclude that compensation
schemes never work. At least some opinion studies have shown that
offers of compensation can signiﬁcantly increase willingness to accept the siting of a noxious facility.43 Moreover, compensation in
one form or another has nearly always been a part of the successful
waste-facility siting efforts in the United States and Canada in recent
decades.44
While failures predominate, it’s fair to conclude that ‘‘studies show
a high degree of variability in the ability of compensation to change
public opinion’’ toward siting.45 But precisely because they are not uni-
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formly positive, these results furnish little support for the conventional
theory’s account of NIMBY. Clearly, something more than the weighing of material costs and beneﬁts is going on when communities decide whether to resist or to accept noxious facilities.
That something more, opinion analyses suggest, is the moral and
emotional reaction of residents to siting proposals. Individuals who interpret the decision to impose a site on their community as signifying
the low social status of its residents—who believe that they are being
‘‘dumped on,’’ symbolically as well as literally—are more likely to resist.46 Those who distrust government institutions generally also are
less likely to tolerate the siting of a noxious facility in their vicinity,47
as are those who believe that societal beneﬁts and burdens in general,
and the burdens associated with a particular facility, are being distributed inequitably.48 The perception that the racial composition of the
community is playing a role in this process can create intense opposition in minority communities, which historically have been least able
to muster the political resources necessary to resist forced sitings.49
These are the sorts of factors that one would expect to inﬂuence the
reactions of individuals who behave like moral and emotional reciprocators with respect to civic obligations. When called upon to accept
risks or inconveniences in the interest of the public good, individuals
who believe that societal beneﬁts and burdens are being inequitably
distributed by fundamentally unjust political institutions unsurprisingly answer, ‘‘No.’’
Reciprocal motivations also explain another factor relevant to the
acceptance of toxic waste facilities: the origin of the wastes. A wealthmaximization model suggests that waste source should be irrelevant:
home-grown wastes are every bit as hazardous as out-of-town ones.
But in fact, individuals are much more likely to accept disposal facilities for wastes produced locally.50 This makes sense insofar as individuals are likely to accept a waste disposal facility in a spirit of positive
reciprocation when they understand that the waste was generated by
beneﬁcial local activities.
The uneven effect of compensation schemes also conforms to the
logic of reciprocity, which implies that the effect of incentives in dissipating or promoting trust depends critically on citizens’ moral and
emotional priors. Imagine a society whose citizens begin with the belief
that societal burdens are being equitably distributed through a just political process. We might expect those individuals, as reciprocators,
to be relatively accepting of noxious facilities in their community. If
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authorities try to purchase acceptance with incentives, however, these
same individuals might revise their views, inferring that other communities must in fact be unwilling to accept such impositions voluntarily. As a result of this perverse cueing effect, the NIMBY phenomenon
will grow in strength, as individuals reciprocate the perceived resistance to such facilities by strengthening their own resistance to them.
This reaction plausibly explains the results the experiment conducted by Frey and Oberholzer-Gee. Homogeneous, democratic, and
small, Switzerland has an admirable history of resolving disputes over
the allocation of societal beneﬁts and burdens through a fair process of
deliberative give-and-take. The Swiss subjects in this experiment therefore interpreted the offer of a cash payment as evidence that the norm
of mutual accommodation had broken down in the case of nuclear
waste and became predictably indignant at attempts to buy their assent to a risk that others refused to endure.
But now imagine the perhaps more typical U.S. or Canadian case of
a community whose residents start off with the belief that society’s
resources are being inequitably distributed as a result of a fundamentally unjust political system. As reciprocators, they are likely to resist
the nearby siting of a noxious facility. Yet in this kind of political climate, there is at least some potential for compensation to work. Not
only does compensation help to offset the material inconveniences or
risks associated with the facility, the very offering of it conveys a degree of respect that previously had been denied them by powerful
institutions and interests.
Case studies suggest that compensation is most likely to have this
positive effect when incentives are part of a negotiated, ‘‘bottom-up’’
siting process rather than a centrally administered ‘‘top-down’’ one.51
Even with compensation, the imposition of a site by a centralized
bureaucracy is likely to provoke negative reciprocal motivations. The
authority of administrators to dictate the site location suggests that
others are unwilling to accept the facility voluntarily, a signal that is
reinforced by the need to offer compensation. When voluntary acceptance is solicited, however, communities that historically have been
disadvantaged are likely to feel respected and empowered; compensation is no longer seen as degrading. In addition, the process of negotiation is likely to create a climate akin to the face-to-face discussions in
public goods games: When they are able to discuss the situation with
remote political authorities, and are granted veto power, local communities are likely to be assured that others are willing to contribute
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their fair share to dealing with the problem. Accordingly, they reciprocate positively by showing greater receptivity to placement of the
facility.
These effects, case studies suggest, feed on each other, generating
multiple behavioral equilibria. Again, in Massachusetts, which enacted
a top-down, dictate-plus-compensation regime in the 1980s, one community after another fought off attempts to locate hazardous waste
facilities within their borders, whereas in Wisconsin, which has a
bottom-up, negotiated-compensation scheme, a succession of communities have come forward to accept such facilities.52 Provinces in western
Canada have had similar strings of successes with the negotiatedcompensation strategy.53
The key to solving NIMBY, in short, is trust. Various sources of
evidence suggest that individuals can be made receptive to the siting
of noxious facilities in their communities if they can be made to believe that society is committed to treating their interests with respect. Appropriately structured bottom-up, negotiated-compensation
schemes—ones framed to emphasize respect for the interests and autonomy of prospective host communities—are one way to reverse
deep-seated resentments and thus excite a reciprocal openness to siting
decisions. If individuals can’t be made to believe that the burden of
accepting a noxious facility is being fairly reciprocated either in kind
or by like sacriﬁces, the current of resentment that fuels NIMBY will
be difﬁcult to reverse, even with ﬁnancial incentives.
12.5

Street Crime

The conventional theory sees crime prevention as just another collective action problem. As a society, we are all better off when we universally refrain from theft and like forms of predation. But as individuals,
each one of us is better off free-riding on whatever restraint our neighbors display while engaging in as much looting and pillaging as possible. Public order is, in short, a public good, one that will always be in
short supply if individuals are left to their own devices. If this is how
one thinks of the problem of crime, then the obvious solution is to create incentives that bring individual interests into alignment with collective ones. Hence, the threat of punishments for those who break the
law.
The conventional theory of collective action thus naturally gives rise
to the law enforcement strategy of deterrence, which can be neatly
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formalized in terms ﬁrst proposed by Bentham54 and later reﬁned by
Becker.55 As wealth maximizers, individuals, according to this theory,
commit crime when the gain, G, is greater than the expected punishment,
which is equal to product of the speciﬁed penalty, P, and the certainty,
C, that it will be imposed. Thus, crime is deterred when P  C > G.56
Of course, it is efﬁcient or collectively wealth-maximizing to deter
crime only if the social cost of P  C is less than the social losses associated with the crimes that P  C deters. Accordingly, society must be
attentive to the cost of various P  C pairings. This attentiveness generally favors severity over certainty, since maintaining a high likelihood
of detection and conviction (C) requires a continuing investment in
police ofﬁcers, judges, prosecutors, public defenders, and so forth,
whereas a high level of punishment (P)—assuming it deters and thus
doesn’t have to be imposed all that often—won’t cost much to implement and will allow society to economize on the various components
of law enforcement.57
This turns out to be a fair summary of the guiding philosophy of
American criminal law enforcement in the last twenty-ﬁve years—the
results of which do little to vindicate the wisdom of the conventional
theory. Variance in the severity of punishment has consistently been
shown to explain little, if any, of the variance in incidences of robbery,
burglary, homicide, drug dealing, and other street crimes across place
and time. Certainty of conviction makes a difference, although a relatively small one.58
What matters much more are a diverse collection of social conditions
and public attitudes. Thus, communities characterized by low ‘‘social
organization’’—as measured by the quality and vitality of voluntary
civic associations—tend to have more crime.59 So do ones where institutions lack ‘‘legitimacy,’’ as measured by the willingness of individuals to view the decisions of lawmakers and -enforcers as intrinsically
entitled to deference.60 ‘‘Social inﬂuence’’—the tendency of individuals
to conform their behavior to those around them—also contributes to
the incidence of crime, generating multiple crime-rate equilibria independent of the expected penalty for law-breaking.61
Where these factors are conducive to criminality, many individuals
will break the law notwithstanding very severe penalties. Indeed, there
is reason to believe that severe penalties can deleteriously affect the
attitudes and social conditions that lead to crime: massive incarceration, particularly when concentrated in minority, inner-city communities, disrupts social organization and taxes institutional legitimacy.62
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Because it thus results in a great number of citizens being sent to jail
for a long periods of time, the conventional deterrence strategy turns
out not to be particularly cost-effective after all—not to mention morally problematic on a host of nonutilitarian grounds.
The contribution that social conditions of this sort make to street
criminality—and the potentially perverse effect of the classical deterrence strategy on these conditions—can be systematized and reﬁned
by the strong reciprocity theory. The diverse psychological and social
factors that predict crime suggest that reciprocity dynamics are at
work within not just one but rather three interlocking collective action
dynamics. The ﬁrst consists in whatever mismatch exists between the
interests of society in law-abiding behavior and the interests of individuals in committing crime. This is the public order collective action
problem that occupies the attention of the conventional theory. The
contribution that social inﬂuence makes to crime suggests that in this
collective action setting as in others, many individuals behave like
reciprocators—they tend to respect the security of others in their persons and property in proportion to their perception that others are doing the same.63
The second collective action problem focuses on the collective good
of community self-policing. Neighborhoods can do a lot to protect themselves from crime. Individuals can watch over one another’s residences. People can take an interest in the activities of one another’s
children, alerting parents when they see neighborhood kids veering
into trouble or even taking the effort to steer them out of trouble
themselves.64 Individuals can make their communities safer just by
maintaining a conspicuous presence on its sidewalks and streets, especially at night.65 It collectively beneﬁts the community when everyone
engages in these activities. Yet it remains in the interest of each individual to free ride on the willingness of others to monitor and mentor, and
simply hang out while attending exclusively to his or her own private
business, especially where such activities can expose those who engage
in them to risk or inconvenience.
The impact of social organization on crime suggests that reciprocity
dynamics play a large role in determining how citizens respond to
the community self-policing dilemma as well. Where they regularly encounter each other in voluntary associations—from churches to school
groups, from neighborhood improvement organizations to local chambers of commerce—citizens are much more likely to observe other
individuals contributing to common endeavors and to reciprocate by
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doing the same. In atomized communities, in contrast, individuals are
necessarily thrown back on their own devices; they are much less likely
to see examples of public-spirited behavior and thus much less likely
to sustain self-reinforcing patterns of common regard and concern.66
The third collective action problem hinges on the public good of
citizen-police cooperation. The police obviously beneﬁt when citizens cooperate with them by supplying them with information about crime.67
Citizens beneﬁt, too, when the police diligently attend to their needs
and treat them with respect in daily encounters. Yet it will often be in
the individual interest of citizens and police ofﬁcers not to behave in
these ways. When individuals report crimes, they expose themselves
at a minimum to inconvenience, but also to the risk of violent retaliation at the hands of those they are reporting.68 Where the law is perceived to be illegitimate, or enforcers arbitrary or biased, individuals
who cooperate with the police are likely to experience personal guilt
or to be stigmatized by other members of the community.69 For their
part, the police might perceive that forgoing aggressive treatment of
private citizens sometimes makes it harder for them to ferret out information necessary to solve crimes, or even exposes them to physical
risk.70 They might also prefer to avoid the risks and inconveniences
associated with safeguarding private citizens from crime.
Reciprocity dynamics ﬁgure signiﬁcantly in a community’s capacity
to negotiate this collective action problem as well. Citizens are most
disposed to cooperate with police when institutions enjoy a high level
of legitimacy. Whether institutions are perceived as legitimate, it has
been shown, is determined largely by whether citizens believe they
are being treated in a fair and respectful way by police and other
decisionmakers.71 In effect, citizens reciprocate respectful treatment
with cooperation and obedience, and disrespectful treatment with
resistance—not only to the directives of individual decisonmakers, but
to the commands of the law more generally.72 How compliant or resistant, deferential or deﬁant citizens are perceived to be no doubt inﬂuences the willingness of the police in turn to interact with them in a
civil rather than a coercive fashion and otherwise respond attentively
to their needs.73
The inefﬁcacy of the conventinal deterrence strategy is a consequence of the effects it has in inhibiting reciprocal cooperation within
these three collective action settings. Considered in isolation, the effect
of the conventinal deterrence strategy on the public-order collective
action problem is ambiguous. It’s implausible to think that the threat
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of punishment has no restraining inﬂuence, particularly on individuals
who for whatever reason are not restrained by the socially inculcated
dispositions such as shame and guilt.74 At the same time, as the effect
of high-proﬁle tax auditing campaigns suggests, it seems reasonable to
infer that conspicuously severe penalties for street crimes might sometimes operate as a cue that criminality is in fact widespread, an inference that, through reciprocity dynamics, would dilute the motivation
of some individuals to respect the rights of others.
But even assuming that its effect on the public order dilemma is
positive on the whole, the classical deterrence strategy clearly has a
negative effect on the community–self-policing and the citizen–policecooperation dilemmas. Public law enforcement and community selfpolicing are, economically speaking, substitutes for one another—the
more a community has of one, the less it needs of the other in order to
hold crime in check. Accordingly, as the state purports to assume a
larger share of the deterrence burden through adoption of severe penalties, it actually undermines (at least to some extent) the incentive
that individuals have to collaborate with each other to safeguard their
communities from crime.75 As public enforcement suppresses community self-policing in this way, citizens have less occasion to observe one
another making conspicuous contributions to the safeguarding of their
own communities from crime. Having less exposure to monitoring,
mentoring, and creating a street presence individuals (as reciprocators)
become even less inclined to engage in such behavior themselves.76 In
effect, severe penalties crowd out and mask the disposition of individuals to contribute to community self-policing, making it all the
more necessary to employ severe penalties.
Severe penalties also discourage individuals from cooperating with
the police. Such penalties increase the likelihood that the targets of
reporting will retaliate. Indeed, if severe penalties are used to compensate for a low certainty of detection and conviction, most individuals
will perceive that the likelihood of obtaining any beneﬁt from reporting is largely futile anyway. In addition, particularly in minority communities, severe penalties help to construct the perception that the
system is unjust. Accordingly, it is when the state penalizes criminal
wrongdoing severely that individuals are most likely to be inhibited
from cooperating out of guilt or fear of being branded a collaborator.
Confronted with an uncooperative citizenry, the police are likely to respond by engaging in heavy-handed enforcement—to compensate for
the dearth of private tips, protect their own security, or simply to vent
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their frustration. This behavior by the police will in turn provoke citizens to be even less cooperative. Deprived of the beneﬁts associated
with community support—which turns out to be the most potent
weapon for combating gangs77 —the state will be forced to resort to
even more severe penalties, thereby aggravating the citizen-police cooperation problem all the more.78
Ultimately, the negative effect of the classical deterrence strategy on
the community–self-policing and citizen–police-cooperation dilemmas
vitiates whatever positive effect the strategy might have had on the
public-order dilemma. Convinced that those in the community will
not do anything to stop crime, and resentful of a heavy-handed state,
individuals are likely to respond by engaging in more law breaking,
which then feeds on itself as the spectacle of rampant criminality
induces others to abandon whatever compunction they might have
felt not to prey on their neighbors. The result is a self-sustaining high
crime-rate equilibrium, fueled by distrust and various forms of negative reciprocity.
Is there a strategy for combating street crime that we should expert
to work better from a reciprocity point of view? There is—namely, the
selective delegation of law enforcement and punishment functions to
networks of private anti-crime associations.
Chicago has implemented a model form of this type of community
policing. Under CAPS—the Chicago Alternative Policing Strategy—
the Chicago Police Department divided the city’s most crime-ridden
neighborhoods into a collection of ‘‘advisory councils,’’ which usually
were comprised of no more than two or three city blocks. Each council
was assigned a ‘‘beat ofﬁcer,’’ who was under strict instructions (at a
time when the white mayor desperately feared a successful challenge
from a minority candidate) to translate the council’s grievances into an
agenda of problems to be solved by policing strategies acceptable to
community residents.79
The strategies that turned out to be the most acceptable involved the
selective privatization of a variety of law-enforcement tasks. One of
these was order-maintenance policing. In events dubbed ‘‘Operation
Beat Feet,’’ ‘‘March for Peace,’’ and ‘‘Good Guys Loitering,’’ the advisory councils organized large numbers of law-abiding citizens to
occupy the streets of disorderly neighborhoods. By establishing a ‘‘positive people presence,’’ these citizens transformed those neighborhoods
into law-abiding ones during hours when they otherwise might have
been expected to be a center of criminal activity.80
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CAPS also privatized criminal investigations. At advisory council
‘‘beat meetings,’’ citizens frequently complained about sources of disorder that the police lacked the resources to investigate. When this
happened, the citizens themselves were encouraged to gather the evidence necessary to obtain legal relief. On one occasion, citizens facilitated the closure of a noisy tavern, that attracted disorderly patrons by
furnishing evidence of chronic health code violations. On another occasion, citizens contributed to the jailing of a slumlord, whose rundown
tenement had become the site of drug-dealing and gang activity, by
collecting evidence of ‘‘reckless disregard’’ for public safety.81
Finally, CAPS facilitated instances of private shaming. One involved
a two-year picketing campaign, in which homeowners demonstrated
outside the home of a slumlord who had allowed his properties to become the sites of deadly gang activity. The demonstrators ‘‘were fed up
with the noise, crime, violence, and general unrest that stemmed from
the problem buildings. . . . They hoped they could make the building
owner as uncomfortable in his home as he was making them in theirs.’’82
This form of highly participatory and decentralized law enforcement
proved to be as successful as it was unorthodox. Examining crime and
opinion data, criminologists Wesley Skogan and Susan Hartnett have
concluded that in the neighborhoods in which CAPS operated, trust in
the police grew signiﬁcantly, as did trust among neighbors. All forms
of street crime—from drug distribution to robbery to homicide—
dropped.83
The behavioral mechanisms at work in CAPS can again be explained
in reciprocity terms. In effect, CAPS promoted trust, and hence reciprocal cooperation, within each of the three collective action settings that construct the problem of street crime. First of all, CAPS had
a positive effect on the community–self-policing dilemma. Whereas
traditional policing strategies risk displacing community self-policing,
CAPS assigned certain highly conspicuous elements of law enforcement to community residents themselves. As they observed their
neighbors attending and speaking up at council meetings—and thereafter participating in order-maintenance demonstrations, public shamings, and the like, citizens learned that their neighbors were in fact
willing to take an active role in safeguarding their community from
crime. Those who formed this impression could thereafter have been
expected to reciprocate, either by participating in CAPS initiatives
or by entering into less formal arrangements to watch out for one
another’s interests.
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The CAPS approach to community policing also helped to promote
positive reciprocity within citizen–police-cooperation setting. Citizens
long accustomed to seeing the police as simultaneously indifferent
to their needs and disrespectful of their rights were now exposed to
highly responsive and solicitous ofﬁcers. Unsurprisingly, citizens grew
more trustful and thus more willing to cooperate with the police. In addition, CAPS made it easier to cooperate with the police by negating
social meanings that can make such behavior an occasion for guilt or
ostracism. Those who took part in CAPS were not likely to view themselves or to be viewed by others as turning their fellow citizens over to
an alien or occupying force; rather they were participating in forms of
self-governance visibly supported by other members of the community. The police, too, no doubt reciprocated the greater willingness of
citizens to cooperate with them by treating citizens more respectfully
in return, thereby generating an even greater willingness among citizens to cooperate with the police.
Because it had these effects on the community–self-policing and
citizen–police-cooperation problems, CAPS likely had a positive effect
on the public-order dilemma as well. In a climate in which they trust
each other and the state more, individuals are more likely to obey the
law. Through reciprocity dynamics, moreover, such obedience feeds
on itself.
The strong reciprocity theory explains why we should expect selective privatization to result in a self-sustaining, high-cooperation, lowcrime equilibrium. And it implies that this equilibrium is likely to be a
stable and lasting one.
12.6

Other Applications

The strong reciprocity theory has implications for a broad range of
policy problems in addition to tax collection and the siting of noxious
facilities. It’s possible to sketch several in broad outline.
12.6.1 Fraud and Corruption
Like the disposition of individuals to engage in tax evasion, the disposition of individuals to engage in fraud or corruption appears to
depend on whether they think other individuals are engaged in such
behavior.84 This implies that high-proﬁle campaigns to crackdown on
such behavior, like high-proﬁle crackdowns on tax evasion, can backﬁre.85 Indeed, when government invests more to deter fraud, individu-
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als have less incentive to invest in credibly signaling to others that they
are trustworthy and honest, and hence reliable as trade partners. Because individuals reciprocate honesty with honesty, the suppression of
individuals’ efforts to display honesty to others will predictably reduce
the disposition of individuals to behave honestly, thus making penalties for dishonesty less effective. A better policy, again, is to make citizens aware that those around them are basically honest.
Or at least that is the best policy where individuals are in fact generally honest. In a condition of pervasive distrust—such as that which
exists in many former Eastern bloc nations—strong penalties for fraud
and dishonesty may be the only thing that works. Moreover, in such a
climate, penalties for dishonesty may in fact promote rather than undermine trust. Individuals who resent fraud and corruption are likely
to interpret the advent of credible penalties as evidence that others
around them now feel the same way they do and are prepared to do
something about it. Some of those individuals will be moved to reciprocate by behaving more honestly themselves, inducing still others to
do the same, until a new condition of self-reinforcing cooperation is
reached—at which point maintenance of high penalties may be less
necessary.86
12.6.2 Information and Technology
Ideas are understood to be a classic public good. We all beneﬁt from
useful inventions, engaging works of literature, effective medicines,
and the like. But why should any one of us endure the cost associated
with producing them when we can freely avail ourselves of the inventive labors borne by others? The conventional theory again resorts to
incentives, here in the form of intellectual property rights that permit
inventors to exclude others from use of their ideas absent the payment
of a fee.87
But strong reciprocity complicates the picture once again. A growing
body of work has documented that within certain ﬁelds—including
basic scientiﬁc research and many types of computer software development—individuals will reciprocate spontaneous contributions
to a collaborative inventive enterprise with like contributions of their
own, generating innovations that rival and often surpass the quality of
those achieved through proprietary modes of production.88 When this
happens, the deadweight losses and administrative costs inevitably
associated with intellectual property rights needn’t be endured to
secure the public beneﬁts of invention. Indeed, university scientists,
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computer hackers, and other reciprocal producers tend to suspend the
free exchange of ideas once they come to suspect that those with whom
they are collaborating are intent on appropriating the commercial
value of those innovations for themselves.89 An intellectual property
regime that is insensitive to the contribution that reciprocity norms
make to invention can thus stiﬂe rather than stimulate innovation.
12.6.3 Democracy
The application of the conventional model of collective action to democratic politics yields public choice theory. According to this theory, citizens, because they are self-interested wealth maximizers, will forego
public spirited deliberation and instead organize themselves into interest groups for the purpose of extracting rents.90 To combat this dynamic, policy analysts have proposed a wide variety of structural
devices—from campaign ﬁnance laws91 to term limits92 to line item
vetoes93 to budget process reforms94 —all of which seek to raise the
cost or reduce the beneﬁts of organizing into special-interest pressure
groups.
The strong reciprocity model suggests a different analysis. As a positive matter, it points to a substantial body of empirical research suggesting that the behavior of elected representatives is limited by
informal norms that discourage unconstrained efforts to redirect public
resources toward one’s own constituencies.95 Thus, reciprocity dynamics already make at least some contribution to containing specialinterest politics.
As a prescriptive matter, the strong reciprocity model warns us not
to assume that structural reforms will invariably reinforce reciprocity
norms in this setting. Policies designed to counteract public choice
pressures do more than change political actors’ incentives to engage in
rent-seeking; they also broadcast to citizens and their representatives
that rent-seeking is the behavior we expect political actors to engage in
whenever it is in their interest to do so. Because individuals are reciprocators, they are likely to respond to this message by displaying even
less restraint in the pursuit of their material interests in democratic political life. Thus, reforms aimed at reducing incentives to behave in a
self-interested fashion might well dissipate reciprocity-based norms
that now hold such behavior at least partially in check, and thereby
increase special-interest rent-seeking on net. The strong reciprocity
model thus underscores the anxiety that too readily accepting the
public choice picture can make it the reality of our political life.96
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At the same time, however, the strong reciprocity model underscores how reforms that reﬂect different assumptions might stimulate
public spiritedness. For example, scholars have proposed that the state
award citizens two types of monetary grants: ‘‘stakes’’ that they can
use as they see ﬁt upon adulthood and ‘‘patriot dollars’’ that they can
contribute to the political campaigns of their choice.97 The ﬁrst of these
proposals expresses a societal commitment to assuring individuals a
fair chance to realize their life plans, the second society’s commitment
to assuring individuals a fair chance to inﬂuence the political process
irrespective of their personal wealth. It’s plausible to believe that
many citizens will reciprocate the goodwill embodied in these schemes
by contributing more readily to the well-being of society and by refraining from purely self-seeking political behavior. And when citizens observe public-spirited behavior of this sort, still more citizens will be
moved to behave in the same way. These proposals, then, are another
example of how appropriately expressive law—even in the form of
cash subsidies—can be expected to accentuate reciprocal cooperation.
12.6.4 Good Samaritanism
Breaking with the traditional Anglo-American position, several U.S.
states have in recent years enacted laws that oblige individuals to assist
strangers in need when they can do so without risk to themselves.
Such laws are intended to counter the supposed growing indifference
of Americans—particularly urban-dwelling ones—toward the wellbeing of strangers.98
The strong reciprocity theory, however, warns that such laws may
do more to construct than to remedy such indifference. Some individuals will see the apparent necessity of a penalty for nonassistance as
conﬁrmation that most citizens don’t genuinely care about strangers’
well-being. Those individuals, the strong reciprocity model predicts,
will respond by showing less concern themselves. Financial incentives
to assist others are also likely to obscure morally motivated acts of
assistance, thereby diluting a signal of good intentions that would
otherwise have moved individuals to reciprocate in kind.
Substantial experimental evidence suggests that it simply is not the
case that Americans are disinclined to render assistance to strangers in
need.99 The way to strengthen citizens’ resolve to render such assistance, the strong reciprocity theory implies, is to correct the misperception that others lack such resolve—a goal that can be achieved through
public commendations of individuals who engage in heroic behavior.
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Conclusion

The main—indeed only—selling point of the conventional theory of
collective action is its asserted behavioral realism. Individuals, it tells
us, are inherently self-seeking. Accordingly, we can’t count on them
voluntarily to subordinate their material interests to the good of society; rather we must alternately bribe and threaten them through
a costly regulatory apparatus, the maintenance of which not only
depletes our common resources but itself creates myriad opportunities
for advantage-seeking by self-interested individuals and groups. It is
hard to imagine a less inspiring account of our motives and our prospects. But if the ugly picture the conventional theory paints is right,
then we’d be fools to avert our eyes from it.
It turns out, however, that the conventional theory isn’t right. Individuals in collective action settings might not behave like saints, but
they don’t behave like ﬁends either. They can be counted on to contribute to collective goods, the emerging literature on strong reciprocity
shows, so long as they perceive that others are inclined to do the same. Bribes
and threats are not nearly so necessary as the conventional theory
would have us believe; the law can instead enlist our cooperation by
furnishing us with grounds to trust one another to contribute our fair
share to society’s needs. Indeed, when the law relies only on bribes
and threats, it breeds the impression that citizens can’t trust one another to contribute to collective goods voluntarily, thereby undermining their motivation to reciprocate one another’s public spiritedness.
Whatever truth there is in the conventional theory is an artifact of the
common acceptance of that theory’s bleak assumptions.
So we should now reject them. To replace the conventional theory of
collective action, we should construct a new and more appealing one
founded on our nature as reciprocators. The logic of reciprocity not
only reﬂects a more realistic understanding of individual emotional
and moral commitments. It makes the hope that citizens will be morally and emotionally committed to contribute to the common good
more realistic.
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Social Capital, Moral
Sentiments, and
Community Governance
Samuel Bowles and Herbert
Gintis

13.1

Introduction

Social capital generally refers to trust, concern for one’s associates,
and a willingness to live by the norms of one’s community and to punish those who do not. These behaviors were recognized as essential
ingredients of good governance among thinkers from Aristotle to Thomas Aquinas and Edmund Burke. However, political theorists and
constitutional thinkers since the late eighteenth century have taken
Homo economicus as a starting point and partly for this reason have
stressed other desiderata—notably, competitive markets, well-deﬁned
property rights, and efﬁcient well-intentioned states. Good rules of the
game thus came to displace good citizens as the sine qua non of good
government.
The contending camps that emerged in the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries, advocating laissez faire on the one hand or comprehensive state intervention on the other as the ideal form of governance,
deﬁned the terms of institutional and policy for much of the twentieth
century. Practically-minded people who (either by conscience or electoral constraint) had adopted less dogmatic stances in favor of seeking
solutions to social problems never accepted the cramped intellectual
quarters of this debate. But it ﬂourished in academia, as a glance at
mid or even late twentieth-century comparative economic systems
texts will show. The shared implicit assumption of the otherwise polarized positions in this debate was that some appropriate mix of market
and state could adequately govern the economic process. But the
common currency of this debate—inﬂated claims on behalf of spontaneous order or social engineering—now seems archaic. Disenchanted
with utopias of either the left or the right as the century drew to a
close, and willing to settle for less heroic alternatives, many came to
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believe that market failures are the rule rather than the exception and
that governments are neither sufﬁciently informed or sufﬁciently accountable to correct all market failures. Consequently, social capital
was swept to prominence not on its merits, but on the defects of its
alternatives.
Those to the left of center are attracted to the social capital idea
because it afﬁrms the importance of trust, generosity, and collective
action in social problem solving, thus countering the idea that welldeﬁned property rights and competitive markets could harness selﬁsh
motives to public ends to such an extent as to make civic virtue unnecessary. Proponents of laissez faire are enchanted with social capital
because it holds the promise that where markets fail—in the provision
of local public goods and many types of insurance for example—
neighborhoods, parent-teacher associations, bowling leagues, indeed
anything but the government, could step in to do the job.
American liberals, along with social democrats and market socialists,
might not have joined in support of social capital had the limits of
governmental capacity and accountability not been unmistakenly demonstrated in the bureaucratic arrogance and the dashed hopes of ﬁveyear plans around the world. Conservatives might have been less avid
about social capital if their once-idealized institutions had fared better.
But the Great Depression in the past century, as well as growing environmental concerns and rising inequalities at the century’s close, tarnished the utopian capitalism of the textbooks. The demise of these
liberal and conservative illusions of the past century thus cleared the
intellectual stage for social capital’s entry.
Thus, a decade ago, otherwise skeptical intellectuals and jaded policymakers surprised and impressed their friends by touting the remarkable correlation between choral societies and effective governance in
Tuscany, warning of the perils of a nation that bowled alone, and quoting Alexis de Tocqueville on America as a nation of joiners. President
George Bush the elder urged Americans to turn away from government to the ‘‘thousand points of light’’ of a vibrant civil society, and
then-First Lady Hillary Clinton told us that ‘‘it takes a village to raise a
child.’’
The social capital boom reﬂected a heightened awareness in policy
and academic circles of real people’s values (which are not the empirically implausible utility functions of Homo economicus)—researchers
began to ask how people interact in their daily lives, in families, neighborhoods, and work groups, not just as buyers, sellers, and citizens.
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All recognized the bankruptcy of the ideologically charged planningversus-markets debate.
Perhaps social capital, like Voltaire’s God, would have to have
been invented had it not existed. It may even be a good idea. It is not
a good term. Capital refers to a thing that can be owned—even a social isolate like Robinson Crusoe had an axe and a ﬁshing net. By
contrast, the attributes said to make up social capital describe relationships among people. ‘‘Community’’ better captures the aspects of
good governance that explain social capital’s popularity, as it focuses
attention on what groups do rather than what people own. By a community, we mean a group of people who interact directly, frequently,
and in multi-faceted ways. People who work together are usually communities in this sense, as are some neighborhoods, groups of friends,
professional and business networks, gangs, and sports leagues. The
list suggests that connection, not affection, is the deﬁning characteristic
of a community. Whether one is born into a community or one entered
by choice, there are normally signiﬁcant costs to moving from one to
another.
In the next section we propose an alternative framework, which
we term ‘‘community governance.’’ We begin with some examples and
describe some experimental evidence demonstrating the plausibility of
the underlying behavioral assumptions. We doubt that the commonly
used survey instruments are reliable predictors of actual behaviors.
For example, Glaeser et al. (2000) found that the standard questions
about trust, popularized by Fukuyama (1995) and others, are entirely
uninformative about either the respondent’s experimental behavior in
a trust experiment for real money or the respondent’s daily behavior
(for instance, willingness to loan possessions to others). We then turn
to some endemic problems with community governance and challenges to be addressed by those who share our conviction that policy
design should recognize and enhance the complementarities among
markets, states, and communities. Similar proposals are advanced by
Ouchi (1980), Hayami (1989), Ostrom (1997; this volume, chapter 9)
and Aoki and Hayami (2000). We close with some speculations about
the future importance of community governance.
Our analysis is predicated on the fact, established in chapters 1 and 5
that the individual motivations supporting peer monitoring and other
aspects of community governance are not captured by either the conventional self-interested preferences of Homo economicus or by unconditional altruism towards one’s fellow community members. Rather, it is
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predicated on strong reciprocity, which is a predisposition to cooperate
in a collective enterprise, and a predisposition to punish those who
violate cooperative norms, both of which are individually costly but
conducive to strong social capital.
We will attempt to show that
(i) community governance addresses market and state failures, although it typically relies on insider-outsider distinctions that may be
morally repugnant;
(ii) well-designed institutions make communities, markets, and states
mutual reinforcing rather than alternatives, although as described
in chapter 9, poorly designed institutions can crowd out community
governance;
(iii) some distributions of property rights are better than others at fostering community governance and assuring harmony among communities, states, and markets; and
(iv) the small scale local interactions that characterize communities are
likely to increase in importance as the economic problems that community governance handles relatively well become more important.
13.2

Community Governance

Communities are part of good governance because they address certain problems that cannot be handled by individuals, by market exchange, or by state regulation. In some of Chicago’s neighborhoods
studied by Robert Sampson Steven Raudenbush, and Felton Earls
(1997) for example, residents speak sternly to youngsters skipping
school, creating a disturbance, or decorating walls with grafﬁti. Residents are also willing to intervene to maintain neighborhood amenities
such as a local ﬁrehouse threatened with budget cuts. These are all
examples of what the authors term ‘‘collective efﬁcacy.’’ In other neighborhoods residents adopt a more hands-off approach.
Sampson, Raudenbush and Earls found considerable variation in the
neighborhood levels of collective efﬁcacy—with examples of rich, poor,
black, and white neighborhoods exhibiting both high and low levels.
Remarkably, ethnic heterogeneity was considerably less important in
predicting low collective efﬁcacy than were measures of economic disadvantage, low rates of home ownership, and other indicators of residential instability. Where neighbors express a high level of collective
efﬁcacy, violent crime is markedly lower, controlling for a wide range
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of community and individual characteristics (including past crime
rates). Chicago’s neighborhoods illustrate the informal enforcement of
community norms.
The Toyama Bay ﬁshing cooperatives in Japan studied by Erika Seki
and Jean-Philippe Platteau (Platteau and Seki [2001]) illustrate another
aspect of community problem solving. Faced with variable catches, as
well as the high level and changing nature of skills required, some ﬁshermen have elected to share income, information, and training. One
co-op which has been highly successful since its formation thirty-ﬁve
years ago consists of the crews and skippers of seven shrimp boats.
The boats share income and costs, repair damaged nets in common,
and pool information about the changing location and availability of
shrimp. Elder members pass on their skills, and the more educated
younger members teach others the new high-tech methods using Loran
and sonar. The co-op’s income-pooling and cost-pooling activities
allow its boats to ﬁsh in much riskier and higher yield locations, and
the skill- and information-sharing raises proﬁts and reduces productivity differences among the boats. Fishing, off-loading the catch, and
marketing by individual boats are synchronized to increase the transparency of the sharing process and make opportunistic cheating on the
agreement easy to detect.
The plywood workers who owned their ﬁrms in Oregon and Washington beneﬁted from both the peer-monitoring of the Chicago neighbors and the risk-pooling of the ﬁshermen (Craig and Pencavel 1995).
They elected their managers and required of their members ownership
of a share of the ﬁrm as a condition of employment, and employment
in the ﬁrm as a condition of ownership. Before the industry moved to
the southeastern United States, these co-ops had successfully competed
with conventionally organized ﬁrms in the industry (both union and
nonunion) for two generations. Their success was largely attributable
to high levels of work commitment and savings on managerial monitoring of workers (when one ﬁrm converted to cooperative ownership,
the supervisory staff was cut by three-quarters). The econometric analysis of Ben Craig and John Pencavel (1995) indicates that total factor
productivity (output per unit of labor and capital combined) is signiﬁcantly higher than in their conventional counterparts. When faced with
cyclical downturns in the demand for plywood, the co-ops, unlike their
competitors, do not ﬁre or layoff workers, but rather elect to take cuts
in either wages or hours, thus pooling the cyclical risk among all members rather than imposing it on a few (see also Pencavel [2001], and
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for other examples Hansen [1997], Ghemawat [1995], and Knez and
Simester [2001]).
As these examples suggest, communities solve problems that might
otherwise appear to be classic market failures or state failures: namely,
insufﬁcient provision of local public goods such as neighborhood
amenities, the absence of insurance and other risk-sharing opportunities even when these would be mutually beneﬁcial, exclusion of the
poor from credit markets, and excessive and ineffective monitoring
of work effort. Communities can sometimes do what governments
and markets fail to do because their members, but not outsiders,
have crucial information about other members’ behaviors, capacities,
and needs. Members use this information both to uphold norms
(work norms among the plywood workers and the ﬁshermen, community behavioral norms in Chicago) and to make use of efﬁcient insurance arrangements that are not plagued by the usual problems of
moral hazard and adverse selection (the ﬁshermen and the plywood
workers). This insider information is most frequently used in multilateral rather than centralized ways—taking the form of a raised eyebrow, a kind word, an admonishment, a bit of gossip, or ridicule—all
of which may have particular salience when conveyed by a neighbor
or a workmate whom one is accustomed to call one of ‘‘us’’ rather than
‘‘them.’’
Communities thus may make an important contribution to governance where market contracts and government ﬁats fail because the
necessary information to design and enforce beneﬁcial exchanges and
directives cannot effectively be used by judges, government ofﬁcials,
and other outsiders. This is particularly the case where ongoing relationships among community members support trust, mutual concern, or sometimes simply effective multilateral enforcement of group
norms. This idea, old hat in sociology, long predates recent interest in
social capital even among economists. A generation ago, Kenneth Arrow and Gerard Debreu provided the ﬁrst complete proof of Adam
Smith’s conjecture two centuries earlier on the efﬁciency of invisible
hand allocations. But the axioms required by the Fundamental Theorem of Welfare Economics were so stringent that Arrow stressed the
importance of what would now be called social capital in coping with
its failure:
In the absence of trust . . . opportunities for mutually beneﬁcial cooperation
would have to be foregone . . . norms of social behavior, including ethical and
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moral codes [may be] . . . reactions of society to compensate for market failures.
(Arrow 1971, 22)

Communities are one of the ways these norms are sustained (Bowles
and Gintis 1998, 1999).
13.3

Communities and Incentives

The task of comparative institutional analysis today, having left behind
the plan versus market debate, is to clarify what class of problems are
handled well by differing combinations of institutions. Advances in
contract theory, mechanism design, game theory, and related ﬁelds
now allow economists to say quite a bit about this. Markets are attractive because of their ability to make use of private information. So
where comprehensive contracts may be written and enforced at low
cost, markets are often superior to other governance structures. Moreover, where residual claimancy and control rights can be closely
aligned, market competition provides a decentralized and difﬁcult to
corrupt disciplining mechanism that punishes the inept and rewards
high performers.
Like markets, the state is relatively well-suited for handling particular classes of problems. In particular, the state is attractive because it
alone has the power to make and enforce the rules of the game that
govern the interaction of private agents. Therefore, the state works
well in cases where an economic process will be effective only if participating is mandatory (e.g., participating in a social insurance program
or paying for national defense).
Communities, however, may solve problems that both states and
markets are ill-equipped to address, especially where the nature of social interactions or of the goods and services being transacted makes
contracting highly incomplete or costly. Community governance relies
on dispersed private information often unavailable to states, employers, banks, and other large formal organizations to apply rewards and
punishments to members according to their conformity with or deviation from social norms. An effective community monitors the behavior of its members, rendering them accountable for their actions. The
presence of a signiﬁcant fraction of strong reciprocators heightens the
value of such dispersed information and opportunities for intrinsically
motivated cooperation and punishment of antisocial behavior. In contrast with states and markets, communities more effectively foster and
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utilize the incentives that people have traditionally deployed to regulate their common activity: trust, solidarity, reciprocity, reputation,
personal pride, respect, vengeance, and retribution, among others.
Several aspects of communities account for their unique capacities as
governance structures. First, the probability that members of a community who interact today will interact in the future is high, and thus
there is a strong incentive to act in socially beneﬁcial ways in the
present to avoid retaliation in the future. Second, the frequency of interaction among community members lowers the cost and raises the
beneﬁts associated with discovering more about the characteristics, recent behavior, and likely future actions of other members. The more
easily acquired and widely dispersed this information, the more community members will have an incentive to act in ways that result in
collectively beneﬁcial outcomes. Third, communities overcome freerider problems by its members directly punishing ‘‘antisocial’’ actions
of others. Monitoring and punishment by peers in work teams, credit
associations, partnerships, local commons situations, and residential
neighborhoods is often an effective means of attenuating incentive
problems that arise where individual actions affecting the well-being
of others are not subject to enforceable contracts (Whyte 1955; Homans
1961; Ostrom 1990; Tilly 1981; Hossain 1988; Dong and Dow 1993;
Sampson, Raudenbush, and Earls 1997).
To the extent that economists have sought to understand how communities work, they have treated individuals as self-interested and
considered models in which self-interested agents would cooperate—
even in interactions that at ﬁrst glance appear to have defection as a
dominant strategy. We have explained elsewhere why we ﬁnd these
explanations inadequate (Gintis 2000; Bowles 2004). By contrast, many
behavioral scientists outside of economics have sought to explain
communities by relations of altruism, affection, and other non–selfregarding motives. Many of these approaches, however, have treated
the community organically without investigating whether or not its
structural characteristics are consistent with conventional notions of
equilibrium based on intentional action. We stress non–self-interested
motives because we believe explaining how communities enforce
norms through mutual monitoring requires going beyond this traditional model of the individual actor. The treatment of social penalties
by Besley and Coate (1995) and of peer pressure by Kandel and Lazear
(1992) reﬂect a similar dissatisfaction with the conventional behavioral
model. Communities are often capable of enforcing norms, we suggest,
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because a considerable fraction of members are strong reciprocators who
are willing to engage in the costly punishment of shirkers without a
reasonable expectation of being personally repaid for their efforts (see
chapter 1 and part II).
13.4

Community Failures

Like markets and governments, communities also fail. The personal
and durable contacts that characterize communities require them to be
of relatively small scale, and a preference for dealing with fellow members often limits their capacity to exploit gains from trade on a wider
basis. Moreover, the tendency for communities to be relatively homogeneous may make it impossible to reap the beneﬁts of economic
diversity associated with strong complementarities among differing
skills and other inputs. Neither of these limitations is insurmountable.
By sharing information, equipment, and skills, for example, the Japanese co-op ﬁshermen exploited economies of scale unattainable by less
cooperative groups and reaped substantial beneﬁts from the diversity
of talents among the membership. Similarly cooperation in the local
business networks in what is called ‘‘the third Italy’’ (along with
their associated local governments) allows otherwise unviably small
ﬁrms to beneﬁt from economies of scale in marketing, research, and
training—allowing their survival in competition with corporate giants.
But compared to bureaucracies and markets, which specialize in dealing with strangers, the limited scope of communities often imposes inescapable costs.
A second ‘‘community failure’’ is less obvious. Where group membership is the result of individual choices rather than group decisions,
the composition of groups is likely to be more culturally and demographically homogeneous than any of the members would like, thereby depriving people of valued forms of diversity. To envision this
scenario, imagine that the populations of a large number of residential
communities are made up of just two types of people easily identiﬁed
by appearance or speech, and that everyone strongly prefers to be in
an integrated group but not to be in a minority. If individuals sort
themselves among the communities, there will be a strong tendency
for all of the communities to end up perfectly segregated for reasons
that Thomas Schelling (1978) pointed out in his analysis of neighborhood tipping. Integrated communities would make everyone better off,
but they will prove unsustainable if individuals are free to move.
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Young (1998) and Bowles (2003) provide models demonstrating this
result.
Economists use the terms ‘‘market failures’’ and ‘‘state failures’’ to
point to the allocative inefﬁciencies entailed by these governance structures, and so far our discussion of these along with community failures
has conformed to the canon. But communities often fail in other, sometimes more egregious ways. Most individuals seek membership in a
group of familiar associates and feel isolated without it. The baggage
of belonging, however, often includes poor treatment of those who do
not. The problem is exacerbated by the group homogeneity resulting
from the neighborhood tipping community failure described in the
previous paragraph. When insider-outsider distinctions are made on
divisive and morally repugnant bases such as race, religion, nationality, or sex, community governance may contribute more to fostering
parochial narrow-mindedness and ethnic hostility than to addressing
the failures of markets and states. This downside of community becomes particularly troubling when insiders are wealthy and powerful
and outsiders are exploited as a result.
The problem is endemic. Communities work because they are good
at enforcing norms, and whether this is a good thing depends on what
the norms are. The recent resistance to racial integration by the white
residents of Ruyterwacht (near Cape Town) is as gripping an account
of social capital in action as one can imagine ( Jung 1998). Even more
striking is Dov Cohen’s (1998) study of differences in the relationship
between violence and community stability indifferent U.S. regions.
With Richard Nisbett (1996), Cohen has described a ‘‘culture of honor’’
that often turns public insults and arguments into deadly confrontations among white males in the South and West, but not in the North.
Cohen’s research conﬁrms the ﬁnding that in the North, homicides
stemming from arguments are less frequent in areas of higher residential stability, measured by the fractions of people living in the same
house and people living in the same county over a ﬁve-year period.
But this relationship is inverted in the South and West, as residential
stability is positively and signiﬁcantly related to the frequency of these
homicides where the culture of honor is strong.
13.5

Enhancing Community Governance

Many adherents of the liberal philosophical tradition—whether conservative advocates of laissez faire or their social democratic and liberal
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socialist critics—have seen communities as anachronistic remnants of a
less enlightened epoch that lacked the property rights, markets, and
states adequate to the task of governance. In this view, communities
are not part of the solution to the failures of markets and states, but
part of the problem of parochial populism or traditional fundamentalism. Many holding this view have long since rejected any dogmatic adherence to either pole of the planning versus markets opposition. But
these conceptual anchors still moor the ship of good government as
ﬁrmly as ever, and debate now centers on ﬁnding the optimal location
along the resulting continuum.
Those advocating social capital, or as we would prefer, community
governance, as an important aspect of policymaking and institutionbuilding have come to be dissatisﬁed with this view. They doubt (with
Kenneth Arrow) that states or markets, in any combination, can be so
perfected as to make norms redundant, and they believe that the substantial drawbacks of this third form of governance can be attenuated
by adequate social policy. Many have also pointed to cases where
efforts to perfect the market or assure the success of state interventions
have destroyed imperfect but nonetheless valuable community-based
systems of governance, suggesting that policy paradigms conﬁned to
states and markets may be counterproductive.
Unlike the utopian capitalism of textbook neoclassical economics
and the utopian statism of its sub-branch called welfare economics
(which during the 20th century imagined that governments have both
the information and the inclination to offset market failures), there can
be no blueprint for ideal community governance. As Elinor Ostrom
(1990; volume, chapter 9), James Scott (1998), and other ﬁeld researchers have stressed, communities solve problems in a bewildering variety
of ways with hundreds of differing membership rules, de facto property
rights, and decision-making procedures. But the cases described in this
chapter may suggest some of the elements that are frequently found in
well-governing communities and which might form part of a public
policy aimed at enhancing the desirable aspects of community governance.
The ﬁrst element, strongly supported by experimental evidence,
is that members of the community should own the fruits of their success or failure in solving the collective problems they face. The Japanese ﬁshermen, skippers and crew alike, own shares in the output of
their co-op and hence directly beneﬁt from its success in a way that
employees on ﬁxed wages would not. Among the Chicago residents,
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communities in which home ownership is common exhibit much
higher levels of ‘‘collective efﬁcacy,’’ even after controlling for a large
number of demographic and economic variables. The most likely explanation is that home owners beneﬁt fully from their neighborhood
improvement interventions—not only from the improved quality of
life, but from the enhanced value of their homes as well. This interpretation is consistent with the fact that Sidney Verba and his collaborators (1995) found that controlling for a large number of demographic
and other variables, U.S. home owners are more likely to participate in
local but not national politics, and with Edward Glaeser and Denise
Depasquale’s (1999) ﬁndings in a sample of German individuals that
changes in home ownership predict changes in levels of civic participation. Finally, the plywood worker-owners’ success would be inexplicable were it not for the fact that as residual claimants on the income
stream of the co-op, each individual owns the results of the others’
efforts. As these examples suggest, in order to own the success of
one’s efforts, community members must generally own the assets with
which they work or whose value is affected by what the community
does.
Second, as we have seen in the public goods with punishment
experiments, the unraveling of cooperation that often afﬂicts communities can be averted if opportunities for mutual monitoring and
punishment of noncooperators are built into the structure of social
interactions. Policies to increase the visibility of the actions of peers
in communities, along with policies to enhance the effectiveness of
forms of multilateral sanctioning of shirkers, may thus contribute to cooperative solutions to problems, even if a majority of members are selfinterested. Huntergatherer bands that share food often practice the
custom of eating in public, an effect of which is to make violations of
the sharing rule evident to all. The Toyama Bay ﬁshers’ practice of offloading their catch at the same time likewise contributes to transparency in implementing their sharing rule.
An important feature of models in which cooperation in sizable
groups is sustained by the punishment of shirkers is that multiple
equilibria typically exist. When cooperation is common, the costs incurred by civic-minded punishers is small, and they can easily persist
in a population. When cooperation is uncommon, those who punish
shirkers will incur heavy costs and will likely be eliminated by any
plausible evolutionary process (this volume, chapter 7). This suggests
that a heterogeneous population with some civic-minded members
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(ready to punish those who violate norms) and some self-interested
members may exhibit high or low levels of cooperation depending not
on the distribution of types in the population, but rather on the recent
history of the group.
There is a third desideratum for enhancing community governance.
The cases described in this chapter and hundreds like them suggest
that well-working communities require a legal and governmental environment favorable to their functioning. The Chicago residents’ success
in reducing crime could hardly have been realized had the police not
been on call. The Japanese ﬁshing co-ops numbering more than a thousand work within national and prefectural environmental and other
regulations which they are free to complement by locally made rules,
but not to override. A comparison of Taiwanese and South Indian
farmer-managed irrigation organizations shows that the greater success of the former is due to the effective intervention of national governments in providing a favorable legal environment and handling
cases in which the informal sanctions of the community would not be
adequate (Lam 1996; Wade 1988) Similar community-governmental
synergy is found in Tendler’s study of the delivery of health care
(1997) and Ostrom’s account of urban infrastructure (1996), both of
which focus on Brazil. The fact that governmental intervention has
sometimes destroyed community governance capacities does not support a recommendation of laissez faire.
The face-to-face local interactions of community are thus not a substitute for effective government but rather a complement. Neglect of
this point no doubt explains some of the popularity of the social capital
concept. A Gallup Poll recently asked a large national sample of Americans ‘‘Which one of the following groups do you think has the greatest
responsibility for helping the poor: churches, private charities, the
government, the families and relatives of poor people, the poor themselves, or someone else?’’ The survey also asked if inequalities in income and wealth were ‘‘acceptable’’ or ‘‘a problem that needs to be
ﬁxed.’’ While the sample was evenly split on the ﬁrst question between
the government on the one hand and all of the non-governmental
responses on the other, those unconcerned about the level of inequality
in the second question were almost three times as likely to support the
private approach than the government solution (see this volume, chapter 10). Those favoring the social capital option in this case were seemingly more motivated by the fact that it would shrink government than
by the hope that it would reduce inequality.
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Thus, both a legal and governmental environment that complements
the distinctive governance abilities of communities and a distribution
of property rights that makes members the beneﬁciaries of community success are key aspects of policies to foster community problemsolving. Developing an institutional structure such that states, markets,
and communities are mutually enhancing is a challenging task, however. For example, where property rights are ill-deﬁned (and informal
contractual enforcement is essential to mutually beneﬁcial exchange),
more precisely deﬁned property rights may reduce the multifaceted
and repeated nature of interpersonal contact on which community
governance is based (Bowles and Gintis 1998). Similarly, there is
considerable evidence that efforts to induce higher levels of work
effort, compliance to norms, or environmental conservation by mobilizing self-interested motives through the use of ﬁnes and sanctions
may undermine reciprocity and other social motives (see this volume,
chapters 1 and 9; as well as sources cited in Bowles 1998 and Bowles
2004).
A fourth element in the community/good governance package:
active advocacy of the conventional liberal ethics of equal treatment
and enforcement of conventional anti-discrimination policies. That it is
not unrealistic to hope that communities can govern effectively without repugnant behaviors favoring ‘‘us’’ against ‘‘them’’ is suggested by
the many examples of well-working communities that do not exhibit
the ugly parochial and divisive potential of this form of governance,
including all of those above.
Other ways of empowering communities can be imagined, but some
should be resisted on grounds that they heighten the difﬁcult tradeoffs
between good governance and parochialism mentioned in this chapter.
For example, Alesina and La Ferrara (2000) found that among United
States localities, participation in church, local service and political
groups, as well as other community organizations is substantially
higher where income is more equally distributed, even when a host
of other possible inﬂuences are controlled. Their ﬁndings suggest
that policies to increase income equality would enhance community
governance. But they also found that racially and ethnically diverse
localities, measured by the probability that two randomly selected
members of the population would be of different racial or ethnic
groups, had signiﬁcantly lower levels of participation. One may hope
that pro-community public policy would not seek to increase racial
and ethnic homogeneity of groups for this reason.
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But simply resisting government policies that homogenize is not
sufﬁcient. If Alesina and La Ferrara’s results (and others like them)
suggest that successful communities are likely to be relatively homogeneous, then a heavy reliance on community governance, in the absence of adequate counteracting policies, could promote higher levels
of local homogeneity simply because the success of groups and their
likely longevity will vary with how homogeneous they are. Thus, a
competitive economy in which worker-owned cooperatives are common is likely to exhibit more homogeneous workplaces than one made
up of conventional ﬁrms. The combination of within-group homogeneity and between-group competition, while effectively promoting
some desirable forms of governance, seems a recipe for hostile ‘‘us
versus them’’ sentiments. Dilemmas such as this one are not likely to
disappear.
13.6

Economic Evolution and the Future of Community Governance

The age of commerce and the dawn of democracy were widely
thought to mark the eclipse of community. Writers of all persuasions
believed that markets, the state, or simply ‘‘modernization,’’ would
extinguish the values that throughout history had sustained forms of
governance based on intimate and ascriptive relationships. According
to the romanticist conservative Edmund Burke (1955[1790])
. . . The age of chivalry is gone. That of Sophisters, economists, and calculators
has succeeded. . . . Nothing is left which engages the affection on the part of
the commonwealth . . . so as to create in us love, veneration, admiration or
attachment.

The liberal Alexis de Tocqueville (1958[1832]) echoes Burke’s fears in
this comment on democratic culture in America during the 1830s:
Each [person] . . . is a stranger to the fate of all the rest . . . his children and his
private friends constitute to him the whole of mankind; as for the rest of his
fellow citizens, he is close to them but he sees them not . . . he touches them
but he feels them not; he exists but in himself and for himself alone . . .

For the socialists Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels (1972[1848], 475)
The bourgeoisie . . . has put an end to all feudal, patriarchal, idyllic relations.
It has pitilessly torn asunder the motley feudal ties that bound man to his
‘‘natural superiors,’’ and has left remaining no other nexus between man
and man than naked self-interest . . . [I]n place of the numberless indefeasible
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chartered freedoms, it has set up that single, unconscionable freedom—free
trade.

Many who predicted the demise of community based their argument on the notion that communities owe their existence to a distinct
set of pre-modern ‘‘values’’ that were bound to be extinguished by economic and political competition in markets and democratic states, or
as Marx put it, by ‘‘the icy waters of egotistical calculation.’’ Modern
writers have also stressed that the parochialism on which communities
thrive requires cultural commitments that are antithetical to modern
social institutions. Talcott Parsons’ sociological system, to mention one
prominent example, consistently attributes ‘‘particularistic’’ values to
more primitive levels of civilization, and ‘‘universalistic’’ values to the
more advanced.
Fred Hirsch refered to the waning of precapitalist moral codes in
similar vein:
This legacy has diminished with time and with the corrosive contact of the
active capitalist values. As individual behavior has been increasingly directed
to individual advantage, habits and instincts based on communal attitudes
and objectives have lost out (Hirsch 1976, 117–118).

We do not doubt that markets and democratic states represent cultural environments in which some values ﬂourish and others wither.
Indeed, the dismay concerning their effects, expressed so long ago by
Burke, Marx, and de Tocqueville, may have been prescient. But the
basis for the rise, fall, and transformation of communities, if we are
correct, is to be sought not in the survival of vestigial values of an earlier age, but in the capacity of communities, like that of markets and
states, to provide successful solutions to assist in solving contemporary
problems of social coordination.
Far from being an anachronism, community governance appears
likely to assume more rather than less importance in the future. The
reason is that the types of problems that communities solve, and which
resist governmental and market solutions, arise when individuals interact in ways that cannot be regulated by complete contracts or by external ﬁat due to the complexity of the interactions or the private or
unveriﬁable nature of the information concerning the relevant transactions. These interactions arise increasingly in modern economies, as information intensive team production replaces assembly lines and other
technologies more readily handled by contract or ﬁat and as difﬁcult
to measure services usurp the preeminent role, as both outputs and
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inputs, once played by measurable quantities like kilowatts of power
and tons of steel. In an economy increasingly based on qualities rather
than quantities, the superior governance capabilities of communities
are likely to be manifested in increasing reliance on the kinds of multilateral monitoring and risksharing exempliﬁed in this chapter.
But the capacity of communities to solve problems may be impeded
by hierarchical division and economic inequality among its members.
Many observers believe, for example, that the limited inequality between managers and workers in the standard Japanese ﬁrm is a key
contributor to information sharing between management and production workers (Aoki 1988). Dayton-Johnson and Bardhan (2002) have
found that farmer members of irrigation organizations in Tamil Nadu,
India and Guanajuato, Mexico are more likely to cooperate in making
efﬁcient use of water if status and class inequalities among them are
limited. We survey other evidence as well as the theory underlying
these comments in Baland, Bardhan, and Bowles (2002) and Bardhan,
Bowles, and Gintis (2000). These results may reﬂect the same behavioral regularities underlying experimental results showing that cooperation in two-person non-repeated Prisoner’s Dilemma games declines
dramatically when the degree of conﬂict of interest implicit in the payoff matrix increases (Axelrod 1970; Rapoport and Chammah 1965).
If we are right that communities work well relative to markets and
states where the tasks are qualitative and hard to capture in explicit
contracts, and where the conﬂicts of interest among the members are
limited, it seems likely that extremely unequal societies will be competitively disadvantaged in the future because their structures of privilege
and material reward limit the capacity of community governance to facilitate the qualitative interactions that underpin the modern economy.
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